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ABSTRAc'r

A programme of archaeological research was undertaken in the

Wairarapa region on the northern shores of Cook Strait) New Zealand. Some

27 excavations conducted during a 3 year period were designed primarily

to examine prehistoric economy and settlement pattern in the region.

In addition, studies were made of early historical records of Maori

life, ~~ori traditional history, and aspects of the modern and prehistoric

environment. In the analysis of excavated material, particular attention

was given to physical anthropology, sUbsistence economy, and the trading

patterns revealed by the importation of a number of rock types from

elseWhere in New Zealand.

It was found that human occupation in Palliser Bay was most

intense from about 1150AD to 1400AD, and that significant depopulation

may have occurred by 1650AD. At least 6 kinship linked communities were

resident in this early period, probably originating from further north.

Over several centuries they strengthened their social ties with other

communities in Cook Strait, progressively losing contact with northern

areas. A conjunctive picture is reconstructed of a typical community

of 30 to 40 people, and aspects of their physical condition, economy,

technology, settlement pattern, external social relationships and

ideology described. Their economy was initially a balance between

hunter-gatherer pursuits and kumara-based hortiCUlture, but in the

course of time their forest clearing activities set into motion a series

of episodes of erosion which culminated in the development of broad

shingle river beds and active fans. High riverine sediment loads led

to the loss of much of the local marine fauna at river mouths. A general

climatic deterioration about 11+50AD and then from 1600 onwards

accelerated this process to render the environment largely unsuitable

to Polynesian habitation. It is argued that coupled to these changes

are settlement pattern modifications and an increase in human disease

and malnutrition.·
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CHAJYrER 1

REGIONAL CUIJTURAI~ DIFFERENTIATION IN NEI,I/ ZEALAND ARCHAEOLOGY

Regional differences and their meaning have been a recurrent

theme in reconstructions of New Zealand culture history. In the following

chapter various aspects of regionalism will be discussed to provide a

background against which the motivation and objectives of the present

study can be put forward.

A REVIEW OF INTERPRE1'ATIONS OF REGIONAL VARIA1:ION--------- -...-,.......--
THE CULTURE AREA APPROACH TO REGIONAL DIFFERENCES.

One of the most vocal spokesmen for the importance of

studying regional differences was H.D.Skinner, who commented in 1921:

"the material cultures of different districts in New Zealand

show marked and deeply seated differences,almost as great as

those that separate the material cultures of, for example,

the Hawaiian Islands, the Nar-queaas , and the Society

Islands •••• "
(Skinner, 1974c:20)

He werrt on to divide New Zealand and the nearby Chatham Islands into

eight 'culture areas', each with its own distinctive cultural items

from dialect to house shape and food plants. Basically, however, the

cri teria on which Skinner concentrated were artefact forms and styles,

in keeping with his museum orientation. He noted, for example, the

variations in boat design, with double canoes characteristic of South

Island areas, the single canoe in the North Island, and the wash-through

boat in the Chatham Islands. Art styles and wood carving were also

explored in some detail, in particular the virtual absence of carving

in the south, and the importance of spirals and curvilinear patterns in the

north. By contrast, decorative art in Hurihiku and among the Horiori 1IJas
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based on rectilinear designs. At this stage Skinner was not able to

document the differences in Central and East Coast areas in the North

Island, and even for the other six culture areas he could offer only

uneven coverage in many of the categories.

Skinner proposed that four of these districts (the Moriori,

Murihiku, Kaiapoi and Wakatu) belonged to a separate group - the

'Southern Culture' - closely allied to Polynesia in the eastern Pacific,

and that a 'Northern Culture' (the West Coast, the East Coast, and the

Central and Northern Culture areas) found far closer parallels with

Nelanesian cultures in the weat er-n Pacific (Skinner, 1974c:22). He argued

that the earliest people in New Zealand were from the western Pacific

and that they settled the more northern areas; somewhat later some migrants

from the eastern Pacific settled the east coast of the North Island and

spread into the unoccupied southern districts (Sld-nner, 197Ll-C: 22- 3 ; see

also Duff, 1956:5). This opinion of a direct fvielanesian immigration was

revised by Skinner after his close examination of the Moriori beh!een

1919 and 1924 (Skinner, 1923; 1928), when he became convinced of the

thoroughly Eastern Polynesian character of these people. Any apparently

Helanesian traits found in the Northern culture areas were then attributed

to the marginal. survival of very ancient styles present in Oceania

generally, from Indonesia to the Harquesas (Skinner, 1974d:44). Skinner

also noted as early as 1921 that the culture areas were remarkably

similar to Cockayne's (1921) botanical provinces of New Zealand. His

cu I ture ar-eas also showed some concordance with 1'1aori tribal divisions.

Neither of these conformities had been anticipated by Skinner, and of

the former he remarked: "the significance of the corresnondance of these

h!o sets of areas based on wholly different data is not apparent"

(Skinner, 1974c:23).
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lt seems fair to comment that Skinner was somevrha t confused

on the Question of regionalism, and was unable in the course of his

long academic career to provide a satisfactory explanation of its

meaning in historical terms. However he was able to persuade most of

his contemporaries to abandon the idea of muLtiple settlement of Ne'"

Zealand, an idea which has emerged again quite recently as will be

discussed below. His principal contribution to these issues was not

his insight into historical questions but his documentation over many

years of the actual details of regiona.l variation. Between 1923 and

1969 Skinner's comparative studies have reinforced the distinctive

nature of the Murihiku culture area in particular, with analyses of

many more artefacts such as the paddle with central spine (197lte), the

slate knife (1971+f ) , and the paired chevroned amulet (197ltb: 76ff). It

is important to note that in his later papers where he presents such

differences in distribution there is even less attempt to explain them.

The majority of later "'lOrkers have avoided any comment on these

partiCUlar items, and this probably reflects the widespread uncertainty

as to their cultural significance in prevailing historical frameworks.

To a large extent, therefore, Skinner's work was cartographic,

and the resulting map was rigidly fixed in two dimensions with little

provision for changes in a temporal axis.

THE Jv'JARGINAL SURVIVAL APPROACH TO REGIONAL DIFFERENCES

The tendency to look upon cultural evidence in the spatial

dimension only, prevailed in island Polynesia also until quite recently;

Danielsson has commented:

"no archaeological excavations were ever undertaken in
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Polynesia, prior to 1950, simply because everybody knew

for certain that it was absolutely meaningless and useless

to do so"

(Danielsson, 1967:32)

This dogma partly rested on the belief that man's entry into the

Pacific was so recent that few cultural changes could have tru<en place.

However, as far back as the 1860s, significant temporal shifts had been

demonstrated for New Zealand at least, by von Haast (1871); Skinner and

others minimised the importance of chronology in favour of simple

culture-area interpretations. The dogma was thoroughly criticised as

early as 1940 by Shapiro who exclaimed that "Polynesia has a past and

much has occurred in it" (Shapiro, 1940:11).

A major conceptual change occurred in the 1940s with the work

of Duff and Lockerbie on Moa-hunter' sites in the South Island (Duff,

1956; Locker-bi.e , 1959), when chronology became a crucial .i asue , As

Duff himself remarked:

"The problem was the difficulty of demonstrating in anyone

island or group that certain items were earlier, and other

later, features in that culture1 the problem was in short

to unscramble the omelette"

(Duff, 1956:5)

Duff attemnted this when he undertook the first synchronic study of a

prehistoric group in New Zealand - the people at VJairau Bar - and then

compared their culture with that of the Maori observed at Euro-pean

contact. His principal conclusion was:

"The Moa-hunter phase of Naor i culture, as isolated and

defined here., is in my opinion clearly distinct from pre

European JI1aori culture, although it is probably ancestral

to it."

(Duff, 1956:6)
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Duff's excavations and analytical techniques have been the subject of

much criticism, and there is some doubt as to whether the Wairau Bar

evidence is truly synchronic. Despite this uncertainty, Duff was

responsible for turning Skinner's 'map' on its side and emphasising

the value of temporal as against geographical comparisons. The advent

of radiocarbon dating did much to heighten the distinction, and in

many ways New Zealand archaeologists have continued this pre-occupation

wi.th chronology to the present day.

Duff explained the regional differences in New Zealand in terms

of 'Marginal Survival', a concept developed by Wissler (1923) to generate

chronology out of spatial distribution. Duff simplified Skinner's cu1ture

areas into the Northern and Southern groups, and ar~led that after the

initial settlement of the centre of the North Island, waves of people

moved outwards, with those on the periphery of this movement retaining

more of the earlier culture than those in the centre. He commented:

"CUlture changes more rapidly in the heart or central area

which is in this case th;e major land mass of the North

Island"

(Duff, 1956:7)

Thus the observed regional differences in New Zealand from the North

to South Island wer-e merely a reflection of changes through time , with

the ancestral Polynesian culture surviving in a more inte.ct form in the

South Island. Implicit in this interpretation was the notion that the

earlier culture in the North Island, when it was more ful1y documented,

would be f'ound to be similar to the same ancestral Polynesian culture

as fOlmd in the South. In general terms this prediction was correct,

although siGnificant differences have been found between early sites

in the two islands.
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THE RETURN TO FIRST PRINCIPLES - GOLSO}j'S ORGANISATIONAL HODEL

Duff's research at Wairau Bar was followed by a decade of

intensive excavations in the northern half of the North Island,

particularly on sites thought to be comparable in age to scut.her-n

Hoa-hunter 'camps'. Although sufficient information had been assembled

by 1959 to. show that a fairly similar early culture had indeed existed

in the north, the evolutionary relationship poabuLat ed by Duff between

Moa-hunters and Maori was: '.not proving as eaBy to document. Sufficient

doubt had arisen on the propriety of the simple evolutionary model for

Golson to re-open the question in 1959. He wrote:

"What relationship exists beb"een the late and the early

types? Does the term Naori or Classic Maori ••••• denote a

phase in the development of Eastern Polynesian Culture in

New ZeaLand , or does it denote the product of hybridization

between Eastern Polynesian and other as yet undefined

traditions? At present we lack the data to answer these

questions, though the title of Dr. Duff's book, The ~~~a-HuntE':.E.

Period of Maori CultuFe., indicates the trend of orthodox

opinion."

(Golson, 1959:30)

Golson there suggested a return to first principles and offered a

model for organising New Zealand archaeological data without pre-

empting future interpretations. He believed that "the basic units of

archaeological research should be defined without anticipating the

solution to these problems, which is after all the end product of

research" (Golson, 1959:30). There is little doubt that Golson realised

the pOSJ3ibility of multiple settlement of New Zealand, a concept which

as has been shown was abandoned by Skinner and others in the early 1920s ..

He argued further that:
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!lA systematic search for and excavation of non-Archaic sites

should provide evidence as to whether we have to reckon in

New Zealand prehistory with immigrant groups other than those

responsible for the Archaic and whether these other groups

were Polynesian or not. A theoretical framework has been

suggested earlier in this paper to accommodate these

possibi Lit i.ea s '

(Golson, 1959:66)

Briefly, this open-ended framework was a blend of Old and

New World archaeological theory in which prehistoric cultures were sub

divided into temporal and geographical facies - defined as 'phases' and

'aspects' respectively. Golson considered that should New Zealand

prehistory prove to be culturally diversified, different Phases or

Aspects could be elevated to 'Culture' status with the minimum of

reorganisation (q.v.Golson, 1959:35, 36).

Superficially, the paper appeared to offer a blend of Skinner's

culture-areas and Duff's periods of prehistory with a promise of more

divisions of space and time than had hitherto been possible. This

illusion was destroyed, however, when Golson offered his re-interpretation

of Ne\'! Zealand archaeological data, for in place of Duff's Noa-Hunter and

Classic fJIaori periods, he suggested the Archaic and Classic Maori phases 

identical to Duff's periods in most respects other than name. On the

question of aspect, Golson merely commented: "Only in Otago is the

evidence sufficient for us to begin to thiIL1.{: in terms of a regional

aspect of the Archaic" (Gol son , 1959:37); he was here alluding to

Lockerbie's important study of this region (q. v , Locker-b i e , 1959). No

aspects wer-e suggested for the Classic Naori phase.

Threaded through Golson's synthesis was a clear division of the

evidence from the North and South Islands, paralleling the major divisions
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advanced by Skinner much earlier and. followed by Duff. 'l'hi s was the

only attempt to define regional boundaries despite the theoretical

discussion of aspects.

VJhile Golson doubtless set out to simplify space-time organisation

of datC'l, it is debatable \Vhether there has been more or less confusion since,

especially on the exact denotation of the term 'aspect'. Despite this short-

coming it would be wrong to underestimate the importance of this paper to

subsequent archaeological wor-k in New Zealand. For personal as well as

academic reasons, Go1son had a profound influence on contemporary archaeol-

ogists, and there have been many attempts to use the organisational model

he devised (see below). Unfortunately these have often been confused,

especially in the treatment of regional variation vd-thin the term aspect.

APPLICATIONS OF GOLSON' S ~'Em,l ASPEC'l'

In 1962 Parker published an "attempt to apply Golson's

methodology to the analysis of structural evidence from two sites widely

separated in the North Island" (Parker, 1962:223), nameLy Sldpp,er's Ridge

(Opito, H1lO/7) on the Corornandel Peninsula, and Kumar-a-Ka.iamo (Ur enu i ,

N109/9) in 'I'a.ranak i , Parker identified close similarities be t ween the

hlo sites, and of one set of structural evidence lIproposed that the

assemblage of this type should be recognised as a distinct Aspect of

early New Zealand culture and that provisionally it should be called

'New Zealand Archaic B' " (Parker, 1962:221+) ; of the other he commented:

"I'hia seems to justify treating these assemblages as another distinct

Aspect and provisionally 'Archaic A' seems the most convenient namell

(Parker, 1962:225). Clearly then Parker intended the two Archaic

assemblages to denote Aspects (Golson's regional cultural segments), yet he

was combining in sinf;le regional units assemblages whi ch occur 300km apart on

opposite coaats of the Nor-th Ls.l.andv'I'he matter was comp'Li.cat od even further

when Green later referred to the evidence from Skipper's Hidge Level 1 as
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having been "assigned to the Coromandel Aspect of the Developmental or

Archaic A Phase" (Green, 1963b:61). Finally, it must be noted that this

sub-division of the Archaic cannot be into phases, which are defined as

"significant segments in the complete evolutionary sequence of the

culture" (Golson, 1959:35), because at Kumara-Kaiamo, Archaic B precedes

Archaic A, whereas at Skipper's Ridge the reverse sequence applies

(Parker, '1962:223-225). The theoretical significance of this reversal

has been discussed a number of times (Shawcross, 196L~c:96; 1966: 65-6;

Golson, 1965:86; Bellwood, 1969:204); and it now appears there is little

chronological or spatial meaning in the distinction.

'llhe most important application of Golson' s model was the

intensive study and synthesis of archaeological evidence in the Auckland

province (Twi t iru ) carried out by Green (1963). Using a combination of

economic and ecological evidence, structural features and settlement

pattern, a series of six phases was suggested. Green's model involved

an interplay of general theories of cultural evolution and information

specific to New Zealand. As a result it is difficult to decide the

extent to wlri ch the phases actually arise out of New Zealand

archaeological data.

The Auckland Province "laS chosen by Green for this regional

study for quite pragmatic reasons. He noted that the area had been the

focus of controlled excavations in the previous decade of New Zealand

archaeology, but stressed that it should not really be looked upon as

a cohesive regional unit (1970:3). Nevertheless, he obviously regarded

hvitini as the probable birthplace of Naori culture. In applying

GOlson's term 'aspect' in the Auckland study, Green used a definition

which was no more precise than Golson' s: "An aspect is composed of a

number of site components from a given region wlri.ch occur \vithin a
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given period of time" (Green, 1970:1(1). In various parts of Green's

work can be found references to "the Coromandel Aspect of the Archaic

Phase" (1970:17), rr 'Bay of Plenty' as the name for that aspect"

(ibid), and "The Sarah's Gully aspect" (1970:23). Clearly, an aspect

can vary in size from a single site to a large region, and there is no

implication that it denotes the activities of single communities. In

Green's earlier joint paper with Shawcross, however, this was specifically

intended. It was stated that:

"Within any region of Ne\!J Zealand at a given period of time

one finds various types of sites wh i.ch represent all the

activities carried out by a community•••••• Together, these

make up the regional aspect and may be designated by a local

name to distinguish them from other aspects"

(Green & Shawcross,1962:215)

A year after this definition appeared, Green obviously considered the

identification of single communities to be archaeologically impracticable,

and in his conclusions redefines aspects in social terms:

"The aspect is thought of as the basic onerational unit

within a region representing contemporaneous and culturally

identical communities which exhibit no marked change over a

particular period of time"

and olse"'rhere:

"An aspect, then, is an P.:.f':PT~r:ate of communities by which is

meant certain number of communities which are bound together

by close social, political, mili.tary, commercial ties ••••••

In Ne,·r Zealand it wouLd correspond fairly "rell with the iwi

or tribe, whi.Le the community, where it vms monolineal,

would correspond f'ai.r-Ly weTl, to a hc:~, the 130 called sub

tribe •••••• or non-unilineal descent group"
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In addition, Green raised the important point that the

boundaries of aspects could change dramaticaJ.ly through time (1970:17)~

For example, he considered that far larger areas \Vould be involved in

the earlier aspects, presumably under the assumption that earlier

communities \Vere more mobile than J.ater ones.

Overall then, Green illustrates some variation in his use

of the term aspect, and this undoubtedly reflects difficult~es and

imprecision in the regional information available. Nevertheless, a

more rigorous use of the term \Vas caJ.led for. If 'community' \Vas

intended by the term, than 'Sarah's GuJ.ly Community' is more meaningfuJ.

than 'Sarah's Gully Aspect'. The same point could be argued \Vere aspect

intended to refer to tribes, confederations, bands or any other

aggregate of communities.

TRIBAL TRADITIONS AND DIS~PRIBUTIONAL S'I'UDIES

In the recent studies of Groube (1970) and Simmons (1971)

a break 1IlaS made a\Vay from Golson's organisational model, and regional

diversity was explored from an apparently new viewpoint • This approach

involved the correlation of distribution patterns of particular types

of pa, adzes, carving elements, tiki, and fish-hooks, \Vith tribal

territories and migrations recorded in Maori oral tradition. The result

\Vas an archaeological definition of Ngati Awa artefact and fortification

styles. Surprisingly, the difficulties of \Vriting culture history from

oral traditions are not stressed in either of these studies, and in

parts of the argument traditional evidence appears to prop up the

archaeological data, despite Simmon's plea for independent analysis

(1970:1), and Golson's earlier warning that:
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"only when the archaeological and traditional fields have

been worked over, each in its own right and by its own

techniques, can the results of the one safely and profitably

be measured ag;ainst those 0 f the other. 11

(Golson, 1960:380)

Correspondence between artefact distributions and tribal traditions

was actually first noticed by Skinner in 1921 (197l+c ) , and the

interpretation of regional diversity which was offered by both Simmons

and Groube was, in typical Skinner fashion, based on the historical

phenomenon of migration.

CONCLUSIONS FROM THIS REVI~J

There are two features characteristic of these attempts to

describe and interpret regional vari.at Lon , The first is the insecurity

of the basic information. One extreme example is the definition of

Archaic art styles in New Zealand (Barrow, 1969), which is based on

such items as the undated Kaitaia carving, the undated wooden dog from

Monck's Cave, and the undated human figure from the Pyramids. These three

carvings are practically devoid of associations and this lack of any

cultural context is common to many museum collections. Not all cases

are as extreme as this, but even though Green was able to integrate

much material from controlled excavations, many of his sites had no

dates, no published reports, and had been incompletely analysed.

Similarly, a number of Golson's illustrated Type-artefacts came from

museum collections derived from fossicked sites, for example, Shag

River, Hurunui Nout.h, and Lake Grassmere (1969:42).

It might also be claimed that the regional frameworks within
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which Skinner, Golson and Green were working, were too gross to be

useful in the initial organisation of archaeological evidence. Within

the Auckland area both Golson and Green experienced great difficulty

in reconciling the evidence from Kauri Point in the Bay of Plenty

with that from Opito and Tairua on the Coromandel Peninsula (Green,

1970:17; Golson, 1961:14). Similarly, Skinner offered no explanation

for the presence of a distinctive adze tradition - the Southland Adze 

within one portion of the culture area known as Murihiku (Skinner,

1974c:110).These problems undoubtedly stemmed from being unable to

integrate the scattered, and in many ways unprovenanced information.

The second feature is an unwillingness to explain regionalism

in synchronic terms; instead these prehistorians have fallen back on

chronological interpretations. Even Skinner, the arch-advocate of

'Culture Areas', reverted to explanations in terms of migrations and

the survival of ancestral styles. Likewise, both Golson and Green paid

far more attention to phases than aspects; it should be remembered,

however, that the quality of the available archaeological evidence

virtually precluded the separation of contemporary groups in New Zealand.

Nevertheless, far more emphasis could have been given to the need for

intensive excavation and analysis of contiguQls sites in a limited area

of New Zealand. In this climate it is understandable that Green should

conclude that:

"Hany of these [regional] differences have historical

ra.ther than ecological processes as a ma,jor part of their

explanation"

(Green, 1974:30)

The question of multiple settlement in New Zealand has often

been associated with speculation about the meaning of regional variation,
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and this appeared in the wor-ks of Skinner (1974c, although the opini.on

was later revised), Golson (1959:66), and Green (1970:54). This tendency

to cast around for explanations in terms of migration and diversity of

origin reflects the inadequacy of prehistoric reconstructions at a

regional level. \'Jhen the cultural character of smaller groups of people

has been more satisfactorily described, more meaningful comparisons will

then be possible be tween these groups and communities on different

islands in Polynesia at different periods. Only then can the question

of multiple origins be properly evaluated.

PRIORITIES IN THE ORGANISATION OF NEW ZEALAND ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA

Both Green (1970) and Golson (1965:90) maintained that the

establishment of overall phases in ~ew Zealand cultural evolution

should precede the formulation of regional aspects by intensive

archaeological investigation of discrete areas. Green expressed this

principle as follows:

"phases •.••. are most useful in the initial stages of

archaeological investigation. Later, when the regional

pre-history of New Zealand becomes better known, it may

even be possible to abandon the use of phases and compare

aspects from different regions at various points in time

in order to trace the ebb and flow of contact, innovation,

diffusion, migration, and adaptation with greater precision

than is permitted by a stagal approach"

(Green, 1970:11)

This view has also been influential in working out research

priorities in island Polynesia (q.v.Spoehr, 1968:174), although there

are notable exceptions (Green, ?J:. .£11.1967; Green and Davidson, 1969;

197'+). Historically, the development of archaeology in Europe and
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America saw a similar concern vTith sequence and chronology for many

decades before attention was given to studies in the synchronic

dimension, including settlement pattern, palaeoecology, and prehistoric

social organisation (Willey, 1968; Daniel, 1968). There is no obvious

reason why' this historical sequence of events should be followed in

the formulation of future archaeological strategies.Furthermore, there

are a number of dangers inherent in this approach. Firstly, it does not

encourage intensive scientific excavations aimed at achieving synchronic

prehistory, for phases can and have been constructed on the basis of

unprovenanced museum collections just as easily as on the evidence of

more rigorous scientific archaeology, obtained at far greater cost.

Secondly, the generalised reconstruction of prehistory which results

from this approach need not be valid in any area of New Zealand. For

example, moa extinction and the development of fortifications have

been documented in totally different areas of New Zealand, and a

simple evolutionary sequence involving both processes may, in the case

of one single prehistoric group, be completely inappropriate. Even

within the Auckland area it now appears that the residents of the

Coromandel had no more to do with the origins of the pa than the people

of the Auckland Isthmus had to do with moa extinction. A useful analogy

might be made with the mathematical concept of the 'average', which is

merely a scaled aggregate. In cases wher-e the figures to be averaged

exhibit marked variation, it is recognised that the resulting mean

only poorly represents anyone of the individual figures. No one would

be foolish enough to misuse averages in such simple cases; however, the

lesson also applies in far more complex problems involving multivariate

analysis where this issue may be less transparent. For example, averages

have been used to 'fill in' missing data in studies of cranial
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morphology (Pietrusewsky, 1969) resulting in the creation of hybrid

skulls which could never have existed. A more sensible approach is to

'fill in' with an estimate based on the particular cranium rather than

on the abstract population. This is achieved by first investigating the

variability and co-variability of the original field of study and then

applying such techniques as multiple regression to the individual skull.

Similarly, in archaeology, which involves highly complex multi

factorial analysis, the use of aggregates in the characterisation of

local prehistory can be very misleading. This theme \>'ill be returned to

in another part of this thesis where it will be shown that the trends

in particular s:ultural processes can be in one direction in one region

of New Zealand, but in the opposite direction in another. The use of

aggregates in a number of similar cases has masked these important

differences.

In terms of logic then, the adequacy of generalisations about

prehistory can only be assessed after:. the nature and extent of regional

variability has been explored. Despite the contrary claims, sanctioned

by the history of archaeology, the epistemological order which should

be f'o'l.Lowed therefore must be aspects first and phases at some later

stage.

This need not imply a moratorium on the writing of general

culture history in stagal terms; on the contrary, discussion and

controversy at this level is a constant source of stimulation and

useful new ideas. The 'wait until all the evidence is in' policy is

both impractical and unpopular (see Green, 1970:49; B.F.IJcach, 1970;

cf .Smith, 1910.'3.:287). It might be thought that there is a contradiction

between these two suggestions, but the relationship be twe en the process

of writing stagal prehistory and the archaeological investigation of
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aspects is a complex one. The key point is that much archaeology in

New Zealand has been motivated by the larger prehistoric 'problems' and

in the long run has turned out to be wasteful of archaeological resources.

Had the definition of regional aspects been a prime objective, a different

range of questions would have been asked of archaeological sites which

cannot be answered at a later stage. Much economic evidence, which is

of vital importance to understanding prehistory, has been discarded as

having no bearing on the particular national problems wlri.oh prompted

the excavation. In addition the former approach can lead to excavations

seattered thinly from one end of the country to another, with ccnaeouent

problems of .s i t e conjunction. The difficulties whi ch have been experienced

in the interpretation of the Houhora site in Northland or the Heaphy River

site in North Westland are in part attributable to their isolation from

other excavated sites.

When the present research began in 1969, there had been very

few programmes in New Zealand of archaeological research in which a

regional prehistory was an important objective. Lo oker-b i e I s research

in South Otago produced a regional picture after many years of sporadic

excavations, and his reconstruction in 1959 of the economic shift from

moa-hunting to shell-fish gathering and fishing is perhaps the classic

documentation of the effects of moa extinction (Lockerbie, 1959). No

later pUblication has appeared, however, with details of the excavations,

nor the quantities and identifications of ShBlls, fish and bird bones.

Similarly, the concentration on sites near Opito on the

Coromandel Peninsula was not a deliborately formulated regional

research programme. Golson began work at Sarah's Gully with the aim

of comparing North Island Moa-hunter culture with that defined by Duff
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for the 30uth Island, and testing the hypothesis that man was

contemporary in the North with only a remnant and declining moa

population (Golson, 1959:13). Other excavations in this area were

motivated by salvage needs and the desire to provide stratigraphical

and artefactual lin1<:s between various site types already explored,

particularly the middens and pits. Again, the initial lack of a well

integrated research programme operating on a number of fronts in this

area seems to have affected the later stages of the work , for only

interim reports have appeared, and tasks such as midden analysis and

lithic identifications are only now being undertaken for some of the

sites (Davi.daon , n.d.; RowLand, n.d.; S.Best, 1975). Despite this handicap,

Green on several occasions has tried to weld together the available

information to provide a regional prehistory of this part of the

Coromandel (for example Green, 1970j 1972).

Work on a number of sites on the South 'l'aranaki coast was

apparently also motivated by finds of Archaic artefacts and moa-bones

(Buist, 1961; Robinson, 1961). Once again, no integrated programme was

devised and no final reports or regional synthesis has appeared.

Another area of concentrated research was on the shores of

Tauranga Harbour at Ongari Point and the nearby pa and undefended

settJement at Kauri Point. Work began here under Go1son in 1960, and

was initially aimed at defining "the relationship beb-Ieen the Archaic

and Classic Haor i '! (Golson, 1961 :13; see also Shawcr-ose , 196LI-c :79).

Later work by Green on midden sites and the undefended settlement was

motivated by the desire to expand the cultural picture of the various

periods (Green, 1963c:14·1-l- ) , whi ch up until that time had been primarily

"lri tten in terms of structural evidence from the Kauri Point Pa (for

example, Ambrose, 1962). Subsequent excavations at Ongari Point by
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Shawcross (1964c; 1966) were designed to test the range of variation

of cultural evidence in the area, and also to try and tie down the

floating chronology of the Kauri Point Pa (Shawcross, 1964c:81). For

the first time several archaeologists were cooperating in the one area

on related problems. Much of the economic material has never been fUlly

studied, however, and a synthetic regional prehistory has yet to be

pUblished.

Since 1969, the excavations on Mo t utapu have been written up

in a series of papers which together constitute a regional report of

considerable significance (Allo, 1970; Davidson, 1970a; 1970b; 1972;

1971.Ja; 197Ll-b; Leahy , 1970; 1972; Scott, 1970; SuL'li van , 1972). Where

available, information on-earlier excavations by Golson was also

presented (Scott, 1970), but much of the previous work was designed

to investigate only the apparently late survival of the Archaic culture

in this area (Davidson, 1970b:2, 10); research planning therefore was

very limited in scope and outlook until the recent period, when a far

wider range of problems and sites was investigated.

THE PROBLEM OF DEFINING ASPECTS

From the foregoing it should be clear that Golson's model

fared rather badly in the hands of others, and the principal reason

for this was probably the lack: of clear directives as to how phases

or aspects might be discovered from New Zealand archaeological evidence.

Clearly, such subdivisions can only be justified after identifying some

kind of djscontinuity when mapping cultural evidence in time and space.

Of particular relevance then is the notion of rate of culture change,

as distinct from first order change, and the importance of mapping
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such rates was first stressed by Groube in his discussion of strophic

models (Groube, 1967). Even here, however, few practical guidelines

were advanced, although a pilot attempt viaS made to identify changes

in the rate of change of cultural evidence in New Zealand using the

Mahalonobis D square statistic (Leach, 1969:130-133). This example

demonstrated the practicability of identifying chronoclines (Trigger,

1967) from archaeological evidence within the relatively short time

scale of New Zealand prehistory.

It has often been commented that the analysis of portable

artefacts in New Zealand is not capable of yielding subdivisions of

the past beyond the broadest segregation of assemblages (Golson, 1965:

79); this issue was taken .uP by TerreJ.l who expressed "doubt on the

utility of the concept of 'aspect' in New Zealand" (1965:125). His

principal complaint appears to have been the difficulties of controlling

chronology in New Zealand and undertaking temporal inferences because of

a supposed lack of diagnostic artefacts. Shawcross (1964), however, in

a detailed study of stylistic changes in wooden combs from Kauri Point

showed the undue pessimism of this vi ew, and Ambrose (1966) pointed out

that there are many facets of prehistoric culture other than nortable

artefacts which can be used to relate sites and sequences together. In

fact Terrell seems to have ignored the plethora of architectural

features of North Island sites and a range of economic evidence such

as changes in the utilization of different species of moa, obsidian

types, and also of different species of shellfish. Such evidence had

already been put to very effective use by Green (1970; see also

Golson, 1965) in relating sites and sequences together. A more accurate

characterisation therefore is that the real "limitation on archaeology

in New Zealand is not the lack of 'diagnostic' artefacts but the lack

of analysis" (Arnbrose, 1966:73).
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Since Green's study of the Auckland Province the analysis of

excavated materials has put new forms of evidence into the hands of

archaeologists, of use in assessing the similarity between sites.

These include behavioural markers such as different butchering techniques

of birds and mammals, subtleties in the trading of raw materials (such

as the importation of roughly shaped adze blanks by communities with

less sophisticated technology), and differences in the collecting

strategies and cultural preference for different shellfish species. In

addition, the last decade has seen a revolution in archaeological

methodology, and this has resulted in a profusion of lines of evidence

which can be used to relate sites in time and space. Techniaues have

been culled from biology, physics, mathematics, geology, and r-any other

scientific fields (Brothwell & Higgs, 1969; Butzer, 1971; Clarke, 1968;

1972; Evans, 1972; Goodyear, 1971; Higgs, 1972; 1975; Hodson, et.• aJ.;..' '1971;

Renfrew, 1973; Tite, 1973), and these promise a far richer return for

archaeological labours in future.

At the same time a fundamental problem still exists concerning

the current definition of 'aspect' wh'i.ch stresses an aggregation of

communities. This cannot be a basic operational unit in archaeology,

simply because of the great variety of groupings that human societies

have evolved, sometimes crossing linguistic and other cultural boundaries.

These can vary through ti.me and space, and many of the larger groupings

are only mobilised on rare occasions in one man's lifetime. The well

known phenomenon of segmentary opposition CEvans-Pritchard, 194o:142ff)

means that one must always answer the question 'what are the circumstances?',

before discussing aggregates of communiti es , By implication, an

archaeologist should expect to find evidence of several sorts of aggrep;ations

in the remains left by anyone community in i.ts archaeological sites. In

other words, an ,aggregate of communities is an ephemeral sociological
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concept which can only be described by archaeologists after long and

intensive regional study.

A more restricted definition for aspect is desirable, and

the possibility of returning to the earlier concept of community

(Green and Shawcr-oaa , 1962:215) should be explored. It should be noted,

however, that this earlier definition was thouGht of in terms of

'assemblages of types' - a blend of the theories of ChUde (1935) and

Spaulding (1960). The modern archaeologist is much more concerned \vi th

the behaviour that produced these 'types' and thus his community is

composed of people rather than artefacts. Co®nunities are probably the

easiest social unit for the archaeologist to reconstruct out of the

archaeological components of layers and sites. In many parts of New

Zealand this unit of organisation may involve evidence from several

archaeological sites. For example, each of the various communities

comprising the Poutini Ngai Tahu tribe (or aggregate) has been sho1tm

to have evolved a system of both nuclear and satellite settlements for

effective environmental exploitation (H.I,ench, 1969). However , in other

instances the major archaeological component of a community would be

the single village site.

The most important features of a community are habitual social

contact and economic cooperation within a particular area. With this

less ambitious definit10n of aspect, combined with the improved techniques

for assessing it, the obstacles in the ,..ay of regional studies have

greatly diminished.

It is important to note that if the basic operational unit

is the single community a wide range of archaeological questions about

human behaviour are relevant which have not been important in research

aimed at diachronic prehistory, the pri.nc i.pa'L subject of wh'i.ch is
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cultural change. If synchronic reconstructions are the initial goal

then the questions which must be a.sked have the community as their

referent - from where did these people obtain their raw materials, how

did they fashion them into implements, what preferences did they have

in shellfish gathering, what strategies were adopted to overcome winter

eho r-tagea.. how did they divide land equitably, what rules did they follow

in positioning houses and pathways, what kind of interaction did they

have with other contemporary communities? In this orientation - which

might be called the interrogative or behavioural approach, where the

referent is the community - people are the object of study, and the

bones, artefacts and soil layers merely the vehicle of research.

It is not claimed that diachronic studies are less important;

on the contrary, research into cultural evolution and change is closer

to the long term goals of anthropology. However, in this epistemological

framework, diachronic research is 10gica11y subsequent to the

reconstruction of community behaviour in time and space. In addition,

the study of tempora1 change will refine the synchronic reconstructions,

since ultimately a structure "can on1y be meaningful when used as an

historical expression to denote a set of re1ations known to have endured

over a considerable neriod of time" (Evans-Pritchard, 1961:11).

In suggesting that archaeologists use the sing1e community

as their basic social unit rather than an aggregate of communities,

it is recognised that the main practica1 difference will be the type

of questions posed during excavation and analysis. Significant cultural

variation may exist between communities welded together in larger

aggregates, and this is el3pecia.l1y true of economic behaviour such

food gathering strategies and the utilisation of local resources. To

ask such questions of aggregates clearly invites oversimplification.



For example, in the case of the Poutini Ngai 'I'ahu aggregate only the

Mawhero community had access to fernroot (H.Leach, 1969:69), while the

production of the greenstone ~~" was restricted to the community at

Taramakau (Heaphy, 181+6 :237). It would be wrong to attempt the

reconstruction of a single economic pattern for this tribe.

It is also realised that the investigation of a single

community may necessitate the use of archaeological evidence which

belongs strictly to another community separated from it in time or space.

This compromise reflects archaeological realities, because not all

components of anyone community will survive. Nevertheless, this

procedure can be controlled more confidently than the alternative of

accurately grouping the discrete components of an aggregate.

CONCLUDING RU1ARKS

The issue of regional cultural variation has been taken up

by leading New ZeaJ.and prehistorians for many years and their continuing

interest must be seen as an indication of the significance of the

differences. Yet it has been shown that the expJ.anations they have

offered are often vaGue references to historical events such as

migration. What is needed is a series of intensive archaeological

programmes involving the excavation of a range of sites in a restricted

area , Whereas earlier regional studies appear to have had a 'sequence'

as a prime objective, future programmes should aim to first reconstruct

community activities in their ecological context, and only later undertake

a study of evolutionary developments. 'I'lri s can only be achieved by

research on a much broader front, ut i.Li z'i.ng some of the many new

techniques developed over the last decade.
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The desire for intensive regional research prompted the

formulation in 1969 of an integrated programme in the South Wairarapa. In

sUbsequent chapters of this thesis the practical aspects of this type

of programme vlill be examined in detail, as the culture history of

selected Palliser Bay communities is explored.
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CHAPrER 2

THE 1rJAIRARAPA RESEARCH PROGRAlvlME-_..._-_....._-..._-----~" ....__._-_....._--_._-

THE CHOICE OF REGION

Although many areas of New Zealand are suitable for a regional

research programme, the Wairarapa region (see Figure 1.) seemed

particularly outstanding in 1969. There were a nu~ber of reasons for this,

some of whi ch related to certain practical advantages. ']'he major r-eaaone ,

however, lay in its archaeological potential.

Archaeological sites along the coastline in particular were

relatively well pr~served.There had been little curio-hunting, and

previous archaeological work in the area had been only limited in scone.

Most of the coastal strip had not been ploughed and interference from

Eur-opean farming was restricted to the vici nity of farm homesteads.

Roadworks were minimal, and there were only fords across the rivers. This

was especially important as many sites in Ne'''' Zeal and are situated. at the

mouths of streams and ri.vers where they are suscepti ble to de st.r-uct i.on

from hridiJ'e bu iLd.ing and Land scap'i.ng , In coastal Wai rara1'-:'!1, many factors

including ~lropean deforestation and grazip~ have restricted soil

development to such an extent th8t on many thousands of acres of land,

the modern surface is very close to that occupied by nrehistoric people.

As a result sites are unnsual Ly visible. Certa.inly, in some 8r8c'-S wind

deflation and other erosi on nrocesses vrere P nroblem; on the whole,

however, the visibility of sites more than compensated for this

disadvantage.

In short, the ar-chaecl.oga caL resources, therefore, were in a

nearly pristine condition, seldom encountered in many other re~ion8 of

New Zealand as for example OtaFo.
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There \1ere several prior indications that the vlairarapa had a

rich archaeolorical potential, and these were decisive factors in the

choice of this region. These indications are from two sources: firstly,

from the small amount of archaeological 1tlOrk conducted in the area prior

to 1969, and secondly, from the rerion's strategic location on Cook Strait,

an area well known for numerous sites alonp; both of its shorelines, some

of which had already produced 11seful results.

In the first significant pub'l tcat i on on the \oJairarapa, Adkin

(1955) dre1t! attention to the apnarent hi.gh density of settlement in

eastern Pa lI i.aer Bay and also to the stone vraL'l s vrhich he cons; dered

wore indicative of early zardening. The artefacts he described were

typical of tlJoa-hunter sites, as are many items now in private hands

(Budd coDection, Holmes vJarren collection, Br-ought on collection) or

in the National Museum.

In the late 19508 at least four burial sites were excavated,

one near Honeycomb Rock vrhich had an unuaua'l. .!ik~:. rr"1ve-offering made

from Glvcvr1eris La t icoatat a (Barrow, 1959:6-7), and a ftlrther three at
-~-:.....~-_._------

the mou.th of the Par-ar-ak i River (q.v. Davi a , 1959:18; Keyes, 19'75: per s ,

corum.). One of these \'lM3 ac comparried by a sher]( tooth necklace (Cairns,

1971). Several short publications also appeared about this time (Davis,

1957; Cairns, 1959B; 1959b; 1960; 1961; Palmer, 1961) reflectin~ a

~rO\Ting interest in the Wairt'crape, uH eh cu'lrninat ed in the NZAA

Conference field trip to the Glenburn area in 1960 (Scarlett,1960a:10).

ltJellmo.n (19S?a:33) included parts of the 'dairarana COAst in

his coaata'l r-econnad seance of the Nor-t'h Island. 1tJh:Ue he drew attention

human occupation at Cape Palliser, he did not believe there had been
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significant settlement in the region.

'~he coast is extremely windswept and so inhospitable that the

small pcpu'l.at i.on it W01JJ.d have aurroor-t ad are unlikely to have

left a continuous record of their presence, and the moa bone is

probably younger than the first period of human occupation

recorded from the more favourable localities to the north"

(Wel1man, 1962a:39)

The Question of rnoa remains in aasoc i.at i.on with man \ViII be fully

discussed in a later chapter. It should be mentioned here, hOHever, that

substantial deposits of moas and other flishtJess birds had also been

found in the Aoranr;i Nount a i.ns , Although it is true that the bu Lk of these

deposits probably d3.te to a period before human occupation, perhaps by

several millennia, they are not without significance (Harrison, 1920;

Dell, 1956a;McLeod, 1902; Oliver, 1949:16ff; Yaldwyn, 1956; 1958; 1960a;

1960b) •

The systematic location of -prehistoric sites in the WairaraPB

hegan in 1961 vrit.h Smar-t and Cameron's survey of the Pahaoa area (Sma.rt,

1966). This was folJowed up by a reconnaissance of the coastline between

Cape Pall:iser and Pahaoa in the summer of 1963-196L~ by Hitchin[';8 and

O'Hourke (n.d.). A rroun of students led by Mitcalfe revisited parts of this

area on a series of weekends in 1968, and also extended the survey further

north (Mitcalfe, 1968a-f; 1969; n.d.). Anart from a few records made by

Smart and Camcr-on , Mitcalfe and Bar-r-ow , onLv £J smell f'r-ac t ion of known

archaeoloGical sites were ever filed in the NZAA site recording scheme.

Until Park's study of an area hic,;h in the 'I'ar-ar-ua ranr;es in

1968-9 (o ,v , Park, 1(70) no direct indication of the time depth of

Waira.rapa prehistory was avaiLab.Le , This excavat i on of an oven complex,

dated to 1209 AD ± 5L,. , yielded ::Lmportant palaeoclimatic information.
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In summary, archaeological work in the 1tJairarapa prior to

1969 'ltlaS limited in scope, and no systematic site surveye had been

conducted in the main alluvial valley or the coastline of Palliser Bay.

Where Adkin and Bar-r-ow had surveyed sites along this coast, their

coverage was uneven and their records incomplete; even fewer details

are known of their excavations. Despite this, there 'ltras suffid ent

evidence to suggest that Polynesians had settled the region fairly early

in the prehistoric perion when they possessed a material culture similar

to that of Moa-hunters in the South Island. Economic similarities with

the South Island were more tenuous since there aupeared to be only a "reak

correlation in the Wairarapa between archaeological sites and moa remains.

In contrast there Here fai,rly [';oon indicati.ons of early hor-t i cul.tur-e ,

Because both the development of horticulture and the decline of moa-

hurrt ing wer-e important uroblems in New Zealand prehistory, i.t "ras clear

that the Wairarapa furnished a suitable testinp; p;round for studyinr; these

issues.

In 1963 Green set un a model of the Auckland senuence. One of

his aims was to redress the imbalance whereby New Zealand nrehistory was

primarily based on evidence from the South Island (Green, 1Q70:'S). The

result of Green's wor-k 1-188 a second distinct cultural sequence isolated

spatially from the first. Th.e ivairar2.pa, situated in the centre of New

Zea.1and, is therefore ideally nlaced to ba Iance these t wo pictures.

Cook Strait today is ueua l.Ly vievled as Cl natural barrier behreen

the t.wo major land masses of the North and South Islands. A.t present it

is debatabJ.e how far this ~lronean concept has influenced our

interpretations of New ZeaJ and prehistory which is often fjeen as

possessing these two senarate streams. In fact there are some contrary

indications that Cook Strait \-188 seen more EIS a thorour;hfare by prehistoric

inhabitants of Ne1tl ZeaJand. Skinner formalised this vi e\" by 8ugg,0sting that
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the area was "an intermediate belt where the cultures of the North and

South Islands blended" (1974c:21). This view was also expressed by

Cumberland (1949) and Green (1970). It should be noted that Cook recorded

that people he met in the Iilarlborough Sounds wer-e in contact with North

Islanders in 1770 (Cook, 1968:250). The Wairarapa was seen as a suitable

area to document this relationship between the two islands.

The Cook Strait littoral fringe had a substantial early

population, of 'Noa-hunters', or at least people with a similar material

culture and on the basis of artefact distribution it may have seen a

later population decline. Evidence for early settlement has been

documented over a long period beginning with Robson's discoveries in the

1870s on the Grassmere Spit and further south at Cape Campbell (Robsan,

'1876; Duff, 1956 :258-260). A few miles north is the large site of i'Jairau

Bar (Duff, 19L~2; 1956), which is still regarded as the type-site for the

Moa-hunter culture, and is often used as characteristic of the earliest

phase of New Zealand prehistory (Emory and Sinoto, 196LI' : 157). Extensive

Archaic occupation has also been recorded in the Nelson area (Lillar,

196L~; 1967; 1971) and on D'Urville Island (Keyes, 1960; 'dellman', 1962b;

Prickett and \1alls, 1973). Although structural evidence has been the

focus of attention in the Harlborough Sounds (Rutland, 189L~; 1897;

Palmer, 1959), Archaic artefacts have been found there as well C'l.'rotter,

1974: 11).

Intensive European settlement has confused the archaeological

picture in the Wellington area, but there is evidence of Archaic

occupation, especially at Paremata, Rongotai (Duff, 1956: 276-7; Smart,

1962), and Nakar-a (Davi s , 1962). Hany Archaic artefacts have been

found in the Ilorowhenua - Foxton area (Adk.i.n , 19L~8), and an intensive

archaeological project at Foxton has documented the environmental setting



of Archaic peonle on this coastal plain (lkF'adven, 19'72).

These investi~ations have concentrated on the southern and

northwestern shores of Cook Strait, and demonstrate the intensity of

Archaic occupation in these areas. That this conc Lueion also applies

to coastal1:lairarapa had been j_ndicated by Adldn's study in 1q52 (Adldn,

1955). Hany asnec::ts of the economy and settlement nattern of Archaic

communities rer.1ain obscure despite more than a century of investigation,

and this is especially t ruo of the Cook Str8j t area, In choos ing the

Wairarapa for a re~ional study there seemed? sood chance that detailed

information would be forthcoming.

A related reason for selecting the Wairarana was its position

on the transportation route of vital raw materials crossin~ Cook Strait

in both directions. The Straits area was itself enno1t!ed wi t.h high

auali ty ceolosi_cal resources which wer-e. used extensively t hr-ourrhorrt

the prehistoric period. These included chert and indurated Jimestone

from the vJairarana (Keyes, 1060; 1070; 1972) and the ArJl1ri Bluff - Ure
-_. ~

River area (K.v!alls, 1971), c;reyvracke and unbakod arc;illites from the

northern shores, and metasomatised arc;illites ap-d serpentines from

the Nelson Mineral Belt (D1)ff, 191+6; Kcyes , 1961; 1975; Skinner, 191 11-;

'I'homson, 191 8; ,J.Walls, 1974). Cook Strait also functioned as a funnel

for the transfer of important lithic materials from much further afield,

csnecially ne phrrites and bowarri t es from the V/est Coast of the S011th

Island, and obsidian from the northern half of the North Island.

Obviously, investi<:,;ations in the Hairarapa woul.d be useful. in f'ocuaai.ng

on the exchange of materials be two en the two islands.

FinallY, the Wairarapa traditionally acted as a stac;ingpost

for groups of East Coast origin migrating to the South Island. One of

these groups, whi ch became known as the Ngai-tahu, is believed to have
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been responsible for the introduction of Classic Ivlaori Culture into

the South Island (MacKay, 1873; Duff, 1961). Archaeological wor-k in the

Wairarana mip;ht be expected to elucidate such movements of people on the

eastern side of the mountainous divide of the North Island.

As outlined in Chapter One, the principal aim of this programme

was to construct a we LI documented regiomJl culture history by the close

study of its prehistoric communities, inve,stir;atinr; as many facets of

their culture as possible. Much of the ;nchlcement for this conjunctive

approach came from the "lrit:inr;s of H.rpaylor (19L,·8) vrho se out apoken
.- . -~

cri t ic i.ern of the nar-r-ow comnass of Amervican nrehistory also seemed rel ovant

to the situation in New Zealand in·1969. It was resarded as most important

to describe the economy within a matrix of environmental change and

stability. Such a nrogramme followed the lead set by British archaeologists

such as Clark (1954), and exemplified in New Zealand by the work of

Shawcross (1967) and Higham (1g6R). Both Taylor and Clark had stressed

the need for sneci.13Jist assistance in biological analysis, and the heLo

of a number of natural scientists was obt.ai ned for the Hairarapa project.

From the outset it ",1BS clear that mid den analysis wou l.d 'Provide much of

the basic economic information, and it 'vas considered irmortant to

couple this with studies of the modern' and nrphistoric environment. As

a r-e su'l.t , sped.alists became involved in rAseerch both ;n the field and

in the Labor-at or-y ,

Because there wer e several researchers involved in the prof:r8!'1me

it was essential to strike 8 balance hehreen its overall ob.iecUves 8Y'O

the objective of each nar-t i.c i.nant , Ba lanc e '\'188 achieved by encolJrac;inr:

the max i.mum freedom in the use of da ta , while at the same time imnosing
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certain constraints on data collection techniques and recordjn~ and

cataloguing methods used both in fieldwork and laboratory analysis.

Virtually any theoretical stance could be adopted by members of the narty,

but not at the expense of the basic information. Theoretical orientations

inspired by such diverse studies a.8 proxemics, ethology, and niche theory

resulted.

The archaeolo~ical principles to which all members adhered arose

from a strong belief in three concepts. Firstly, emnhasis was placed on

areal oxcava t ion - the exposure of larp;e contiguous squares laid out to

reveal the full extent and spatial organisation of evidence - in contrast

to such Layout s as aHernate equar-es and checkerboard patterns. The philosophy

behind the latter excavation strate~y is based on sampling theory quite

inanpropriate to the functional study of human communities (see below;

also Fa r.;an , 1972:85ff; Hole end Heizer, 1973:182ff). SimiJarly, trench

excavation was djscouraged, excent in the study of soil profiles

(H.Leach, 1976: Chapter 3). This excavation method p~ovides much information

about sequence, but very little about the range of activities within each

stratigraphical unit.

Secondly, in accordance with British archaeological princinJes,

chronological control was maintained by excavation according to

straticraphic layers. Unit level excavation was precluded, except

occasionally to suhdivide single layers.

Thirdly, a par-t i.cular- stance "JClS t3dopted to samrili.ng , \Vherever

nossible t.o t a'l oxcavat i.on "JaS practi sed, and massive residlJes removed to

the Labor-at or y for detailed ana'Ivsis , 'Phis approach WOB adopt.ad in the

belief that the pnalYBis of cultl1r8J samTller.:J will only reveal information

about the sarmles and not the non111at 1.on from vrhich they derive. 'I'hi.s view



was subsequently described in detail by Anderson (1973c) who concluded

that:

"Cluster, random and column sampling methods are based on a

fundamental misconception of the nature of sampling. In

situations where the qualities of the sampling universe are

unknown and cannot be assumed, there are no methods available

which can produce a sample known to be representative and there

is no way of determining the degree of bias in any sample

obtained, short of examining the nature of the universe as a

who'Lo , As a consequence, the primary midden sampling objective

of predicting the composition of the midden as a whole is dubious.

A more sensible approach is to reject that objective as

primary, to excavate on the basis of research objectj.ves

rather than chance, and to restrict interpretations, in the main,

to the results of a full and careful analysis of everything

excavated."

(Anderson, 1973c:124)

One of the common pitfalls in New Zealand archaeology has been

a tendency to return to an area for f i eLdwor-k over a prolonged period,

perhaps in the belief that what was unintelligible from previous seasons

will be made clear by the accumulation of new data. '1.'he adage 'the

research has raised more problems than it has solved' is probably more

applicable to archaeolos"Y than any other discipline, and there are good

grounds for limiting an archaeological research programme to a fixed

duration. In the present case a time limit of three years was set on

fieldworl(, from August 1969 to August 1972.

The subdivision of individual projects followed research

topics rather than areas. This procedure was adopted to minimise

repetition of effort. The choice of sites for excavation followed a site
")

survey Vlhich covered about 1700 kmL.. At the same time artefacts in

private collections and museums were photographed. and catalogued.
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The results of this work are discussed in Chapter 3.

The division of research into projects was organised to strike

a balance between areally intensive and extensive research. The first

project isolated was a thorough extensive analysis of the literature

dealing with the early historic period. It involved a wide variety of

sources of information and covered the whole of the Wairarapa region. It set.

out to describe the natural enviromnent, the traditional history, the

settlement pattern, cultural affiliations and communications networks

of neople livinp; in the area throughout the pr-ot oh iafoz-Lo period. Trl1B

division between nrotohistory and prehistory was not conceived of as one

of content but rather of method, si nee G.l'" .Hair who undertook the research

was primarily involved in searchinp; archives and some site surveying, but

little or no excavations or lahoratory wor-k (Na ir , 1972). At the conclusion

of this project, excavation of protohistoric sites would have been a

wor-t.hwb i Le unde r-takting , hut hecause of lack of time \"as not included in

the programme. It is imnortant to note that there was no intention to

use Hair's results as a springhoard for the 'Direct Historical Annro8ch'

(SteW9.rd, 19~2), by pro;iecting backwards in time; the nrincinal aim WEtS

to isolate and describe one neriod in the culture history of the rez,ion.

The second project wa e to be an intensive study of a comnlex

of sites in a confined area; it "18.8 honed that these sites mi[';ht

represent various comnonents of the activities of one, or only a few,

socially related communities. As will he seen in Chapter 3, the site

aur-voy reverlled a number of site cl l1sters, and of these the Nako t.uku t uku

Valley set was chosen for several reasons. The comnlex contained El.

variety of site tynN, "'hi ch tvere clearly isolated from other evidence;

they were snread over 1 km of coastal platform and extended 4 km inland

up the valley. Three environmental zones were adjacent to the sites -
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the sea, the sandy coastal platform, Bnd the forested reaches of the

vaTl ey. In short, the area offered a suitable location for a study of

many aspects of prehistoric human ecol.ogy. 'I'wo other reasons v/ere

important; there was a minimum of natural and human modification to the

sites, and a large field party could be accommodated nearby. Most research

in this area was undertaken by the present author.

The third project was to be an extensive study of one specific

asnect of pr-eh i.at or-'.c evidence. The 3tone \'18.lls of Palliser Bay, whon

viewed against the back~round of other sites in New Zealand, were an

outstanding and unusual feature. The possible relationship of these

structures with prehistoric horticulture was clearly a promising

field of sttldy. For many years the antiquity and nature of horticulture

in New Zealand has been a ffilbject of contention, and it was felt that

these issnes might be cInr-i f i od in the WairBrepa. More important, howover ,

the aim of achieving an overall conjunctive pictfireof prehistoric

settlement demanded that considerabJ.e attention be ~evoted to this

evidence, since stone walls were the most co~mon site type on the coast.

It '.'ran faH that this aspect of prehistoric activity could best be

explored by conductin~ research over the entire coastal area rather

than by concentrating on anv, <' one complex. An is well known, direct

evidence for nrehistoric New Zealand culti~ens is very djfficult to find,

since they do not normally produce either nollen or seeds. ConsequentJy,

d:Lscus.s';on of hor-t i.cul.t.ur-a'l pr-ac t i ce a rests lnrgely on indirect evidence

r;ained from \'rider areas ,and sources of inforl'1ation. Understanding

prehistoric horticulture in Palliscr Fay cannot he divorced from a

consideration of the selection of f'avour-ab'l o cLi mat i c 7.0neG, cyc l.o s of

erosion, the need to clear new land, and eventually to sh-ift settlements.
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A wide knowledge of the physical character of the whoJc coastal platform

and adjacent valleys would have been required by prehistoric peoples

engaged in horticulture, and thus an extensive research project was

thour;ht necessary to achieve an understandinr; of their gardening practices.

This major project "raB undertaken by H.T'i.1,each (1976).

A8 I'ms antidnated, a numbor of projects needed to be f'or-rnu'l.at ed

after the excave t i ons in the first season. Human skeletal. remains wer-e

recovered from a rnlmher of sites, and their discovery nrovided an

opportunity for research into the health, stature, mortality, fecundity,

and dietary ador-macy of individual members of the communities bo inrt

studied. ']'h:i.s pr-oiec t was undcr-t.akon by D.G. Sntton (197/;).

When initial excnvations in the Jvlakotukutuku valley failed to

uncover remains of substantial houses, a senarate nroject vias f'or-mu Lat ad

-
by N•.J.Pric1cett (197h ) to study domorrti o structures in the No i.kau Valley,

wher-e the site survey had shalom cLear surface traces of house f'ounda t i.cna

and hearths.

Similarly, the study of prehistoric m8rine food exnloitation

was haMnerec1 at the Makotukutukll Valley hy the unat ab l.e nresent day

conditions along the adjacent coast, and the accumulating evidence for

p;ross local chances in the mar i.ne onvxr-onment dur-ing the prehi stod c.

A nroject WJ.S therefore devi,sed by A.,T.Anderson (1973a) to study the

correletion be twcen modern fish and aheL'lfinh popu Int iona and middens

at the relatively stable reef area of Black nocks.

Iandsnails were a significant component in several of the

archaeological sites, and as is well known , the various species are

sensitive indicators of previous environmental conditions (Evans, 1972).

In view of the growing evidence for environmental shifts in this general
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area, it became necessary to study the correlation of landsnail species

vlith modern habitat in order to assess fully the palaeoenv:ironmental

significance of these finds. This project was conducted by G.Hamel and

P.Cressvlell, and their results are discussed in Chanter 3.

Stone artefacts were a major component in every archaeological

site examined, and also made up large collections in the National j'v!l1Sellm

and in private hands. Lithic materials are n01:1 amenab l e to ,study from

a variety of vie\'Tpoints such as technology, function and Baurcinr;.

KvPr-i clce t t (1975) chose to study h,O nar-t icu'l.ar- aspects: the prehistoric

kno1:lledr;e and utilisation of local stone resources, and by means of

sourcinr; technioues, the unravelling of communications networks

involving Pa'lli ser- Bay communities and other prouns in Ne1'l Zealand. The

latter study was seen as providing a crucial l:i~t between the re7ional

study and the overall course of nrehistory at a national level.

'l'he Vlairarana rer;ion furnished hirchly visihle sites whi ch it

was possible to record and analyse in dnta i.I.• It also Lno Luded intact

sites in selected localities able to be excavated jn their entirety, or

at least in larp;e part, whi.ch spa.nned much of the known lendh of Nm'l

Zealand nrehistory. Not only vraa there a notent-j9.1 for exami.rri ne the

issues of mOD hunt i.ng and harti culture, but aLso a host of other nrchl ems

from the ethnohistoric present to trade in the n8st between the North and

South IslAnds. As such the Hairarana rep:ion conat i.t.u t ed Cl highly suitable

area for an intensive programme of research focu8sed on localised

communities.
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CHAF'l'EH 3

HESEAHCH IN TEE 'iJAII?AIMPA orCImn rl'IIAl! E,,(CAVA~nON

A regional research proGramme must involve more than a series

of excavations and analyses. Among other potential sources of information

are historical and traditional accounts of the region, surveys of its

sites, its veGetation, its soils, its marine life, and even its land

snail populations. 'I'ho site survey is probably the best known example

of a discrete regional study not involvinG excavation, and in fact is a

necessary prelude to it. In the i1airarapa proc;ramne it ,JaS considered

necessary to add a marine survey, and a study of the modern land snail fauna

and vegetation. As such surveys can only make sense in the context of a

traditional and historical f'r-amevrcr-k , it is convenient to group them in

one chapter, thereby furnishinG a settinG for the more restricted and

focussed archaeological research in the chapters which follow.

'l'HADn'IOIIAIJ HISTORY AIm

II1'l'HODUC'l'IOIT

'ClIE PHaI'OlESTOPIC PET;::r:OD

The main sources of information on the protohistoric period in

this area are the records of explorers, l:1issionarios and early settlers,

tOGether with the rririut oe of hear-inge of the lIaori Land Court set up in

186.5. An analysis of these documents by Ilai.r- (19'72) forms the basis of

nuch of the follovrin[; discussion. 'I'he traditional evidence, hovever ,

relies on additional sources, especially in the discussion of the NCai-

tahu migro.tion, aG it also affected areas outside the Hairarapa.

Direct Eur-opean contact vIi t h the Ec;ati-kahungunu of the

lJairarapa \ras SlOH to develop, and it wae not until after 1c;lfO that

explorers and settlers began to move into this area. Nevertheless,



European contacts elsewhere had already affected the Hairarapa ; iaor-i.,

In fact cultural change beGan durinG the initial stages of European

exploration. Thus, when Captain Cook made the first contact off Cape

Palliser on Febr-uar-y 9,1770, he had at that time sailed only as far

south as Capo 'l'urnac;ain on the oast coast and had not made any contacts

on the "lest coast, yet he "TaS immediately asked for nails by the Palliser

people. \1hon these wor-e offered, the l";aoris asked 'I'upai.a (Cook's

interpreter) what they wer-e , Clearly their demand for iron stemmed from

an effective communication network linking different parts of the east

coast of the :orth Island. Thus Cook set in motion changes in the

\'lairarapa economy some months before he had direct contact. '1'h e

beginnings of the protohistoric period in the Uairarapa therefore

coincide wi.t h Cool:' s landfall on October 7, 1769 in Hawkes Bay.

Later events in the 1;Jellington area prompt ed a massive

migration of people from the Wairarapa in the 1830s, and resettlement

did not occur until the signing of the Treaty of HaitanGi in 1,]!+O, which

marked an inportant turning point in this region. Direct European contact

was only siGnificant from 1iJ53 onwards when the Small Farm Settlement

scheme VIas instiGated by Cover'maorrt , At that time unbroken historical records

beGin, setting a convenient date for the end of the protohistoric period.

'l'his is later than for most areas of 1'0\'1 Zealand, but ;'_air argues that

a cloar 1:nO\'11edgo of liaor i culture in the Vlairarapa only begins to emer-ge

from records made between 18~·0 and 1[]53. She therefore suggests that the

pivotal role of the Treaty of Haitangi should be formalised and identifies

hlO Phases in the region's contact period - an E.arly and Late Protohistoric.

This scheme is followed below.



'rllADI'I'IONAL HIS'rORY UP TO ~'Im lJINE:J;EEflTH CEN'I'UItY

Two aspects of traditional history will be discussed. The first

examines the belief that Vlairarapa Haori were in some way involved in

certain events which took place in the South Island cul.mi.nat i ng in the

penetration of liorth Island groups possessing a 'Classic Haor i ' culture

into the South Island, and resulting in its adoption by local residents.

These events are usually identified with the so-called 'I\!gai-tahu

migration'. '].'he second aspect involves the traditional history of

occupation in the i'!airarapa itself.

The Fgai.-t.ahu 1Iir;ratiol1

It is commonly believed that "the vehicle for the spread of

Classic l-iaor-L to Hur-i.h.i.ku [in particular] [Jay 1:1e11 have been the Ngai

'I'ahu" (Go1son, 1959: 60) • Individual artefact forms are sometimes identified

with this movement of people. Duff for instance ascribed a fish-hook

fragtilont Hi th a somewhat questionable shank. barb fron the Pari.whakatau

site to the rigai-tahu, and claimed that this supports the hypothesis of

an East Coast (North Island) derivation of Classic ;:aori in the South

Island (DUff, 1961:287-8; see also Scarlctt, 19GOb:::;ll. The idea that

fish-hooks of this type have their "wi deat distribution in the Lorth

Island, around the East ::50ast" (Il jar-no , 1967:35), and that their appearance

in South Island sites heralds the Hgai-tahu influx, can be traced to a

paper by Sld.nncr (19[j·2:218; see also 1959:237). Although little is known

of its antiquity, most oxamples have been found in late archaeological

contexts. Trotter's (1956) recent study of the type demonstrates a good

correspondence between its distribution and the major areas for Vlhich

Ngati-kahungunu and I1gai-tahu influences have been recorded. Hooks of

this form occur at Lahia PeninsuJe "iJ1d nearby Portland Island, at the

mouth of Happy Valley near \"Jellir ... on, at Paua Bay on Banks Peninsula,
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• at Kaikoura, and at l,urdering Beach. AfelV' specimens are less securely

located but are believed to come from the East Coast area (Trotter,

1956:251). I'Jone have been recorded in the Hairarapa itself.

There is little doubt that a series of events took place which

might be referred to as the 'Ngai-tahu migration'; however, what is

questionable is the extent of Vlairarapa and East Coast involvemeht in

these movementl3, for the traditions are less certain than many secondary

sources sugc;est. In \'lhite's account of South Island traditions, for

exampLe , the link is clearly stated:

liThe Nea-i.-tahu, having firraly established themselves at Kai

koura, sent a canoe across the Strait back to Wai-rarapa to

inform their friends of their success, 'dith the request that

others of the I:c;a-i-tahu should join them on the l-ii.ddLe Ts.l.and ,

to enahle t hem to conquer all the; iddle Island tribes. To this

request the vlai-rarapa people gJ.adly responded"

(vn1ite, 1887:309, see also 303)

"'I'he Nga-i-tu-ahuriri aGain sent an invi t a t i.on to their friends

at Hai-rarapa, on the North Island, for aid, in response to

whi ch invitation another body of the :Nga-i-tahu from v/ai-rarapa

crossed the Strait and took up their abode at O-takou"

(ifhite, 1887:311)

The validity of these comments is difficult to check since Ivhite weJ.ds

together passages froni published papers and 1:ao1'i manuscript sources

without clearly identifyinG the source of each section. In this particular

case the information Day derive from "a valuable paper, 'Nga-ti-mar:lOe',

by Jomes l.ackay , Esq , , Native Conmi aai.oner-" (Vlhite, 1837:iv). It is

unfortunate that it was apparently never published, and the primary

-aour-ce therefore renains unknown; A s imi.Lar Gtatement made by Alexander

Nackay , however, is open to closer acr-ut Lny , f\;ain, no reference is made
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to the informant:

"Shortly after the removal of some of the Ngaitahu from Kaiapoi

to the West Coast, another section of their tribe arrived from

\'lairarapa, and located t hemaeLve s at Otakou (Otago), and war- was

again resumed \'li th the 1'lgatimamoe, with increased vigour!'

It is important to note that Alexander r.iackay's views on South Island

traditional history diverge in SOLle respects from earlier accounts against

.wh i ch they can be checked. Lore Lmpor-t.ant , his use of published information

involved modification of deta.ils and sequences to suit these views. ']'his

detracts from the acceptability of the passage as authentic tradition. A

comparison of two additional passages reveals liackay I s attitude to his

sources:

Ji'rol1 Shortland, 1~~51 :';2::.-.100

(Source stated as 'I'uhawai.k.i )

"The desire to possess themselves of the
pounamu , whi.ch was only to be found on the
Eiddle Island, seems to have been the
chief inducement \'Thich urged large bodies
of this tribe, at different times, to
invade the country of Jfcatimamoe, who
had becone celebrated as possessing this
treasure.

The earliest of these inroads took
place about two hundred and seventy
years before the present; for
Tuteahunga, a chief of this tribe, who
lived nine generations back, is recorded
to have been k.iLl.e d at ~<aikoura. lIis
farrdly were styled IIgai t.ahu , from his
grandfather, 'I'ahu , Another family, called
"Ile Aitanga-ICuri' (Progeny of Kur-i) , Kuri
being a cousin of 'I'ut.oahunga , came over
soon after, and united their force with
Nc;aitahu; but did not advance beyond
Ka i kour-a , where their chief, 1lanawa ,
was killed in a skirmish by 'I'ui.kau of
Nsatir;lamoe.

About this tine a powor-f'uL rein
forcement from IT~;atH:ahununu, was
br-ought; by a chief named S:urakautahi,
whose father and granclfat her , in H1a1dnr;
a similar attempt before, had been
drowned , 1;lith their crew, off Raukawa ,
wher-e their canoe Wa[3 upset. 'I'ur-akaut abi

Lac1:ay, 1,)71:,1:°.-1:.1

(Source not stated)

"About this time a power-firL re
inforcement was brought over
from 'I'eraw.i ti by a chief named
'I'ur-alcautahi, vrhoso father and
Grandfather, in naldng a sir:1ilar
attenpt before, had been dr-owned
\'lith their crew, by the upsetting
of their canoe off Haukawa (Cook's
Strait). 'I'ur-akautah.i, \vi th his
younger brother 1:01:0, landed his
forces at 'I'ot ar-anu.i, Queen
Charlotte Sound, and had to fight
his i-lay through Fgai tara and 'I'e
Huataki before he could join the
.Ngatikuri at Kai.kour-a ••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••• the branch of
the ligatikahuhunu who located
themselves in the iddle Island,
wer-e styled Nc;ai t ahu , f'r-orn their
ancestor Tahu. The desire to
po aaeas themselves of the (;reen
stone (pounamu), whi ch was 0111y
to be found in the Middle Island,
is supposed to have been the chief
inducement which urGed large
bodies of this tribe at different
times to invade the Gountry of
the 1:cat imamoe, who had become
celebrated as possessing the
treasure."



wi th his younger brother Hoki , landed
his forces at 'I'o t ar-anu.i; and had to
fight his \vay t hr-ough llr;aitara, and rLl e
Huataki, before he could join those of
his own tribe, who had preceded him, and
\'1ho were then seated at Kaikoura."

'I'heae two paasagoe are quoted in full because of their importance

in the following discussion. There is clearly no doubt that IIackay \vas

basically paraphrasing Shortland, but it is equally evident that he has

changed certain details, and the order of events. For instance, Lackay

claims that Turakautahi was from '11er-avriti (a locality in the western

i'lellington area), whereas Shortland's informant claimed he ",as a Ngati-

kahungunu , The most important difference, however , is that i.ackay has

deleted the reference to the epon~nous ancestor of Ngai-tahu as being the

grandfather of Tutewlunga. This claim, made by Tuhawaiki to Shortland,

differs from the more commonly accepted vie':l that the ancestor Tahu lived

many generations before. The latter 1'ahu, whose full name is rendered

Tahu-potild is generally regarded as belonging to "an early section of

Ngati-lmhun[;unu" (Adlri.n , 1959:8, see also Vlhite, 1887:293). This claim

is not easy to reconcile "'i th the genealogies which ahow consistently

that Kahungunu (the f'ound i ng ancestor of Hgati-kahungunu) lived at about

the same. time or even later than Tahu-potild (see T'i§.l..lre 2). In fact

Best (1901:120, 132) argues that Tahu-potiki, along with Paikea

(variously given as his father or great grandfather), and Tamatea-Pokai-

wheriua (the father of Kahungunu ) were together in the 'I'ak i t i.mu canoe. Buck,

on the other hand, names Kahungunu as being in the canoe (1962: 58) •

In this section and that which fo l l.owa it should be remembered

that European rendition of i.aorti names can lead to some surprisingly

different records, and too much can be read into slight differences.
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Fir;ure 2: Genealoc~T of I~ahun,r:;unu and rCahu-Potiki (adapted from

Mitchell 1944: ii, vi)

1. Paikea \>las one of the principal men on the Takitimu canoe (Best,
1901 :120, 132)

2. Rua-vn1~ro was one of the priests on the T&~itimu (Buck, 1962:58)

3. Tahu-potiki is widely claimed to be the eponymous ancestor of the
I'Jgai-tahu, and is claimed to have been on the 'I'aki timu (Best, 1901:
120, 132)

1+. rramatea-ariki-nui vms the chief man on the 'I'ak i t i.mu (Eitchell, Gen.2;
Buck , 196~:: 58 )

5. Kahungunu is the eponymous ancestor of the Ngati-kahungunu and was on
the Tald timu canoe (Duck, 1962 :58)
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(Ngai Tahu) (Ngati-kahungunu) (Ngati Kuri)

Fip;ure 3: 'I'uhavmike and the 3 main Kahungunu lines in the South Island ..

Host of the information for this was extracted from Shortland (1851) ..

1 .. Also known as Taupotiki (Shortland, 1851: Table A)

2 .. Also known as Tahumutu (ibid) .. 'I'uhawa'ike claims this man to have been
the eponymous ancestor of the Ngaitahu (Shortland, 1851:99)

3 .. Killed at Kaikoura (cps c i t .. :Table A)

4.. Killed at Kaikoura (ibid)

5, 6. Died at E:aikoura (ibid)

7.. Died at Lake Ellesmere (ibid)

8. Died at Timaru after being paid for Otal,au (ibid)

9.. Chief person at Otwcau (ibid)

10 .. See Figure 4 for further details

'11 .. 'l'he eponymous ancestor of the Ngati-lcuri (ops c i t , :99)

12. 'I'he principal chief of Te Aitanga Kuri, and known to have lived at
Hataitai in Vlellington before migrating sout.hwar-de (v/hite, 1887:20L~)

13.. Is also claimed (Note 9) to be the direct ancestor of Karetai
(Shortland, 1851: Table A)
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Tama-ihu-pora
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Ha-kal-te-kura
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I
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I
Panu

Pul~a-kaikai
I

Hikaka = Kahu-potiki

Rakaiwakaata
I

Tuhaitara
I

Ta~laraeroa [Kahu-Icura-t e-pak1l3J
T r-, -l-t-----T--£..r...,-l '] a.l~'1-==c=~~~~~~~~~=== Ie-\'l la u-o-au e -iaul cor~n 'I'u Har-e

K l h t i.t i n, ,,2a u-ipa l. l 1 uanur-rr-a
I

Tutu Hamua

figure ~': The Hairarapa Branch of the Nr:ati-kahunRunu in the South Island

This genealogy is a combination of information from several sources. The

central 8 figures from HakahTakaata to Turakautahi wer-e recounted to

Shortland by 'I'uhawaIk i (Shortland, 1851 :Table G) j the rest are talcen from

North Island information recorded in v/bite (1887: 180f£ etc.). The overlap

between the two sources involves the 5 characters below Te Hau i ko-c-aki , The

c i r-cumetancea of the birth of Tuahuriri and his mother and legitimate father

are recorded by :'lhite (1887: 197ff). Ra-kai-te-kura' s father is given as

Tama-ih~-pora by Best (1901:140).

1. Also known as Te-au-hiku-raki (rangi) (I'Jhite, op,cit. :198) and
Ahu-ku-rangi (\1hite, op.cit.:180). According to Hhite (op.cit.:198)
Tu-maro, who was descended from Kahu-ikur-a-rt e-cpaku , married Ha-kai-te
kura, who \'TaS 7 generations removed from Tahu-potild. In Tu-maro's
absence from Hataitai in Hellington Ahu-ku-rangi took Ra-kai-te-kura as
a loverj and their offspring, Te-ahu-riri, was therefore the illegitimate
son of Tu-maro.

2, 3. Tuahuriri or Tu-ahu-riri, also known as '1'e-hiku-tawa-tavTa-o-te-raki
(v/hHe, 1387:201) as well as 'l'uahu and ~'ahu (Best, 1901:1[1,1) is well
known in Uor-t h Island tradiHons. Upon reaching manhood he shifted
from Hataitai to the south-east coast of the North Island (presumably
in or about Pal1iser Bay) and established a famous pa called Te-mata
kikai-poika. Some t i.me later he crossed Cook Strait searching for his
father, whom he believed to be Tu~maro, and after a series of events
(described by b'hite, 18.s7:200ff) he returned to his pa with his
classificatory grandfather, Kahu-kura-te-palcu. A famous battle then
occurred at this pa and most of Te-ahu-riri's followers were killed.
The ~orth Island tradition states that his enemies were drowned in
Cook Strait upon leaving the paj the South Island version (Shortland,
1851 :100), hovrever, claims it VTaS the father and grandfather of
Turakautahi who wer-e dr-owned in Cook Strait (i mate ki Raukawa}, and



Figure 4 cont'd

this probably refers to Tu-ahu-riri and his classificatory grandfather,
Kahu-kuz-a-f e-ipaku , 'l'u-ahu-riri is variously said to have had vIives named
Hine-to-wai (Hhite, op.cit.:1[)1), and Hine (or Lina)-kai-taki (ibid:212)
or Hine...kahitangi (Best, 1901 :1 1}2) and 'I'uar-a-whatu (lvhite, op s c i t , :2'12;

-_.\ Best, 1901:1~'2). His progeny are better known in South Island traditions,
but occur in North Island stories also. Moki, one of his sons, is knowo
to have died at Kaikoura.
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Kahungunu , for example, is variously referred to as Kahuhunu (Hackay,

1871:~·1), Kahuunuunu (Uhite, 1887:197), or Kahununu (unu unu) (\vhite,

1(j87:L~6), and 'I'ahupot Lkti as 'I'ahumat.ua (I litchell, 19!.14:ii), and

'I'aupo t i.ka (Shortland, 11351 :'.fable A). Bearing in mind the possible range

of generation gaps as outlined by Roberton (1956), it seems likely that

Slahu and Kahu were roughly contemporary, and the names could even be

references to the same person, for T to K is a common Polynesian sound

shift (Green, 1975 :pers. c omms }, 'l'his latter possibility is strengthened

by a General lack of stories about a 'I'ahu of this period, compared i'lith

the many accounts of the exploits of Kahu-rigunu , \lhatever is the case,

if the eponymous ancestor was 'I'ahupo t LkI the-n the I:gai-tahu could not

be a later branch of the I:gat:i.-kahungunu as is i'lidely believed, and

Tuhmlaiki's claim that the Hgai-tahu are named after a much more recent

Tahu, the Grandfather of Tuteahunga, should be seriously considered.

The relevant kinship relationships for 'I'uhawa'i.k.i ' s claim

are outlined in IT'i[;ure 3, frorn whi ch it can be seen that Raka-waka-Icur-a

had three sons, 'I'ahu , I<alcai-\'falca-ata, and lluruhou , 'I'he three lines of

descent f'r-on these men are ImO\Vl1 in the South Island as the Ngati-tahu

(sor.letimes referred to as Kai-tahu in the South Island), the Ngai

tuahuriri, and the Ngati-kuri respectively. The eponymous ancestor of

the l'lgati-kuri is Kuri., and his great grandson Hanawa played an important

part in the war-far-e wi.t h the Ilcati-mar:l0e in the South Island. In i.or-t.h

Island traditions, Nanawa lived at Hataitai before moving to the South

Island. The eponymous ancestor of the Ngai-tuahuriri is Tu-ahu-riri

(qv :FiGure 4); and it is significant that in the South Island 'I'uhawai.lci

referred to the son, 'l'ur-akautah i , as llcati-lmhungunu rather than Ngai ..

t ahu (Shortland, 1[\51:100). 'ilhite on the other hand appears to assume
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that the Nga-:-i-tu-ahuriri were Ngai-tahu (opvc i t , :310ff), although he

applies the latter term far more widely than other writers. If the

eponymous f i.gur-e of the Ngai-tahu were the much earlier 'I'ahu-epo t Lk.i

(as shown in Figure 3 ), than the three lines of issue would all be

described as Ngai-tahu. The fact that 'I'ur-akaut.ahi is designated Ngati-

kahungunu strengthens the suggestion that these three lineages were

not Ncai-tahu. beyond Rakawakaki..u-a , but were I1gati-kahung'UDu. It must be

remembered, however , that the circum.stances of recording lineages greatly

influences whi ch ancestor is emphasized, particularly when early land

claims wer-e being mado ; Hhite notes (1887:289), for exanpf.e , that Kuri

also traced descent from Ngati-ruanui.

On the whole, there woul.d appear some Grounds for s'L1.ggesting that

a branch of the Ec;ati-kahungunu, at about the time of Rakawakakura , split

up into three hapu whi ch later gained tribal or sub-tribal status, known

as I1gai-tahu, IJgai-tuahuriri, and Ngati-kuri, althouGh this sUGGestion

does not preclude the existence of an earlier character 'I'ahu-cpo t i.kd , A

story recorded by Hhite (informant not specified) reinforces the later

origin of the IJGai-tahu:

"It was only in the generation of 1:1en after the time of

Kahu-ngunu and Tahu-potiki that their descendants began

to separate, and some came to this, the Hai-pounat1U (,30uth

Island). 1'11er e wor-e hIO reasons for t he so people separating 

one was on account of a woman and the other \'IaS on account of

a dog; and it wae on account of the quarrel about this dog

that part of the Hga-i-tahu-potiki left the main tribe and

cone to the South Island; and these \fere ever after called

NGa-ti-kuri (the descendants of the clog). And those of the

Kahu-rigunu who left the main tribe were called 'J:u-te-lcavm"

(Hhite, 188'7:1'18)
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It has been shown that 'I'uhawailci ' s account is reliable wher-e

it is poasi.b.Le to check. His version of the basic chronology of the

so-called 'Ileai-tahu migration' is borne out by the lci.nsh'ip Li.nks

illustrated in Eis'ures 3 and 4. 'I'uhawai.k i suggested (qv Short land ,

1851 :99-100) that there wer-e actually three migrations: the first headed

by 'I'ut eahunga (the ITgai-tahu) frOG1 Hataitai, the second by I:anavla (the

NGati-1mri) also from Hataitai, and a third by 'I'ur-akautahi (the Ngai

tuahuriri, a branch of Ngati-kahuncunu) from the i'lairarapa, probably

Palliser :ay. Shortland (181~J.~:123) name s 'I'uranga as the point of origin

of Turakautahi, whi ch could eitner be ~:'uranca-nui-a-rua in Poverty Bay,

or the 'I'ur-anga-nuti area in Palliser Bay. 'I'he fact that his father was

resident in Palliser Bay (~n1ite, 1887:200), suggests that the latter is

more likely.

Various authors have attempted to date the 11Gai-ta..~u migration.

Duff (1961:270) believes it started about 1602 AD. Shortland (1851:32)

records that 'I'uhawai.k i ' s son, Topi-ldhau, Has 1l~ in 18J+L~, which if used

as a datum, wouLd have 'l'u t ea hunga born about 1605 AD (us i ng 25 years

per Generation). The three southward movements then may have taken place

at about 1635 AD, 1685 AD, and 1710 AD.

Finally the relationship bet\'Teen the southern dialect and the

NGai-tahu should be examined. Short land recorded a basic vocabulary of

the 'Kaitahu dialect' (1e,51 :305ff), and Skinner later commented in 1921:

"In vocabulary the Southern dialect has many viOrds that are

rare or uw"nown in the orth, ••••• It is to be noted that

the phonetic differences between Lorthern and Southern Laori

appear to be greater than the phonetic differences between

Horthern liaori and the dialect of Easter Ls.l.and"

(Skinner, 1971~c:20)



Opinions vary on the magnitude of the Li.ngu i at Lc differences,

nevertheless the idea of a well marked dialect in the south is still

favoured. There has been little systematic study of New Zealand. dialects,

but it is important to note that there is little if any suggestion of a

close link between the East Coast and l'Tgai-tahu dialects; in fact the

contrary miGht be argued (see for example comments by Green, 1966:28, 32).

This situation does not accord with the suggested relatively recent

separation of the Ngai-tahu from Ilgati-kahunGunu, and some explanation

is necessary.

In contrast to this apparent Ldngu iat i c gulf be tween the

East Coast and Kai, tahu dialects is the view of one of the informants

quoted by \Ihi te:

"You, the l:ga-ti-kahu-ngunu, muat not believe that you speak

a different language from that which is spoken by us, the

Ega-ti-talm-potiki. No; but our languages are the same, and

the two men from wh.ich each of our tribes had their origin

spoke the same language and lived at the same place. Kahu

ngunu •••• and Tahu-potiki •••• lived in the districts

called Turanga-nui-a-rua •••• and Te-poroporo-ki-hua-riki

•••• , and it is that locality where the cultivation of our

ancestor De-roa is situate, which we call Tuara-haua"

(VJhite, 1887:177-8)

The key to this problem may lie in the number of people involved in

this Ngai-tahu movemerrt , The commonly held v i ew is that litho Nc;ai 1'a hu

seem to have been greater in number- than the ligati llamoe , and gradually

forced the latter back from one pa to another, southvmrd" (Scarlett,

1960b :2-3). '1'his belief, however, may be invalid. 'I'he only numbers

recorded in the tradi t i ons refer to 70 f'o.l.Lower-e of ']lu-ahu-riri who

accomparri ed him 011 one southward expedition, and the 170 who participated



in a later movement (White, 1887:200, 201); the same traditions suggest

that most of these actually returned to Palliser Bay. It is also recorded

that the Ngai-tahu chiefs became overlords of the Ilgati-malll0e rather than

of their own people: for example, the two Ngai-tahu cousins Apoka and

'I'ut eur-et i.ra were chosen by Ngati-mamoe as their leaders (Ilackay, 1871:

41; White, 1887:239). On some occasions these f,roups were considered lif,ai

tahu, and on others, particularly during war f'ar-e , Ngat i-ernamoe (see for

example Iiackay, 1871 :/+2). In short, while large numbers of people may

have been involved in the internecine battles, on many occasions it

may have been Ngati-mamoe pitted against Ngati-mamoe encouraged by a few

Ngai-tahu leaders.

Another relevant factor is discussed by Shortland as follows:

"Thus the two races [l'Jgai-tahu and ngati-c1amoeJ became

incorporated into one tribe, which, as meat of their principal

families had in their veins the blood of 'I'ahu , vIaS generally

called Ngaitahu, or Kaitahu.

I found that all the families of the present day, of any

consideration, traced their origin to the Turanga, or Poverty

Bay sources - as being the conquering side, and therefore the

more honourable - and neglected altogether the Ngatiuamoe

sources, beyond. the time of their conquest"

(Shortland, 1851:102)

It is therefore suggested that only a relatively small number of people

may have been involved in the 'Ngai-tahu migration'. i'lhile the newcomer-s

were instrumental in the cultural upheavals of the 18th century, and may

indeed have spread the 'Classic Maori' culture to the South Island, they

appear to have had little influence on the language spoken by the

conquered tribe. In short, vdlat is known as the Southern or Kai-tahu
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dialect might more aptly be referred to ae the IIgati-mamoe dialect.

In this brief Gurvey of the traditional background testifying

to a Ngai-tahu migration to the South Island it has become clear that

with the exception of Tu-ahu-riri and his followers who probably lived

in Palliser Bay, little direct contact is indicated in tradition between

the 'dairarapa and the South Island people at the be gi.nn'i.ng of the 18th

century. While the invaders traced their tribal affiliations to the Ngati

kahungunu , as did the people of the 1iJairarapa, their traditional

connect"ions are in fact indirect, and probably rather more ancient. It

would appear that the main impetus for the changes in the South Island

are more directly traced to Hataitai on the shores of Wellington Harbour

in the 17th century.

The Traditional Occunation of the Wairarana

The most coherent traditional history of the Wairarapa is that

compiled by Smith (1904). Unfortunately, the precise details of his

sources are not provided, although Srri t h (190'1-:15
'
+, 165, etc) makes

repeated references to "my informant", suggestive of one primary source.

This may have been i.'Iajor 'l'u- nu i - a- r angi , whose genealogy appears in the

article, particularly as it was he "rho related the story about a south

1:1aira1'apa pa site published in the same volume ('ru-nui-a-1'angi, 190'1,).

In addition to this unspecified informant Smith also refers to Judge

Haclca.y, 'r.1:J.Le\.,is, and Henare Pohio of Hawkes Bay (op.cit: 15LI-, 157, 158).

In tradition, before the arrival of Europeans, the Wairarapa

was occupied for some centuries by a U;roup of lI80ris known as l'!c;ati

kahungunu , 'I'hie tribal name is used as a general referent to cover many

different groups (Smith, 190~:153), such as Ilgati-hikawera, Ngati

rakai-waka-iri, l']gati-rua, and othera (He.ir, 1972 :'l'able 11-). These were
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spread from Cook Strait to Hahia Peninsula, and inland as far as the

Ri.mut aka , '1'ararua, Ruahi.ne , Kai manawa and Ah.irnanawa ranges and as far

north as Lake \'Iaikarernoana.

As Smith (op.c:it. :153) points out, little is known of gr-oups in

occupation before the Ngati-lmhungunu, a fact consistent wi.t h the view

that the princip.al informant was himself Ngati-lmhungunu. Several tribal.

groups such as Tini-o-AV1a, Har-u-d.wi, Ngati-ira, and Rangi.tano have been

suggested as occupants prior to the l'Igati-kahungunu. It is difficult to

cross check the various stories. Accepted at face value theY appear to

attest to two principal. movernont s of Ngati-kaJmngunu from a home

territory near Poverty Bay.

'I'he first of these movemerrt s was led by t wo N[;ati-kahungunu

chiefs, Taraia and H~tai-hiku-roa,'some 16 to 17 generations ago (Smith,

1904:156), or about 1475 - 1500 AD. They pushed southwards from Poverty

Bay as far as the IIeretaunga Plains (HastinGs). '1'his brought them into

contact with j,jaru-iwi and Te Tini-o-Awa. The former are believed to have

been pushed further northvmrd and eventually over-run, while the latter

are claimed to have moved south and occupied the 'I'a Kawakawa (Cape

Pa11iser) area.

The second movement took place about 13 generations ago

(op.cit.:159), or about 1575 AD, and appears to mark the main influx

of hgati-kahun[£unu into the south Hairarapa in particular. '1'he stories

relating to this movement are quite detailed, and constitute a coherent

and probably authentic historical record at least in broad outline.

In brief, a particular incident near Havelock in Hawkes Bay sparked

off the emigration of l~ canoes of people Looki.ng for new land. 'I'he

fol10Hinc; chiefs and canoes are known to have been involved, and their

lineages can be traced to sone of the principal Ngati-kahungunu hapu in
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the area today (some of these are given in Smith, 1904:165).

Qhief

Ral\:ai-rangi

Ranci-tawhanga

Pouri

'I'u-te-miha

'I'uputa

Kari-whare

Canoe

~llim~aeanga-rangi

~nlm~aeanga-rangi

Te Haka-whiu

Pokai-kaha

\fuai-tomuri

?

The canoes landed at the mouth of Lake Onolee in Palliser Bay where

they encountered Te Rerewa, a chief of the Rangitane who occupied the

south \\Tairarapa at this tir1e. This raises the question of what happened

to Te 'l'ini-o-Awa in the interval. The solution to this may lie in the

suggestion by H.Hopiha th~t the name TIangitane was a ceneral name which

included such gr-oups as 'l'e Tini-o-Awa, vPnatu-mamoa, Te 'I'ini-o-Rua-tauore,

Te Te-Upoko-iri, Ngai-tara, and Huaupoko (qv Lair, 1972: LI2 ; Snith, 1906:70

72). Another more obscure group, the Ngati-ira, are believed to have

coexisted peacefully \'1ith the Rangitane, occupying the area from Otaraia

to Te Kawakawa , They later moved into the I'Jellington district, wher-e they

lived until Te Raupar-aha t s invasion (Adk in , 1959:L~7). In the latter

district they became a well known tribe.

'I'he story of the ITgati-kahungunu contact with Te Here\'1a is

quite detailed, and the location of the meeting can probably be identified

today. Te Herewa' s house was named 're VJharau-o-kena, and was cl,a. imed

to be immediately to the north of the outlet from Lake Onoke. Only one

site was found within aevcr-a.L miles of this locality dur-i.ng the site

survey, and t.h.i s is nO\'I known as Okorewa (N165/11). 'I'hi.s position \'raF:3

occupied in the 19th century by a group of fishing huts and \'113.S painted.

by Brees (qv lair, 1972:158; see also Adk i n , 1959:7). Te Rerewa traded

his land for LI canoes, and a further 3 whi ch Te Rangi-rt.awhanga made from
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local totara, and "lent to Hairau in the South Island. Some liangi tane

remained, however, and it was not until the time of 'I'e Hiha (or 're Eiha

qv Smith, 190LI : 161-2), the grandson of 'I'e Hangi-ta1l1han[;a, that the Rang i t ane

were either expelled or absorbed.

At the time of Captain Cook's visit, it appears that the T'Tgati

kahungunu wer-e firmly in control of the land from ';lairarapa to Hawkes

Bay.

Chronol0f,Y of. Events during the Protohistoric Period

Three years after Cook's initial contact in 1770 (Cook, 1968:

250) he again sailed along the shores of Palliser Day, this time

searching for ~;"urneaux who some weeks earlier in the 'Adventure' had

obtained crD.yfish and berries from D. \'lairarapa canoe in exchange for

nails (Cook, 1969:741). Cook himself sm" no inhabitants in the bay, but

noticed amoks onshore (Cook, 1969:299).

The next weLl, documcnt sd visit to the area '-JaS by D'Urville

in the 'Astrolabe' in 1827. D'Urville sailed close to Cape Turakirae and

followed the coast along to Cape Kawakawa (Cape Palliser) in a vain

search for a suitable beaching spot. A I-Iaori canoe came out to the ship,

and although he took several of the occupants on board, he described them

only briefly (D'Urville, 1950:102-106). In addition, it is believed that

two ships, the 'England Glory' (VJilson, 1939:126-129; l'Iackay,1966:30), and

the 'Coquille' may have made contact towards the end of the 18th century.

A 1';aori account of the wr-eck of a veaseL called 'Rongotute' is noted by

Smith (1399:203), and this may refer to the 'Coquille'.

At the time of D'Urville's encounter the Ncati-kahunrsunu's

possession of the southern \Jairarapa had already been threatened. This



resulted from ~uropean trade as far north as the l;ay of Islands, so

that many Nga-puhi in Ilorthland, for instance, viere equipped vlith

muaket;e by 1820 (Urlich, 1970:402). Such groups wer-e quick to seize the

opportunity of raiding other groups who occupied territories some

distance from trading centres. According to Travel's:

"Bands of the Nr..:~apuhi, armed \'lith weapons whose destructive

power was unknown to the great majori t y of the native people,

marched from one end of the Ilor t h Island to the other,

carrying di smay and destruction wherever they went"

(Traverr" 1872:46)

Bot ween 1820 and 1822 the ':lairarapa was visited by t wo separate

forces drawn from the Horthland Nga-puhi, the Auck.l.and l1cati-vlhatua and

the Hail~ato r;gati-toa (qv Lair, 1972:60ff). Smith (1[!99:227; 1910b:301+- 5)

identified the pa captured by the first group in the \lairarapa as Tau

Hhare-nikau (or Tauherenikau near Featherston), and JIawhitiwhiti (on the

Ruamahanga River). 'l'he second expedition did not reach the southern

\-Jairarapa, stopping short at Pahiatua in the north and Porirua to the

west (Lair, 19'12:(6). Despite their losses, ITgati-kahungunu groups

remained in control of their vast territory. The Ncati-toa chief Te

Rauparaha led a uigration from Kawhi.a in 1821 whi.ch culminated in his

seizure of Kapiti Island about 1823, from uhere he traded for muskets

with European vessels us i.ng Cook Strait. '1.'he 'I'ar-anak i tribes of Nljati-

tama, Ngati-mutanGa, and Ati-avra, and the Haikato tribe, Ngati-raukawa,

joined the Ngati-toa in the l;!ellinLstoD area. By 1[:\25-1326 the first

'I'ar-anakf. migrants penetrated the ilairarapa valley (Srnith, 1910b:449).

QuotinG the Land Court evidence of 1fJS8, I:air (1972:'11-2) described

the first conflict be-tween thorn and the Nc;ati-kahunGunu as stemming from

news that a Vlairarapa chief had obtained musket s by dressinG flax. The
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death of this chief in battle "TaS f'oLl.owed by the departure of his

f'o.Lf.owez-s to Hah i.a Peninsula. 'l'he 'I'ar-anak i groups infiltrated the valley

over the next 1+ to 5 years, residing chiefly to the west of Lake \'lairarapa,

in apparent friendship wi t h the igati-kahun,7,Unu. Suspected treachery

caused the latter people to attack the Ngati-tama settlements near

i'lharepapa and at 'I'e 'I'ar-ata (west of Lake Onoko ) which wer e in the process

of being fortified. This act set into motion a series of attacks and

retaliations about 1830 and began the mass exodus from the valley to

the supposed safety of the i.ah i a Peninsula (Jrail' , 1972:711.-76).

Until 1811-0 when the signing of the Treaty of Haitangi created

suitable conditions for their return, the \~airarapa valley Vias occupied

by only snaLl. groups of 11gati-kahungunu who harrassed any of the 'I'ar-anaki

tribes who attempted pernanent settlement there. ~l'his vlaS sufficient to

maintain Ngati-kahun[;u.nu rights to the land (opvc i t , :77). These wer-e

r-ecogrri.sed in 1 ::Yf-O and the Ri.mut aka and Tararua ranges Here established

as the boundary between the 'I'ar-anak i tribes and the Ngati-kahungunu.

Hesettlement commenced in 1842 at Te Kopi on the coast of

Palliser Bay (which appears to have been a wha'l i.ng station at this time,

qv lhllar, 1971 :(2), and the several hundred l-laori.s who returned f'r om

l'Iahia attempted to re-establish the former hapu territories as they

spread up the valley. 'l'he first Ion-foot' European exploration of the

Lovrer \'!airarapa was by Charles Heaphy :m 1339. From 18~o until the arrival

of the first equat.tera in 1[;11.11, at least a dozen Europeans visited the

valley (nail', 1972 :'l'ab1e 1). Some of these such as IIadfield and Cole

were nissionaries, others Here engaE;ed on official business, while still

others \lere in search of suitable land for sheep stations. 'I'he period

between 1911-11 and 1853 sa\l an increase in these visits and one of the
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early settlers, vleld, gives the impression that the pathways and

1t1aterHays of the Hairarapa valley Here in constant use by both IIaoris

and Europeans (I'lair, 1972:228), a situation wh.ich one Lnf'oz-marrt said VIas

reminiscent of the pre-musket era (op.cit.:217). It is from the records

of these missionaries, squatters, surveyors and other visitors that

an account of Haori life in the mid-ninet.eenth century in the \!airarapa

has been compiled CIiair, 1972: Chapter 5).

Hairarana Comnunities in the Ihd-Nincteenth Centu.ry

population Distribution

The distribution of the l:aori population remained Large Ly

coastal for 2 years f'oLLow.Lng the return f'r-om l.ahi.a , Alt hough the 'I'e

Kopi area was the initial base, it appears that ae t t Lenerrt a wer-e quickly

established in the Harm and fertile Iio i.kau and Turanganui valleys a feH

miles from Te Kopi. Even at Te Kopi itself the residents Here spread

over three pa (l-ia.ir-, 1972: 136). The food requireE1ents of the displaced

hapu Here met by temporary crants of land for potato growing along the

Palliser Bay coast, especially betvreen l;nmtarangi and Lakotukutuku. Some

groups may have returned by land, for in December 1CJLI·1 Stol~es met 11j. people

from Turanganui pa before the influx into Te Kopi took place, and the

surveyor Kettle encountered people in a fortified settlement at the head

of the Hairarapa valley in JIay 18LI·2 . Between this northern pa and the

southernmost settlements, hOHever, the 40 miles of valley possessed no

permanent villages until 18L,.I+ (op s cit , : 13C5-1 Lf0).

The mobility of family and hapu groups during this decade made

population estimates difficult and the unofficial counts of Halswell,

Hunt, iiadfi.e Ld , Gr i.mat.orie and others ranged from LfOO to 900. Komp

conducted an official census in 1cYl-8-9 and recorded Cl. total of GOLf persons
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in 10 villaGes in the whole of the Hairarapa valley (op.cit.:222-3; see

also Figure 5).

When the first squatters drove their sheep into the valley from

Vlellington in 18l1-4 the land on wh.i.ch they' built their homes and gra~ed

stock was leased from several hapu with riGhts along the eastern side of

Lake ilairarapa and the Ruarnahanga Ri vel'. Haori desire to trade with these

Europeans led to the positioning of the new Laori villages (for example

Otaraia - N165/23) close to Eur-opean horaeat aada (op.cit.:1 LI-2). Other

settlements expanded, for example those in the lower reaches of the

'I'ur-anganui valley, whiLe still others were abandoned, a situation often

noted by the missionaries searching for their parishioners. All

settlements Here prone to Great fluctuations in the numbers of their

inhabitants (see for example figures in Lair, 1972: 1LI-8).

It appears that durinG this re-settlement period, a hapu

known as r!gai-tahu took up land rights in the \·Jairarapa. rfhey initially

settled at Hor-swa.i to the weat of \/hataranci, and then temporarily in the

Hhakatolllotor,10 valley (op.cit. :136, 1l1-3 ) , before moving to sites in the

main alluvial valley. During the site survey a settlement was found near

Dyerville, which is locally known as Pa-nga-tahua (N165/26), and this

probably relates to these people. Unfortunately it is not recorded where

this Group came froj;) nor their lineage, but they may trace descent from

Tu-elm-riri and his f01lo\"1ers who returned from the South Island :i.n

the 18th century (discussed above).

It is difficult to ascertain whet her- these settler,lents wer-e

fortified or not at this time. Hair found (op.cit.:149) that the prefix

'pa' seemed to have been applied to the n8.11e of every village. In the

case of Ot ar-ai.a , this vi.LLage was founded in 18l l·l l-, but was not' fortified
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1. Some losses reulting f'r-crn raids by musket-armed 'I'ar-anaki, and northern
l-iaori war parties (hai r , 1972:62-L~). First migration north of Ngati
kahungunu about 1825 (op.cit.:71-2). liore warfare c.1830 wi th Taranaki
settler and raiders (op.cit.:72-4)

2. A massacre of Ngati-kahungunu guests at a feast given by Te I1auparaha
c.1830 initiated mass migration to liahia (op.cit.:74). Completed by
1835 (op.cit.:76)

3. An unknown number remained to harrass Taranaki Laoris, possibly about
100 (op.cit.:77)

l.j.• About 500-690 returned from Lah'i.a , 181+2-3 by canoe, possibly others
over-land (op.cH. :139-40)

5'. Kemp t s census 1811-8-9 (op.cit.224-5)

6. Kemp t s census 1850. Between 181+9 and 1850 Colenso recorded 46 deaths
from measles in the valley (op.cit.:225, Tables 14 & 15)
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until 1(311-6 (op.cit.:153). Fox's sketch of it in 1847 shows a high

palisade around the huts, complete with carved images, but without any

ditch and bank earthworks. Despite the fortification of several other

settlements as a result of rumour-s of vlaikato invaders, by 1850 IiJaoris

were more often found living in huts near their gardens than within the

pa (op.cit. :153). These cultivation settlements were a.Lwaya distinguished

from the larger villages, and so it appears that the term 'pal applied to

any settlement surrounded by a fence. No settlements were established on

the western side of the lakes and it seems likely that the few western pa

such as Battery Hill (N165/18), whose palisade post stumps and ditch and

bank are still visible, belonged to the 1825 - 1830 period. Battery Hill

may even have been built by Taranaki Haoris, an interpretation

strengthened by the fact that it possesses a double ring ditch. As

Groube has argued (1970:153), this type of defenCe is a late featu.re

applied to the terraced pa by 'I'ar-anaki £·'laoris. A nearby settlement known

as Hume ' s pa (p165/3?), wi th a double r i.ng ditch, also has raised rh:

pits wi t h.in the enclosed area, which are East Coast features (see

H.Leach, 1976:Chapter 5), indicating that caution in interpreting

the ring ditch feature as evidence of Taranaki influence is required.

Int.e.JZ:.C"F.O_uD C~act

As might be expected from the many records of mobility, Lrrt er»

community contact was particularly frequent in the mid-nineteenth

century. furthermore, the Haor i Land Court hearings as weLl as

Captain Cook's observations give some indication that such contacts

were common in the prehistoric and early protohistoric periods. There

are traditional references to exchanges involving food, weapons, canoes,

raw materials such as ochre, greenstone, and even land (op.cit.:209-210).
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In general, Gift exchange over land seems to have involved contact with

neighbouring groups rather than transportation of goods over long

distances by the donors. The nature of this contact reinforced the

complex inter-relationships of the Wairarapa hapu and the actual transfers

of goods sometimes became highly complicated. One case cited by Hair

(op.cit.:213) began with a gift of peaches and set off a chain of

exchanges involving sea-food, a cow, freshwater fish, birds, and pi2~s.

Many of the p~eserved items were finally consumed at a large feast to

which all the participant hapu were invited.

Shortland's South Island informants provided details of items

which they traded to the North Island during the 181.rOs, and these

included' prepared cabbace-tree roots, potted mutton birds, greenstone,

white-heron feathers, and speargrass oil. These exports were made to

Haori groups livi.ng around Cook Strait,· "and the Ngat i kahungunu , for

which preserved kunara, mats and canoes were received in return"

(Shortland, 181.rl.r:125; I:air, 1972:213). The existence of this trade is

partly confirmed by \veld who in 1[V+I+ saw a l,vairarapa chief I s wife whose

hair was tied up with the fibres of a South Island plant (probably

Celrnisia sp.), and in 18~-6 by Colenso who described a chief adorned

wi.t h wh i t e heron plumes Olair, 1972:211-2).

News and rumours spread along these communication lines

together \f,ith the various foods and other cUts. Hair (1972:215) argued

for the importance of food preservation to this ne twor-k :

"Perishable foods were exploited by the hapus living in

close proximity to these resources. The preservation of

kar-aka berries, eels, nut t on birds, and sea fish eliminated

the problem of distance and a l Lowed the extension of links
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. to distant hapus".

Although depopulation had caused many old tracks to become badly over

grown, the early European explorers were able to identify the more

important ones. One major route ran up the Wairarapa Valley from the

sea and joined up with an inland track to Hawkes Bay, and another to

Banawatu. Several tracks were recorded crossing the Tararua and Rimutaka

ranges. However, the most favoured route to Wellington was along the

coaat , 'I'hi.s coastal track also continued around Cape Palliser and up

the east coast (cp.ait.:217-9). It seems then that the Palliser Haoris

could have heard about Captain Cook's Gifts of nails at Hawkes Bay in

1769 via the regular exchange network of either coastal or interior

groups or both.

Economic Activities

It has been shown that economic behaviour of the 'dairarapa

Haoris began to be modified even before European exploration of the

valley. By 181+2 the valley was over-run by pigs (op.cit. :183), and the

potato was the most important plant grown for food and trade. Kemp's

census in 1850 recorded a total of 15 acres of wheat, 32 acres of corn,

102 acres of potatoes, and 12'~- acres of other vegetables (cpvc i t , :195).

Apart from fish \'That are believed to have been the important

prehistoric foodstuffs are only rarely described during this decade. The

lvIaori Land Court hearings again give some clues; for example, autumn

visits to the coast to collect lcar-aka drupes we.re documented, and an

early settler's wife described a gift of freshly prepared rats (op.cit.:

187-8). 1,1hen potatoes \>I81'e scarce, both Vleld and CoLanac encountered

Haorda whcse only food \'IaS fern root (op .c t t , :190). Although there
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wer-e many hundreds of acres of bracken-covered land in the valley,

Mail' noted that:

"the J'vIaoris obtained their fern roots from certain favoured

places wh i ch were known to gr-ow fern root of good quality .... "

(ops c i t , :189)

. Explorers sometimes commented on the remains of old

cultivations, but since these often possessed remnant potato plants,

turnips or wi.Ld cabbage, they wer-e obviously 19th century gardens. The

Turanganui valley and the silty soils beside the Ruamahanga River were

used extensively for contemporary gardens.

Kumara vlaS not important during this period but is recorded

as a feast-food at Turanganui in 1851 (op.cit.:193). There are only a

few traditional references to kumara growing.

The practice of eeling, for \\Thich the Wairarapa was traditionally

famous seems to have been continued in the mid-19th century VIi th very few

modifications in equipment or processing methods. The quantities available

depended on the natural closure of the mouth of Lw{e Onoke in times of low

rainfall, usually once a year at the end of December. Over the next few

months the level rose and eels congregated behind the gravel bar waiting

for a chance to get to sea and begin their spawning migration. 'l'he eeling

season began in February when short-finned male eels attempted their

migration, soon followed by the females of the same species. One month later

the long-finned males reached the bar and then the largest eels, the long

finned females, began their seaward migration in two runs in April and Hay.

Seasonal shelters were set up beside the lake and many groups who had no

inherited rights to eeling positions Here invited to participate as

guests (op.d t.: 198-203). Three methods wer-e used: the setting of a

group of traps made from vines beside the lwce edge to intercept eels

moving down to t he bar, the construction of 'no-exit' ditches in the bar,
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down wh.i.ch the eels wou'l.d swim, only to be stranded in a huge pit, and the

interception of eels wriggling over the bar on stormy nights (op.cit.:

204-6). Catch estimates varied from 10 - 30 tons per season, and even in

this century, when the lake is artifically opened at the instigation of

farmers, "a good night's catch should yield between forty and sixty large

sacks of eels" (Saunders, 1965:37). Dried eels could be stored for up to

three years, and thus justified their place in the exchange system.
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THE SITE SURVEY AND SITE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

The initial reconnaissance of the area (vide Fig.1) was

undertaken in August 1969 when a party of four (B.F.Leach, H.M.Leach,

D.G.Sutton & the late I.M.Cameron) spent 28 days in the field covering

more than 2,500 miles by landrover, and many miles on foot. The

decision to confine the survey to the area south of a line from

Featherston to Martinborough, and covered by the New Zealand Map

Series 1 (NZMS1) maps N161, N165, N168-9, was only partly arbitrary.

These three maps cover the lower valley, characterised by large lakes,

lagoons, waterways, swamps and dunes flanked by older river terraces

and rolling hills, together with the strongly contrasting environment

of rocky shores, raised beaches and. exposed cliffs of the coastal area

of Palliser Bay. In confining the survey in this way the expedition

was exploring the two important environmental zones of the Southern

Wairarapa. It was originally planned to include the area to the east

of Martinborough and Cape Palliser, but it quickly became clear that

this task was beyond the scope of the field research programme; also

there appeared to be sufficient repetition of evidence along the

parts of the coastline already known to suggest that further

exploration would yield steadily diminishing returns.

A preliminary search of the New Zealand Archaeological

Association Site Recording Scheme files revealed only 1 site

previously reported in the area of map N161, 3 sites for N165,

and 13 sites for N168-9. The majority of these were outside the

particular zones considered in the August survey. One further

source of recorded sites was Adkin's (1955) report on Eastern



Palliser Bay. Uneven knowledge of archaeological sites indicated that

a systematic coverage was required. Although some local informants

knew of sites and were able to pinpoint their position, additional

sources of information were needed, especially' aerial photography and

ground reconnaissance.

A complete set of aerial photographs (1944 series) and a

number of large mosaics were taken into the field. vlhile these proved

invaluable for site location, despite the high altitude from which they

were taken, considerable changes in landform and vegetation were found

to have occurred since 1944. Once correlation with present-day features

was established however, these photographs enabled the survey party to

identify former sites, now so obliterated that their status as

archaeological features was in doubt. In some cases possible prehistoric

sites appeared in freshly manufactured state in the early photos, thus

establishing their European origin. It was originally hoped to have a

set of high resolution low altitude photographs flown especially for

the research programme for both site location and photogrammetric

surveying. Unfortunately, bad weather delayed this survey by 6 months.

These latter photos enlarged by 5 diameters subsequently formed the

basis of much detailed mapping of archaeological features. It was

even possible at times to plot alidade survey data directly on to

per~atrace mounted over these large pr~nts on the plane table.

The reconnaissance was divided in two parts: firstly a

systematic examination of the riverine-lakes complex and surrounding

foothills by daily landrover trips from a base in Martinboroughj

secondly a similar procedure in eastern Palliser Bay with a base at

Whatarangi Station. The fieldwork procedure adopted was as follows:
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after initial consultation of a Farm Locat i on map, permission was

sought from each farmer to investigate his property. Landowners

provided much useful information on previously discovered ovens or

charcoal areas, as well as artefacts. Private collections of artefacts

were later photographed, sketched, and details of lithology and

technology recorded. After consulting the farmer, the party usually

split up in order to search the property systematically, sometimes

guided by local information. A card index \'las used for information

storage; each 'site' was given a number, and details of precise

location and field evidence recorded. In addition, a comprehensive

photographic record was begun, using Ilford PAN F 35 mm, Agfa CT18

colour, and Agfa ISOPAN IF 120 films.

During the course of the fieldwork over 200 sites wer-e

located and records made. Slow initial proGress necessitated a

modified and somewhat unusual procedure. One person each day waa

stationed with the landrover, and was responsible for keeping

ltlri tten records up to date in the card index, and searching the

relevant aerial photographs. The other three in the party searched

on foot for charcoal horizons, oven stones, midden material, and

structural evidence. Reporting back to the landrover was facilitated

by short range transceivers. At intervals the landrover was moved to

'pick-up' points, thereby saving much time for those on foot.

A wide ranging definition of a 'site' was adopted for

recording purposes: 'any evidence of pre- or protohistoric activity
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with a significant spatial separation from other evidence'. Such a

definition avoids strict criteria as to what constitutes a 'significant

separation', and this reflects the realities of above surface

reconnaissance. If a pit was found 20 metres from another, in such

a circumstance that re-discovery might prove difficult, each was

designated a separate 'site', and details recorded separately. In

other cases, complexes of evidence were found spread over areas as

large as a square mile, and were recorded as single sites. This

procedure was invariably followed if separation from other complexes

correlated with a natural barrier, such as a river, or shingle fan.

It'will be noted that the recording procedure adopted meant

that not all members of the party were able to visit each of the sites,

although the expedition directors were eventually able to revisit each

locality. Initially, therefore, the emphasis was firstly on ensuring

ease of re-location, and secondly on recording as much surface

information as possible. The problem of 'site designation' was

regarded as subservient to these aims. This procedure had the effect

of producing more than 200 site cards for the month of reconnaissance.

Ultimately these records were translated into two forms. Firstly a

form suitable for the NZAA site recording scheme; this resulted in an

additional 126 sites on file (6 for map N161, 47 for N165, and 73 for

N168-9); and secondly the cards were modified to suit the detailed

recording necessary during later intensive archaeological

investigation. In some cases this meant subdividing 'card sites' into

different areas, in other cases combining several together. The motive

behind this re-shuffling of records was to avoid any implicit

assumptions that either the same or different groups of people

might be responsible for constellations of evidence, without first
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finding some genuine archaeological justification for such links.

In any event, the concordance of either the card information or the

site nomenclature later used during excavation, bears only an

indirect relationship to the NZAA site records. No simple solution

to such problems can be suggested.

In the following discussion of the archaeological evidence,

the NZAA recorded 'sites' are followed as much as possible. A summary

of the NZAA records is given in Appendix 12, and the distribution of

the sites on Figures 6 and 7.

TYPES OF ARCHAEOHXHCAL FEATURES IN THE HAlRARAPA

Discussion

In the context of reconnaissance it is most difficult to

avoid unwarranted functional assumptions or interpretations of the

field evidence. This issue becomes of special importance when the

planning of excavations begins, where hasty superficial judgement

may unduly influence the excavation tactics and affect the

interpretation of sub-surface stratigraphy and structure. Such

excavation may positively uphold hypotheses or negatively reject

them, but will not allow completely different interpretations to emerge.

At the outset, therefore, it should be noted that the characterisation

of site-types offered below is purely a vehicle for description and

discussion of superficial evidence, and should not be examined too

closely. Its patent deficiencies are well realised.

The Wairarapa field evidence can be broadly grouped intp

the following 'site-types':

HABITATION SITES

Defended Settlements

Undefended Settlements
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FOOD STORAGE SITES

Defended Pit complexes

Undefended Pit complexes

HORTICULTURAL SITES

Stone Wall - pit complexes

Stone Wall systems

Garden Soils

FOOD PROCESSING SITES

Middens and Cooking areas

SPECIALISED SITES

KARAKA GROVES

BURIAL GROUNDS

SPECIAL FIND SPOTS

Again, it must be stressed that the site categories

devised are not at all exclusive, but perhaps plausibly inclusive.

Thus the category 'Defended pit complexes' does not exclude the

possibility that sub-surface evidence may exist indicative of

habitation structures, for example, which may later transfer the

site into the 'Defended Settlement' category. There are several cases

Where this has actually occurred, and these will be mentioned below;

for the time being however, these sites are included in their ,earlier

categories for the sake of consistency. Appendix 6 presents the

results of this site classification.

Habitation Sites
---..-

Sites which had surface evidence of artificial terracing,

or flattened rectangular platforms or depressions were categorised

as dwelling sites. Many possessed stone slab hearths. Not all sites

with such hearths, however, were associated with flattened surfaces,

and these are not included as habitation sites. Thus, for the purposes

of the survey, slab hearths are regarded as less conclusive evidence
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of dwellings than regular flattened areas. At least some of the so-

called habitation sites may very well have contained structures of

quite different function than dwellings, however, in the context of

a site survey such issues cannot be resolved (vide, n.Leach, 1972).

The artificial terracing of slopes is a rare feature in

Palliser Bay, and more commonly found in the main alluvial valley.

Habitation sites in the former area for the most part were indicated

by flat areas sometimes raised or depressed, and often surrounded by

either low earthen 'walls' or small ditches. While slope-terracing

does occur on the coastline, in several important cases other evidence

argues against a habitation hypothesis. In one case the terraces are

so large as to suggest another function; in another, they are so

intimately related to stone walls and pits as to raise the possibility

of terrace horticulture. The remaining 3 Palliser sites with terraced

slopes were regarded as indicative of dwellings. These were the

Kawakawa ~\ the M4 'Cross Site', arid the M3 ridge site. (See Appendix 14)

Defended Settlements

Only 11 habitation sites were found which were defended,

either by fortification earthworks or strategic location or both.

Applying the term ~ to these sites is probably justified, and indeed

many are known by proper names indicating this.

The number of terraces contained varies considerably from

quite large sites such as Hume's ~ - a magnificently preserved site

with slumped palisade post holes - to quite small sites such as

Wilkie's ~, which has only a few very indistinct enclosed features.

In some cases modern erosion or farming activity has so modified the

land that f'ew useful details can now be recorded. This is especially

1The use of proper names for sites is discussed in Appendix 15.
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the case for Te Kopi ~ which has only a ditch and bank and one or

two indistinct terraces and/or pits remaining after massive riverine

erosion. Similarly, a ~ site near Dyerville with the interesting local

name of Pa Nga Tahua has been almost obliterated by farming. It is

tempting to think that the famous Ngai Tahu (ancestors of the Kai

Tahu of the South Island) may once have lived at this locality before

their traditionally known migration (discussed above).

Because of the variable state of preservation of these ~'

it is not possible to be certain in all cases of their association

with pit features. One site however, Battery Hill ]£, is outstanding

with no pits at all within several miles. Apart from considerable

damage caused by bulldozing tracks in the vicinity, this site is

well preserved with many palisade b~tts still in situ.

Where their shape can be clearly ascertained, pits are

invariably of the rectangular raised rim variety, which are typical

of the East Coast of the North Island, but which also occur at least

as far north as Anaura Bay, and as far south as Banks Peninsula

(H.M.Leach, 1976:Chapter 5). Some of these pits in the Wairarapa

were found to have ditch or drain features surrounding them (for

example, Hume's ~ and Parikarangaranga ~). This feature also occurs

with rectangular raised rim pits in the Anaura Bay area.

The defensive arrangements of these sites take full

advantage of natural features and may be easily grouped into four

different forms. The first defence form utilizes naturally steep

sides all round a knoll which terminates in a narrow area which may

(in the case of Jackson's ~), or may not (as with Wilkie's and

Kohunui ~) have a perfunctory ditch and bame fortification. The

second utilizes a headland or ridge which is cut off by a well
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defined ditch and bank (Te Kopi, Whakatomotomo, and Matakit~ci South

~). The third form takes advantage of steep sloping ground all around

and does not have ditch and bank defences (Kawakawa and Pa Nga Tahua).

The fourth type is similar to the so-called 'Ring Ditch ~', Type 3B

of Groube (1970), in which a cliff edge is cut off by a massive ditch

and bank on three sides (Battery Hill, Hume's ~, and Parikarangaranga

~). In the case of Hume's ~, a further ditch and bank occurs outside

the main 'ring ditch', on the longest side, It is also notable that in

this site a number of pits occur outside the main defences.

It is of further interest to consider briefly the local

environmental setting of these various defended settlements. The

Matakitaki South ~, Te Kopi, and Kawakawa ~, are situated in the

scrubby forehills above the coastal platform. All other ~ sites were

apparently intimately associated with lowland podocarp forest. Relic

stands abound in these areas today. Pa Nga Tahua, Whakatomotomo and

Parikarangaranga ~ are in defended locations above relatively well

drained riverdeposited gravels and associated soils, while all other

non-coastal .Ea are in the immediate vicinity of large low lying

swamps and lagoons associated with the lakes complex. Jackson's ~,

Kohunui and Wilkie's ~ are each situated on consolidated sand dunes

of estuarine origin (Leach and Anderson, 1974).

Undefended Settlements

A further ten habitation sites were found which show little

if any indication of either fortifications or particular choice of

localities for defence purposes. Of these sites, six were occupied

during historic times. Jury's Island, for example, was once the home
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of the celebrated Te Whatahoro, contributor to the Lore of the

Whare Wa~ang~ (Smith, 1913-15).

These historic sites are invariably closely associated with

waterways, and when occupied would have been adjacent to podocarp

forest, as relic stands attest. Jury's Island, Waitapu, and Otaraia ~

are on the banks of the Ruamahanga river, and the Turanganui ~ on a

major tributary of that name. The settlements called Okorewa and

Kiriwai are on either end of the present sand bar separating Lake

Onoke from the sea. The present exit of the lake is to the east of this

sand bar, but the 194·4 aerial photos show clearly that before modern

clearing of the exit it was even further east, past a fairly large

lagoon in front of Okorewa. Similarly, on the western end of the sand

bar (in front of Kiriwai) is situated another lagoon, and there seems

little doubt that this also marks an old exit to the sea. Only one of

these six historic sites, the Turanganui ~' may have had some minor

ditch and bank feature. This is no longer present, but possibly

indicated on the early aerial photos before the river changed course.

None of these sites shows more than scattered occupational debris,

having been built on relatively flat land and therefore subject to

modification by modern farming.

The remaining three sites have no historic records, and are

therefore possibly prehistoric. All are situated in eastern Palliser

Bay. These sites, the Moikau, the M3 Ridge Site, and the M4 Cross Site

on the banks of the Makotukutuku River, are in secluded river valleys.

These few sites present a variety of surface features. All have

rectangular raised rim pits, terraces or platforms, and some have

stone wall systems close at hand.
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Food Storage Sites

Evidence for food storage areas comes in the form of

subterranean pits. The most widely held view of these features in

New Zealand is that they functioned as specialised storage devices,

especially for horticultural products, and in particular for the kumara

(Ipomoea batatas). There is, however, a long standing controversy over

these features among archaeologists which has yet to be completely

resolved. On present evidence the most favoured view is that the majority

of these structures were indeed for food storage; nevertheless, it is a

wiser archaeological tactic to approach any individual pit feature

aware that its actual function in the past may have been anything from

a dwelling to a device for storing rainwater.

Pits found during the Wairarapa reconnaisance are broadly

speaking of three types. The vast majority are of the rectangular

raised rim variety, while two or three found were circular with raised

rims; a further two or three were rectangular with no obvious rims.

These latter pits, in the Wh~catomotomo valley (N165/41) are locally

claimed to have been used during the historic period for potato storage,

an interpretation which might be in keeping with their unusual form.

There were also many pits found of indis~inct form, owing to damage by

grazing, ploughing, or bulldozing. Present evidence suggests that the

lower Wairarapa prehistoric pits are characteristically rectangular

with raised rims, with pnly a few specialised forms such as circular

with raised rims. Some indications of the presence of buttresses were

also found, for example, in the }utangirua area (vide infra). The presence

on some pit areas of ditches or drains has already been noted.



It was also noticeable from the field evidence that

individual pits, or complexes involving several, were either on open

ground in readily accessible places (undefended), or either fortified

or hidden away in remote bush clad areas making them exceptionally

difficult to find (defended). Some allowance must be made for modern

deforestation, but in general the distinction between accessible and

inaccessible was easy to apply. The efficacy of the 'hide-away pit

complex' may be easily appreciated considering that in the Washpool

valley 2 further pits were found within a few hundred yards of

excavation areas after 2 years of intensive research. No doubt many

pit areas, defended in this way, remain undiscovered in the Wairarapa.

Defended Pit Complexes

Twelve concentrations of defended pit features were found

in which evidence of other activities was lacking. Defence ranged

from deliberate fortification with ditch and bank, as in the case

of a site in the upper reaches of the Tauanui river, the advantageous

use of natural escarpments and cliffs, as with both sites above the

Putangirua river, to the simple hiding away of pit features in dense

bush on small spurs or river terraces in the upper reaches of river

valleys. This latter feature is especially common with the pits in

both the Washpool andKawakawa valleys.

Several of these defended pit complexes, especially the more

elaborate, such as those at the Tauanui and Putangirua, would commonly

be classified as ~ sites; while such a term might loosely be applied,

it is important to remember that evidence of sustained habitation in

the form of 'house' platforms or terraces is absent on all these sites.
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A further point should be noted concerning these defended

sites, of greater relevance perhaps to coastal occupation areas. If

the majority of these pit complexes are for kumara storage, the

advantages of hiding the structures away in secluded areas must be

gauged in relation to the disadvantages of storage in less suitable

micro-climatic zones. On the coastal platform, ground frosts are

extremely rare, and storage conditions would be assisted by the

ameliorating effects of the sea. This maritime influence on local

climate falls off very rapidly up the valleys, and is a subject which

will be further explored later in this thesis.

Undefended Pit Complexes

Thirteen areas were found with one or more pits, in exposed

localities, which were separated from other sites by considerable

distances. All pits (apart from indistinct ones) were the common

rectangular raised rim form. One large complex near Lake Ferry, was

situated on flat river gravels, covering an area of 1 - 2 acres.

Unfortunately this site has been partly destroyed by grazing and modern

cultivation.

Only two areas of exposed pits were found on the Palliser

Bay coastline - at South Kawakawa (N168-9/55) and at South Waiwhero

(N168-9/70). All other undefended pit c?mplexes were on the lower

Wairarapa flood plain.

Horticultural Sit~

There were two classes of site found in the Wairarapa which

possibly relate to horticultural activities. These were 'made soils'

and stone wall 'field systems'. Such indirect evidence is not very
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satisfactory, but then the certain recognition of gardens poses a

number of problems for the archaeologist. Similar difficulties are

encountered in identifying structures for storing horticultural produce.

The survey team can record pits, stone walls, alignments of stones,

terraces, and soils modified by incorporation of quantities of

charcoal or gravel, under these specific descriptions, but this

amounts to avoiding the issue when some interpretation is demanded,

however superficial. Such interpretations must and should be advanced,

so long as it is amply clear that they are tentative. If these

general observations do not intrude too far into the process of

excavation and analysis, then little damage can result.

It is unfortunately the case, however, that while the

designation of a terrace as a garden may be disproved by finding

house features such as post butts and hearths during excavation,

interpretation relating to gardening cannot usually be proved.

This variability in competence to prove and disprove hypotheses, has

been noted before in other disciplines apart from archaeology. One

way over this problem has been to apply Popper's procedure of

'conjecture and refutation' - emphasising the disproof of hypotheses,

rather than the reverse (Popper, 1972). This conservative approach

may have a lot to recommend it in archaeology.

Over the years, ethnographic analogy has played an important

role in defining the criteria by which archaeologists recognise

horticultural sites. Complexes of stone walls and boulder alignments

have been observed in various parts of the Pacific marking the

boundaries of actual garden plots, especially wher-e the ground is

stony and requires clearing. Terrace gardens are an even more common
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feature in the Pacific Islands in irrigated and dry forms. Within New

Zealand, early observers recorded the practice of adding gravel and

sand to heavy soils, and the addition of wood ash. Such examples give

good grounds for calling walls, modified soils, and to a lesser extent,

terraces, horticultural features. Factors of distribution reinforce

this designation: wall complexes occur in Northland, Auckland (and the

offshore islands), sporadically in Taranaki and the Bay of Plenty,

and more commonly on the south east coast of the North Island,

especially Palliser Bay. They reappear at isolated east coast localities

as far south as Baru~s Peninsula, believed to be the southern limit

of prehistoric horticulture in New Zealand. It is clear that wall

complexes do not occur in the colder parts of New Zealand. Except in

Northland, they are invariably coas~al, and consequently frost-free.

This factor becomes increasingly important from Hawkes Bay and Taranaki

southwards.

It has been claimed (Law, 1969) that pits reach their southern

limit in the Banks Peninsula area (although Temuka is often cited as

the location of possible 'borrow pits'). Their relationship with stone

walls and modified soils, however, is a complicated one. In much of

the North Island they are the most common archaeological feature .. The

question of their proximity to gardens can only be answered in areas

where soils are so heavy that gravel needs to be added, or so stony

that walls or mounds have to be built. In areas of well-drained, warm

and stone-free soils, not even indirect evidence of gardens may be

available. It might be argued, however, that the presence of pits

suggests gardens somewhere in the vicinity.

In the Wairarapa alluvial valley only one area of 'garden soil '
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was recognised (N165/45), but the abundant pit sites, both defended

and undefended, argue for horticulture. There are several possible

reasons for this absence of evidence, some of which have already been

outlined; they are nevertheless negative arguments, however plausible.

The absence of clearer evidence for garden areas in the main valley

must therefore be regarded as a problem.

On the Palliser Bay coastline, gardens appear to be present

in great numbers, sometimes in close association with pits (as around

the Kawakawa and Washpool valleys), and sometimes several miles away

(as at the Pararaki). Just as the gardens that are recognisable are not

necessarily the only gardens to have been in use, pits too may occur in

an undetectable form for example, in soft sand. Thus, arguments of

association involving horticulture and storage features are at the

mercy of the archaeologist's varying ability to identify various classes

of site. At the same time, the occurrence of stone wall systems with

and without pit features was noticeable in the field, and this

distinction is maintained here. Similarly, areas of enriched soils were

recorded separately as potential gardens.

It may be claimed that this distinction between 'stone walls'

and 'stone walls and pits' gives a misleading impression of site

component associations. It might be thought, for instance, that where

pits are not included within the stone wall complexes, they are

nevertheless in the same general area. However, the field situation

is considerably more complex than this. Examination of Appendix 8 will

reveal that areas with large numbers of 'stone wall and pit' complexes

are not accompanied by a low number of spatially separate pit features;

Li.kewiae , areas \'1i th numerous 'stone walls' are not correlated with high

numbers of separate pit complexes. It would thus appear that the
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distinction suggested above does have some significance. At this

stage it can only be suggested that the complexity of these

associations may be a reflection of time-trends in the relationship

between garden horticulture and produce storage. The simple analysis

of existing field evidence, where several time-patterns may be super

imposed, cannot be expected to reveal the nature of such relationships;

this is a matter for intensive archaeology to elucidate.

Stone Wall - Pit Complexes

Eight areas were found which consisted of arrangements of

stone walls ~ith pits close at hand. These were all in Palliser Bay,

and only two were not in the immediate vicinity of the coastal

platform. These two sites were on high river terraces in the Kawakawa

valley (N168-9/59,61), and situated in places which might be considered

'hide-aways'. All sites possessed rectangular raised rim pits, except

the Washpool M1 area (N168-9/24) which had circular raised rim pits

in association with artificial terraces as well as stone walls. The

reason for exclusion of this site from 'undefended settlements' is

discussed later. Apart from the three sites mentioned above it was

most noticeable that the remaining five situated between the Kawakawa

River and Ngawi, were located at the back edge of the coastal platform

against the base of the 250 ft (76.2 m) marine terrace, and each

directly associated with a small gully watercourse.

Stone Wall SY~

strictly speaking the term 'walls' is a little misleading,

for these are usually low ridges of mounded stones; only rarely do

free standing 'walls' occur. The term is retained here, however,
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because of its widespread usage in previous discussions of such

features.

These sites are by far the most common archaeological

feature in Palliser Bay, and do not occur in the main Wairarapa

valley. Twenty distinct areas of stone walls were found. Apart from

four areas, all are situated directly on the coastal platform in

very exposed localities. These four exceptions were in protected

positions within a mile of the sea, but should not be regarded as

'hide-aways'. Many of these areas of stone walls are very complex

and spread over an average of ten to fifteen acres each. With two

exceptions (N168-9/52,81) all are on relatively flat ground, although

sometimes on ancient and sloping consolidated shingle fans. The two

exceptions, one at the Kawakawa, and the other at the Fishing Reserve,

Cape Palliser, are on very steep ground. The former site extends up

the hillside to a quite remarkable slope 21.50 near the top.

On two sites in the Washpool valley, numerous stone mounds

were found related to stone wall systems. A horticultural function,

other than simple 'stone clearing' can be suggested because they are

concentrated inside the stone wall enclosures, rather than on the

periphery.

Garden Soils

Soils enclosed by stone walls are invariably enriched

with charcoal or shingle; only three sites were found ahowi.ng

such modification, but which had no definite stone walls in the

immediate vicinity. Two of these sites were near Whatarangi and

covered by recent alluvium, one fan being active in 1944 as attested

by the early aerial photographs. Both areas may once have had stone
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walls associated now hidden by the overburden. The third site was

in the Whakatomotomo valley, and its association with other sites

in the area is uncertain.

Food Processing Sites

Thirty discrete sites were found with evidence of oven rake

out and/or midden material. Twelve of these sites were in the main

Wairarapa valley area, widely scattered over the old estuarine sand

dunes and flood sediments. The rest were on the Palliser Bay coastline

within 400 metres of the sea, and greatly concentrated at the mouths

of the main rivers. Only site M3 in the Washpool valley is exceptional

in this respect, being 1.9 km inland. The main valley sites possess

no identifiable midden material, whereas the coastal sites invariably

have bone and shell exposed in the stratigraphy. This absence of midden

material in the main valley may suggest a substantial vegetable diet

with non-durable components being deposited with the oven material.

The absence of bone from either bush birds or freshwater fish is

nevertheless surprising.

Specialised Sites

Five sites were found which fit only awkwardly into the

above categories, and these are discussed separately.

N168-9/48: A series of stone walls and single boulder alignments on

a hilltop (approximately 200 mASL) above the south banl( of the Pararaki

River. It must be admitted that the discovery of this site was quite

accidental, since it was in an area which was far from promising.

The possibility cannot be ruled out that further high country sites

exist in Palliser Bay which, because of their remoteness, have not been

located..
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N168-9/36: A complex of exceptionally large artificial terraces was found

at Hamenga Station, Palliser Bay. Similar sites exist on the coastline

but these are obviously formed by artificial in-filling behind old

beach ridges. This procedure results in a series of very long terrace

formations with modified 'natural' walls in front. Sometimes these

sites are subdivided further by artificial walls and single boulder

alignments. The terraces at Hamenga, on the other hand, appear to have

been formed by the more normal method of terrace construction, by

cutting away a slope and placing the fill in front to form a terrace

up to twice the size of the excavated area. The terraces do not follow

any obvious natural escarpment or beach ridge, and are fairly

irregularly scattered over the foot of a consolidated fan. Terrace

gardening may be a possible interpretation.

N168-9/80: Another unusual site, located at the mouth of the Mangatoetoe

River, is a very large rectangular platform surrounded by a raised

earthen 'wall'. This feature is quite out of character among

Palliser Bay prehistoric features, and may in fact be of European

origin.

N168-9/62: At the top of a hill (approximately 150 mASL) on the south

side of the Kawakawa River was found a large flattened area which may

be artificial. No other archaeological features were obvious. Again

no comparable parallel· exists in the Wairarapa.

N168-9/27: A site was found up the M~\otukutuku valley (Site M3)

which was first reported by Adkin (1955). Adkin's description of

this site is a rather optimistic appraisal of the field evidence. The.

site will be discussed in detail later. At the moment however, it is

sufficient to mention that no comparable site exists either in the
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Wairarapaand perhaps in New Zealand. It is locally known as the

'Fort Site' and features a free standing stone wall which cuts off a

small promontory in the valley. In front of the wall is a ditch

interrupted by two causeways leading to the defended area. Inside

the defended area is one possible pit, much modified by post-

occupation tree growth. The entire area is covered by forest 'dimples'

which make surface interpretation very difficult. Adkin's claim that

some of these 'dimples' were rows of midden filled pits is quite at

variance with the field evidence. Sparse midden does however occur

in buried horizons.

Only one other free standing stone wall is to be found

in the southern Wairarapa, and should be briefly mentioned. This is

a few miles northeast of the Cape Palliser Lighthouse, and is known

locally as 'The Stone Wall'. This is a substantial meandering

construction similar to crofters' walls in Western Scotland; its

status as a prehistoric feature, perhaps to mark a tribal boundary,

invokes much public interest. The wall is situated on the earlier

boundary between Whatarangi station (and later the Matakitm<i Block)

and Ngapotiki station. According to one informant (Mrs H.L.Scott,

the daughter of the Cape Palliser lighthouse keeper 1919-21), the

boundary wall may have been built by Mr Andy McNab who was still working

for Ngapotiki in 1920. A series of preh.istoric stone walls is also found

in the immediate vicinity (N168-9/86).

Karaka Groves

Five of the previously recorded sites on maps N165 and

N168-9 were groves of karwca trees (~orynocarpus laevigatus). A long

standing argument exists in New Zealand as to the number of groves of
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these trees which were artificially planted in the vicinity of

occupation sites. It has sometimes been claimed that natural

regeneration of the trees is rare; thus a karaka grove is often

taken as indicative of prehistoric evidence close at hand. In

Palliser Bay, and the main Wairarapa valley innumerable groves of

these trees occur; in many cases in areas quite unsuitable for

habitation.

A karaka grove locally known as 'Dingle:y Dell' (N168-g/17)

was added to the site list for two reasons. Firstly, there were

indications of charcoal enriched soils in the vicinity; secondly,

several of the trees had initials and dates carved on the trunks,

some dating back as early as 1868. Under the direction of

Dr R.McQueen of Victoria University of Wellington, research was

undertaken to see if artificial planting of karaka trees could be

determined by studying local regeneration in terms of the age

structure of groves. The Dingley Dell trees proved invaluable in

this respect, for they facilitated an assessment of ring growth by

taking core borings on either side of the carvings. Unfortunately

however, the relationship between yearly growth and ring formation

was found to be extremely complex, thus hindering further research

into this particular problem.

Burial Grounds

Four sites were found which could be best described as

cemeteries.

N165/4: There is considerable confusion as to the exact location of

an early European settlement called Te Kopi in Palliser Bay. The

coastline in the general vicinity has been much changed by storms



and earthquakes, and it is doubtful whether the position of the old

Te Kopi anchorage and Maori settlement will ever be known with

certainty. At the modern settlement of Ning Nong Bay, close to where

Te Kopi is thought to have been, there are indications of earlier

habitation in several of the road sections. A burial ground was also

found during the road construction, and is now a Reserve.

N165/24: This is a historic burial ground which is fenced off in the

vicinity of Otaraia~, in the main Wairarapa valley.

N168-9/43: During a short visit to Palliser Bay in 1966 a very large

burial ground was discovered at the mouth of the Pararaki River. An

area of at least an acre contained abundant skeletal material, and even

at that time the river was eroding burial pits in the riverbank section.

The tW~line storm' of 1968 completely removed the top 2 - 3 metres

of this deposit, taldng with it the entire burial ground.

N168-9/53: On a visit to the Kawakawa mouth in August 1970, a burial

was noted eroding from the river section following flooding. One

individual was all but washed away, while the bulk of another remained

in situ.

During the course of reconnaissance in the Wairarapa,

several river canoes were found in paddocks beside the Ruamahunga

river. These are most unlikely to be in the original place of either

their construction or use. Local informants claimed that their

position regularly changes 'l'li th '.....inter nooding .. The first two

mentioned belol1 have been modified a little with European tools. Several

people remembered canoes along the Western Lakes area, but these have

since disappeared during flooding.
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N161/6: This was a small river canoe on the Waihinga station near

Martinborough. It has a rear seat carved from the trunk, and a kind

of bulkhead carved out of the natural in the centre region.

N161/7: On the Mahaki property near Martinborough another canoe was

found. It is substantially larger than the first. Notable features

are again the carved seat at the stern, and a 'chine' carved hull. This

canoe has since been taken to the National Huseum.

N165/30: Mr R.Sutherland of Pukio, near Dyerville, drew our attention

to a river canoe prow, washed up on the banks of the Ruamahunga on

his property. The section has since been moved by flood waters.

N165/31: A river canoe was found on the property of Mr D.G.Rowland,

near Dyerville, of about the same size as N161/7. This canoe is rather

narrow and is unusual in being laterally curved, possibly to counteract

the dragging effect of an outrigger, although no obvious attachment

area could be detected.

AREAS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE IN THE \vAIRARAPA

Discussion

From the foregoing it should be clear that archaeological

sites in the lower Wairarapa are not continuously distributed across

the landscape, but clustered in several environmental zones. Moreover,

there are certain categories of site which are found in one area and

not in others. In what follows, a brief description is presented of

the more obvious spatial clusters of archaeological evidence (See

Figure 8 and Appendices 7 and 8).

The clearest subdivision can be made between sites in the

lower Wairarapa valley system, and those sites in Eastern Palliser
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Bay. The most striking difference is the total absence of stone wall

systems in the main valley. Whether this implies that different people

were involved in the two areas is a question which can only be answered

by intensive archaeology.

The Lower WairaraEa Valley

After only a few days in the field it became obvious that

a representative selection of sites from the last thousand years of

prehistory could not be located by an initial reconnaissance. This valley

system is low lying, and prone to floods. The 5 ft (1.52 m) contour

above mean sea level extends nearly 25 miles (40.2 km) inland. When

the rivers are swollen by rainfall in the headwaters of the Ruamahunga

and Tauherenikau drainage systems, coupled with a coastal storm which

periodically closes the lakes' outlet, widespread flooding results.

This situation has improved dramatically with recent water channels,

drainage systems and spill-ways, but before this time, alluvium had

spread across the valley floor, burying archaeological sites. Some

farmers claimed that in certain areas deposits of silt of up to

15 ft (Lt . 57 m) had built up during living memory.

It seems likely that recent alluvium would differentially

cover sites according to their age, granted a similar settlement

pattern in the area over time. Even on a chance basis the older a

site is the more likely it is to have been covered by silt and gravels,

which are far from evenly deposited from one flood to another. On high

ground however, it might seem that the chances of discovery of sites

of different age are roughly equal. On the other hand, in the North

Island, high ground was particularly favoured during the later periods

of New Zealand prehistory for defensive purposes.
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As has been discussed elsewhere (Leach and Anderson, 197L~),

the main valley is by no means tectonically stable, being close to a

major earthquake fault which runs up the Rimutaka foothills; and

some complications in the representation of field evidence in the

Low.Land areas should be expected from this. Sites found in the Kumenga

area, for example (N165/35,36), can definitely be dated to a period

after 1855 since this land was uplifted from the lake by the great

Wellington earthquake of that year (MacKay, 1891).

It was, therefore, anticipated that the bulk of evidence

found in the area during the reconnaissance would probably belong

to the later periods of prehistory, and this is precisely the

impression gained from the field evidence.

The following sections examine the evidence according to

the several environmental zones in the main valley and lakes complex.

Western Lake

This includes the area down the western margins of Lakes

Wairarapa and Onoke from Featherston to Cape Turakirae (the western

extent of Palliser Bay). Only seven sites were found in this region.

These include one ~ (Battery Hill), with no pit features, and

presumably a fairly late site, three areas of oven debris, two areas

of pits, and one undefended historic settlement (Kiriwai). A few

possible stone walls were located at the southwestern extremity of

Lake Onoke near the Kiriwai settlement, but these were subsequently

obliterated by bulldozing before they could be examined and recorded

in detail. The area from Wharekauhau to Cape Turakirae is substantially

covered in recent geological formations, and seems unlikely ever to

have supported any great population, although scattered settlements
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may have occurred in several more sheltered and stable localities.

The cluster of sites found appear to be based on the more

protected area from Papatahi to the Wharepapa peninsula. This area

offers good access to fertile soils for agriculture, and also to

lake, forest, and marine food resources.

Eastern Vallel Sand Dunes

In several localities on the eastern shores of Lake

Wairarapa are found consolidated sand dunes. Later research showed

these to be related to former estuaries in the lower Wairarapa

valley (Leach and Anderson, 1974). It is sufficient to note here

that the aerial photographs show these sand dunes to be organised

into a series of arcs, more or less continuously running from the

northeastern area of the larger lake to Pirinoa. The dunes have been

much modified by subsequent water action and European agriculture,

and are only represented in patches south of Tuhitarata.

Considerable attention was given to finding sites in

these consolidated dunes. Whether the formation of the dunes took

place before or during the period of human occupation, they were

more likely to contain surface evidence from earlier periods of

prehistory, unlike the lowland areas. However, despite a great

deal of effort in the field, few prehistoric sites were found.

Eight sites occur on or near these dunes: three 1?§;. sites,

(Kohunui, Wilkie's, and Jackson's 1?§;.) showing perfunctory attention

to defence, one area of pits, and four areas of oven material. All

sites except one were found on the easternmost line of the dunes.

The exception (N165/27) is on very low dunes close to the present

lake margin. Further searching in the lower dune complexes between
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the lake and the eastern high dunes may yet reveal additional sites.

This large area could not be covered fully on the site survey,

especially since results were so unrewarding.

Eastern Valley Lowlands

In the lowlands area on the eastern side of the main

valley twenty sites were identified. Two of these were ~ - Pa Nga

Tahua and Hume's ~. Five further sites ha.ve been categorised as

'undefended settlements', each being occupied during the historical

period. Three undefended pit complexes were found, along with five

areas of oven debris, and the four river canoes described above.

No obvious patterns can be observed in this evidence,

except perhaps a predominance of modern material; this is in keeping

with the problem of differential survival outlined above. Most of

these sites are within easy reach of the main waterways leading to

Lake Wairarapa; but this pattern is once again almost certainly

heavily biassed by a failure to find sites in the great expanse of

flat land between the Ruamahanga and the main lake. Although there

are dry sandy areas throughout the maze of lagoons and swamps, much

of the water level is only within 1 ft (30.5 cm) of mean sea level;

this makes site surveying extremely difficult, even for the more recent

sites which may not be covered with flood deposits.

Any sites which might be found in this region in future

are likely to offer excellent preservation conditions for a wide

range of cultural material. Later excavations of some of these

deposits to clarify the environmental history of the area yielded

faunal and floral material in a remarkable state of preservation

after 3500 years of burial (See Leach and Anderson, 1974).
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SUbsidiary River Valleys of the Eastern Flood Plain

In the southern part of the main valley there are two

subsidiary river valleys running east from the swampy lowlands into

the steep Aorangi mountains. These are characterised by bush clad

spurs and broad river terraces with alluvial soils. Only two sites

were found in the first of these valleys - that of the Tauanui River 

an impressive defended pit complex (N165/1), and a hide-away pit complex,

a little to the north of the valley (N165/38). The second - the

Whw(atomotomo valley, with the Turanganui River - is somewhat larger

than the Tauanui, and contains abundant archaeological evidence. The

eleven sites found include two defended settlements and one undefended

settlement (historical period), one defended and five undefended pit

complexes, one garden area, and one area of oven debris.

In all it seems that the Whakatomotomo valley was once the

scene of considerable activity. Historical records also attest this,

and quite a few of the sites found may belong to an early European

context. Farming activity seems to have destroyed many of the Maori

gardens recorded in this area by early surveyors.

Th~ Palliser ~~y Coastal Zone

As indicated above, great difficulty was encountered in

the field in deciding what constituted 'a site' in Palliser Bay. There

were two complementary reasons for this difficulty: firstly,

archaeological evidence is so dense throughout the entire coastal

platform that deciding where one site ends and another begins (from

purely surface examination) was often quite impossible or arbitrary;

secondly, where spatial gaps between the surface evidence do exist,

tllere is considerable ambiguity as to their significance. On many
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occasions the separation is clearly marked by now active shingle

fans and other erosion phenomena, whose history is exceptionally

complex. Whether these natural barriers to occupation existed during

the prehistoric period is a question of some interest; it is quite

possible that at least some were not, in which case many connecting

links between sites have either been inundated by alluvium or washed

out to sea. This problem was particularly acute in the area from the

Hurupi to Whatarangi, where the coastal platform is particularly

narrow. The Wellington earthquake of 1855 is known to have had a

profound effect on this stretch of coastline, as have subsequent

major storms, such as the 'Wahine Storm' in 1968. Initial site

recording therefore necessarily involved a certain amount of

educated 'guesS\vork'.

Analysis of the distribution of the 83 sites found on the

coastline as a whole, reveals some interesting patterns.

It was found that archaeological evidence was more or less

concentrated around the six main river valleys, and in a seventh

rather special area. The latter area is a strip of coastline between

the modern European settlement of Ngawi and Black Rocks (Ngawi Point)

immediately to the south. Palliser Bay is a most exposed strip of

coastline, noted for its rough seas and tumultuous winter climate.

The only areas protected from the southerly storms and northwest gales

are the mouths of the few river valleys, and Ngawi Bay. No doubt it is

this characteristic of Ngawi which initiated the small thriving

settlement there today. The extent of the climatic change may be

appreciated from the fact that it was possible at times to excavate

2 miles (5.2 km) up the Washpool valley in calm and warm weather,

while the coast experienced high winds. On the basis of the general
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distribution of archaeological evidence and micro-climatic

considerations, there is some justification in recognizing seven epi

centres of prehistoric activity in Eastern Palliser Bay.

Moreover, it is noticeable that a degree of site category

repetition occurs from anyone of these protected centres to another.

If we consider that something more than transient occupation should be

characterised by evidence for both dwellings and food refuse, then

clearly each of these centres can be regarded as areas of more

substantial occupation. It will also be shown later that at least 4 of

the areas can be further characterised as having burial material. Both

artificial terraces (putatively dwelling sites) and midden are actually

rather rare in Palliser Bay, but they occur precisely in the vicinity

of these protected localities.

This pattern of site-type repetition is only broken in three

places. The Putangirua-Te Kopi complex has no midden material of note;

but, as mentioned above, this strip of coastline appears to have been

greatly reduced in post-European times by erosion. Midden material

elsewhere in Palliser Bay, with one minor exception (M3 site) is

invariably confined to the coastal platform near the mouths of the

rivers. It is thus likely that midden material once existed near

Putangirua-Te Kopi, but has since disappeared out to sea.

Secondly, no obvious evidence· of dwellings was found

initially at the mouth of the Pararaki river. Rescue excavations,

however, prompted by bridge construction and earthmoving in the area

revealed slab hearths and other evidence of dwellings. A similar

problem of dwellings exists with Ngawi. In this case only a negative

argument can be advanced to explain the discrepancy. The modern



Ngawi township has virtually covered the entire habitable area,

and each time a new building is erected, archaeological remains

are uncovered. It can only be suggested that what dwellings once

existed in this favourable locality have since been destroyed or

covered over by European occupation.

On the whole, therefore, it would seem that there are

seven areas in Eastern Palliser Bay which may be functionally rather

similar to each other.

The Moikau Valley

The Moikau valley, also known as both Omeikau and Omoekau,

is one of the most striking complexes of archaeological features to be

found in the Wairarapa as a whole. 'I.'here are actually two areas of

evidence in the valley: one at the mouth of the Whangaimoana stream

(N165/10) in the sandy foredunes of the coast, which consists mainly

of food processing evidence in the form of large oven mounds and

sparse midden; and a second area 2-3 miles <3-5 km) further up the

valley (N165/9) where the Whangaimoana stream follows a course parallel

to the coast. Archaeological evidence in the second area is almost

continuous over a distance of nearly a mile on the several old

river terraces which exist in this valley. A search of the higher

reaches of the river, beyond where it enters the narrow gorge into

the Aorangi mountain biock, revealed little definite evidence. The

upper Noikau valley consists of several different areas of evidence.

One area is characterised by a complex of large rectangular raised

rim pits, another by stone wall systems, and yet another with platforms

which probably indicate dwellings. Stone slab hearths abound in this

latter area, and the rectangular platforms occur in a variety of forms.
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In some cases they appear to be surrounded by drains, and sometimes

raised earthen walls; in others the platform appears to have been

slightly excavated into the river terrace. Combinations of these

features also occur. No true 'terrace' structures were seen in the

valley. On the whole, a strong impression is gained of some kind of

village complex based on forest and horticultural resources, with a

specialised area, at the mouth of the valley, for exploiting the

local marine environment.

Putangirua Vall~

There are few archaeological sites to be found on the small

coastal strip between the cliffs on the north side of the Hurupi

stream to the Twin Creeks Papa Cliffs to the south near Te Kopi. It

seems likely however that this area of land was once far more

substantial than it is today, and may well have had as many sites as

other valley entrances in Palliser Bay. If the large number of pits

found are indeed for horticultural storage, then the present coastal

area in their vicinity seems entirely inadequate for the requisite

degree of gardening activity. 'I'he nearest stone wa.lLs or charcoal

enriched soils on the coastal platform are several miles distant

from the Putangirua river area.

Sites found in this area are all on the first marine terrace

with the exception of the much eroded area of burial (N165/4). These

include one defended settlement (N165/5), one small area of stone

walls (N165/6), and two complexes of defended pits (N165/7,8). One

of these latter sites (N165/7), on the northern baille of the Putangirua

river was first described by Adkin (1955) and is a most unusual site.

It is in a good state of preservation but covered with very dense
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matted grass, making the interpretation of sUbsidiary features

difficult. The site is apparently composed of very large

rectangular raised rim pits, some of which may have buttresses.

Between many of the pits run deep and very distinctive ditches quite

unlike other pit complexes in Palliser Bay. Some flattish areas in

the site may be terraces, as Adkin (1955) records; however, in view

of the dense covering vegetation, this is hard to document by field

archaeology alone.

~atarangi to the Makotukutuku Valle~

Twenty-one discrete sites were recorded in this area: two

defended settlements, five defended pit areas, one complex of stone

walls and pits, five further areas of stone walls, two areas of

charcoal enriched soils, four areas of midden and oven debris, one

specialised site, and one large karaka grove.

While these sites may well extend through time up to a

thousand years, it seems that the Makotukutuku valley and its

surrounding coastal flat land was an important centre of prehistoric

activity. It was also noted during the site survey that post-occupational

erosion in the area has caused the loss of a number of sites. In one

case (N168-9/25), a large site was all but covered by a more recent

shingle fan. This was certainly consolidated and colonised by scrub

species some time before the 1944 aerial survey. The extent to which

prehistoric man has influenced the course of erosion in Palliser Bay

is an interesting question; slash and burn agriculture would have

both immediate and far reaching effects on the general environment.

In the case of the Fort site (N168-9/27), considerable dimpling over

the archaeological features suggests at least three stages of
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deforestation, regeneration, and later forest damage. This is in

keeping with Wardle's (1967) observations of successive phases of

ancient burn-offs in the Aorangi mountains. The final dimpled ground

could easily result from systematic removal of undergrowth accompanied

by freak storms on the coast. Winds blowing directly into the valley

during the 'Wahine storm' flattened large areas of Kanuka (Lept~ermum

ericoides) groves, leaving upturned root systems, which in a few years

time will turn into 'dimples'. The Washpool valley would appear to

have witnessed a long history of human interference with the natural

vegetation cycle.

Of the sites found, nine were in the reaches of the VJashpool

valley, and twelve on the coastal platform. By and large it is the

stone walls and food processing si 'tea which are found on the coast,

and the habitation sites and pit complexes which are on the river

terraces further up the valley. There are, however, important exceptions:

the M3 Fort site has some midden material, the M1 site at the mouth of

the river has a few pits, and two areas of stone walls were found a

considerable distance up the valley. The extent to which these

deviations reflect changes in settlement pattern through time will

be discussed later in this thesis.

The Washpool valley and the adjacent stretch of coastline

is a typical example of site clustering around the main valley

systems in Eastern Palliser Bay. The range of surface evidence is

also typical, although the extent to which the sites penetrate into

the valley (6.4 km) is greater than other areas except the Moikau.
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Te Humenga to the Pararaki River

In many ways the sites in this area resemble those in the

vicinity of the Makotukutuku valley, the main difference being a

general absence of evidence further up the Pararaki valley. A search

of both sides of the river system to a distance of about 6.5 km failed

to locate any definite prehistoric evidence; a few patches of charcoal

enriched soils were found, but all or some of these may represent

European firing of gorse (Ulex europaeus) and other scrub. However,

the mouth of the valley revealed large areas of midden and oven mounds

and the adjacent coastal platform has abundant stone walls. A somewhat

lesser number· of single boulder alignments were found than at the

Washpool, although several are present. One unusual and particularly

striking example was found at N168-9/42, in which a long row of large

boulders were set on end at spaced intervals of about a metre. Evidence

of pathways with stone curbing was also found at the Pararaki.

The fifteen sites consist of six stone wall systems, five

areas of oven mounds and nri.dden-, two specialised sites and two burial

areas. One of these latter sites (N168-9/43) is no longer present,

having been washed away by the Wahine storm. Prior to this there was

abundant skeletal evidence scattered over an area of at least an acre.

In the immediate vicinity is a most unusual stone structure in the

form of an L-shaped enclosure. The loose appearance of the sand inside

the feature, along with the absence of any obvious charcoal or other

cultural debris mm~es it difficult to interpret. A recent newspaper

item ( Cairns, 1971 ) provides an explanation. The site had

apparently been dug over some years ago. A published photograph shows

a stone slab hearth in the centre of the structure - no further

details are known.
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Kawakawa to Waiwhero

The 23 sites found in this complex include one defended

settlement, two areas of defended pits, two undefended pi.t areas,

five complexes of stone walls and pits, nine further areas of stone

walls, two areas of middens and ovens, one specialised site, and one

burial area.

A number of the pit and stone wall sites were found some

distance up river, but again not as far as in the Makotukutuku valley.

These sites were invariably very heavily dimpled, and were initially

discovered only after looking down on them from a height of 6-700 ft

(183-213 m), where the patterns of surface evidence became clear. Thus,

as with sites in the Washpool, some antiquity of forest disturbance

must be proposed.

The number and range of the sites in and around this valley

again suggest that it was once a significant area of prehistoric

occupation. At the same time, there are only two rather small areas

where obvious signs of food-processing were found. The great bulk of

the evidence is provided by field systems of stone walls and pits. A

search of exposed sections of the sites revealed little evidence of

charcoal enrichment or other cultural debris, despite promising

surface features. If one were to plan excavations in the area,

there would be considerable difficulty in deciding which areas to

open up. Where cultural soils exist, they form extremely thin layers.
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One area with well developed cultural soils (N168-9/53) certainly

appears to represent sustained occupation, but in the near future this

site will be destroyed by projected bridge construction.

rrgawi to Black Rocks

Only seven sites have been found in this area of the

coastline, and it was suggested above that the missing habitation

areas may have existed under the present sheltered Ngawi township.

The extant sites are represented by one pit and stone wall complex,

one area of stone walls, and five areas of midden and ovens.

Of these sites two are worthy of special note at this

stage: the Black Rocks stone walls (N168-9/76), and the Black Rocks

midden sites (N168-9/77). Black Rocks is among the most exposed areas

of the entire coastal strip from Lake Onoke to Cape Palliser, yet the

SUbstantial stone walls against the cliff area are a most impressive

complex containing the longest walls to be found in Palliser Bay.

Similarly, the many midden areas on Black Rocks point itself are the

largest and densest refuse heaps to be found in Palliser Bay. A

cursory examination of surface material on these middens reveals a

very high proportion of limpets (Cellana sp.), although other rocky

shore species occur as well.

~angatoetoe t~Sa£e Pallis~ Lighthouse

The last seven sites found on the coast are apparently

related to the Mangatoetoe river valley system. These consist of one

defended settlement, three areas of stone walls, one area of charcoal

enriched soil, one small midden, and one specialised site (possibly

European). The coastal platform is very narrow to the lighthouse area
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and shows much evidence of recent soil movement. It is suspected

that relatively recent erosion and beach line encroachment has

destroyed sites in the immediate vicinity of the Hangatoetoe valley.

PREHISTORIC SITES FROM CAPE PALLISER LIGHTHOUSE TO WAIKEKINO

Discussion

Although it was hoped initially that the field survey

might cover parts of this coast, it was soon realised that the extra

forty miles of coastline, from Cape Palliser to Flat Point, could

not be covered thoroughly in the time available. Since then, aerial

photographs of the area have been obtained, together with notebooks

and cyclostyled reports of two earlier reconnaissances northeast of

Cape Palliser by Michael and Maure~n Hitchings and B.Mitcalfe.

Correlation of the map references and photographic details was

possible in many cases, and it was therefore decided to incorporate

these records b~cause of their high quality. The Hitchings had

produced a number of sketch plans of the stone wall complexes, pits

and ~, as well as perspective drawings emphasizing topographical

relationships between sites. Most of the records result from a

thorough on-foot survey undertaken by Michael and Maureen Hitchings,

peginning in December 1963 at Cape Palliser and ending at Pahaoa

early in February 1964, followed by se~eral weekend visits to

Glenburn until April 1964. The second set of records were cyclostyled

accounts of the surveys conducted in 1968 by B.Mitcalfe and members

of the Wellington Teachers' Training College (Mitcalfe, n.d., 1968a,

b, c). The Flat Point-Glenburn coast was visited in June 1968, Te

Awaite-White Rock in July 1968, and White Rock and Ngapotiki in

August 1968. Only a few sites located by Mitcalfe at White Rock
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were filed in the N.Z.Archaeological Association site recording

scheme (under map N168-9/8-13). Further north, 48 sites were on

file (map N166) as a result of A.Cameron and C.Smart's intensive

survey of Pahaoa in 1961-2, which yielded 34 sites, and P.Barton's

more extensive coverage both north and south of Pahaoa in 1970. It

was decided to put all the known sites between Cape Palliser and

Waikekino ·on the NZAA files even though details of internal features

of sites were not always recorded. In general the survey is most

thorough from Cape Palliser to Te Awaiti (assisted by sets of early

aerial photographs), and around Pahaoa and Glenburn. Between the

latter two areas,sites have been observed on earlier visits, but

no grid references were recorded.

The nature of the various surveys has had some influence

on the proportions of site types in the area. The work at Pahaoa

by Cameron and Smart, for example, made full use of Cameron's intimate

knowledge of his own property. Accordingly site types often difficult

to pick out on a one-way reconnaissance, such as individual midden

heaps away from tracks and pathways, feature prominently in the

site records for this area. It is certain that were other areas

to be subject to the same intensive research, the number of middens,

ovens, and perhaps pits would be considerably augmented.

In general, the site types recognised in Palliser Bay and the

lower Wairarapa valley re-occur on the East Coast (see Appendix 9).Defended

settlements are more common than in Palliser Bay and fall into three

main types: headland ~ jutting out into the sea, or over the coastal

flat, of which there are two rather striking examples: N168-9/9

(completely without pits), and N166/64 (with 12 pits, many terraces,

and several transverse ditches); ridge or spur ~, with one to two
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short transverse ditches overlooking the coastal platform often

with high ground rising behind them, or up to a mile (1.6 km) inland

up river or stream valleys; ~ without ditches occupying the same

topographical positions as those of the second type. It seems that

the ditch and bank was not an integral feature of defensive sites in

this area, except perhaps for the ~ at Te Kaukau which has two

ditches (N168-9/9), the ~ above Pukemuri stream with 3 ditches

(N168-9/119), and Waikekino with 2 ditches (N166/64). There may be

reasons to suggest that the idea of the ditch was a later fashion of

fortification in the area, possibly added to terraced spur sites

already in existence. Even the multi-ditch 1?§l of this coast do not

compare in earthwork size with Wairarapa valley ring-ditch~; indeed

this form of ~ is completely absent on this forty mile stretch of

coast. The most common coastal form is undoubtedly the terraced spur

without ditch. The land falls off steeply on both sides of the spur

into rough tree filled gullies, and the ridge itself is cut into between

3 and 20 terraced steps. Comparable sites of Palliser Bay and the lower

Wairarapa valley include the South Matakitaki ~ (N168-9/83), the

Kawakawa ~ (N168-9/49), the terraced ridges of M3 (N168-9/28), and

M4 (N168-9/29), and the upper Whakatomotomo ~ (N165/40). With high

ground behind these sites, they would not be particularly suitable

forts in times of large scale warfare. Sporadic, small-group skirmishes

could probably be handled without difficulty. It must be remembered

that initially ~ are built in expectation of a certain kind of threat.

Whether the danger materialises, in what form, and how frequently, must

affect later designs. Without further research all that can be said of

these terraced spurs is that their inhabitants probably did not

anticipate or encounter large scale raids during the period of their
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construction. On a coast which was part of a natural route from

Hawkes Bay to Cook Strait (suitable for both expeditions by foot

and canoe) many of these ~~ were strategically located both to observe

to-and-fro journeys and to protect local resources. In fact outlook

may have been a more important factor in their positioning than

defence. Those occurring up small valleys presumably fulfilled the

desire for a refuge from harsh coastal winds or rumoured enemy visits.

There are few recognisable undefended settlements on this

coast. N168-9/10 is a warm sheltered gully a short distance from the

exposed Te Kaukau ~. The other six of this type consist of a few

terraces lying at the base of the coastal hills. All are close to

defended settlements of the terraced spur type. It is very likely

that the gently sloping coastal platform was the site of many other

undefended settlements. The need to use terracing or rectangular

platforms or hollovlS as the chief diagnostic features of undefended

settlements is frustrated by ~lropean activities. As in the prehistoric

past the coastal platform has been a highway to farmers and fishermen.

Low barucs of earth and depressions cannot be expected to survive

constant traffic of stock and vehicles, except where these prehistoric

features occur at the base of foothills, in the mouths of gullies, or

under groves of trees. The fact that these are precisely the localities

where undefended settlements are recorded argues strongly for the

loss of such sites from the open flats.

The association of pits and other forms of evidence such

as terraces and stone walls is as complex on this strip of coast

as in Palliser Bay. Pits, usually of the rectangular raised rim

variety, occur in at least 50 locations along the coast, and for

short distances up the river valleys. There appear to be 10 defended
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pit complexes, all of which utilize natural defences such as small

plateaux above the coast or river terrace edges cut off by water

courses in the larger river valleys. A further 13 sites where defended

pits occur can also be classified as defended settlements. These are

generally terraced ridge pa and the approximate ratio of pits to
. -

terraces in these l?§. is 1:3. There are 11 undefended pit complexes,

only 2 of which are isolated from other site types. Most lie quite

close to settlement sites, and presumed horticultural sites, and

should probably be considered .jointly with the 15 areas where pits

are in direct association with stone wall complexes. Again the

implication appears that for part of the prehistoric period there was

no strong need to store food in remote or defended places.

Stone wall systems without storage pits are found in 15

localities, but only 3 of these are more than half a mile distant

from the nearest pit complex. Even with these it is impossible to say

for certain that there were no pits in the vicinity.

One site type not found in Palliser Bay or the Wairarapa

valley is the rock-shelter. Two have been recorded in the Aratikitiki

and Waiura areas. It seems likely that others ""ill be found in the

limestone cliffs overlooking the coastal platform. Their absence

elsewhere must be correlated with the lack of limestone in these

areas.

As in both Palliser Bay and the main alluvial valley of the

Wairarapa, the archaeological sites on the east coast occur in

similar spatial clusters. In Palliser Bay the clusters appear to be

centred around rivers and often separated by natural barriers such

as shingle fans .. While the East Coast displays similar clustered
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patterns, such as Ngapotiki (\~1awanui group), Oroi, Pahaoa and

Glenburn, the remaining areas exhibit a more scattered pattern. The

pattern of site type repetition from one cluster to another is only

broken in the Waiuru area, where only 3 sites are located, reflecting

perhaps either transient occupation or inadequate survey.

Typically a defended settlement, pits, undefended terraces,

stone walls and midden occur at the mouth of a stream. Perhaps half

a mile along the coast at a similar watercourse another defended

settlement will occur with its satellite sites. This pattern may

continue for two to three miles (3.2-4.8 km) before a larger strip

of unoccupied coast intervenes. In some cases this coincides with

decreasing size of coastal platform or the absence of water supply

adequate for summer months. The boundaries between the major areas

have been drawn through the less occupied zones. In all, the East

Coast area can be thus divided into nine groups of archaeological

sites. The extent to which these clusters may reflect epi-centres of

prehistoric activity remains to be established after concentrated

research; nevertheless, the distribution and character of the groups

is suggestive (see Appendices 10 and 11).

Ngapotik.i.

With the exception of the terraced truncated fan at

Matakitaki North (N168-9/84) with its associated walls, and some

poorly preserved walls at the mouth of the 'vJai tetuna stream,

apparently completely isolated from other site types, there is little

prehistoric evidence on the five mile (8 km) strip of coast between

Cape Palliser and Te Rakauwhakamataku Point. The coastal platform

is very rough \vith active fans spilling out gravel and huge boulders
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from steep inhospitable mountains behind. North of this point an open

bay receives finer sediments from two large rivers, the Whawanui and

the Opouawe. South of White Rock, a hard limestone formation which

bisects the bay, are six areas of stone walls, one of which utilizes

a northward facing river terrace up the Waiarakeke Stream. At least

five clusters of undefended pits are found close to the stone wall

systems. A short distance up the Whawanui River are found about twenty

raised rim pits grouped in clusters on truncated river terrace

remnants. This constitutes the largest defended pit complex in the Fast

Coast survey area. There is evidence for a defended settlement at

Ngapotiki in the form of a ditch and bank cutting a ridge behind the

homestead, but it appears that European modification and erosion has

affected much of the suitable undefended settlement areas. The site

of the Ngapotiki homestead complex is such an area. In general, the

Ngapotiki area closely resembles the south Kawakawa to Waiwhero coast

of Palliser Bay with its small wall complexes and undefended pit complexes.

There is no strong orientation to a major river system.

Te Kaukau

With the exception of one isolated stone wall area along

the rocky coast north of the Te Kaukau headland ~, all the sites

are concentrated on the lower reaches of the Opouawe River. Small

pit complexes of two or three pits occur on terrace remnants cut

away by the river. This choice of location may be more suited to

avoid flooding than to provide natural defence. Certainly the larger

group of pits on flat land at the mouth of the river are undefended.

The absence of stone walls in and around the river mouth may not be

culturally significant. The Opouawe River catchment is formed of
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sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, and limestone, without the hard

greJ~ackes so characteristic of Palliser Bay, and the East coast

as far as Ngapotiki. Little archaeological evidence has been found

in this valley. It would appear that occupation was concentrated at

the mouth where the headland ~ and undefended terrace and midden

filled gully appear to form complementary settlements.

Oroi

The three mile long coastal strip between Oroi stream and

Pulcemuri Stream is characterised by a profusion of archaeological

sites: seven defended settlements, at least three undefended

settlements, sixteen sites with pit features, six small areas of stone'

walls, karaka groves with dendroglyphs, and large areas of midden. It

is tempting to attribute this concentration to the particular

geological wealth of this area. Between White Rock and Hiwikirikiri

(the mouth of the Hungaroa Stream) are the chert beds lying with

flinty limestones and siliceous mudstones. These occur as large

boulders in stream beds, especially Oroi and Pukemuri Streams, and are

of excellent quality for tool manufacture. The distribution of this

material includes the Palliser Bay coastal sites and its exploitation

was later found to extend throughout the prehistoric period.

The seven defended sites at Oroi can be distinguished as

one ridge top ~ with three ditches lying parallel with the coast,

two terraced spur ~ with small single ditches, and four terraced

spurs without ditches. The latter four are close to Oroi Stream, while

those vlith ditches are further to the north. The profusion of middens,

pits, and mounds on the coastal platform suggests that more undefended

settlements may also be found. Three areas of undefended terraces
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still survive against the foothills where they are partially

protected by karaka groves. Clearly the Oroi area was an important

centre of prehistoric activity.

Hiwikirikiri

Although the Awhea River also contains chert boulders

there are only a few sites to be found about its mouth and adjacent

coastline. Two ~ sites have been reported but no details of their

features are known. Pits occur at two localities up the river, and

also at the mouth of the Hungaroa Stream. Their posit~on here is

similar to that recorded at Oroi Stream: occupying ground on the

gently sloping coastal flat immediately beside the stream. As at Oroi

and Pukemuri, the ~ is reported to be on a spur overlooking the

stream mouth. The Hungaroa Stream marks the boundary of soft limestones

and mudstones with the northern greywackes, and it is interesting to

note that quite large stone walls re-appear on the coast north of

this point. \vhile walls are found in the Oroi area, they do not

involve the quantities of stones found at Ngapotiki or Palliser Bay.

Te Awaiti

Four defended settlements are recorded on this three mile

stretch of coast, although details of N168-9/128 and N166/49 are

not available. The remaining ~, of terraced spur type, display an

interesting separation of terraces and pits. In the case of N168-9/130,

which lies half a mile up a stream, the spur widens to accomodate 10 or

more terraces in seven steps. Three pits utilising natural defence

occur 150 m further up the spur. N166/51 consists of a spur cut into
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at least 18 steps containing about 27 individual terraces but no

pits. The pits are to be found with some terraces at the foot of

the ~ in an undefended position. The ~ is very similar to those

found at Oroi, but of greater size. It is believed that the terraced

spur ~ at Oroi Stream did not have pits on the terraces but in the

accessible karaka groves at the foot of the spurs. It is possible

that incorporation of pits into the terraced and defensive positions

could reflect a greater uneasiness of land tenure, perhaps at a later

period of time. Stone walls are usually found associated with these

coastal ~. At the time of his survey, Mitcalfe commented that stone

wall systems of this and the next area to the north (Aratikitiki)

were concentrated around the mouths of the large streams. It is

difficult to assess this relationship since walls may have been

situated close to settlements, which naturally required fresh water.

Also there are many places on the coastal platform where water seeps

through the gravels and emerges as a line of springs (as at Waiwhero,

N168-9/69, where the nearest permanent stream flows in a deep cut

between high terraced banks). McFadgen undertook excavations and site

mapping in the Te Awaiti area in 1973 at N166/133033, but no other

details are yet available.

Aratikitiki---- . .. .

Prehistoric settlements on this five mile (8 km) strip

appear confined to the coastal platform and foothills, especially

where streams cut through the coastal hills. There are six areas of

stone walls and three defended settlements. N166/56 appears to consist

of terraces alone, and N166/40, a spur with 15 terraces cut into it,
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also appears to be wi t.hout pits. N166/39, only 1+00 yards further

north, consists of 5 terraces, with 9 pits close to the base. Whether

these are defensively placed is not known. The pattern of terraced

spur, walls, and pits, is strongly developed in this locality.

Pahaoa

To some extent the evidence at the mouth of the Pahaoa

River and up to one and a half miles inland is similar to that found

at the Opouawe mouth. Of the 36 sites only one is a stone wall system.

The fact that this occurs where the greywackes terminate once more and

are replaced by mudstones, suggests that absence of walls can often be

correlated on this part of the coast with soils which by geological

origin are composed of fine sediments without large stones. It is

probable that horticultural activity flourished at Pahaoa although it

has left fevl traces, because there are at least 9 clusters of pits

adjacent to the river and overlooking broad river terraces composed of

sands and silts brought down by the river from its largely gr-eywacke

and siltstone catchment. Five of the pit clusters occur a mile upstream

separated from the coast by hills. In the same area are found a E::.

and a site containing midden. This is the only inland orientated

settlement area reported for this coast. However, it should be

remembered that the reconnaissance was concentrated on the coastal

flat and adjacent foothills. The other ~ are recorded overlookinr-; the

coastal platform, which is quite wi de at this point. Both are

associated with extensive areas of midden, especially concentrated

around the south bank of the river outlet. Opposite, on the north bank ,

are remains of post European Haor i occupation; a "whare ", cemetery, and

a ditch and. bank fence enclosure. 'l'hese Here recorded by the surveyor I
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T.M.Drummond, as being in use at 1891 (Smart, 1966:23).

Waiuru

Chert occurs on the coast one and a half miles north of

Pahaoa and is also present in the Waiuru area between Pahaoa and

Glenburn.However, there are far fewer sites recorded for this area

than for Oroi. Of the possible explanations for this discrepancy,

inadequate coverage in the site survey might be suggested. A number

of sites reported near Honeycomb Rock cannot be filed because they

are not properly localised. Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether ~

of the Oroi type would be missed even by a rapid and superficial

survey. It appears more likely that the cherts of this area were

generally of inferior quality to those at Oroi and in less demand in

prehistoric times. Only three sites are recorded for this area, a burial

in which an 'archaic' tiki was included (Barrow, 1959), a rock shelter

with midden, and an area of midden and ovens.

G1enburn

There are three defended settlements in the Glenburn area:

N166/60 consists of 4 terraces on the enlarged end of a ridge,

rather dissimilar to other terraced ridge ~; N166/63 is a spur one

mile inland beside a stream and cut into approximately 6 small and

irregularly spaced terraces and containing two large and one smaller

raised rim pits; N166/64 occupies a narrow headland at the mouth of

the Waikekino River. A narrow tongue of land joins it to the coastal

hills. No ditch is apparent at this point,but the ridge climbs

sharply to the highest point on the ~ which is flattened into a
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platform. Separated from this area by two or possibly three ditches

are other platforms each with a cluster of terraces. This treatment

is unique in the whole area, belonging in style to fortification

techniques in use in northern parts of the North Island. Waikekino E£

appears to mark both a change in fortification style and one of the

most northerly areas of stone walls. It is therefore convenient to

terminate the survey at this area.

CONCLUSIONS

A total of 252 archaeological sites are now on record

for the southern Wairarapa area; of these 47 are located in the

Lower Wairarapa alluvial valley, 89 in eastern Palliser Bay, and

116 on the East Coast. The 'armchair' survey of sites in the latter

, area was undertaken, not because it was a likely candidate for later

intensive research, but because it would help to add perspective to

the coastal survey of eastern Palliser Bay.

On the basis of the site survey of August 1969 it was

abundantly clear that the lower Wairarapa archaeological evidence

was related to two environmental zones. On the one hand, the main

alluvial valley of the Ruamahanga river and the associated swamps

lakes complex showed a predominance of defended settlements and early

historic habitation areas, intimately related to the network of

waterways. On the other hand, the coastal platform of Palliser Bay,

and the several adjacent river valleys showed numerous stone wall

field systems and midden sites. It also seemed that the Palliser

field evidence involved a considerable degree of repetition from

one valley complex to another. An analysis of sites recorded for the

continuation of the coastline further north of Cape Palliser showed
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that this pattern of repetition continues up the East Coast, but

that stone wall complexes become decreasingly important field

features. It was mentioned above that during the site survey every

opportunity was taken to examine artefactual material from the

lower Wairarapa and it should be noted here that what artefacts

were seen left little doubt that many of the sites in Palliser Bay

at least, would belong to the prehistoric period. Numerous adzes

were of the Archaic or Moa-hunter variety.
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THE HARINE SURVEYS

The Palliser Bay marine env i.r-onmerrt was studied in the belief that

prehistoric marine food exploitation can better be understood against the

background of the available resources. Only part of this knowledge can

be acquired from general ecological literature (such as Norton & ililler,

1968), and it is regarded as important that food gathering conditions

be assessed in the immediate vicinity of major coastal midd3ns subject

to excavation. In the Palliser Bay programme, SUbsistence economics

were studied intensively at two different midden areas, at the mouth

of the Halwtukutuku Ihver, and at Black Hocks Point. Because both modern

marine conditions and the general character of the middens differed

substantially between these areas, two marine surveys were undertw(en.

'1'he lIakotukutuku Area

The type of marine survey conducted here was largely determined

1:>y the discovery in the Vlashpool Hidden Site (N163-9/22) of a number of

anomalous shellfish species. These could not have been obtained locally

if prehistoric conditions were comparable to those encountered today

whl.ch are char-ac t er'Lsed by highly unstable sandy beaches. It became

clear at a later stage of analysis that substantial changes had indeed

t aken place a.Lorig this coast in the past 800 years; this marine survey was

therefore undertw(en to detect any remnant features of the earlier

environment such as reefs which may once have protected the beaches from

the southerly swell. In view of these changes, it \vas not considered

relevant to undertake too detailed a survey of inter-tidal shellfish or

fish.
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There were three aspects to the survey: firstly, local

fishermen were questioned about modern fishing conditions, the presence

of any offshore reefs and any seasonal patterns of species abundance.

Some of this information proved especially valuable (such as Crewe, n.d.),

and will be discussed in Chapter LI- wheri interpretations are advanced

from the archaeological material. Secondly, the beach was scoured for

r-'lacrocystis sp. holdfasts wh i ch had been uprooted during storms; these

wer-e dried, the shellfish adhering to them removed, and the species

identified and counted (Leach and Hason , n.d.). 'I'h i.s operation vJas

undertaken to assess the sea-bottom conditions nearby, and also as part of

a systematic search for local evidence of Perna canaliculu~, nytiJ.us

.~dulis, and Dentalium nanum, all of wh i ch were in middens, but are

apparently absent today. Thirdly, a depth survey was conducted from Te

Kopi to Te Humenga, about 3.6 km either side of the Vlashpool and 1.6 km

out to sea. Sub-surface reefs were plotted and depth contours established

which could serve as a G~ide to the presence of local fish species. This

was achieved by anchoring 6 buoys with flags 1.5 km from the beach and

setting up 7 stations inshore. With the aid of short range radios and

two surveying instruments set up over any two land stations, it was

possible to plot the path of the dinghy carrying the depth sounder, and

thus correlate the iodine depth tracings and other notes on bottom

conditions and fishing reefs with large aerial photographs of the

coastline.

The salient results of this survey are presented in Figure 9.

As can be seen from this map, the area is characterised by several zones

of fairly fine sediments, although there are notable patches of rocky

broken Ground which are suitable for catching such species as Polyprion
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oxyp;eneios and Parapercis colias. One prominent reef was found 1 km off

the \jashpool, and this could have been an important fishing ground for

the prehistoric inhabitants of the area. Neither Perna canaliculus nor

Dentalium nanm1 were found in the survey, and the significance of this

will be discussed in a later chapter. Possibly the only modern occurrence

of mussels in Palliser Bay is a small bed of Hytilus edulis at the mouth

of the Hurupi strewn (see Figure 9 ), although there are unconfirmed

reports of a similar isolated outcrop at the Pararruci River mouth. The

position of the famous Te Kopi anchor-age is also shown , This water is no

longer suitable as a boat harbour. Local informants believe that the

edges of the old anchorage were protected by two large boulder banks

which wer-e partly destroyed by the great earthquake of 1855 and even

further obliterated by the 'Wahine Storm' in 1968. The shoreline area of

Te Kopi shows r.1ajor progradation and the early Haori settlements and

whaling station referred to earlier appear to have been lost to the sea.

The Black Rocks Area

A very detailed marine survey at "31ack Rocks was conducted

by A.J.Anderson as part of his research into food gathering behaviour.

The results of this survey are fully described elsewhere (Anderson,

1973a:54-58, 71-74, 97-107, Figs 17, 18); however, a few salient features

should be mentioned here. Anderson's study constitutes the main body

of information about rocky shore faunal communities which provided a

large proportion of marine foods of the prehistoric occupants of Palliser

Bay. As might be expected Anderson found significant changes in density

of the various shellfish species both in different parts of the Point

and across the intertidal platform. It proved convenient to divide the

zone into three sections: the upper shore area from }ITnftJ to 10 m, a
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middle shore area from 10 - 20 m, and a lower shore area 20 - 30 m. The

dominant shellfish species in each zone are listed below (for further

details see Anderson, 1973a: 101, Fig.17).

Upper Shore: Melagraphia aethiops

Cellana sp. (mostly C.ornata and C.denticul~ta)

Haustrum haustorium

Zediloma sp.

Hiddle Shore: Chitons

I~unella smaraFda

Haustrunl haustorium

Cellana sp. (mostly C.ornata and C.radians)

Lower Shore: LuneIla sl:~ara0da

Haliotis iris

Haliotis australis

Cellana radians

Smaller numbers of:

Evechinus chloroticus

Cantharides sp.

Cominella maculosa

Eudoxochiton nobilis

Scutus breviculus

Cookia sulcata

Plagusa caDensis

Jasus edwardsii

Beyond the sublittoral fringe the bottom was found to slope rapidly

to 4 m below HHVIN, and, there were clear gravel patches between rocks.

In this zone the cOlMl0nest species were Pseudolabrus pittensis, P. celidotu~,

Aplodactylus meandratus, Latridopsisciliaris, Coridoda~~,

Aldrichetta forsteri, Arri12.is trutta, SerioIa grandis, Conger verreauxi

and Jasus edwardsii.

A further 50 to 70 m out there was a further drop to a depth of
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about 10 m below frrThrr~, and in this zone reefs and large stacks appeared

with gravel and sand channels. The same species as further inshore were

noted, but they were accompanied by f?arapercis calias, Navodon

convexirostris, Pseudolabrus coccineus, Latris lineata, Chironemus

sl?,ectabilis.

Further seaward again local fishermen report Physiculus bachus,

Dasyatis brevicaudahJs, l?aja australis, Chelidonichthys kumu, Cararos

lutescens, and by 600 to 800 m offshore Saualus sp., Peltoramphus

novaezeelandiae, Genynterus blacodes, Cheilodact,;ylus macronterus,

Polyprion oxyp,eneiof2" Scornis aeguipinnis, mal;:e their appearance. Ranging

throughout these zones are Chrysophrys auratus, and the fast predators such

as Arripis trutta, Thyrsites atun, and occasional specimens of Galeorhinus

sp. and Seriola grandis.

l.AlmSHAIIJ-iJEGE'rATIon COmmLATION SUl~VEY

;,any indigenous species of landsnail are highly sensitive to

their surroundings, and a detailed knowledge of their .habitat enables

precise palaooenvironmental reconstruction from fossil remains of the

shells. The habitats, occupied by these animals are very wide ranging.

Omphalorissa nurchasi, for exar:1ple, is "found in native bush in very

moist situations, near creeks or swamps, under stones, rotten wood 8~c."

(Suter, 1913:176), \'!hile "Lauellidea novoseelandica is arboreal,

generally to about 2 III above ground level. 'and usually on ang.i.oaperma"

(Climo, 1975: per-svcomm , },

'I'he application of landsnail analysis to New Zealand

archaeolOGical problems is in its infancy, but pilot studies, such as

that by B.G.I'IcFadgen (1972), have already given valuable results. In
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addition, in some parts of the world the study of landsnail and

vegetation zones is well advanced (q.v.Evans, 1972), but in New Zealand

only broad ecological reconstructions are possible owing to the small

amount of correlation research undertw(en so far. Moreover, it is

recognised that habitat preferences can change from one geographical area

to another for the same species. 'I'h'is means that frequency distribution

of landsnails from archaeological sites will be of far greater use if a

correlation survey is undertaken close to the excavation. Such a study

was undertw~en as part of the ~Jairarapa progrw~ae. It concentrated on two

major zones: the coastal platform from the mouth of the Putangirua River

to 5 km north east of Cape Palliser, and two inland areas. The first of

these VIas in the upper reaches of the Putangirua valley, where only a

few quadrats were sampled, and the second was a more detailed survey in

the Iiakotukutuku valley up to altitudes of 450 [.1 and 6 km inland. 'I'ha

botanical work VIas undertaken by G.Hamel, the landsnail research by

P.Cresswell, and the correlation analysis by the present author

(q.v. CressHell et.aI. , n.d.). The vegetation was divided into four major

communities, ffild from 3 to 5 quadrats of 10 m by 10 m were laid out in

each, as follows:

The Coastal Uosaic: Quadrats 7, 8, 9, 10

The Inland Succession: Quadrats 1, 6, 15, 16, 17

The Hardwood-Podocarp Forest: Quadrats 2, 3, l~, 5, 14

'1'11e Black l;eech Forest: G~adrats 11, 12, 13

Within the communitim, sampling covered the different aspects and slopes

of the forested ridges, the important elements of the coastal mosaic,

and the various staGes of vegetation succession in the river valleys

from bare alluvial gravels to tall stands of :L,eptosperl:1Um ericoide.<?.

~L'he location of the various quadrats is shown in E;igure 10. '1'he vegetation
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study followed standard quadrat sampling techniques and is fully

described by Cresswell et al (n.d.); landsnails were systematically

collected by removing large bags of litter for later analysis, as well

as searching the ground. Arboreal species were also collected.

An outline of some of the results appears in Appendix 46,

from which it can be seen that the fauna of the four vegetation zones

is substantially different. In general, the greatest diversity is to

be found the closer the habitat is to climax forest. In contrast, the

coastal zones had only fevter species and fewer numbers of each. It must

be noted that this simplified table masks a number of significant

envirorunental factors such as exposure to wind and amount of moisture.

The expanded version of this table, wher-e covariance between individual

botanical and landsnail species can be detected in some cases, is too

large for presentation here, but forms the basis of specific

palaeoenvironmental interpretations advanced in Chapter 4 from

ar.chaeoLogi ca.L remains.
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CHAP:rEH 4

EXCAVNL'IOI;S AIm ANALYSIS IN PALLISEH BAY
... t

'l'HE l,lAEOTUKU'l'UKU VALIJEY

IN'l'RODUCT I ON

The Nakot ukut.uku River is about 15km from Lake Ferry and a

similar distance north of Cape Palliser. At the mouth of the river,

shingle deposits are often built up by wave action to form a bar, and

ponding occurs behind it. Because this pond has been used for many years

for watering cattle and sheep, the locality is known as the Hashpool, a

name often loosely applied to the river basin as weLl.,

At the present time the river consists of braided channels

meandering across a shingle bed 50 to 100m in width. The river gradient

is approximately 1 in 60, and the bed rises to 70mASL about 4km inland.

1:/i th even a moderate amount of rain the river swells and changes its

course bringing down large quantities of shingle. Inland, the valley

wal Ls are fairly steep, reaching 200mASL about 250 to 300m from the

riverbank , with considerable slumping and erosion in open pasture. The

present bush line occurs 3km inland on the north side and 6km on the

southern side.

The south side is generally less steep than the north and this

factor combines with a moderately low sun angle (a function of latitude -

LI-1 030'S) to make the south side substantially warmer than the north. '1'11e

midday solar illuminance is plotted across the valley near the Stone

Wall Fort1 in F'i gur-e 11. 'rhe illUl:linance varies with the cosine of the

angle between the sun's direction and the normal of the ground surface

at any point. It can be seen from the diagram that the solar energy per

1. '1"0 avoid possible confusion over site numbers, common site names are
used \lherever convenient. Appendix 15 li,sts, the equivalent NZAA site
numbers.
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unit area is.twice as high on the southern side in the height of summer

than on the northern slopes. In the middle of winter the northern side

receives no direct midday sunlight at all. It is not surprising therefore

that with one exception, prehistoric activity WHS confined to the south

side of the valley. 'rhe exception is the Cross Site, which is 2.3km inland.

It is a rather flat area and its summer illuminance is very high (0.91 

0.9L,. on the same scale). In mi.d-wi.nter , on the other hand, the illuminance

is low (0.32 - 0.38).

There are 9 areas of archaeological sites in the l-iakot uku tuku

Valley, extending from the mouth of the river (the I'Jashpool) to about

4km inland (see Figure 12). The largest area of prehistoric activity \-IaS

centred on the mouth of the river, and is designated H1 (ila1<:otukutuku No.1).

At this locality there are middens, stone walls and a variety of other

archaeological evidence. This cluster of sites is spread over 20 hectares

(49 acres) of the coastal platform, the \.,ridth of which varies from 80 to

300m in this area. The actual stone vlall complex (see Figure 13) covers

approximately half of the coastal strip and occupies nearly 10 hectares

(24.7 acres). Although much of the soil on the strip behind the low dunes

has been culturally modified by the addition of charcoal, ash and burnt

stones, actual midden refuse is concentrated in two areas on the north

,bank of the river: a small area next to the foothills, and a much larger

area close to the mouth of the river. Between them occur 17 artificial

terraces and the remains of 3 or 1+ circular raised-rim pits.

Today there are only a few surface indications of prehistoric

activity on the southern bailie. However, a large archaeological site is

present under a layer of overburden, fowned of gravel from BeGan's Gully,

just to the south of the Washpool. It reaches a depth of more than a

metre in places. 1'he present line of active shint~le movement is 100m to
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the south of the site. 'I'ho amount of consolidation exhibited by the

overburden, together wi t h the degree of hurnification of the topsoil

suggests that the site Has covered considerably earlier than the erosion

phase induced by European deforestation. A series of testpits was

excavated on tv/o a,"'{es at right angles to try and establish the extent

2
of the buried site. It is at least 4000 ill in area, but judging from

the test pits it consists only of burnt stone and charcoal. The test

pit axes are ahown in Figure 13, and the stratigrap-hical sequence is

ahown in Figure 111- . I-lore eubat.arrt i a.L excavations at the Vlashpool were

conducted at five localities on the northern balli~.

Inland from the \'lashpool are found a further 8 sites, of

whi ch H2 is O.Bkm up river, and is a stone wall complex. Site H3 is a

habitation area wi t h house terraces, a burial cleft, and a defended

area approximately 1.9km inland. Site 111~ is another stone wall system

wf.th additional habitation evidence and is found 2.3km inland. The

remaining five sites each consist of a single pit, and are located up

river at the following points: 1,15 at 2.8km, n6 at 2.5km, H7 at 3.0km,

1>:8 at 3.31\:1:1, and l-i9 at 3.9km. Pits occur on other sites in the valley

as well, but these five pits are noteworthy since they are isolated and

particularly inaccessible. The pits 116 and 1'17 wer-e not found until the

end of the research programme, and this fact a.ttests their remote

location. It is possible that further examples r-emai.n undiscovered. Six

excavations vrer'e conducted on these inland sites.

In this research in the Hakotukubuku Valley, excavation

squares were generally contiguously laid out and were 5m by 5m. Each

Has given a Roman numeral as it was opened up. 'l'hu s at the H1 site,

the first area excavated was H1/I, and tho Laat H1/XXXI. In addition,

the Lar-ge r squares wer-e divided into 25 one :i units, and these were
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numbered from 1 - 25:, so that square 1 was in the SE corner and 25 in

the N1;1 corner. 'I'hus the full areal and temporal accession of any item

might be JvI1/XXI/24, Layer 3. Hith only sUght variations, this system

Vlas also used in all other excavations in Palliser Ijay.

Excavation was by stratigraphic layers, vli th the minimal

recording unit usually being the square metre, except for any structural

evidence or notable finds wh i ch were accurately recorded on quarto

g-raph cards. Occasionally the metre square was itself subdivided into

100 ama.LLer- units for recording purposes \vith the numbering system

again running from SE to NV1. Thus an accession might be 1I1/XXI/24/86,

Layer 3. This system was particularly suited to the subsequent laying out

of finds on the gridded laboratory floor.

'I'he recording of stratigraphical layers was unusual and should

be described in full. As is well known the presence of regularly laid

out bauDcs in areal excavations can be a handicap, particularly when

they turn out to lie precisely over areas which need to be excavated in

order to establish interrelationships. The two main functions of baulks

are as a means of access around a site, and as a record of stratigraphic

changes as excavation takes place. Unfortunately there is no guarantee

in an excavation that the meaningful stratigraphical changes can be

illustrated by section drawings taken from regularly laid out baulks.

In fact it wou'l.d be far more useful if sections could be dr-awn at

convenient places and directions, on curved paths if required, perhapB

far removed from a baulk. In addition, in total areal excavations, the

baulks vlhich r-emai.n after the excavation is completed should not

contain any useful cultural information. Again, in areal excavation

there is a real need for control blocks of layers to serve as a reference

for assessin£:; differences in the texture, compactness and content of
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layers as excavation is in prOGress. These are best located wher-e

stratigraphical transitions occur, such as at the lensing out of a

particular deposit, rather than in some baulk arrangement laid out in

an arbitrary fashion from the surface of a site.

With these factors in mind a more flexible system was devised

for recording stratigraphical information. Baulks were laid out for

general convenience of access, but as soon as they ceased to be useful

wer-e removed. No section dr-awings were made from any baulks, although

photographs were tw~en. Control blocks were left in excavation squares

wher-e they served best to illustrate stratigraphic relationships and also

to preserve some intact material for other references. The details of

stratigraphical superposition wez-e obtained by measuring the topography

of the various prehistoric surfaces. These wez'e accurately and qu i ck'ly

recorded for each square of 25 m
2

size when required, thus a'Ll.ovri.ng

section drawings to be constructed later for any part of the site. As

soon as any new surface was exposed the areal distribution of any layers

and other features was plotted on graph boards. A string grid was then

set up over the area with either 50cm or 1m spacing depending on the

complexity of topography, and accurate heights were talcen at each

intersection on the grid.

The success of the method entirely depends on how the heights

are ta~en, and the following teclu1ique was used (see Figure 15). A

surveyor's qui.ckaet level was set up at a convenient point near the

site and accurately levelled. The instrument height above sea level

(or some arbitrary fixed height I for example 100.000) was measur-ed VIi th

the instrument from a staff on top of a buried peg. So long as 'I' is

measured wi.th the instrument, the heiGht of the optical axis relative

to the reference peg can be determined 11'1ithin 2 or 3mm whenever- the level
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is set up. It should be noted that situating the instrument over the

peg and measuring the instrument height is too imprecise. Hhen the

height of the optical axis is accurately known, heights are taken wi t.h a

staff on the various grid points. All measurements are read to 1mm, and

the heights of particular points:: (( X + I) - H) mASL. Some days later

\'lhen a new surface is exposed, the instrument is set up again on some

other convenient spot, 'I' is measured again, and the new surface

recorded. Layers of 5mrn thickness can easily be recorded in this way.

Heights can be measured and recorded at a rate of at least 10 per minute.

The system used for retaining archaeological materials was

basically similar in all the Hashpool excavations (see ?igure 15).

Hhole samples were frequently baGged for detailed analysis in the

laboratory. These sllijples were used for grain size analysis where

required, and also for extracting small residues, such as land snails.

Apart from these samples, all other excavated material "ras sieved, the

sieve size depending on the size of the particular layer matrix. Thus

in fairly stony soils .;):" (6.4mm) mesh was used. Umwl1y, 1/811 U.2mm)

mesh was used, and this allows separation in most sandy soils. When

fine ash deposits were being excavated 1/16" (1.6mm) mesh was used.

Apart from large unutilised stones, all material not passing through

the sieve was bagged and returned to the laboratory for analysis. It

is considered that the circumstances of excavation are not optimal

conditions for the sorting of archaeological materials. This retention

scheme ensured that a large proportion of the cultural deposits of the

sites Has transported for detailed. laboratory attention with good lighting

and other facilities. Approximately ten tons of archaeological samples

from Palliser Bay thus found their way to Dunedin for analysis.
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'lIHE VJASHPOOL CAHP SI'l'E - H1/I

On the northern side of the 1:lashpool pond a charcoal stained

layer is apparent at the base of the sand dunes at various points along

the beach section where the lo\v dunes are eroding. The layer is quite

thin in places (1 - 2cm), but its continuity in level is striking and

suggestive' of a fairly extensive cultural horizon. Similar occupation

layers occur about SOm to the east, but here they are on top of the sand

dunes. It would be difficult to uncover these layers over such a distance

since a detailed knovrl.edge of occupation at the \'!ashpool was an objective,

however, it 1:1as clearly necessary to establish the terJporal relationship

between these two areas. It was decided therefore that the best way

of achieving this was to expose an area of the site under the dune to

determine its General character and obtain secure samples for C14

det ermi.nat i on , In addition, test pits were dug at various points in the

dune to try to follow the cultural layer. lIajor excavations were p'l.anned

for occupation layers on top of the dunes, and the dating of these

deposits vrou.Ld also help to link the two areas.

The excavation, therefore, was largely exploratory and

restricted in size. If the return of information justified it, the dune

sands could be stripped off to expose a much larger area. However , this

would have been no small undertaldng, and the occasion did not arise.

The excavation took place in a few days in November 1969. Approximately

12 m2 of the site were exposed (see ~'igures 13 & 16). Infilling sand,

both by slumping and w.i.nd VTaS a perpetual hindrance to operations, but

it is believed. that sufficient area was opened up to assess the site.

The cultural layer excavated varied in thickness up to about 12cm but

had no significant sub-oomponerrt s , It consisted of compacted bLack sand
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containing finely comminuted charcoal, charcoal pieces and ash.

FraQnented oven stones were scattered through the layer as well as

sparse midden and a few artefacts.

Three small scoop hearths containing burnt stones wer-e found

adjacent to a double rO\'! of postholes. The latter were indicated by

soft disturbances in the compacted gravel surface under the cultural

layer. The lack of decomposed wood in the holes suggests that the posts

had been pulled out. Charcoal and other debris had slumped into the

holes and the depth at which this Has found varied from 8 to 18cm (as

shovffi in Figure 16). Because of subsidence it was not possible to

determine the original depth of the postholes. The two lines of posts

were about 30cm apart and arranged in a fairly regular semicircle.

Because this feature is near the erosion edge of the dune it j.s not

certain whet.he.r this semicircle represents the entire structure. The

most likely interpretation is that the postholes belonged to a shelter

or wi.nd fence consisting of a double line of posts and rails wi.th the

space bebvreen fi11ed with br-uahwood, The orientation suggeats that the

north-weat wind prevai1ed as much then as today. '1'he encLozsur-e at the

sane time is thoroughly exposed to souther1y wi nda wh i ch today bring the

most severe weather.

Sparse midden VIas recovered in the cultural 1ayer, and the

identifications are given in Appendix 37. The remains will be considered

later when comparisons are made vIi th other sites; in isolation however ,

the species indicate exploitation of an inshore rocky marine environment,

but with some offshore fishing, probab1y with a trolling lure. The Pilot

whale Has probahly a stranded individual.

Eighty-three cultural items were found, comprising L~7 pieces
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of metasomatised arr;illi te, 26 .chert, l~ obsidian (all green), L~ grey

wacke , 1 schistose greyHacke, 2 limest.one and 1 piece of serpentine.

The most notable finds are a schistose greywaclce file, a hammerat ono ,

2 Greyvmcke cutters, and 5 pieces of grindstone (see F'igur-es 17, 18,

19, 20).

The cultural layers in these dunes are positioned on the

boundary of a marked change in the general character of the sediments.

Above them, the sand was found to be very fine and-soft and judged to be

aeolian in origin; below, the deposits consisted of rounded gravels and

much coarser sand thought to have been laid dO~D by water. A sequence

of seven large test pits wer-e dug through the dunes at various points

(see Figure 21) to see whether this stratir;raphical junction could be

fo110wed, and possibly the continuation of the cultural horizon exposed

at N1/I. As can be seen from Figure 21, the cu1tura1 soil was found in

five of these test pits, and precisely in the sanestratir;raphical

position, but did not occur inland of the SOm marx , 'I'ho dune stratigraphy

as found under the \'lashpo01 Nidden Site (Il1/II-X) is shown in Figure 22.

'I'h'i s section shows a series of surfaces preceding the site and marked

by' a crust of finer compacted sediments, believed to be weather-Lng

surfaces. Notlring was found in other test pits, apart from loose grey

sand overlying the lower beach gravels.

A charcoal sample was dated from the \'1ashpool Camp Site and

this gave the following result (qv. Leach and Leach, 1971a):

NZ 1509 charcoal, J'iI1/I/2,Layer 2. 546 ± Lf-O BP 11+04 AD ± If-O

It was later found that the \'Jashpool Hidden site was intensive1y

occupied before this at about 1150 to 1300 AD, although the most

recent layers may have been laid down as late as 1550 AD, thus the

Hashpool Camp Site was occnpied relatively late in the sequence at the

main Midden Site.
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It is clear from these results that the initial hypothesis

that 1-11/1 vee early in the occupation sequence by virtue of its apparent

stratieraphical position was quite incorrect. ~'he general sequence

established is as follows (see Figure 21):

Phase A 'I'hi s is a horizon of beach gravel. The surface of this layer

was very flat wherever found, and was a compacted surface such as

occurs with water action. It is believed to represent an old sea bed.

The absolute height variation was very small, and departed from

dead level by about 50cm either way over a distance of about 100m.

Little overall rise in height could be detected as the test pits

proceeded inland from the present beach. The mean absolute height

of the surface was 2.16r,~SL. \fhen this is referred to accurate tidal

levels using the figures outlined in Appendix 2 it is seen that the

mean surface height is 2.61t-r.uUISL, and the range is from 3.28-2.2omAI:SL.

In the absence of any faunal remains in the level it is difficult

to estimate the sea level height this bed represents; however, it is

obviously some\'That higher than about 3r;;AJ.lSI.J. 'I'wo possibili ties

present themselves - either there was tectonic uplift, or this

surface marks a higher post-glacial sea level. It is most difficult

to decide between these two alternatives, but it may be sibnificant

that the magnitude of the displaced sea bed (circa 3m) is ~lithin

the cluster of heights suggested for the hypothesised higher post

glacial sea level for lle\., Zealand (see Figure 23, and also Leach and

Anderson, 1974).

Phase B This is a dune layer formed before any occupation at the

Washpool, and after sea level fell or tectonic uplift occurred.

Apparently a number of dune surfaces stabilised before occupation

commenced, and these are represented. by the lenses shown in

Ji'igure 22. The most recent component of the dune, denoted as

La.yer 5 in F'i.gur-e 22, is clearly recognisable under all sites

at the Hashpool except the ':Jashpool Camp Site, and the f'oLl.owi.ng

equiva.lences apply:

H1/II-X, Layer 5 :: 111/XXX,Layer 3 :: l-l1/XXXI,IJayer 5 :: N1/XI-XXVIII,

Layer 3D

Phase Q. 'rhe bulk of the occupa.tion sequence at the \Vashpool Hidden

Site occurs at this time - between about 1150AD to 1300AD.
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FIGURE 22- Section under Washpool Midden
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Ppf3.S0--:D. 'I'he occupation of .the I'Jashpool Camp Site occurs at about

1L1-00AD. It is possible that the dune sands represented at Phase B

covered a much greater area than shown in Figure 21, and were partly

stripped mmy by wind some time prior to Fhase D. However, there is

no positive evidence to indicate this, and it seems Dore likely

that unt il about 1450AD the gravel beach vras at least 50m wider,

and that dune sands during prehistoric occupation were somewhat

further inland than today.

Phase E After occupation phase D, sand dunes developed closer to the

shoreline.

The small excavation at ;';1/1 did not reveal a great deal of cultural

information, in part because of its size. The horizon apparently

represents an extensive area of occupation at a period following the

bulk of occupation at the main \'lashpool lhdden Site. The particular

area excavated was probably on the periphery of the occupied area, and

is characterised by oven rake-out and sparse midden. The few structura.l

features found at this part of the site are consistent wi.t h a. small

camp or shelter area on the bank of the HashpooL Further excavations

of the horizon would probably illuminate cultural activities around

1LI-OOAD if an area of dense occupation could be found under the present

dunes. Five of the test pits dug in the dunes for this purpose revealed

a very ai.mi.Lar cultural layer to that found at the Camp Sito, and in

view of the sparse remains were clearly all some distance from the

main occupation area. Excavations wer-e frustrated by infalling sand, and

to be successful a very large area of the dunes wouLd have to be stripped

by bulldozer. In the end the search Has abandoned and attention eiven

to the occupation horizon hir:.;her in the sand dune and earlier in the

sequence.

'.!:HE 1:lASIIPOOIJ HIDDEN srrs - 111/II-X

Introduction

As can be seen from FiGure 13, the Hashpool hidden Site is
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quite close to the present r-oadway and bridge over the llakotuku t uku

River. Hany artefacts have been picked up in this general vicinity

over the years by passing stock drovers and travellers. Four examples

are shown in Figure 24. 'l'heir clear Archaic appearance was a contributing

factor in the choice of this site for detailed study. 'I'wo are Type 4

adzes in the typology of Skinner (1971+a:108); they are made from

D'Urville Island argillite and are notable for their skilful preparation.

One of these (Figure 2L~d) was found 370m north of the river mouth and

has been previously illustrated by Barrow (1972:Figure 52), who

erroneously attributed it to Cape Palliser (op.c~~. :38; c.f. Bowie,

1972:pers.coI:1m.). The other (Figure 24a) was recovered in the ford

beside the site together with a third adze of Type 2A (Skinner, 1974a:

106) also illustrated (Figure 2L~b). 'The fourth is a Type 1B adze (..2.E.:.cit.:

10L~), and was found near Shag Rock (Figure 21tc) .

The site itself was first described by Adkin as follows:

"The shallow r-oad cutting leading down to the ford has exposed

a black layer, noted by the wr-i.t ar and found to be a lenticular

layer of charcoal, varying from 12 inches to 18 inches in

thickness and visible for 6 - 7 yards horizontally. The

charcoal, obviously the discarded product of cooking ovens,

is old, having been comminuted by decomposition into a fine

grained homogeneous mass.

Even at this late date there remain abundant signs that the

occupiers of this camping and food-cooking site combined the

latter activity with the manufacture and production of the

implements required in their everyday life. Above the charcoal

layer a superficial cover of about 18 inches of b.Lown sand

still contains many by-products of the manufacture of stone

artifacts - chips of black obsidian, flakes of grey flint

veined with bluish chalcedony, flw(es of red chalcedony, a

f'r-agmerrt of a \\Tell-ground adze of blackstone, a damaged
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specimen of a stone fish-hook shank of dark-grey ser.1i

schistose slate; the sand also contains, as does the charcoal

layer, a number of burnt and broken oven-stone fragments.

These few items are undoubtedly the depleted residues of

perhaps more significant objects collected from this very

accessible spot by previous wayfarers."

Fortunately Adki,n was wrong in his last observation - subsequent

investigations revealed little disturbance. No doubt the artefacts which

had been collected in the vicinity were those exposed by periodic phases

of accelerated erosion brought about by storms.

One of the principal reasons for excavating at this site was to

obtain evidence of pr-ehi atoz-Lc diet. '1'he appearance of sparse midden in

the road section indicated that this objective might not easily be

fUlfilled, for in contrast to many Tie\'! Zealand midden sites, faunal

remains Here scattered through a matrix of sand, charcoal and burnt

stone, and an impression of faunal impoverishment was gained. Hi th the

exception of the concentrated middens at Black Rocks (qv. Anderson,

19730.), Palliser Bay sites are all similar to this example at the

Hakotukutuku. It must be stressed, however , that appearances are

deceptive: more than 200 species of plants and animals were represented

at the \'lashpool Midden Site, and Cl. similar range of species wer-e

recovered at other sites in Palliser Bay (see Appendix 1).

'I'he excavation was laid out using the 5m by 5m squares as

described for H1/I, and the square numbering is ShO\Vl1 in l"igure 25. The

axis of the squares \vas laid out along magnetic north. Excavat i ons

commenced in the summer of 1969 - 1970, and over the 3 month period

squares 11, 111, and V Here tru~en down to natural. A trench was cut

into square IV along the line of ;11/IV/21-25 to see what relationship

existed be twe en the slight mound of this site and another to the vTest.
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It was clear from this trench that square IV was practically sterile,

and also that the western mound was a natural feature. Human burials

wer e uncovered t owards the end of the .f i r-at summer season in two areas:

N1/II/L~ and 10. 'I'hi s necessitated an extension of the excavation,

accomplished in August 1970. These latter extensions account for the

irre6"Ular layout in squares IV and VI as seen in Figure 25. In all, some

65m2 were totally excavated.

StratiFraphical Units

The stratigraphy of the site consisted of 5 layers, with a

number of separate components, and lenses in two of them. The

stratigraphical relationships between the various components are best

illustrated schematically, and are shm..,n in Figure 26. The various layers

are as follows:

Layer 1 Brown sandy loam. A horizon composed of turf and root hairs.

Variable thickness and hardness (Lr - 10cm).

~~ye~~ Loose grey friable loamy sand of wind-blovffi origin. Charcoal

stained worm casts from 10Vler levels and fewer root hairs. Quite

compact in places. 1:Jatervrorn pebbles and a few chert flakes (10 - 20cm).

~y:er 3 Grey-yellovl silt layer of 2 - 10mm thickness. This layer

apparently represents a period of weathering of the site while

unprotected by vegetation. A number of denuded sites in Palliser

Bay show similar thin, concrete-like silt layers formed by wi nd or

rain action.

Laye;' If· Black sandy layer heavily loaded with charcoal. Fairly soft and

'greasy' when first exposed. Charcoal pieces, stone flakes, artefacts,

many burnt stones, some shell and bone remains (10 - 30 cm).

fJ8.;yer LI· Gravel Charcoal stained wat erworn gravel and sand, probably

wind sorted, but of r i ver-i.ne oriGin. 11. part of the Layer 4 complex,

but vlith relatively f'ew cultural remains (10 - 30 cm).

Layer 1+ _~j..x. Also part of the Layer LI· complex, similar to Layer 4

Black, but much more sandy and friable. Far less cultural material,
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but fairly dense concentration of stone flakes (15 - 30cm).

Cpu.st of Layer..2 The interface between Layer 5 and the layers above

and this was generally stained with ash and other sedi~ents.

Considerable quantities of cultural remains occurred on this surface,

and represented the earliest activity on the site. 'I'ho material

extended 20 - 30cm into Ieyer 5, where the stained appearance stopped.

Lc'1yer, .2 Friable natural dune sand. 'Phis layer is the natural

substratu~ (C Horizon) of the site, and the H1 area generally. It

should be noted, however , that a lil::1estone adze vIas found qui to deeply

buried in Layer 5 (Figure 49a).

In addition to these layers, various lenses ItTCre found of more localised

occurrence; these were as follows:

Lens IIA Bro~1 sandy loam, more or less confined to Square 11, and

part of the Layer 4 complex. Cultural r:1aterial VIas quite abundant

in the lens, which occurred immediately beneath Layer Lt Black as a

somewhat harder lens of concentrated midden. It was found to overlie

both Layer 4 Sandy, and Lens 1113 described below.

Lens ,lIB Very fine clay-like matrix, probably ash in origin, more or

less confined to square 11. The lens appeared to be non-concentrated

midden, but was rich in faunal and artefactual material.

I',ens IlIA Very hard compacted br-own sandy ash lens resting on

Layer 2 in square Ill.

fJ.ens I JIB A Ions similar to Lens IlIA on Layer 2 in another part

of square Ill •

.h§1s lIlC A lense of sparse midden and ash in square III resting

on the Crust of Layer 5.

~_l}ID Similar in content and stratigraphical position to Lens nIC.

!!3.E.!2...::!.! A lens of gravel occurring close to the road section in one

corner of square V and resting on :Layer 4 Black.

Lon~ A more compacted version of Layer 4 Iaack on the interface

with the Crust of Layer 5. It is part of the Layer 4 complex and

was found to overlie Lens 1113. Some midden was present in this Ions.
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Chronolor;y and Cul!}-~r.a)_ Levels

A number of radiocarbon samples wor-e taken during the

excavation, wherever possible from structural features which could be

related to the overall stratigraphy and the functional history of the

site. In this way it was felt that the circumstances of the deposition

of the samples would be more precisely known than if samples were tw(en

merely from the body of a particular layer. This procedure in selecting

samples for dating was also f'ol Lowed wher-ever- possible in the other

Hw{otukutuku Valley excavations. Only charcoal was used for radiocarbon

dating. It was felt that in the interests of consistency it would be better

not to enter the controversy concerning comparability of different types

of samples. Some archaeologists have obtained widely varying results by

dating combinations of shell, charcoal, bone, and organic and inorganic

fractions of single materials (for example see McFadgen, 1972:53ff;

Leahy, 1971r:72). In contrast to the experiences of some (for example see

- 'l'rotter, 1963; Grant-Taylor, 1974; HcCulloch and '?rotter, 1975) charcoal

proved to be a thoroughly reliable medium for dating the events of

\<lairarapa prehistory. In the case of the Hashpool Lidden Site a series

of 6 charcoal samples vJaS dated at the Institute of Nuclear Sciences

in Wellington (Leach and Leach, 1971a); full details are given in Appendix

4. The mean ages of the dates range from 1168AD to 1470AD, and fit well

into the cultural chronology for the site whi ch consists of three levels

as f'o'lLows (see FiG-ures 26, 27, 2(3):

Level.IU - c.1538f1.D

'I'he stratigraphic components of the level are turf, layers 1,

2 and 3, and Lenses IlIA and n:CB. Eur-opean items wer-e found

in this level as well as scattered prehistoric items. While the

former were confined to the upper layers, it is possible that

the latter Here of secondary derivation f'rom the site underneath.
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In vi.ew of the continuous nature of Layer 3, howevar , they are

more likely to derive from later activities in the \Vashpool

area subsequent to the principal occupation of this site. This

interpretation is supported by excavations at the Washpool

Garden Site - jVj1/XI-XXVlII, a site dated by 3 charcoal samples

(NZ1512, NZ1513, NZ1514) which give a pooled result of 1533AD

± 49 (H.Leach,1976), using the method outlined by B.F.Leach

(1972). The scattered nature of prehistoric items in LeveL III

indicates that at that time the Vlashpool llidden Site was on the

periphery of the occupied area.

L~vel II - .s.131~5AD

In this level are placed Layers 4 Gravel, 4 l..)lack, 1+ Sandy,

and Lenses VA, VB, HA, lIle, IIID, and a number of structural

features including an irregular pit (feature AZ) and a scoop

hearth (feature gam1'1a). All these features were rich in charcoal,

and midden \,ras very sparse throughout. As \'/ill be demonstrated

later the composition of this midden differed somewhat to that

in layers below. Four radiocarbon dates were obtained which

relate to this level WZ1506, NZ1507, riZ1508, NZ1510). 'l'hese

give a pooled age estimate of 1345AD ± 46. One of these samples

(NZ1506) came from a small scoop hearth which had some flat

stones placed evenly over the top of it. An inexperienced person

was responsible for the excavation in this area and an error in

interpretation was made in the field. The scoop hearth was

originally assessed as being thinly covered by Lens IrB (a dense

ash and midden lens with very little charcoal). The bags of

material f'r-om the vicinity of the scoop hearth labelled Lens rIB

are rich in charcoal stained sand, and wi.th hindsight it is now

clear that the margins of Lens DB were incorrectly recorded

during excavation. The material in question bagged as Lens lIB

is clearly Layer 1~ Black, and the scoop hearth (feature gamma)

should not be placed as early in the sequence as previously

thought. The date for the charcoal sanple confirms this

interpretation. The age (1 1+70AD ± 40) affects the pooled mean

for Level 11 by 50 years; that is, if only the three samples

(NZ1507, NZ1508, NZ1510) are pooled, the result would be
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1295AD ± 13. In contraat , if );Z1506 wer-e assessed wi th Level I,

the pooled date for that level would rise by 98 years.

A number of structural features are associated with Level 11,

and these are discussed more fully below. The most important were

features interpreted as a cooking shed and many scoop hearths

or ovens as well as areas of oven rake-out. 'I'he numerous

surfaces within Level 11 used for SCQOP hearths and ovens

indicate that this occupation phase extended over a period of

time.

Level. I - c.11g0AD

'I'he main components of this level are Lens lIB, Crust of

h"lyer 5, Burials A, B, C, D, E, r, midden-filled pits AD, AE,

and AF, a number of scoop hearths, a cooking shed, and what

may be the remains of a drying rack for fish of sor:1e kind.

There are two radiocarbon dates for this level: HZ1505 and

NZ1511. 'l'hese give a pooled age of 11[30AD % 12. '1"11e site at

this time is believed to 'have been of some duration.

Architectur.al H:istor~

Only a few postholes and other structural r-ema'i.ns were found

in stratigraphical surfaces above the earliest (Crust of Layer 5);

however, it is not believed that all of the numerous features of this

lowest surface are contemporary. This raises an important archaeological

problem which is sometimes overlooked in strati graphical interpretations.

It is relatively easy to disting~ish chronologically between features

belonging within different stratigraphical units (i.e. layers), but it

f.s aomet i.me a impossible to distinguish between chronologically different

features wh i ch are cut into one surface. If one VIas fortunate enough to

find half the post butts were made from one timber and half from another,

then it wouLd be plausible to suggest that two structures were involved ..

Even in this case,thour;h, thore is nothing to prevent the two structures
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from being either several hundred years apart in time, or contemporary.

At the present time there are only'a. few archaeological methods

wh.i ch help to clarify this kind of' field problem. Not all are relevant

in any particular instance, and some give only ambiguous results when

applied. A common example is the classification of posthole fills

(qv.Golson, 1969:110). In some cases various relative dating methods

could be applied to material in the posthole fills. An example is

conchiolin dating (Anderson, 1973b), whi ch is easily capab1e of

distinguishing between shells deposited as little as 50 years apart.

However, even then the final evaluation of results will rest with strict

stratigraphical interpretations - was the shell in the posthole fill

from a period before of after the erection of the post, because clearly

the shell infil1 and the post could not be exactly contemporary. In short,

there are no hard ffi1d fast rules or established methods ~mich resolve

this kind of problem, and the fact that ve cannot be fully sure, should

be made quite clear when interpretations are advanced for such features.

In the present instance, it is believed that the structural

evidence cut into the Crust of Layer 5 belongs to two separate periods

and is associated with different overlying stratigraphical components.

In one case there are about 70 structural features (hearths, fire pits,

postho1es e t c , ) found primarily in squ,?-res 11 and V. These are be Low

Lens IIB or Lens 'VB, but are either filled with Lens lIB or the clearly

identifiable br-own stained Crust of Layer 5. l'hese features are deemed to

be associated with the activities of Level I and are thus related to

the stratigraphical units Crust of Layer 5 and Lens IIB, dated to about

1180AD. In the second case there are about 25 structural features in

squareIII, and all a.re overlain by IJayer LI_ Sandy and filled Y1i th that



layer. 'I'hese .fea.tur-ee wer-e cut into the Crust of Layer 5 also, but none

is filled with the bro"m stained material. In addition, two small midden

lenses were found (LensesIIIC and IIID) which wer e c1early related to a

set of postholes in this square. The midden debris in these lenses was

qui te sparse and did not have the ash so characteristic of Lans 1113. 'I'heae

features therefore are believed to belong to Level 11, and to be

associated \./i th the Layer 4 complex dated to about 131+5AD.

Some of the main structural features may be described as follows:

Midden-filled Pits. -
In the lowest level of the site two shallow rectangular pits

were found which had been dug in sand and filled with midden (see Fit~re 29).

The sides of the pits weri vertical showing that the pits had been

deliberately dug out and wer-e not simply midden-filled depressions. In

addition, the midden in the pits included quantities of very fragmented

R£r~ .ccmaliculus and Paphies C:esoder.1a) 8ubtrian[';1.J.latum. In Palliser Bay

sites these shellfish were invariably characteristic of the earliest

horizons. The pits were 1.58r:1 by O.L~5m by O.32m deep and 2.38m by O.4Sm

by O.3L~m deep, and were thus quite similar in size. One of them, Pit AE,

\1aS dated to 1191AD :l: Lj·1 (IIZ1:-505) and was surrounded by 9 postholes.

Because the arranger:1ent of postholes is not especially regular this is

interpreted as some form of fence enclosure rather than a roofed structure.

The second of these rectangular pits, pit AD, had no sign of postholes

in its vicinity, and neither had any vestige of disturbance or evidence

of postho1es in its base. 'l'wo possible functional interpretations might

be sUGGested. 'I'he first is that these pits are the remains of graves

f'r om which the body had been disinterred, and the hole later filled \·Iith

midden. It should be noted that secondary burial is documented in a

number of Pal1iser L,ay sites including one individual from this site.
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It is not known wher-e the bodies wer-e decomposed before final burial,

but this could have been achieved in shallow graves in sand. A second

possibility is that the pits relate to food storage, perhaps of kumara.

It is noteworthy perhaps that one of the fe\"! comparable pits, from the

midden site at Sar-ah I s Gully (I1L~0/9), has been interpreted as r eLat i ng

to local horticulture (Green, 1972:30; see also Green, 1963b:66).

Either of these interpretations might account for the existence of

vertical pit walls in what is essentially a friable dune sand area.

Pr-esumab l.y if either a burial or a supply of kumara was to be later

uncovered, it would have been protected from the sand in some way 

possibly by lining the pit with matting or similarmaterial.H.Leach

favours the v i.ew that t hese two structures relate to the earliest kunar-a

storage practices in Palliser Day (H.Leach, 1976:Chapter 9). It will be

ahown be l.ow that the occupants of the site buried their dead in a casual

fashion in shallow scoops or circular holes quite unlike these carefully

dug pits. 'l'h i.s fact argues against an 'empty grave' interpretation.

The two pits described above are in contrast to a number of

other disturbances at the base of the site which also contain'midden

material. These are generally oval or circular in shape (1+0 - 50cm in

diw~eter) and were probably never more than casual rubbish pits. One

of these, however , Pit AF (see i'ig;ure 29) vias quite circular and had

near vertical sides; it may have had a similar function to the

rectangular ones. A somewhat larger structure vlaS found in square Ill,

which is more difficult to interpret. It is of oval shape about 1.65m by

O.95m, and has two distinct levels: the eastern half was over LI-Ocm deep

stepping up to the vlestern half at about 20cm. In addition, on the southern

side there was a sna.Ll, annex of L~5cm by 20cm and about 15cm deep. 'I'hi s



latter feature could have been some form of step and \'las quite regular.

A certain amount of rnidden was found in this unusual feature, but the

pit had not been deliberately filled in \-IHh midden the \-lay the others

had .. It contained material very similar to Layer q. Sandy and it is judged

that the whole feature therefore belone;s to Level 11. A radiocarbon date

of 1313AD :I: LrO fits well \'1ith the sequence. '1'he pit was surrounded on

three sides with 8 large postholes, and some stones wer-e placed along the

line also. Sane kind of fence or vJind-break might be suggested.

AlthouGh this pit is somewhat irregular in shape \'Iith more

sloping sides, this could be due to aubai.dence , In fact the pit could

have originally been quite rectan~llar, and therefore similar to pits

AD and AE, but in the process of uncoverinG what was contained in it.

the sides collapsed inwards. H.N.Leach has argued e Lsewhere (H.Leach,

1976:Chapter 9) that this pit too is related to early food storage.

Green (1975, pers.comm.) has drawn attention to the similarity

betwecn these pits and some from Kaupokonui (1'1128/3), and H..Leach (1976:

Chapter 5), has discussed the implications of this parallel.

, Dr;y:inG. p.ack'

Directly under the main area of midden (Lens IIB), a series of

10 paired posts and stakeholes Here arranged alone; a line 4.2m long \'11. th

a bend in the centre • At one end of the structure, in j·I1/II/1-6, the

remains of one of the stakes Here found. This was contib~ous with one of

the postholes and measured 38cm long. If the interpretation ·of the

structure as a fish drying rack is correct, the structure should have

stood somowha.t hi[;her off the [,~round than t.he length of the stalce implies,

otherwise dogs r.1ight have removed fish hangi.ng from it. This interpretation

is based on the fact that the postholes are only about 10 - 15cm wide and



averaGe about 15cm deep, indica~ing a fairly flimsy structure, onc

made from at.akas only just buried. Presumably it 1IlaS held up in part

by poles lashing the row of stakes together. The alternative, that the

structure was a wi.nd-cbr-aak \'1i th brushwood lashed between the stakes, is

more doubtful because normal wi.nd strengths encountered in this area

\'lOuld require fairly solid posts set into the ground. Since the feature

\'!as found directly below Lens IIB it belongs wi.th Level I very early in

the sequence.

I Cooki..n"; Sheds'

There were two structures in the site whi ch are interpreted

as cooking sheds, one in Level I and the other in Level n. 'l'he posthole

arrangements can be seen in Figures 29 and 30. The first structure in

square V is composed of an arrangement of 1L~ postholes on three sides

of a rectanGle. The northern and southern sides were apparently a

double line of posts, perhaps with brushwood be twoen them. The rear 1:lD.11

was made from a single line of posts. Inside were found L~ ash and

charcoal-filled fire pits, each about 50cm in diameter. Two of these

had only a few broken oven stones, but in the other two, oven stones

were abundant. It has been customary to refer to these stone and charcoal

filled pits as lovens~ but Sutton (1971), in a discussion on prehistoric

coolci.ng methods, has urged caution in inte:cp:cetinc; such structures.

Actual cooking ovens, loaded with stones and relatively charcoal and

ash-free, are apparently a fairly rare feature in New Zealand

archaeological sites (see Cairns, 1959a). 'I'hi.s may reflect the practice

of r-emovi.ng the stones when cold for re-use, the pit being filled in

with general refuse and even fire pit rake-out at times. In the enclosure

under discuGsion, stone-heating fires seem to have been used, but this



does not rule out the possibility that the pits had not been used as

ovens also. Charcoal from one of the fire scoops was dated to 1168AD ± 41.

The postholes and the fire scoops Here all cut into the Crust of Layer 5,

and overlain by Lens lIB; they are thus stra.tir;raphically early in the

sequence and the features are placed in Level I.

'I'ho second structure interpreted as a cooking shed was found

in square Ill, and is somewhat different to the first. A[Sain the posthole

ar-r-angement suggeat s a partly open enclosure, but this time it is semi-

circular in shape. It is composed of 7 fairly substantial postholes,

and a ema'l.Ler one in the centre of the structure, perhaps for supporting

the roof. Inside the enclosure were 2 scoop hearths or fire pits, and

3 lenses of sparse rri.dden , One of these lenses \'TaS located about the

centre post. Althou~1 these features were cut into the Crust of Layer 5,

and overlain by Layer l~ Sandy, the sparse midden 1tTaS fairly rich in

charcoal and in appearance closer to that of Level 11 than the denser

ash-rich midden of Level I. In addition, the postholes were filled with

material closely resembling Layer 4 Sandy. For these reasons the structure

is interpreted as belonging to Level 11.

'Food Platform'

Immediately behind the Level I cooking shed in square V were

3 postholes obviously belonging to a more substantial structure than a

drying rack. 'I'hesa could possi1)ly have been the uprights of an elevated

food storage stage. Such structures were commonly seen in the vicinity

of food processin[S areas in the 19th century, and were for protecting

food against scavenGing dogs. It is also believed that such structures

wcr o to discourage the native rat (1~at.tuE...J:'2.{Ulan.s) whi ch is c1aimed to be

a poor climber. Indeed, Hith the introduction of the b'uropean black rat
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q~a.ttu.? rattus), which is an able climber ('.2hornson, 1922 :78), special

everted cones were attached to the uprights of these platforms.

Har-lcham refers to this embellishment as a "rat extinguisher" (1963 :LI3), and

notes that these platforms had the additional advantage of keeping food

out of the range of frosts during winter (tIarkham, 1963 :1.~3). It is

probably more realistic to vie'vl such platforms as a protection against

the combined attacks of dogs, rats, frosts and even children. Furthermore,

the 'rat extinguisher' must have been in vogue long before 1lar-kham IS

observations in 183L~ for, contrary to popular belief, ;Rattus exulan~

is perfectly capable of climbing this height (von Stermer, 1975:pers.comm.).

'I'hc closeness of these postholes to both the cooki.ng shed and the enclosed

midden pit of Level I, makes it fairly likely that this structure also

belonged to that Level.

Stone ,Slab. ?ea:rths, Ii'ire Pits and Ovens

Scattered thrOUGhout the site are a number of structures

related to cooking and heating. Layer 1+ I-nack consists primarily of

fire-pi t and oven rake-out as weLL as sparse midden. The layer ahowed

ample evidence of internal structurinG involving the repeated use of

fire-pits and ovens. However, their intercutting and continual re-use left

stratigraphic remnants so complex that it was impossible to unravel

the internal relationships vlith any confidence. Among these features

are a few where specific function could be detected. A stone slab

hearth, for instance, was found in l-'l1/II/11. [This was resting on the

Crust of Layer 5 and i'IaS composed of three grey\·mcke slabs. The small

ash fill had spi1led out of the open end sUGGesting that there had not

been a fourth slab. The hearth is not associated with any structure

such as a house, but it is in a small space be twe en the drying rack,

a dog burial, the fence-enclosed midden pit, and the food pl.at f'orm, It



is overlain Qy Lens lIB and therefore belongs wi th Level I.

Two additional features are probably best termed 'scoop

hearths', inasmuch as they are the remains of a small fireplace without

stone slab surrounds. One of these occurred in ;;1/111/13-1 11- set into

the surface of Layer ~- Grave1. It contained some burnt stones, and it

may have been for heating stones for an oven. 'I'he other, in ),;1/11/17,

was situated on the Crust of Layer 5 and was overlain by Layer 4 Black.

A sample of charcoal from this feature was dated to 11+70AD ± 40 (NZ1506).

A nW:1ber of other fire pits have already been mentioned in connection

1Ilith the cooking sheds.

l-lis~.J)ane.ous Structures

A number of other structural remains wer-e found in the site

at various levels, wh'i.ch wer-e either difficult to interpret, or of

doubtful siGnificance. For example, in the Crust of Layer 5 there are

some postholes, stakeholes, and depressions of various kinds that appear

to be unrelated to any identifiable constructions. In addition, there

are occasional lenses of material perhaps related to the digging of

postholes. All these features are shown on Fi2;ure 31.

Burials

The '.Jashpool r·Iidden Site revealed 6 burials, one of a dog,

and the other 5 human. 'I'he physical anthropo'l.ogy of these human remains

and others from the Vlairarapa has been tho subject of an intensive study

by Sutton (197L~), and some of the details of their pathology and life

histories will be discussed later in this chapter. At this point,

hOHever, their archaeological context should be outlined.

Apart from the dog burial, the r-omai.na were in a fairly

2
confined area of about 10m on the south \Jest corner of the site. The



dog burial Has several metres to the north-east. All the remains were

set into the Crust of Layer 5 and are believed contemporary \..,i th

Level I. Four- of the burials wez-e covered by Lens lIB, while Burial D

(the dog) was covered by Lens VB, and Burial F by Layer 3 (lower layers

were not present in this part of the site). Both these latter burials

however were definitely filled with the bro1Jffi stained Crust of Layer 5,

characteristic of the other burials. The precise positions of the

burials can be seen in Figure 29. An unusual feature was the presence of

Lt large postholes more or less enclosing Burials A and B. It seems likely

that these belonged to some kind of structure related to the actual

burials. As' \"ill be seen, exhumation followed by secondary burial was

an established pattern in early Palliser Bay. Indeed, Burial A is an

example of this practice. Tll.ese postholes may therefore have belonged

to an elevated platform either for displaying or decomposing the dead.

Such structures Here sometines erap'Loyod in the burial ritual in proto

historic Ne\'J Zealand (see Best, 1905; 1952). Another possible

interpretation for this set of postholes is as some kind of temporary

shelter for the dying. In the 19th century such shelters were often

made expressly to prevent a person dying in a house which would

automatically incur a powerful death tapu. The only way of removing

such a tapu was to burn the house down (see Buck, 1962 :41.6; Best, 1905:

157). At 1;Jairau Bar a . similar set of 3 postholes "JaS found enclosing

Burial 15 (Duff, 1956:53); at this site also the practice of exhumation

and secondary burial see;-;1S to have been fairly common.

r::one of these burials showed signs of an elaborate grave.

They were all positioned rather close to the prehistoric surface in

shallow scoops. In this respect the mode of burial recalls the image

given by Best:

I~ne of the easiest and most effective modes of burial was
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adopted in some C1-JBes· by coast dwelling folk. A body vee

placed at the base of a sand-dune and the loose sand rolled

on to it; no burial was easier or more effective l1

(Best, 1952:116)

In the case of the \1ashpool Ilidden Site a certain amount of midden also

found its way into the burial along w.it h the Crust of Layer 5 matrix,

and this attests the close temporal relationship between the two

activities. Burial so close to the general habitation area may be the

cause of some surprise since certain late 19th century ethnographic

accounts on the Laori stress the importance of a spatial separation

betwecn these activities (Oppenheim, 1973:25). However, it is a known

Polynesian practice to bury the dead close to habitation. Burials on

Tikopia, for example, were in strictly allocated positions beneath

house floors (Firth, 1957: 77). 'i'h.is close association between burials

and houses can also be documented for '.lestern Samoa (Ishizuki, 1965 :53),

and also in the i:arquesas CSuggs, 1961:6l !·- 5 ) . 'l'he ethnographic records

in New Zealand whi.ch dispute this could. we'LL refer to post-buropean

trends since the relationship bet\ieen burials and houses can be

documcnt ed at two sites as late as the 18th century at llotutapu

(DaVidson, 19?Oa:l~l+; and Loahy , 1970:67).

In addition to the five human burials found in the site,

the scattered remains of a further four individuals were located. None

however was associated \'d th any identifiable structure such as a burial

scoop or grD.ve. All wer-e later stUdied in detail by Sutton (1974) e A

number of his conclusions are d.iscuaaed at the end of t h'i.a thesis wher-e

such topics as health, longevity, fecundity and genetic relationships
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are considered. The actual circumstanc~s of the burial of these people

including observations of burial ritual and any later disturbances of

the graves will be presented here. The physical characteristics of each

individual are summarized as these are fully discussed by Button (op.c:i"E..)

The disposition of the burials is shown in }'igure 32.

Burial A (see especially Sutton, 1974:99ff)

'I'hLs was the body of an adult female of about LW years and

19+.7cfil tall, and was clearly a secondary burial (Figure 33). It appears

that the body had been only partly decomposed because sesamoid bones

were present in the knee joints which were still in articulation. On

the other hand, sufficient dismemberment had t.akan place, so that B.

number of bones wer-e missing, including most of the chest area and the

right humerus. Best (1905:212) notes that Eaori exhumation often took

place after four years, but that the period was sonetimes only one or two

years. lIe describes a case of a child being exhumed after only a few

months. In the case of Burial A, exhumation must have occurred within

one or two years. 'I'ho interment could be described as a bundle burial,

wi th the remains placed. in a fairly ahaI Low oval SCOOl) of about 50cm

in diameter. In the top few centimetres of the burial fill, and slightly

to the east, was found an adze of Skinner Type 1A (Sldnner, 1974: 103- '+) .

'1'he adze is illustrated in Figure 340. and is made from dark grey

D'Urville Island argillite. 1'he cutting edge, so sharp and unmar-ked by

chips or scars, suggests that it had been ehar'pened Lmmedi at eLy bcf'or-c

burial, perhaps as part of the funeral ritual. 'l'hi s burial offering is

unusual for two reasons: firstly, it is associated with a female h_rial,

and. secondly it was not buried vd th the actual cor-pas itself but as

part of the material heaped on top. 'This J.atter point is particularly

interesting and is paralleled by the findings in Burial F (see below).
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It provides an intimate insight into the funerary process. Several

waterworn boulders were placed on top of the burial.

The belief that only males of fairly high rank were buried

with grave goods in prehistoric New Zealand (however c.f. Leach and

Button, 1972), in large measure derives from Duff's observations about

the important burial remains at i'lairau Bar (Duff, 1956). He states,

for instance:

lIThus at I'Jairau they Imoa eges] were buried exclusively in

cases where the other offerings suggested some superiority

of rank of the deceased, as far as can be established, 'vi th

a<;lult males"

and again:

"It is generally not difficult in excavating t.o distinguish

be twe en the carefully placed bones of a male of rank, vIi th

his burial offerings, including the moa egg water-bottle,

and the trussed bones of a woman or a young person of no

particular rank, bundled without ceremony into the smallest

possible grave"

(DUff, 1956:58)

A comparison of Houghton' s recent detailed analysis of the \'Jairau

skeletal remains (IIoughton, n.d.) and Duff's observations (op.cit.)

reveals a number of areas of disagreement. Houghton's methods of sexing

Were rigorous and his results unquestionably more reliable, indicating

important errors in Duff's records, which call into question that males

were exclusively associated with certain grave goods. Houghton's study

indicates that there are at least 10 females buried with grave goods at

\Vairau Ear. Duff identified 7 of these as male, and did not comment on

the sex of the other 3 (see Appendix 13). Again, contrary to Duff's

comments that moa egg vat er-sbot t Lee were found only with males (1956 :~)I.~),
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they wer-e present with 3 females (viz Burial 1 qv. Duff, 191+2 ; 1956: 32,

Burial 30 0l?cit.:6L~, and Burial 31 .op.cit.:66). The comment that moo.

eggs occurred only with adults (o'p',:~cit.: 31+) is challenged by Duff's

own records (o.p.cit. :33) for Lurial 32 whi.ch vTas a child (op.cit. :66).

Other offerings found in female graves included a necklace made from moo.

bone and another made from human bone, a whaLe tooth pendant necklace

with ivory reels (Anderson, 1940), argillite adzes of Duff Types 1A

and 2A, and a nephrite 2A adze. Clearly the re-evaluation of sex and

presence or absence of grave goods at Vlairau Bar is necessary before they

are employed for comparative purposes. Some details on this sUbject are

set out in Appendix 13. At present the fact that the female in Burial A

at the Washpool had a grave offering is not seen as unusual.

Two other details about Burial A deserve some mention. Firstly,

this woman showed evidence of violent death. The pelvis had several

wounds evident, consistent with perfbration by a long sharp object such

as a spear (see Sutton, 197L,. : 152 0: Appendix 10). One of these \\fas

especially severe and had passed riGht through the body of the ischium

from the posterior surface. The angle of penetration and tunneling of the

LameLl.ar- bone leaves little doubt that the weapon had been thrust with

great force into the genital area. I10 parallel for this can be found in

Haori ethnography (c s f , Smith, 1971+:13). Secondly, the mandible, while

still in articulation, had been forced open to an unnatural angle. Just

how or why this was done is not known; however, the act of forcing the

mouth open in this manner \'Ias obviously of some importance to the people

living at the site because the same feature was present in both Burials

C and F. It is also noteworthy that Duff (19~)6:Lt6) illustrates a burial

vlith mandible in a similar position at \-lairau Bar. \rlhether in this caae
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the position of the jaw is the result of slumping is not made clear.

Such an explanation is not applicable at the Hashpool site; in the case

of Burial F, the act of forcing the mouth open resulted in considerable

damage to the palatine and maxillary area. 'I'h.i.s fact might suggest that

the operation took place during the period of rir5..OL mortis when considerable

force woul.d be required. Ihr;orEJortis is normally present be twaan about

6 and 36 hours after death (Houghton, 1975:pers.comm.).

Certain ideological concepts recorded in New Zealand durinr:;

the nineteenth century may be relevant to this discussion. Hhen a person

was close to death, he often ate a special article of food as a fig~rative

provision for the 'long journey after ~eath'. In some parts of Polynesia

food was placed \\Iith the corpse for a similar purpose (qv. Buck, 1962:

1+15). Best records that ear-thwor-ms wer-e an esteemed choice for this 'food

for the death journey' (Best, 1905:162).It might be suggested then that

the mouth had been forced open shortly after death in order to place

food in it. Another possibility relates to the concept of the spirit or

soul of a person passing out of his mouth after death. There are records

of unusual cer-emorriea being performed to try to encourage the spirit to

leave the body (Best, 1905:165); perhaps the mouth was forced open to

facilitate the spirit's departure. Lastly, Richard Taylor recorded a

ceremony wher-e teeth of a corpse were extracted only after a month of

burial, for use in a ceremonial feast (qv. 'I'ay.Lor , 1870:217ff; Oppenheim,

1973: 68). Such removal 0 f teeth could VIeD. damage the maxillary area or

account for a displaced mandible. U~fortunately the evidence is ambiguous

for tooth loss around the period of death for these individuals (Sutton,

1974:339ff) •

Prior to these events this woman had apparently led a fairly

healthy and active life. The skeleton ShOVfS relatively strong muscle
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mar'ki.ngs and X-ray examination ahowed no clear evidence of childhood

illness. She gave birth to at least 2 but not more than 4 children,

the last of whom was born several years before her death. The dental

evidence suggests a coarse diet inducing tooth Vlear, misalignLlent, and

eventual loss, as vJell as periodontal infection and subsequent mandibular

resorption. At the time of death most teeth had been lost, but there is

clear evidence of 'fern root planes' on the mandibular 3rd molar. 'I'he

right maxillary 3rd molar has conGenital peg form.

Burial B (see Sutton, 197'+:101ff)

This was of an adult male about '-~O years old and 169.6cm tall,

buried extended in the prone position \\Tith the head on the right side

and the palms of the hand uppermost (see Figure 35). Again there is little

evidence of an actual grave. In this case a fierce fire had burnt over the

top of the burial, and this caused problems in interpretation. For exanple,

the remains of some wooden p'Lanki.ng ," almost completely decomposed, were

found associated with the burial. In vie\-! of the close proximity of the

later fire, it was impossible to.determine precisely what this wooden

item was, but it may have encased the body, since remnants were found on top

rold to the sides of the burial. In addition, there was a clear outline of

a wooden artefact of some kind beside the body from at least the left

ankl.e to the armpit. 'I'hi s may have been a paddle or a short wooden weapon

comparable to a ta,iaha.• 'I'ho encasing structure might be interpreted as a

coffin. Once again there is an obvious parallel vIith the ':Jairau Bar site,

where Burial 6 was found with the badly decomposed remains of planking;

Duff (1956: '-IL~) supposes it may have been a canoe burial. In the Chat ham

Islands it is recorded that small, specially-made canoes were used as

coffins by the ~oriori (~alr, 1870:312; Travel'S, 1876:24; Tregeal', 1889:

75), and recently the remains of several small canoes with burials wer'e
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found there. Other wooden containers or coffins are recorded as having

been used for high ranking Noriori (Shand, 1897:162) and this decomposed

wooden structure associated w.it h Burial B may likewise have been something

other than a funerool canoe. Canoe burials are also known from Ho' orea

(Green, 1967:200), and the Cook Islands. Because the lower half of the

body was so damaged by the subsequent fire, the burial could not be

completely excavated. A small D'Urville Island black argillite adze vIas

found under the head. (see F'igure 3Ltb ) . This Has of Skinner Type 213

(Sldnner, 1971-la:107).

'1'he axis and atlas in this burial were found in an unusual

position of articulation and Sutton (19~t:102) believes that the

individual may have died of a ruptured spinal cord. As Hith Burial A,

this individual showed fev! signs of childhood illness in the form of

Earris lines, and the stron8 muscle markings attest a healthy active

life. A certain amount of arthritic degenerative change has affected the

cervical vertebrae, but this may not have been as severe as in other

individuals from the Palliser collection especially Burial H3(1) from

the Cleft Burial in the Nakotukutuku Valley. Again, the evidence favours

a largely non-functional dentition by the age of 40 years. There is

tooth loss, over-e~lption of non-opposed teeth, mandibular resorption,

and generally severe dental attrition.

Burial C (see Sutton, 197Lt:105ff)

This waa the skeleton of a 4 year old child about 105cm tall

buried in a very shal.Low scoop be tween wat erworn boulders and covered

\.,rith the Crust of Layer 5 and Lens B. Boulders appear to have been

placed over the skull. The bones of the left forearm were missing from

the burial (,Sutton, 1974:24D). 'I'he body was in a crouched position on
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the left side (see Figure 36), -and about 1LrOO apec iraene of DentaliUl::1

nnnun~ \-rere found covering the lower limbs. It is argued in Appendix 1Lr

that the shells in this instance decorated some form of garment, an

apron perhaps, and that they had been obtained by trade from some other

area of Ne\'l Zealand, possibly the j·:anukau Harbour. 'I'he centre piece

drilled from a moo. bone fish-hook during manufacture was also found

associated Hi th the Denta1iunl (see figure 5S't) , and may have functioned

as a toggle for the garment. The mandible of the child had been forced

open to an unnatural angle in a simi1nr vray to Burial A.

X-rays of the skeleton showed no Harris lines indicating

that the child had led a fairly healthy life, consistent with the dental

evidence. Still, there was considerable attrition for someone only

4 years of age. This probably suggests early weani ng and reliance on an

abrasive diet at an early age. The cnuse of death could not be deter[lined.

Burial D

This was a dog burial some distance from the main cluster of

human burials and close to a stone slab hearth (see F'i.gur-s 29). The

remains definitely indicate primary burial followed by later disturbance

when much of the skeleton was removed. The burial was in a circular scoop

about 35cm in diameter and 22cm deep. Since the epiphysis of the iliac

crest is nearly completely fused, and the ischial crest fully so, the

dog must hnve been about 24 months old (Sisson and Orossman, 1953).

'1'he metapodia1s, the vertebral column and ribs wer-e still in

articulation when the bur ia'L was excavated, but the rest of the skeleton

had been disturbed and many of the bones removed. It is notable that the

main limb bones and both mandibles had been removed - precisely those

most useful for mal\:ing artefacts. Presumably this \vas why the grave had
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been disturbed, probably some months after burial to 0.110\-1 decomposition..

It indicates that the people responsible knew the location of the burial

vmich in turn suggests something more than seasonal occupation of this

site.

Another interesbns feature of the burial is that the craniurn is

complete. All other dog crania found on the site are very fragmentary,

probably broken for removal of the brain for food. 'I'he fact that this

one was conp.Let.e , and also that the animal had initially been so carefully

buried probably arb~es that this dog was a 'pet'. The fact that certain

of its bones were later excavated possibly to make bird spears does not

discount this, for the use of the bones of a favourite birding dog

would have been quite in keeping with Polynesian practices relating to

the economic use of the bones of relatives. Dog burials are not unknown

in other Polynesian archaeological sites: two wor-e recovered in the

Bane excavations in the I'larquesas (Sinoto, 1966 :293; Sinoto and Kellum,

1965:29). no os penis vIas found in the crave and it may therefore have

been a bitch. In view of the removal of bones, however, this absence

could also be fortuitous. The very rounded and gracile appearance of

the cnani.um is rather better evidence for female sex. The 1st lumbar

vertebra has an outcro\'lth of bone on the right side which is a super

numerary rib. 'I'h i s condition is certainly congenital (Houghton , 1975:

pers.comm.), and therefore a potentially useful genetic marker.

Burial E (see Sutton, 19'71+:10'7ff)

'I'hi.a waa the complete slce Let on of a 35 year old female,

166.2cm tall. Again she was buried in a shallow scoop rather than a deep

grave. A bone lure (Figure 57c) was found wi t.h the burial. The body was

on the left side, the legs crossed, and the feet drawn up to the buttocks.
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'I'he richt hand vlaS on the left .knee , and the left hand was next to the

head. 'I'he body did not give the appearance of having been tightly trussed,

but some tying may have been necessary to keep the leGs and feet in

position (see rig-ure 3";). On the whole the burial position is strikingly

similar to that of the child Burial C, and again several large boulders

wer-e placed over the head. Visual and radiographic examination of this

individual ahowed no signs of significant ill-health or trauma. Her

skeletal frame \'lnS fairly robust by comparison \'lith other females from

Palliser nay, wi th strongly marked muscle ridges. She had given birth to

at least 2 and not more than l+ children. Arthritic degenerative change

waa pr-esent ' in the vertebral column but was ouch less severe than in

the males. 'I'oot h attrition, though marked by modern standards, was the

least dr-amat i,c of the Palliser r ama'i.na for persons of this age. No

evidence of periodontal disease or excessive mal-occlusion is evident.

'Fern root planes' did not occur. 'I'hez-e is congenital absence of both

the 3rd mand.ibular molars, and two peg 3rd r.101ars occur in the maxilla.

The atlas was broken on recovery and was rotated to an unnatural angle

to the axis. It is suggested by Sutton (197Lr: 107, 322) that death was

caused by a br-oken neck in similar fashion to 3urial B.

?.uri_L~ (see Sutton, 1971+: 109ff)

'I'hi s consists of the much decomposed remains of a male of

about LrO years who \'las 177.9cm tall. '1'he excavation of the burial took

place in wet weather and the very friable bones became so soft that

no rma.L excavation \'Tas impossible. Even a fine brush \'las sufficient to

br-eak down the bone to a sodden paste. 'I'he burial 1IlaS in an upright

sittinG position and as much of the skeleton as possible was exposed in

an advance-face method to gain a more precise idea of burial position.

'I'he technique proved only partly successful, and large blocks of sand
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\Vi th bones intact wor-e removed to the laboratory, where they vlere slowly

dried out over a period of a month or more before being excavated with a

jet of compressed air. 'l'his proved an ideal method of' removing the

matrix and 5% PVA in acetone was brushed into the friable bone as it

became exposed to add strenGth. By this laborious method much of the

bone was extracted intact.

The body had been placed in a shallow pit in an upright sitting

posture \1ith the limbs tightly flexed. The body and head were facing

north (see igure 38) and the arms \'lere bent \'lith palms on the knees.

The mandible had been forced open some time prior to burial with

considerable damac;e to the palatine and maxillary areas. Several large

boulders were placed over the head, and one of these had been thrust

in with such force that the top of ' the cranium had ir.1ploded. The facial

skeleton had also been crushed, and one-of the molars had penetrated up

into the orbit; whethar this occurred during the fact of f'cr-ci ng the mouth

open prior to burial, or i'Jith the act of crushing the cranium during

burial cannot be established with certainty, although the former may

be more likely. 'i.'\'10 adzes were found as grave goods, both made from

grey-veined D'Urville Island argillite. One of these (Figure 3L~c), a

Skinner Type 2A (1971+a :1C6) \·re,s placed betwecn the body and the mid-left

thigh ui th bevel away from the leg and poll facing down, In this

position it could not have been ha f t ed , 'l'he 2nd adze, which had an oval

cross section similar to Skinner 'l'ype 8 (1974a:112), is shown in

}i'ic:;ure 311·d and. vee found in the upper part of the burial fill.

Apparently during the burial ritual this adze had been broken dovJl1 by

flaking over the body while the Grave was being filled in, and thus

the pieces were incorporated in the burial.
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The-long bones of this· individual are very light in weight and

rather smooth and rounded wi th only light muscle markings. Despite this

they are massive for their length. Although the radiographs showed no

Harris lines, the cortical bone is very thin and the cancellous bone

strongly trabeculated. Sutton argues (197[1-:111) that their condition is

a siGn of osteoporosis, but that this condition is probably age-related

rather than pat.hc.Iogi.caL, However , it seems rather advanced for an ace

of LI-O years. 'i'he skeleton shows a high degree of spinal degenerative

change involving vertebral fusion, osteoporosis, irregular exostosis and

pitting. ~he dentition shows disease and early tooth loss. There is

excessive wear from an abrasive diet, and 'fern root planes' Vlere present

on the left Daxillary molars. It is difficult to be certain, but both

upper and lower 3rd no.Lar-s may have been congenitally absent (see Sutton,

197L~:112, 220).

Button has suggested that this male Vlou1d have been practically

an invalid at this age, although a strong and active man in his youth.

His Lmmed.i.at e cause of death is not kriown ,

,I,ndivid1J.al G (see Button, 197L~:113ff, 1711,)

This consisted of about 20 cranial fragments and a fevl teeth

scattered through the site whi.ch are believed to belong to one individual.

Button arGues that it \vas a female of about 25 to 35 years of age. 'I'he

maxilla shows evidence of periodontal disease and also indicates that

tooth wear had shifted from the now afunctional molars to the frontal

teeth. In General the cranium and dentition ViaS probably most similar to

that of Burial E.
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This was represented by only the right femur of a child of

about 3J years and height about 100cm. Hadiographic examination revealed

no Harris lines.

,fndiviclual I (see Sutton, 1971+:115ff, 175)

'I'h i s Has represented by only a f'ew hand bones, but Sutton

estiuates that they are from a child aged 1 to 10 years and height

about 75 to 85cm.

Individual J (see Sutton, 1971j·:116, 175)

This was represented by a fev' hand and foot bones from

another juvenile. Sutton estimates an age of about 2 years and height

about 90cm.

Genetic ne.la~~L<?F:.s]l.ins beb-leen the Individuals

The possible genetic links be twe en different people from

the various sites in Palliser :jay have also been explored by Sutton

(197Lr:141, 217-220). They include a number of interesting and specific

conclusions. For eX8nple, congenital tooth loss, peg molars and a

number of other cranial traits consistently occur in the remains from

the Kawakawa , the Cleft Burial at 113, and at the \Jashpool Eidden Site.

Fr-om this Sutton concludes:

"the overall impression gained from this pilot study is

that the Washpool sample was composed of genetically, as

vlell as socially related adults and that three of these

individuals shared a high proportion of the observed traits.

'i'he other adult observed, Individual A, is less intimately

related but she too shares a number- of inherited traits \'Ji th

her cor.rparriona , Our methods do not allow a very detailed
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assessment of the distance between the Hashpool sample and

others that make up the \lairarapa collection. Evidence does

exist however, ~n1ich indicates that there is a considerable

element of genetic continuity throughout the collection"

(Sutton, 1974:1[,-2)

T,he E:x:I?loi taU-on of Lithi.c I:aterials

General Commerrt s and Eote on the Use of Per'ceribartea.1 .. _ :.""

The Hashpool Hidden Site produced approximately 11,000 worked

stone artefacts. Their sourcing was the subject of intensive research

by K.Prickett (1975), and her findings are used extensively here. The

numerical counts used be Low are extracted from her tables (K.Prickett, n.d.).

All fiGures, including percentages relate to numbers of individual pieces

rather than \'leights. 'I'he technology of these artefacts, and the

significance of their distribution in the site remains larr;ely unstudied

as this was regarded as a large and separate project demanding the full

attention of another researcher. At this stage, therefore, only general

observations can be made on the subject.

Among some 11,000 pieces from the site are adzes, grinders,

files, abraders, drills, siru~ers, minnow lures, flw<e tools, and general

industrial refuse. I-Iore than 3CF;5 of the i terns wer-e made of imported

stone.

Apart from stone adzes, some of which were related to burials,

the distribution of the stone tools in different parts of the site follows

no obvious pattern. F!O\vever, various pockets of stone tools were found,

especially of obsidian, and this sUGgests that a closer study of
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distribution may prove useful •.The significance of such a study has

already been established for other New Zealand sites such as Tairua

(qv.Jones, 1973:74ff). It is also not ewor-thy that clusters of obsidian

were found close to the walls of the house excavated in the Moikau

Valley (rJ.Prickett, 1971+) , and this, together with the similar isolated

pockets in the Hashpool Hidden site, suggests that obsidian at least VIas

kept in small bags of some kind.

In what follows, changing frequencies of stone types are for

th~ most part discu~sed in terms of proportions (percentages), a practice

whi.ch has its pitfalls. 'I'he 'percentage', as Kerrich and Clarke (1967)

have pointed out, is a most dangerous statistic, for while it is

Generally used for outwar-d comparisons it is essentially an inward-

looking statistic. This problem is weLL realised by the author,

-
nevertheless it is a valuable vehicle for comparisons and its use is

unlikely to be curtailed. 1:Jhat is important is that conclusions drawn

from comparisons of per-centages should be accompanied by a sui table

sisnificance test. In this study, Hosenbaurn's nomographic chart was

extensively used for this purpose (1959), although exact probabilities

\vere aome'ti.mea calculated when a more powerful test waa required (see

Appendix 35). Occasionally, two distributions below are compared using

a Chi-square test for independent samples (Reyment, 1971:53).

0.e01.o52.cal Sources

Of the 23 different types of rock used by the occupants of this

site, 10 were imported, accounting for 00.76 of the total nwnber of

pieces; the remaining 13 rock types were classed as local, and account

for the rel"1aining 19.3% of the stone items (see Appendix 16). Obviously



then, the importation of stone·was a very significant factor in the

economy of these people. The actual sourcing of the different rock

types was undertaken by K.Prickett (see Appendix 18).

The imported stone came from as far north as IIuruiki and as

far south as Central Otago (about 600km in each direction from the

vJashpool) •

The most numerous rock type in the site vIaS obsidian, closely

f'oLLowed by chert. A comparable numerical relationship was encountered

in moat other sites in Palliser Bay. The obsidian and chert \,rere used

for a fairly similar range of snaIl flake scrapers and knives. These do

not fit easily into any formal shape categories (Shawcross, 196Ll-b) wi t h

the exception of the fairly common chert,drill points. Fror:J trace element

analysis (see Appendix 5) the obsidian was found to be derived from 7

different IJorth Island sources. Three of these are in the Bay of Plenty 

Coromanclel area (nayor Island, Cooks =:ay, and Puz-angf.}, three are in the

central North Island area (Rotorua, Taupo and Ongaroto), and one in the

Northland area (Huruiki). The chert on the other hand is probably all

from one district in the south-east coastal Hairarapa near Te 01'01. A

pilot study of the trace elements characterising these cherts and others

from the South Island showed significant differences between sources

(K.VJalls, 1971); however , this work has not been followed up, and the

sourcing of cherts here is based on hand examination. It is possible

that other sources are involved apart f'r-om Te Oroi, such as those at

Pahao for example (Sutherland, 194,7; Keyes, 1970, 1972), or near the

Ure IUver (\:Iaima HiveI') in Harlborough (K.VJalls, 1971).

Metasomatised argillite occurs in the assemblages about half

as frequently as obsidian or chert. 'I'h i.s is believed to be of D'Urville
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Island origin, most of it being -the fairly characteristic unveined dark

and medium grey material from Ht Ears, and veined light £Srey more

certainly from Ohana. Again, sourcing relies on hand identifications

by K.Prickett (1975: pers.comm.). The principal artefact made from

arc;illite is the stone adze, although a f'ew drill points were also found

made f'r'om broken down argilli te adzes. Vlhat is more interesting is that

of the 11+lf6 argillite flakes found on the site, 51+6 or 38;~ ahowod signs

of polished planes and/or hammer dressing, indicating their removal

from finished or partly finished adzes. 'I'hs additional flakes cannot be

proven to have come from adzes, but this is strongly suspected,

particularly as only one arGilli te core VIas found. In shor-t , whiLe a

great deal of industrial activity werit on at this site, adze-making

utilising high quality D'Urville Island argillite was not apparently part

of this industry.

The next most numerous cateGory of imported stone is a type of

indurated limestone. There are a f8\-1 drill points, polished f Lakes , and

adzes of this material, and they may not all derive from the same source ,

Siliceous limestone occurs fairly vJidely about Cook Strait, especially

the Amuri formation whi.ch outcrops from just south of Kaikoura to Cape

Campbell, and the l"anure,-Ja formation and Kai.whata and l.';ungaroa limestones

whi ch outcrop from north of Cape Palliser to just north of F'Lat Point.

'I'hi s material is washed up on Cook Strait beaches (Keyes, 1969), and some

of it' .Ls quite suitable for adze maki.ng , Host pieces, however, are

fraught "lith shearing lines which ruLe out conchoidal fracture and Li.rri t

its value. In addition, known quarries of the good quality limestone

wher-e adzes Here being manufactured do not occur on this coast, a Lthough

\>Jorking floors are plentiful Hhere flake tools were be i ng made. On the

other hand, an adze industry, based on limestone, is knoun elsewhere in
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l:eH Zealand,· and the llapier i.uaeum has many examples of Type 1A and LtA

adzes made from such material. J.1any are part of the large, well-known

Simcox collection made f'r-om an indurated limestone which occurs just

south of Cape Turnagain in the vicinity of the Akitio and Aohanga Rivers.

In hand specimen the material is very similar to the limestone used for

adzes at the Washpool, particularly in terms of patination. This opinion,

however, has not yet been verified, and in the meantime, limestone from

the Palliser sites is regarded as deriving from the closer source near

Hhite Rock ,

About equal quantities of schist and a variety of schistose

grey\'!acke were found at the Vlashpool Hidden site. The latter was being

used for stone u i nnow lure shanks but the principal use of both materials

waa for making sl:lall abrasive files. 'I'he schist is believed to derive

from the l.e l son district, and the schistose-greyvTacke from the Ka'imanawa

ranges south of Taupo.

A few pieces of nephrite Here found in the site, and these are

thought to have been obtained from the large Arahura River source

although there is a closer nephri te source near i.eLson and another one

on D'Urville Island. A s tudy of nephrite densities (Ri t ch i e , n.d.)

suggeat s the Arahura source for the \1airarapa material. The fev! pieces

of serpentine and talc in the Washpool site are judsed to be from the

Nelson area.

The last imported stone material was silcrete (orthoquartzite)

of wh i ch only 5 pieces Here found. In hand specimen the pieces are very

similar to the source at Oturehua in Central (,tago. In view of the

distance involved, this vlaS an unexpected occurrence.
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The principal local stone was greywacke whi.ch is the main

rock type found in the southern Hairarapa geological landscape. Greyvvacke

is 12 times as numerous as any other local stone. Even so, it is only

half as common as either obsidian or chert. A specially shaped tool with

use marks consistent \lrit h sawing was common.Ly found in Palliser sites and

this was invariably made from a spall of' greY\lIacke. Tn addition to these

'cutters', greyv'lac1';:e was found in the site as hammerstones and polished

adze C!1:LpS.

Pumice i.s also another 'local' material that \lras utilised.

ThOUGh of sea borne origin it occurs on beach ridges in quite large

pieces, and was apparently used for its abrasive properties. lIost of

the pieces found featured smooth hollows where an area had been used for

grinding. Pumice was also used for net floats as is evidenced by finds

at the Pararald River nout.h (Pri.cke t t et.al.: n s d , }; l ext in importance

to pumice are various local argillites. These include unbaked argillite

used for files and mi.nnow lures, and both a volcanic argillite and a

shale-like or slaty argillite used in a similar fashion to the greY\llacke

cutters.

Other local rocks collected and used by the occupants of the

site were spillitic lava, calcite, kokowa i , various concretions, coral,

quartz crystal, and fossil bivalves. Eost of these were merely small

pieces or flru~es and were not used for any particular purpose. One

or two rounded pebbles were found with kokowa.i stains indicative of

the manufacture of red pigLlent. The fossil bivalves wer-e Cucull~

(Latriarca) h?L:J).toni, :~l~.:Lc'y'm.eris O;anaia) huruniensis, and Dosinia

D<areia) ct' G:J;'.8.Y.i.; it is very likely that these derive from the Hurupi

formation, an Upper IIiocene fossilferous blue mudstone which occurs

in a small isolated outcrop 1300 liletres north of the Hashpool.
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,9hanginG J~c;;tterns of Ut.i.lisati,9~

With such a large assemblage of stone material, and so many

imported rocks it is to be expected that any chances in the pattern

of communication of these people with communities outside Palliser IJay

would be reflected in some numerical vIay in the stone material. 'L'he

assemblage has been split into only 3 temporal units (Levels It II and III)

and there are a number of significant trends which stand out. First is

the overall change in the proportions of imported to local stone

be twccn the three levels (see i[;'ure 39). At about 1180AD just over

7716 was imported and 23% 10ca1. By c.131·!·5AD the imported stone had

risen to 83%, and by IJevel III (c.1538AD) was 9,5;6. In addition, the

Parar-ak.i lliclden site, investigated by HvLeach (1976: Chapter 3), is

dated to c.12lj·9AD and :ha,s Cl cOl'J'espondingly 10Vl figure of 63.13% for

imported stone (discounting the large quantities of naturally occurring

pumice on the beach ridge); this again fits reasonably wel.L i'lith the

trend shown in FiGure 39. 'I'he significance of this trend vras assessed

using Hosenbaum 1 s nomogr-aphi.c chart (1959 :11-7). The proportion of local

stone falls, si~snificantly with time (p less than 0.01 oompari.ng the

fi[,'1..1res of LcveL I \'li th Lovel II, and Level 11 with Level III). Only 3 other

assemblaces frou Palliseray are larGe enough to warrant comparison

with these fi[;Ures. These are unfortunately all from specialised

house sites, and the figu.res uniformly ShOH a much h i.gher proportion of

imported stone. 'I'wo houses at the Pararaki, the object of a salvage

excavation (Pricket et .03.1.: n s d , ) had 91.[i% imported stone; this ait e--
\'las not radiocarbon dated, but on artefactual grounds is believed to be

part of CJ. 12th century ao t t Lement , The lloikau house (n.Pricl:ett, 1971+)

was dated to c.11()OAD and has 91+. 2';; imported stone. Lastly, the Hashpool

house site at n4 was dated to c.1539AD and had 95.5;·; imported stone. It
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would appear that house sites wer-e not only the scene of specialised

industrial activity, but were possibly used to store the more valuable

imported materials. In contrast, the larger coastal middens contain

evidence of a much broader range of technological activities, and the

relative quantities of different resources on these sites are probably

a closer reflection of the time and ener6~ expended on each material

by these communities. For this kind of site then, the proportion of

imported stone appears to have some relevance for relative dating.

As Fiigure 39 ShOHS, local rocks are never especially important,

but were about 5 times as numerous in the early period as later. This

may suggest that \'Then the Palliser people first came to this area there

was considerable exper-imentatLon viith local materials. As time 'vent by,

however, exchange networke became at r-onge.r and mor-e reliable, Leadi ng

eventually to a situation of virtual dependence on imported rocks.

It should not be thought that the increasing reliance on

external resources involved each rock type to the same extent. Of the

10 imported rocks, obsidian, chert, and );leta-argillite account for more

than 97/~ in each level at the \lashpool. The different proportions of

the,se through time are shown in Figure 1+0, and as is evident, there is

a fall off through t irne in the quantity of obsidian, and a rise in both

chert and meta-argilli tee The amount of all other Lmport ed rocks

remains f'a.ir'Ly constant, and at a very low percentage. This shift m-Tay

f'r-om the inportation of obsidian is dr-anat i.c after c.1345AD. \'/hen the

fi[;ures for Levels II and III are compared the trends are significant

(p less than 0.01) for obsidian, chert, and meta-argillite. On the other

hand, the slight shifts observed be twecn Leve Le I and 11, while in the

same direction, are not siGnificant (p greater than 0.05) for any of the
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3 main rock types.

Both the meta-argillite and the chert were obtained in the

Cook Strait area, while the obsidian "'TaS obtained only in the northern

half of the l:orth Island. From these figures it could be ar-gued that

over a period of time, ties were strengthened in the Cook Strait area

at the expense of communications further north. Conversely, they could

be used to arGue that in the earliest period, contact \'Jas stronger \Vith

the northern area. Hhether this miGht imply that Palliser people

oriGinated further north "'ill be discussed later. 'l'he main impact of

this chanGe apparently took place some time between about c.1345AD and

c.153[)AD.

At least seven different sources of obsidian were represented

in the \1ashpool lIidden site (Appendix 17), and all are represented in

Level 11. llowever, while they cannot be shovn1 to have been used in the

other two levels, the sample sizes are much ama.lLer- for these levels

and the absence of some sources may be sirJply a product of sampling

error. In all 137 pieces of obsidian from the site were analysed for

trace eLemerrt a , and while this information is very useful to determine

the actual sources used, much larger aamp'Les than this need to be

analysed to dravr statistically si[~ificant conclusions about any trends

in utilisation of minor sources. In the present instance it seeme.d wiser

to group the obsidian into that from :ayor Island and that from 'other'

sources, since this division has long been seen as an important one in

other 11e\'r Zealand archaeological sites. }Tor instance Green {196LI-:139)

argued stronGly that Mayor Island obsidian uas the dOr:Jinant type in

early North Island sites, and that later this obsidian declined in

popularity among people some distance from the I:ayor Island source.

Some have thought that this conclusion holds throughout Nevl Zealand but
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the figures from Palliser Day d? not support this notion, and a careful

appraisal of the whoLe situation is clearly required. 'I'lri.e ViaS attempted

using fic;ures from 65 Levl Zealand sites, and the results are presented in

Appendix 20. From this study it is evident that while a definite trend

m'JaY from the utilisation of . ayor Island obsidian can be seen in New

Zealand sites, there is wide variation around this trend during all

periods of the prehistoric sequence. As a dating device, the proportion

of Layor Island obsidian wouLd appear to have limited application at a

very general level only. The predicted dates based on this regression

analysis for the Hashpool Hidden site would be:

a) Based on the assur:1ption that all green obsidian is from Hayor Island

Level HI

LevsI 11

Level I

1309AD

131l-0AD

1368AD

b) Based on the trace element analysis

Level III 1347AD

Level II 1395AD

Level I 1405AD

\lhile these estimates are of the correct order of magnitude for the

middle period of the l.'Jashpool sequence, they are nevertheless contrary

to the established stratigraphic and radiocarbon chronology.

When the fiDJ.res for the \lJashpool site are plotted (Figures [1-1

and [12) there is a clear trend t owar-de greater use of Layor Island

obsidian through t i.me , This trend is evident in fib"Ures based on both

the trace element sourcine; (FiGure 1+2), and also on the assumption that

green obsidian is from IIayor Island (Figure ~·1) .; however, the trend

cannot be proven to be significant (p less thw1 0.05) in the case of

Figure 1+2 because of the small samples involved. For the values in
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Figure J+1, each step in the trend is significant (p less than 0.01).

This cornpar-Laon highlights the need to develop techniques capable of

accurate sourcing of large samples of lithic material. Even t hough the

present sample used for trace element analysis was 5 times larger than

any other in ;:evl Zealand, the trends could not be proven significant.

This only cI:lerged from the Leaa precise sour-c i.ng technique applied to

the complete assemblage.

'.rhe results from the Uashpool site indica-te that while a

general trend m'laY from i:layor Island may be observed for Ne\\1 Zealand as

a whole, the pattern of Use in a particular area may be quite different

to the cumulative trend. At the \'lashpool l'lidden site, the occupants

I:'elied increasingly on Hayor Island as a source, and other sites in

the ir:unediate vicinity fit reasonably well with this trend, althouGh

its positive assessment is hampered by smaller sample sizes. A different

pattern, however, might well be encountered in sites around Vellington,

the eastern 1Jairarapa coast, or even other areas of Palliser P,ay itself.

Until this subject is studied more intensively, relative dating fror.1 the

proportion of Layor Island obsidian should be applied with great caution,

except wher-e very local use patterns have been established. In the case

of the \lashpool, the lines of best fit are as follows:

a) Based on the assumption that all green obsidian is from Mayor Island

Date AD = 27.57 x % 955 (SE Estil.1ate = LI' Years)

b) Based on the trace element analysis

Date AD = 25.3L~ x % 525 (SE Estimate = 78 Years)

There are unfortunately very feH conpar-ab.l e figures for other

Now Zealand sites relating to the precise obsidian sources used. One

recent study is of the lIotutapu 'undefended site' (]:J38/37) and the

results are published by Dav i.deon (1974b) and \'lard (1971+b). The assemblage
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consisted of 132 pieces (see Appendix 20) and by proportional

calculations on the published figures it would appear that:

21.276

55.(3%

13.1%

9.9;;

probably came from Nayor Island (green coloured)

from 're Ahurnata on Great Barrier Island

from Awana on Creat Barrier Island

f'r om Huruiki in liorthland

These sources a.re not "w.ithi.n 75km of Lot utapu" as 1!lard claims (197ltb:

13); on the contrary, the Huruiki source is 165lcm in a straiGht line

f'r-om 1:38/37. The Lotutapu ait e is very late by compar i aon Hi th the

\!ashpool and is dated to the mid-eighteenth century. Hhat these figures

do show is that late in the prehistoric sequence considerable investment

was still being made into raw materials from far afield. 'I'he same

picture is ahown at the Hashpool.

An attempt to gauge the transportation 'cost' involved with

these raw materials is l:1ade in Appendix 19. This clearly shoHs that

. the nett Lnveatment of energy in Gathering rocks was practically

constant in each of the 3 periods, represented by approximately 1,000,000

units; however, the distribution of this cost from one material to

another is far from constant in the different periods.

The shifts in distribution are clearly brought out by

considering several different resource zones. VUlen the figures are

separated for the North and South Islands for example (see Figure Lj-3)

it is clear that as tine went by, far sreater importance was attached

to South Island lithic sources at the expense of North Island ones.

1,Jhen the f'Lgur-e s are separated out into the 6 main resource

zones, several equally siGnificant trends may be seen (Figure It·Lt). For
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instance, there is a steady de~line in the material arriving from the

Cor-omandeL-Bay of Plenty area, and also a fall off in the utilisation

of local materials. VIT1at rises substantially is the Lnveatment in

imported materials from the Cook Strait area (from D'Urville Island,

\'1hite Rock , 'l'e Oroi, and the Nelson district).

One striking feature of these assemblages is the strong

reliance on imported material rather than local rocks. II.leach has

ar-gued e l.sewher-e C1976 :Chapter 3) that argillite became an especially

valuable CODnlodity in this respect, being continually re-used until

only very tiny pieces remained. ~:his dominance of external rocks sUGGests

that the earliest people came into this geologically impoverished

environment secure in the' knowledge that they wer-e backed by a flourishing

exchange netwo.rk whi ch could provide them with essential ravl materials

fror:1 much farther afield. It is a pattern found repeatedly in nearly

all the supposedly 'early' sites known from 11evl Zealand, suggeat i.ng

none are of initial settlement age.

From the point of view of communications, the figures presented

argue that the earliest people at the Hashpool wer-e at rong.Ly reliant on

the Coromandel-Bay of Plenty resources, if not in close contact with

groups of people in that area. Boreover, people from the same area

wer-e also supplying Houhora and the Ilanukau Iieads CS.Best, 1975) with

stone materials. Over a period of t i.mc , however , contact ltlith the

resources and commurrities in the coastal areas of Cook Strait became

more important and probably more reliable. There was also a significant

commurri.cat i on Li.nk with the resources of the centra1 IJorth Island area,

and this WJ.S especially strong in the middle of the prehistoric sequence.

However, this channel apparently dried up sOrJettme before the 16th

century. Because the contact uith the Coromandel-Day of Plenty continued

i'd. th only minor reduction at this time, it wouLd appear chat material
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from this area was not coming down through the centre of' the North

Island on an overland route. A seaward or coastal passage seems more

likely. Thus, this commun.ity in Palliser Ba:,"' appears to have been involved

with at least two distinct exchange ne twor-ka in the North Island alone,

and a case can be made that the strongest of these was maritime based.

Ultimately a similar type of system strengthened ties closer to home in

the Cook Strait area itself. Small quantities of other South Island

rocks f'rora further afield (such as a i.Lcr-et e ) became incorporated into

this traffic. Implicit in this suggestion is the notion that maritime

technology vTaS highly developed by c.11eOAD.

A similar maritime system has been proposed involving the

Horthland and Coromandel areas, in \'Thich Tahanga basalt was a principal

commodity (S.Best,1975~ Day of Plenty obsidian and Coromandel sinters

wer e also involved in the transfers. The fact that neither the 'I'ahariga

basalt nor the ·:oror.1andel sinters accompanied the Coromandel obsidian

to Palliser nay argues for some complexity in the overall exchange syat em ,

perhaps involving middle men specialising in particular materials. Far

more information is needed from the actual source areas t hemaeLvea to

elucidate this problem.

Floral and Faunal Remains

Flornl Rer.1ains

Quantities of plant remains were recovered in the excavations

in the form of wocd , charcoal and carbonised seeds. Host of the material

was recovered by ai.evirig , and this debris, along "!i th soil samples, was

eventually put through a flotation apparatus specifically desicned to

remove landsnails, as these were the subject of a research project. With
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the landsnails thus removed, the remaining samples are fairly

concentrated floral remains. Vegetation residues from other sites,

particularly the larger seed capsules, were sent to specialists for

identification, and this yielded some valuable information. Such a task

for the \!ashpool Hidden site, howover , wouLd have been a very· considerable

undertaking, and \'1aS not attempted. There is an urgent need in r:evT Zealand

to establish suitable comparative collections to facilitate this kind

of research on a routine basis.

Fish and Crayfish
-.,;;:;;;,---:;~-'--...;;;..~,,---

Considerable quantities of fishbone were recovered from the

midden and from this material 5 pa~red cranial bones were separated

for identification. These were the dentary, articular, quadrate,

premaxilla and maxilla. In addition, numerOU6 individual characteristic

bones were kept aside, such as the operculae of Chelidonichthys kU!:ll.~

and ~:l:.colenu,s !J8.'?,illoGu:s., the spines of 1';8.vodon convexirostris and

various elasmo.branchs, scutes from §comber sp. and pharyngeal clusters

of labrids and many others. In addition, quantities of fish were caught

during the f LeLdwork periods and boiled down for comparative purposes.

Once the various portions of the anatomy were sorted and re-bagged so as

to preserve details of areal and strat.igraphic provenance, the

a.rchaeological remains were identified and re-bagged according to species.

This procedure allows the distribution of different kinds of fish to be

studied later (see F'i.gur e L~5).

A particular problem arises with the identificatibn of fish

remains since speciation of the infra-cranial anatomy such as vertebrae

is notoriously difficult. This problem is complicated by the limited
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comparative collections availa~le, since accurate speciation must

involve exclusive identification rather than merely findin~ a comparable-

looldng bone in a comparative collection. llany New Zealand archaeologists

may be quite unaware of ,the close similarity between the vertebrae of

!h;y,rsiteG atun, for example, and those of I.J8.I?iclopUi:3 caudatus and also of

Jordan};dia soJ;;.'2]1dri. In the present analysis, as far as wee possible,

identifications rested on the more characteristic cranial bones,

although even here particular attention must be paid to certain groups

of species, such as the 3 mentioned above. Because identifications rest

on cranial bones, the figures derived could be biassed by various

practices related to preparation of the fish, such as filleting and also

preservation techniques. No simple solution to this problem can be

sUGgested. A constant watch was kept for obvious differences in

frequency of vertebrae and cranial fragr:lents. Fortunately no such

discrepancies were seen. Various specialists were consulted over

particular identification problems, and some of the material could only

be identified after radiographic study as in the case of elasmobranch

vertebrae. A few bones, belonGing to perhaps as many as 8 species,

remained unidentified at the completion of the analysis.

Minimum illlobers were calculated in the usual fashion with

little attention being given to the possibility of unpaired left and

right bones. This means that the fig'ures Given in Appendix 23 are

10'ltJ evaluations of minimum numbers.

'I'he remains of lrYI· fish were identified, and these be Loriged

to at least 27 different species. 'l'h i.a is a sur-pr-iaing'ly large numbe r

of species compared with other NOYJ Zealand archaeological sites. In

Appendices 23 and 2l~, PaeudoLabr'ua celidotus and Pvp i t t ena'i s are not--------------

differentiated, nor Angu,i.1la, d;ieffenl~?chii and A'_S-ustralis, although
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these differences were occasionally detected.

All these species are fairly common in Palliser Bay today

(see \VaHe, 1909:trawls 72-75), particularly in the broken rocky gr-ound ,

although some species are more common over open sandy bottoms such as

the elasmobranchS. Publications relating to modern fishing techniques

permit th~ li~(ing of particular catching devices with individual species

(see Appendix 27). From a study of these it can be established vli th some

confidence that the activity represented at this site was concentrated

around baited hook and line fishing for demersa1 fish, although significant

catches of pelagic fish were also made with surface trolling lures. Other

fishing methods probably included baited traps, set nets and probably

diving and spearing. The different species and quantities of fish caught

by these different methods are set out in Appendix 25. These figures

indicate that some noteworthy changes took place between Levels I and 11.

It is interesting that while the general species composition

of Levels I and IIis not significantly different (see footnote to

Appendix 23), when the catching methods are considered there is a highly

significant difference observed (see footnote to Appendix 25). For

instance, deep wat er baited hook fishing has fallen in popularity

(significant p less than .01), wh'i.Le crayfishing has risen significantly.

The observed fall in eels may also be significant. \Vhen the different

catching methods are related to fish zonation (Appendix 26), it is clear

that what has occurred is a general decline in offshore fishing

activities (presumably from canoes) in favour of inshore fishing around

broken rocky ground (see footnote to Appendix 26).

As wi.Ll, be shown be Low there is no significant seasonal

difference in occupation be twaen Levels I and 11, and this observed

increase in inshore marine foraging must be related to some other factor.
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This shift is in fact but one of a constellation of changes seen in

Palliser Bay t owar-ds the end of the 1L~th century. It \"ill be argued in

Chapter 5 that the cause of these changes is related to an overall

climatic shift in New Zealand at this time, au~nented by local

deforestation resulting from slash-and-burn horticulture.

Shellfish

As with most Archaic sites"a wide range of shellfish species

are represented. 'I'wo of the 31 species may have been imported for

ornamental purposes, namely Dentalium nanum and Pecten novaezelandiae

povaezelandiae (see Appendix 14). Only about 10 of the remaining species

occur in large numbers, and these must have provided the bulk of shellfish

meat in the diet. 'I'he most important species "lOre Haliotis iris, Helacrarlhia

and Zediloma app , , .92.llana r adf.ans , Lunella ~[;da, Haustrum haustoriun,

,£o.ol:.\a .s.u.lcat~, and !:.<?phies app , The mi rri.mum numbers for each level are

, given in Appendix 22, and the list indicates heavy dependence on

communities from the rocky intertidal platform. Compared with the Black

Hocks middens though, shellfish in this site are relatively sparse. For-

similar depths of excavation the Hashpool Hidden site yielded about 70

2 2
shells per m , compared to 3500 per m at Black Hocks. In addition,

although there are important changes through time in the functional

status of the \Iashpool Hidden site, the general fall in numbers in

shellfish, evident in Appendix 22, is regarded as significant. The modern

sublittoral fringe is practically bereft of shellfish, and although the

midden does not indicate proximity to as rich an intertidal area as

Black Rocks, there "laS clearly a relatively stable inshore environment

close to the site 800 years ago. It is believed that the gradual fall

in numbers of shellfish reflects progressive instability in the immediate
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coastline. It is noteworthy that there is a dramatic fall in J'lela()'ranhit?:.

aethiops (see Appendix 42) from Level I to Level 11, whi ch as shown by

Anderson (19730.:99, Figure 17) is characteristic of the upper shore, and

a correlated rise of Lunella_,smaragda, which is more often found in the

lower subli ttoral fringe (ibid). This suggests that shel Lf'Lsh wer-e still

present in slightly deeper water near the \'lashpooJ. at c.13L~5AD when the

inshore habitat had been broken up by wave action and the generally

deteriorating marine conditions. As will be seen shortly there is no need

to invoke climatic factors to explain this particular ecological change.

Of equal significance is the presence in both Level I and 11

of numbers of filter-feeding shellfish, some of which are not present in

the modern marine environment. 'lb.ese include f,lytilis edulis, Ostrea sp.,

Perna canaliculus, Pa"Dhies sp., Aulocorlya maoriana, Pecten n.novaezelandiae

and DentaliurJ nanum, The latter hJO wer-e apparently used as ornaments as

already discussed, and their precise origin is questionable; however, the

remainder were certainly collected locally as they persistently occur in

the earliest middens in Palliser Bay. Very small specimens of ~hies spp.

are found and these are un.l i.keLy to have moved far from their source. The

question of the origin of Dentalium nanum and Pecten n.novaezela.ndiae

cannot be decided with certainty (this issue is discussed at length i.n

Appendix 1Lt ) , and both could have been locally obtained were the marine

environment more favourable to filter feeders than today. That possibi1ity

is certai.nly indicated by the presence of at least 10 species of these

animals in the earlier layers. In Appendix 41 the shellfish assemblage

is split into browsing animals and filter feeders, and it is evident

that the latter disappear from the sequence before Level III (c. 1532i'.D) •

Because of the relatively sraall numbers it is difficult to be certain

how pronounced the change waa by Level II (c .13L~5AD). If the t1;1O
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'ornrunental' species are included in the assessment, the trend is

highly e i grri.fioarrt by this time. It must be remembered that shellfish

numbers generally had fallen by Level 11, and this may relate to the

same phenomenon.

Since filter feeders are quite intolerant of soil suspensions,

the obvious explanation for these changes is a general rise in the

sediment load of the 1'Iakotukutuku River. The river today is heavily

loaded in periods of high rainfall which induces erosion and slumping,

and there is little doubt this has been greatly accelerated by European

deforestation and pasture development. It is suggested that this process

began with the earliest Polynesian occupation and that its effects on the

coastline, detectable by c.1345AD, had practically destroyed nearby

shellfish communities by c.1538AD. A few filter feeders were found in

the Hashpool Cleft F;urial, dated to 1lf80AD :t. 70, so a date of about

1500 might be used to mark the final turning point in this significant

change in coastal ecolo~J.

Finally it should be noted that this change need not have

affected areas of the coastline very far from the Washpool. Longshore

drift is in a southerly direction, and sediments from the llakotukut.uku

River today affect areas as far as Te Humenga, about 3.5km away.

H.IJeach (1976: Chapter 3), has documented similar episodes of erosion

from a study of dune formation, riverine flooding, and shingle fan

development, and although local erosion is sho1:ffi to have conmenced

at different times in different places, the process underwent acceleration

in all areas at about 1Lf50 to 1500AD.
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Sea Hanrnals

Two factors combine to render the identification of sea

mammal bones and their precise temporal provenance less secure than

other remains. Cn the one hand identification of cetaceans in particular

is very difficult due to the lack of comparative material (Bakar-, 1971+:

pers.comm.), and on the other, many of the bones were quite large pieces,

and in some caaea were thicker than the soil layers in wh.ich they were

found. For' exampLe , whi.La the limits of Lens UB \'lere clearly identified

from the distribution of fine yellow ash, large vertebrae, such as those

of GlobicenhaJ.a r:Jelaena beLoriging to this period of deposition, are

most unlikely to have all been laid dOvm inside the lens. Numbers of

these vertebrae may easily have become incorporated in later layers. Some

flexibility L1USt therefore be Lnvolced in interpreting the true provenance

of many of these renains.

A small collection of vertebrae and other bones derived from

a dolphin, either L.ar~enorhIn.~ap , or De).pr:.inus sp , Of the three

possibilities, IJ. crl~ci.G.e..~ is unlikely on distributional grounds, but

L.obscurus or ~.delp):\i0.. are both fairly common in Cook Strait. It is

unfortunate that precise identification is not possible since L.obscurus

is generally only present in winter (Gibb & Flux, 1973:337), whi.Le lareer

shoals of 22. delphi,s appear in Pa11iser Bay in summer (Gaskin, 1968; 1972:

5Lf , 135; Baker, 1972; \lebb, 1973). A mfrri.mum number of 1 individual was

present in the site, and while two of the bones were recorded as layer

Lf :nack, these are believed to be derived since most were found in

Lens TIB and the Crust of Layer 5. 'I'he animal is therefore judged as

havine been consumed durinG Level I.

A large number of bones were identified from the blackfish
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or pilot whaLe , GlobicephalB;, .melaena. 'I'he se wer e from medium sized

specimens of about 2. I+m to 3m (S-10ft) in length. This animal is

fairly COI11J110n in Cook Strait and is prone to mass strandings; it is

more abundant in spring and early summer (Gaskin, 1968:117). At least

2 individuals Here present and these belonged to Level 11, althouGh

again some bones were displaced. The remains are concentrated directly

over Burial B and many are carbonised. It is sUGgested that joints from

these animals wer-e cooked in this position over an open fire, and this

accounts for the destruction of much of the underlying human remains as

noted earlier.

Some fraQnents of baleen plates were recovered from Level I.

These could not be identified beyond that of baleen whale, Order l1ysticeti.

They r:1ay have been collected for the bone \'Ihich is very touGh, although

meat fron stranded specimens could have been brought to the site.

'1.'he southern fur seal, Arctocephalus forsteri VIaS represented

by a r.1inirnum number of 2 adults and 1 imnature specimen in Level I, and

at least 3 adults in Level 11. These animals are highly seasonal in

their habits according to age and sex, but because the basic osteometric

work on this subject has not been done (c.f. Bryden, 1972), they cannot

be used as precise seasonal markers. The stronGly diurnal pattern of

activity - feeding at night tir;1e and hauling out to sleep during the day,

especially in the mid-afternoon (Stirling, 1968) - suggests that they

could have been tlli~en on land by clubbing. A strong winter dominance

of non-breeding herds on shore is a marked pattern in such areas as

Kai.kouz-a (Stonehouse, 1969:520), Cape 'I'uraki.rae in Pallise:r Bay (Gibb

and Flux, 1973:335), and the 1'hree Kings Islands (Sorensen, 1969;

Singleton, 1972); howevar , they are abundant in the summer months

further to the south as breeding colonies. The actual distribution of
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these colonies varies, although: the breeding habits probably reflect

cLf.nat i.c factors. 'i'he hauling-out colony' at Cape 'J'urakirae was only

established in 1950 (Gibb and l"lux, 1973:338).

'I'he remains of one sub-adult female sea lion, Neophoca hooked.

were found in Level 1. 'I'h i s is probably the most northern recorded

presence of a livinc; sea lion, although it is knO\vn as a sub-fossil

find from Corornandel. The fravnents in the site were notably fresh

in appearance, discountinc; a fossil origin (Baker, 197L~: pers.comm.).

The sea lion is the most abundant marine mammal on many sub-antarctic

islands, and straGgles as far north as Stewart Island and very aeLdom

to the South Island. Other sub-antarctic marine mDJJmals occasionally

move much further north in winter (Stonehouse, 1969:521; Gibb and

Flux, 1973:33Lt ) , and a similar explanation is offered for the presence

of this individual.

At least 2 individual leopard seals, H;ydrurGa leptonyx were

recovered from Level I. As with the sea lion, these specimens are a

lone; vlay north of their normal distribution. Rare solitary visitors

have been recorded in Canterbury and l1arlborough (Stonehouse, 1969:521),

and even llawkee Bay in SOI:le wi nt er-s (Baker, 197L:- : pers.comm.). Other

large sea mammals such as the elephant seal, Ilirounga leonina also

fit into this pattern of a more extended distribution in winter, and

wi.t.h improved methods of identification could become valuable seasonal

markers. The bones of elephant seals have been used as an indicator of

aut umn or \vinter occupation at Pleasant HiveI' (S155/2), on the

assumption that the animals wer-e killed when they hauled out to moult

(Teal, 1975:35). '1'he same conclusion miglrt apply to the 'l'a.i rua site on

the CoromandeL (IJI+L+/2) wher-e elephant seal bones wer-e identified from
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conclusion is reinforced by a recent study (Row.l.and , n.d.) of shellfish

gro\"1th lines and the presence of certain bird species.

Polynesian Rat

I~rGe numbers of rat bones \"1ere recovered from the excavations,

accounting of a minimum number of 113 individuals. Some 94 were in

Level I, falling to 18 in Level II and 1 in Level Ill. Other sizeable

archaeological collections which have been studied include finds from

the Polynesian outlier Nukuoro totalling Lr5 individuals (these are a

different species, however , qv. Davidson, 1971a:91), and the Uhakamoenga

Cave Site near 'l'aupo (Hosking, 1962) whi ch has produced about 30

individuals. The species Rattus e~ulans has not been studied intensively

in 1:O\·r ;;jealand partly because of the difficulty of locating live

populations. Good evidence exists that the native species was quite rare

at the time of ~lropean contact (Thomson, 1922:76) despite runbif,Uous

references to p'l.agues of rats in Earlborough in 1772. Indeed, the last

reference may possibly have involved Rattl.1.p rattus introduced by

Captain Cook only three years earlier. If so, this too is not without

siGnificance. The phenomenon of 'explosive' population gr-owth is

characteristic of adventive species, and is usually followed by a

sharp fall in number-s as various env'ironmenta'l factors 'catch up'.

The pattern has been observed for many other species introduced into

New Zealand (qv. Thomson, 192.2:78ff; Hilson, 1975). 'I'he Lar-ge numbers

of rats at the \'Jashpool I·Iidden Site about 1180AD could indicate that

p~attus ext~lans. had been introduced into the 1;]airarapa, possibly new

Zealand as a whole some time duri.ng the previous century. An addit i.ona'l

possibility relates to the maI~ed seasonal redistribution of populations
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which has been recorded on Little Barrier Island (I'Jatson, 1955),

and which is believed to apply to the f'ew surviving populations ar-ound

New Zealand. Very f'ew specimens could be caught near habitations from

about September to February, yet they are numerous in the middle of the

year, especially April to June. 'I'r'app.ing experiments in both climax

and secondary forests, and near human settlement suggCGt tlu:rt a

novonont t akee place out of the forest from about liar-ch , Thus at the

Hashpool large number-s may have been caught around settlements in the

autumn and early \'!hlter. Ethnographic records also suggest a stronG

eeascna'l. pattern in the taking of rats. Pest, for exampl e , states that

they wer-e in good condition in late autumn and \'lintel', and that this

fell off Greatly in sur~er (Best, 1942:426). In addition, F~rth

records that they Here trapped and preserved in June, July and Augus t

(Firth, 1959:72).

In contrast to Pacific Island populations, the species is

nocturno.l in Fe", Zealand (Best, 1942: 11.51; Stead, 1937:179), and was

therefore caught at night by setting snare pits and traps. 'rhere are

many records of the inability of this rat to chev anything harder than

soft veGetable matter in Island Polynesia (Gill, 1929; ::arplcs, 1955;

Fall, 2.t.2.l., 1971; Stead, 1937). It is therefore significant that

quantities of bird and fish bone in the Hashpool Niddon Site were

found to have been heavily cnmled by very sl:1all teeth which could

only have been rats. 7he resultinG excessive dental attrition has

been recorded froD other archaeological sites in Ne\'! Zealand (qv.Hutton,

1877; sec also White and ~utton, 1879 for corrections to the former

po.per). 'I'hese behavioural and per-haps anatomical differences betwcen

Pacific populations could be of use in tracing the settlement history

of man who probably unwit t i.ng.Iy transported these animals in canoes.
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Hetrical studies of HO-HuG. exulans clearly show a gradual

increase in size t owards the eastern and southern parts of the Pacific

('l'ate, 1935; Hatson, 1955; HarpIes, 1955), and a study of maxillary

and mandibular tooth row measurements of the Ylashpool remains and

others from New Zealand sho\'! that these are very large by Pacific

standards (B.F.Leach, n.d.), and most similar to those from marginal

eastern Polynesia.

Pol;zncsian Do,~

With the exception of the deliberately buried dog (see above)

the r-emai.ne of Canis fat:1iliaris in all three levels were highly fragmented,

and this dar:1age made the estimation of minimum nUr:1bers particularly

difficult. Ace assessment had to be' made largely on the basis of

mandible and tooth sizes since most of the limb bones had been broken

into many pieces. CLaws , teeth, and cranial fragments contributed

substantially to a total of over 500 separate pieces of doe. 1:Jithout

a detailed analysis and matching of fragments, mi.rriuum numbers are

only approximate (see Appendix 36), and have been established chiefly

fron1 the mandibles. Level I contained at least 1LI- individuals (inclUding

the dog burial). Seven,of these were clearly i~nature, including t\'!o

newborn or perhaps foetal dogs , In Level 11 there were approximately

7 individuals of wh i ch 3 wer-e Lmma'tur-e , whi.Le Level 111 contained only

1 dog. There is little doubt that this degree of fragnentation implies

the use of dog in the diet of the occupants of the site. Subject to

more intensive study, the l:1ortality pattern might also prove deliberate

butchering of aub-adu.l t individuals. 'l'he number' of dogs is comparable

to the Archaic Pleasant Ri.ver site (S155/2) wher-e 15 or 16 dogs were

killed inclUding juveniles. Here too mandibles were found to have
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survived in the greatest numbers ('I'eal, 1975:1.1-0). In contrast the

Pleasant HiveI' carrid remains Here relatively intact vii th limb bones

fractured in only a few places and crania broken along suture lines.

Dog bones at the late Classic Haori Karitane site (S155/1)

also possessed only simple fractures with the exception of the mandibles.

These had been collected together and cut and split along various lines

for the production of barracouta lure points and composite fish hool~s

(H.Leach, 1969:55; Coutts and Jurisich, 1973:78-9). It appears that this

industrial use of the mandible may not be present in the early period.

In fact industrial use of dog bone in Archaic sites is rarely documented,

althOUGh the difficulties of determining the type of bone used in highly

finished artefacts such as fish hooks and bird spears may be a

contributing factor. At the '.Jashpool Hidden Site it is believed that

several of the bird spears have been manufactured from dog limb bones,

particularly those solid in cross section (see beloH). This tJ~e of

utilization, however, does not explain why all parts of the skeleton

are so fragmented at the Hashpool Hidden in contrast to Pleasant River

or Karitane.

In her study of dog dentition, Allo (1971) found that

ext r-erie tooth vicar (up to 5 on a scale of zero to 5) was restricted to

South Island sites. She interpreted this as indicating that north Island

dogs lived off a softer vegetable diet in both the Archaic and Classic

phases (op.cit.: 37, 1.1-4). 'I'h i s conclusion is supported by the analysis

of 8 mandi bl.ea and 11 maxillary tooth r0\1S from Level I of the Hashpool

Hidden Site \'Ihich are only slightly ':lorn (0.5 to 1.5 on the same scale

of wear). The 26 individuals recorded by AlIa from the site of Wairau

Bar display a greater range of wear than this, but 23 of the sample
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have '{fear indices of 2 or less,· and are thus very comparable to the

Hashpool dogs. The dichotomy beb-men llorth and South Island dOGs

therefore is perhaps more appropriate to sites other than Vlairau Bar.

Coprolites from the \'1ashpool Site have not been analysed in detail,

but their fine texture is consistent with a soft diet, unlike those

studied by Byrne (1973) from the HhalmmoenGa Cave Site.

'I'he mer-e complete Level I mandibles wer-e also examined for

genetic abnormalities which Allo found to be quite 'common in Polynesian

doc;s (Allo, 1971:11.0 ) . Five of the abnormalities listed by Allo were

present in Level I dogs: the supernumerary single rooted premol~r,

the single rooted pl~, root fusion in H2, absence of H3, and the super

numerary root on H3. The last abnormality occurred in varying proportions

in both North and South Island sites at all periods, and 1·2 root fusion

was also present in many of Allo's sites. However, the supernumerary

premolar, the single rooted p4, and the absence ofN3 wer-e qui to rare

features. The \'!ashpool Hidden Site and Vlairau ;:lar are the only sites

where the extra premolar has been recorded. Apart from the v!ashpool

sample, the s i.ng'l.e rooted pll- is restricted to the i'lhangamata (Cor-omandeL)

site, and the congenital absence of I;3 is shared vd th Harfells Beach

near i'lairau Bar, Shag River, and Long Beach. The similarities between

the Earlborough and \'!airarapa samples may be linked to the trade net

work whi ch operated bet.ween the two regions. The same comment might

apply to the Coromandel example.

Allo found that the index of tooth cr-owd.irig was very 10\'1

(75 to 01) in cania. remains from \1airau Bar, Houhora, and \Jhangamata,

consistent uith the long muzzle of the Ilaori dog (op.cit.:33). The

Hashpoo1 index, howover , ranges from 71~ to 99, with 16 of the
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measurements above 81, and only' Lt· \vithin Allo I s range. 'I'hs relationship

be-tween muzzle length, tooth crowding and supernumerary teeth is

obviously complex, and AlIa cites a modern study that breeding for long

ja1tl length is not accompanied by increased tooth numbers (idem). Tooth

crowdinG on the other hand does seem to indicate relatively short muzzle

length (Sisson and Grossman, 1953:503). If this is a correct assumption

the 1:1ashpool dogs stand closer to the tropical Polynesian dog than those

studied by Allo. The HavIaiian dog snout is described as short and rounded

with a short broad palate (op"C}-.!.:35), and this description also fits the

early Samoan dog (qv. Davidson, 1969:239). It should be noted that the

dog burial in the Hashpool l-lidden Site (the only specimen on whi ch

rneasur-emerrts could be made) has a cranio-facial index of 1+8.1, and this

is considerably lower than the 12 s~ecimens measured by Allo (1971:35)

which ranGe from 65.0 to 85.0. This is a clear indication of a shorter

snout, a discovery of some importance in the light of the following

commerits by Allo:

"Dogs of tropical Polynesia showed rJarked differences in skull

and jaw formation, due to a soft vegetable diet. lJo dogs of

this kind have been found in Ne':! Zealand, but presumably they

existed, since the I<aori came (with dogs) from this area.

'I'he r-e is no 'day of teJ.J.:'.ng how quickly the Polynesian dog

in New Zealand responded physically to a new diet and

environment, but certainly at. least one generation woul.d have

had the broad palate and rounded skull typical of the

tropical Polynesian dog. If such dogs were found on a New

Zealand site, it would be strong presumptive evidence that

the site represented one of the first ~Iew Zealand aet t Lemant s!'

(AlIa, 1971 :36)

It is not claimed that the Washpool is such an early settlement, rather
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that the diet of the \'Jashpool does, which appears to have been largely

vegetable, may have preserved cranial and dental features of their

tropical predecessors.

Avifauna

The Hashpool Hidden Site produced several thousand bird bones

and most of these were processed according to the method outlined in

Appendix 21. A minimum number of 273 birds wae thus. identified, belonging

to 45 different species; the basic results are set out in Appendix 29.

In Appendix 30 the same data is organised into taxonomic orders, and in

Appendix 31 into habitat types. Size differentiation details are

presented in Appendix 32.

These figures shoH a clear emphasis on the medium and smaller

forest birds, and in particular the very mobile flocking birds which

characterise mixed forest conditions~ In this medium size range are 192

individuals including Callaeas cinerea \"ilsoni (the kokako), Ninox

novaeseelandiae (the mor-epor-k}, Prosthernadera novaeseelandiae (tui) ,

CyanoreJ'1phus novae2.elandiae and C.auriceps (parakeets), ~lurna(~ra capensis

tanagra (thrush), Philesturn!J-s carunculatus rufusate:r: (saddlebacld

Halcyon sancta vaf,ans (ldngfisher), and A,.nthornis m. melan~ (bellbird).

'l'he kokako , thrush and saddleback are now locally extinct. There are only

20 forest birds in the larger size range and most of them are H~~ip~ar\a

novaes~~.l.:.~.ndia.e (v/ood pigeon), although there are also a few 9'allir~lus

australiSi......GE.eyi (weka), N,estor }r1.eridionalis sententrionalis (kaka), and

Heteralocha acutirostris (extinct huia). Small forest birds include

P t ro i t 1 . 1 . (,.) 1)1' . d ~ Li . 1 l' 1 ..e'rOlca.,;'3.UG ra lS onn::Lpes r-orn.n , \npJ.. ,ura IU ~i:~nosa p acp.,?~s..

(fantail), and account for only 5 individuals.

There are a number of surprises in the species composition of
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this assemblaGe. One unexpected. result is that the huia is only poorly

represented. lIuia were quite numerous in the Aorangi l'1ountains in the

19th century, especially in the kanuka areas on spurs and ridGes

(Stidolph, 1971:17), and their tail feathers were highly prized as a

trade item. 'I'he small numbers of these birds in the Palliser Bay rniddens may

parallel the 19th century situation when they were apparently not eaten

by the J.1aori (Best, 191+2:221). Similarly 19th century records indicate

that kokako and the saddleback Here not prized as f?od (Best, 1911-2:378,

380) and these tHO species are also poorly represented in the site. On

the other hand the robin was deliberat~ly trapped by the 19th century

1-1aori, and this bird is a more significant component of the midden.

There are possible indications in these parallels of considerable

conservatism in bird preferences over a period of seven centuries. The

weka is cor.1paratively rare Ln the assemblage and this is unexpected

since it was common on the coastal strip in the 19th century and also a

favoured item of food (Stidolph, 1971). Similarly, swamp birds are

uncommon in the assemblag;es; there is only one harrier hawk (Circus

ap}?roxir.1ans i~oyldi), one awan (C.;yf,llus sumneren.s.i:.~), one banded rail

(Rallus philippensis assimilis), and only a fevr ducks eAnas ..s.. supe.r:ciliosa,

and A,nas rhynchotis varief;ata). Several other species such as the vrhi.te

heron are occasional visitors to the Washpool but are not represented

in the midden. AGain, from the present. open ponding condition of the

rivermouth bitterns, dabchicks, and crakes miGht be expected in the

midden. Also birds common on shinGle river beds such as the pied stilt,

banded dotterel, paradise duck, and pipit are conspicuously absent in the

site. These absences may indicate some environmental differences from

today's conditions. In fact they may support the conclusion derived from
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the analysis of shellfish and landsnails that local hydrological

condi tions deteriorated markedly after a fev! centuries of human

settlement (see Chapter 5). Another aur'prd s i ng feature is the relatively

small number of sea birds such as b'Lack-baclcod gulls and shearwat er-s

whoas young can be easily taken from breeding colonies. It seems likely

that modern colonies such as that at I:orth Kawakawa have not been long

established. Judging by modern instances, a number of the sea birds

...rhi.ch are present in the midden were probably taken as sea-wr-ecks

after the passage of cyclonic storms. In this category are the albatross,

shy mollymaHk and petrels.

Hoa are represented by 10 individuals belonging to 3 species:

?ach;rornis mappini, Euryauter;ys r;eranoides and E. gravi~. It is also

possible that aorne of the f'ragmerrt a could belong to D'i.nor-rri a ap , 'l'he

identifications wer-e made by H.Scarlett of the Canterbury lluseum and his

overall opinion was that the bone was in fresh green condition when

broken rather than from sub-fossil deposits. The remains are very

fragmentary, and are practically all from tibio-tarsus. llany of the

bone artefacts from the site are made from moa bone, and all indications

are that moa presence in the site was not the result of local exploitation

of a living population. The most likely interpretation is that the bone

'V!aS obtained from a population some distance from the \'lashpool, and Has

procured by trade or from hunting expeditions during visits eLaewher-e ,

A South Island source is a strong possibility since !~"f;rav.is was almost

certainly not contemporary "lith man in the llorth Island. On the other

hand it is the most abundant moa in South Island archaeological sites.

This could not have been the only source of moa-bone, however, since

~. r;eranoicl.el§., a strictly North Island moa , vee also present. Clearly

these people must have had access either directly or indirectly to a



living population in the Lorth Island as well.

The abundance of flocking, honey and berry-eating birds in

this site indicates that the occupants of the Vlashpool had some

particularly suitable catching methods. Ethnographic literature of the

19th century Haori ahows that spears and nooses were used for taking the

larger birds such as kaka, tui, and pigeon, and as Hill be seen below,

bird spears are a prominent artefact in the site. There are a number of

smaller birds, however , whi ch could not have been c-aught with spears,

such as the thrush, robin, parakeet, bellbird, saddleback and fantail.

Some quite different method therefore must be suggested, such as snares,

set traps, and nooses, and these are also recorded during the 19th

century. In particular, an effective method of catching parw\.eets was

obviously well developed. Hembers of this order are present throughout

the high islands of Polynesia, and being social birds are attracted to

a decoy. A knowledge of this behaviour, when combined with snares, can

be used to advantage in catching the birds. Such a technique could weLl.

have been imported to New Zealand. Apart from tui, parakeet, and pigeon,

most other birds were recovered in similar low numbers, and this probably

reflects chance catching rather than specially adapted methods.

By far the ereatest number of birds vias found in Level I, and

the sharp decline in Level 11 r.lay Lnd.icat e either a decline in f'owl.ing

or perhaps modification of the environment and reduction in the bird

population. The site at Level 11 still possesses much midden material,

so the decline in numbers may be significant. 'I'he r-emains of only

2 birds were present in Level Ill. The proportions of different species

were compared from Level I to Level 11 to see if any significant

differences cou1d be detected which might shed light on this issue.
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VJhen the rm<l data for the tv/o Leve Ls is compared using the Chi-square

test for two independent samples (qv. Reyment, 1971 :53), the resulting

difference is shown to be highly significant (see footnote to Appendix

29). If the data is reorganised into taxonomic orders (as in Appendix

30), there are only three proportions which appear to chanGe significantly

between the two levels. The Passeriformes (such as tui, bellbird etc.)

have dropped from ltl~.5% to 25.0/.~, and thiE; is significant (p ::: .05, as

deterGlined by Rosenbaum's statistic qv. Appendix 35). The main increases

detected are the Columbiformes (such as pigeons) from 3.2% to 13. ~',;

(significant p less than .01), and the Procellariiformes (most of the

sea birds) wh.ich have risen from 2.7;{, to 11.1% (sig;nificant p ::: .05). The

overall difference however, is rather subtle and not easily described

in environmental terms. \oIhen the frequencies are related to bird habitat

categories (Appendix 31), there appears to be a rise in coastal birds

at the expense of both forest and forest f'r i.nge dweLl.er-s , but the

significance of the change cannot be proven with the smaller sample

size of Level 11. Finally, the change may be examined in terms of bird

size (Appendix 32). There is a clear change in emphasis in Level 11

towards the larGer birds (significant p less than .05), and this largely

reflects the dwindling numbers of Passeriformes. These detected changes

are consistent wi.t.h the gradual loss of forest conditions close at hand.

As sho\<l1l in Appendix 21, the speciation of bird remains followed

a procedure \1hich reveals details of the fate of the bird once it VIas

caught. The recorded information is very extensive and only 2 examples

are illustrated here. '.chese are particularly interesting because they

may indicate preservation practices, and also the relative importance

of meat and feathers to the fcwLer-a, The examples chosen are the tui
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(P..r:o.s.t)1.e}'ladera nova~s0elandiq~) and the two parakeet species

(Cyanoramphus. novaezel~~ and C.auriceps). In Appendices 33 and 3L~

the minimum numbers are given for the major anatomical parts of each

bird. The figures relate to Lens lIB and the Crust of Layer 5 from

"there most bird remains in Level I derive. As can be seen, the minimum

numbers vary considerably for different parts of the body, but very

little from the left to right side. The observed bilateral differences

proved to be insi~nificant in the case of both tui and parru~eet (see

footnotes to Appendices 33 and 3Lr) . For easy comparison of the results,

the various minimum numbers were standardised as a proportion of the

maximum minir,1Um number, and these are plotted out schematically in

Figures 46 and 47.

Evidently there are major differences in the various parts

of the bird represented. One obvious possibility is that this reflects

either differential survival or uneven ability to identify the discrete

parts of the body. HOvlever, close inspection of the figures shows that

neither of these claims can be maintained. :;:.'01' example, tuis are well

represented by such fraGile remains as the mandible, which is

relatively difficult to speciate, and are very poorly represented by the

relatively durable and diagnostic femur. Again, the similar minimum

numbers for each side argue that the observed pattern has some

additional significance. Some comments must be made, hOvJever, on

particular bones for which the minimum numbers may be somewhat

misleading.

The most difficult bones to speciate are the phalanges,

ribs, vertebr.ae, quadrate, scapula, furcula, carpometacarpus, radius,

ulna and mandible. The carpometacarpus is not particularly diagnostic in

shape while the furcula which is quite diagnostic is very small and
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seldom recovered whoLe for these small species. Speciation is relatively

easy for the tarsometatarsus, tibiotarsus, femur, humerus, pelvis,

sternum, corocoid, and cranium, although cor.1plications can arise wi.t h

the sternum, pelvis and cranium due to f'ragment.at Lon , These factors

relating to speciation, however, cannot account for the discrepancy

between the pelvis and sternum, whi ch are represented by 6% and 100;'~

respectively in the case of parru~eets and ~~ and 10~j in the case of tui.

'I'aki.ng into account the few possibJy unreliable figures, the main body

area of each bird (Figure ltb and 1+7) is conspicuously absent. The line

of demarcation betvreen what is 'dell represented, and what is under

represented is very similar for the two species, but there are two

notable differences, one in the head region, and the other in the lower

leg area. In the case of the tui the mandible remained at the site, but

the cranium Has removed with the body; in the case of the parakeet the

exact reverse viaS found. It is precisely in these areas that the moat

valuable feathers on each bird are found. The male tui has a tuft of

long curled white feathers under the mandible and these would be very

easily removed by cutting the mandible and upper throat skin away in

one slice, perhaps \'1i th a piece of obsidian. The skin could then be

easily removed from the mandible. r.~he boal; area simply marks a convenient

point for beginning the cut. The red and yel.Low-cr-owned parakeets, on

the other hand, have what their common' names imply, an area of red and

yellO\'1 feathers on the top of their heads. Hemoval of these may have

involved a similar process as in the tui (cutting at the back of the

beak area) but this time r-omovi.ng the cranium from the rest of the body.

The second notable difference is in the lower leg region. The

tui tibiotarsus (and the rest of the lOHer leg) stayed at the site, and
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the femora were removed with the body, whereas the demarcation line in

the parakeet is a joint lower. Only the leg from the tarsometatarsus

dO\1Tn remained at the site. This difference is explicable by reference

to the outward appearance of each bird. 'J'he tui, a hopping bird, has

practically no meat or feathers from the tibiotarsus dovm, and the

obvious place to cut and discard the leg is at this point. The par~~eet,

howover-, is a walking bird, and has muscle and feathers on the tibiotarsus;

thus the obvious dividing line is one joint beloVl that of the tui. It is

suggested then that one of the operations involved in preparing these

bird carcasses was to 'top and tail' them, as is done today, and the

appropriate parts saved and discarded were determined by the presence

of valuable feathers in the head area, and the presence of meat in the

leg region.

The following interpretation is offered as a likely explanation

of the observed patterns. ilhen the tui were processed at the site the

useless lower leg portion was cut off and discarded on to the midden.

Then the lower beack (of the males) was sliced off with the piece of

throat ak i n to which the whi te tuft of feathers was attached. Taking the

mandible vii th the skin \'laS for convenience of cutting only, for it \·ras

then cut from the throat skin and also thrown on to the midden. The wings

were removed next, along with the sternum and rest of the shoulder girdle.

This contains a large portion of the meat of the bird and could only

be removed with some tearing action as well as cutting. Presumably

this part was eaten on the spot before discarding, for it also found

its "rayon to the midden. The rest of the bird whi ch includes the drum

sticks, and the remainder of the body cavity along with intestines, was

removed from the site, perhaps preserved in fat for trading or eating

elsewhere. '1'he procedure applied to the parakeet must have been very
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similar except that the cranium was removed for its feathers and the

skin presumably taken off separately and the bones discarded on the

midden. The tibiotarsus was left on the body as having more useful meat

than the tui.

Landena.i.La

The quantities of landsnails encountered in the excavation were

systematically removed from the sediments in a flotation apparatus, and

wer-e later studied in detail by \!allace (1975). The mi.nirnum numbers are

given in Appendix Lf·lr. It can be seen that 11.r species were recovered, 6 of

whi.ch Here numerically dominant: Paral.ao'·n puniJa, Phenacharopa

novoseelandica, Charona (Ptychodon) buccinella, Therasia zelandiae,
------- , ;.:.~=;;.;;.;....;::,==;.;;;.

pharo;12a (Subfecto1a) c~~tspinalae, and Charona (C.harona) coma. Some

specific comments on these are necessary and draVl heavily on observations

made by Climo (1972, 1975: pers.comm.) as weLL as the modern ecological

survey (Cresswell !'l.t.al., n.d.).

?p,u.mila prefers dry, open, maritime situations, such as sea

air slopes, and is the only species on some Cook Strait rock stacks. It

commonly lives in spray-soaked grasses wher-e other species cannot survive.

P. novoseelandica and C. coma on the other hand, are invariably found

in or under decaying logs under an unfired canopy. C.buccinella and

T.zelandiae are both fairly tolerant, but were found only in inland

locations in the modern survey.

The number of species is fairly large in Level I, and indicates

close proximity to undisturbed plant cover at this time. C.coma and

P, novop?e!pndica in particular indicate the presence of larger trees,

as does LDJ:1011:i.dae novoseelandica which is arboreal, generally to about
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2m on angi.osper-me, PotarlOpyr/\l1 q ap, is a freshwater snail, and shows

that the site was close to water.

In general terms then the level I landsnail fauna stronc;ly

suggests that the Halwtukutuku ValJfW forest spilled out of the valley

entrance onto the actual coastal platform close to the site at c.1180AD.

The presence of large numbers of P.pumila implies that this denser cover

did not extend far from the actual mouth of the river because this species

is more tolerant of exposed drier harsher coastal enviroru~ents. The

fauna is consistent with the site being situated in an ecotonal or

marginal position near a small patch of forest around the mouth of the

Hakotulmtuku River, wit.h Low coastal scrub, similar to quadrat 9 near

Cape Palliser (in the modern survey) on either side. In this quadrat the

domi.nant vegetation waa ,?hormiu]TI tenax and P.cookianum., 9.,ordyline ,~~l:i~,

-
Cassinja lentonhylla and Juncus effusus~ in other coastal quadrats

Leptosnerrnm eri,coides. and L. scoparium, various Coprosma spp, Huehlenbeckia

cor:1plexa, £'l.1?.erus ustulatus, and Cp'rex sp, wer'e also cornmon ,

The suggested patch of denser trees around the Washpool mouth

may have consisted of Corynocarpus laevigatus, l·Iyoporurn laetum, .f?onhora

tetraptera" and perhaps a f'ew stunted individuals of species more common.Ly

found in the mixed-broadleaf podocarp forest in the valley itselI such as

1::J21icytus r-arai f'Lor-us, I~nightia excelsa, Hed,'[carya ,arborea, Griselinia

~ittora~i.s and perhaps even some Podocaq2. spp.

It is important to note that by Level 11 both the numbers of

specimens and species have fallen dramatically. The assemblage of

Level III is very similar to Level 11, and both indicate substantial

botanical modifications nearby. ?p.e.11;ac.haropa novoseelandica, wh i ch wiLl,

not colonise opon grass or flax-land or disturbed slopes, has the
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ability to survive in clumps of. Phorm:Lum spp. long after the heavier

plant cover has disappeared. Charona .buccinella, 'I'her':.,sia zelandiae,

and ~alaoma punila are all fairly tolerant of fluctuating environmental

conditions and their presence in the later levels is consistent with

removal of forest cover. ,9haropa presto~n:L Ls a lone survivor of the

earlier more stable environrnent.

In sumrJary, the landsnail evidence suggests that dense broadleaf

podocarp forest was close at hand in c.1180.'ill, but -that by c.1345AD

significant modifications had been made to the nearby vegetation,

presumably through forest clearance. This is possibly related to expansion

of horticultural activity.

Eiscellaneous nemains

A fei-l f'ragment s of insects, lizards and sea urchins were found

in the midden, and minimum numbers are given in Appendix Ir3. It is notable

that only a fei'! Evechinus chloroticus were recovered, most of them from

Level I. 'I'hi a fits 1:1ith the general decline in numbers of marine orgarri.ems ,

Cuticle fragments from at least 5 species of insects were recovered and

were believed to be in situ. I .any modern insect remains found their vlay

into the site and into bagged materials, especially Uresiphita polyconalis

maoriD.l:i.s (the lupin moth), but the remains listed in Appendix 43 were

of quite different appearance, and in all cases were well sealed by

later layers. The time of death of these has been assessed as during the

spring, from about September to January (Dugdale, 1973:pers.comm.).

Assessing the season of occupation at the Hashpool Hidden Site

is vital to the task of reconstructing the settlement pattern of the
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communities who exploited this region. The coastline today is blew<

and stormy during winter, and there are strong indications from the

protohistoric records that only su~ner fishing expeditions were made

to Palliser Bay by people who overwintered in the main alluvial valley

of the \'Jairarapa (see Chapter 3). Such a practice could have prevailed

during the prehistoric period as Hell, and this wouLd make the task of

reconstructing settlement pattern from archaeological facts alone very

difficult. Fortunately, evidence accumulated which ?uggested a SOmevITlat

different pattern. Even so, assessinG seasonal occupation systematically

is a very difficult procedure, particularly when winter marl<ers are so

rare (see Appendix 28).

Some individual seasonal markers should be mentioned at this

point including some previously discussed (see also Appendix 43).

Among these are the insect cuticles found in both Levels I and 11

which prove that the site was exposed if not occupied during spring

and early summer (September to January). Similarly, it was argued that

the seal remains probably resulted from winter exploitation of nearby

bachelor herds, and that the remains of sea lion and leopard seal also

indicated ",inter occupation. In addition, the large numbers of~

exulans were used to suggest autumn occupation. Again, the erect

crested penguin is known to be a Hinter visitor to this region. In

short, there appear to be quite a number of strong signs of all-year

round occupation.

A probability model for assessing season of occupation is

suggested in Appendix 28, and using the minimum numbers for fish

remains (Appendix 23) combined with modern information on seasonal

abundance of the different species (Appendix 27), a systematic

assessment of the likely period of occupation is made for Levels I and 11.
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The results are illustrated in Figure l~8 and the raw figures may be

found in Appendix 45. It can be seeri that there is a remarkable

similarity between Levels I and 11. Both probability distributions

are practically uniform from .Ianuar'y to December, ''lith slightly lower

likelihood in AUG~st and Septel~ber. The curves are in sharp contrast

to seasonal occupations such as at Karitane pa (S155/1) which is also

illustrated in Appendix 28. It is therefore concluded that the

Hashpool area saw periods of permanent settlement at the time of Levels

I and 11.

Stone Artefacts

Adzes

The excavations at the \1ashpool r:idden Site produced only

4 complete adzes, three of which were from burials. Pieces of at least

another 16 adzes wer-e also found, but these were cenerally highly

fraQTIented and had been used as a source of raw material for other

artefacts. Nearly all the larger fragments Vlere from Level J:, and some

are shovrn in Figures 49 and 34. For comparative purposes certain other

Wairarapa adzes are fig~red (Figures 50, 51, 52, 53). The most common

material used for adze manufacture vIas D'Urville Island-Nelson

argillite. One adze was made from a local green siliceous greyHacke

(Figure 49b) , and one of a highly indurated limestone (Figure 49a),

perhaps from AId tio •

. The variety of adze shapes is most marked. The male burial A

had a Type 2B adze (Skinner, 197Lta :107) under the head (FiGure 3L~b) ,

while the male burial F had an unusual oval cross-sectioned adze which
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had been f'Laked into the burial fill (Figure 31+d), as well as a

Type 2A adze next to the thigh (Figure 34c). The oval adze is similar

to another found in the site (Figure L~9d). The female burial 13 possessed

a large 113 adze in the grave fill (Figure 31+0.) . The presence of the

'hogback I or 1'ype 4 adze is attested by the butt end of one in Level I

(Figure L~ge).

From the form of these adzes and the f'Lake scars, it is

evident that the manufacturers were highly skilledi what is less certain

is their identity. Most of the adzes in the Palliser sites, and those

seen in surface collections, were made from DIUrville Island-Nelson

argillite and exrunination of their surface characteristics indicates

that two levels of technology had been applied to them. On the one hand

there is the sophisticated initial-workmanship involving high angle

percussion, evidenced by ad~e blaw{s such as Figures 2~a,d and Figure

52d, and on the other, there is the relatively crude re-shaping of

damaged adzes by shallow angle percussion and hammer dressing (see for

example Figures 49d, 510.). The latter techniques are more relevant to

the ",/Orking of greywacke , and it is suggested that an indigenous

industrial tradition based on this material flourished in the Wairarapa

at the same time as high quality argillite adze blanks were imported

f'r'orn South Island artisans. 'I'he latter adzes were hammer-dressed and

polished in the lilairarapa, and when they "Tere damaged accidentally the

attempts to rejuvenate theb were relatively crude. The greywacke adze

industry was present at the Vlashpool by Level I as shown by the adze

in Figure L~9b. The example is very similar to many greywacke adzes from

the Hairarapa, some of whi ch are shown in I~igure 50. Skinner (Sldnner,

1974c :23ff) has recently ar-gued that greywacke adzes HUh butt spirals
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are characteristic of the East ~oast culture area. This decoration,

however , is a much rarer feature than the [;reywacke adze type on

which it appears, and which also seems to have an eastern distribution.

It is notable that the Wairarapa artisans attempted to

manufacture "hogback ", as well as the ~L'ype 1B and 2A adze forms in

grey\'!acke (see l"ic;ures 50a, f; 50h; 50b, d, e, respectively). Because it

would have been a difficult and lengthy operation, it suggests that these

particular shapes wer-e highly valued. The more easily made thick

r-ect.angu l ar- sectioned greywacke adzes v/ere apparently also produced

from the earliest period (Ji'igure 49b) , and they were occasionally

ornamented with spirals further north (see also Figure 50g). In the

process of pecking the tanG, these adzes sometimes gained a small

projection on the front of the poll (Figures 50a, c), a feature which

should not be confused with.the lugs of the horned 1A adze of the South

Island and parts of Polynesia (qv.Skinner, 1974a:104). Grey\'/acke was

also expertly fashioned into other tools, and a shouldered beater

(Fi~vre 56a) was recovered from an early context at the Pararaki River

mouth (Prickett, et.al., n.d.).

Industrial Tools

Practically all the industrial tools from the Washpool Midden

Site relate to sawinG, grinding, and drilling rather than percussion.

For example, very few items could be clearly identified as hammerstones,

although step fracturing occurred on a number of objects. Surface

grinding tools are rendered in sandstone and more rarely in pumice, and

a feld of these are illustrated in Figure 20. The former wor-e probably

used for adze sharpening, and the latter which have rounded facets,

may have been employed in smoothing something smaller and curved.
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A very common tool type in the site was a saw or cutter made

from Cl. spall of greywacke , Generally these had only one edge v,ith

evidence of attrition, and must have been used as an abrasive saw

(Figure 19). A likely function is for grooving and snapping bone and

shell tabs for fish-hook manufacture; some were undoubtedly also used

for grooving schist and other stone for making stone lure shanks

(H.Leach, 1976:Chapter 3; see also below). It is likely that unperforated

greyvracke spalls, which are sometimes called ulu, a!ld which are very

common in South Canterbury sites, had a similar function (Sldnner, 1971rf:

120ff; see also Wilkes and Scarlett, 1967:203).

Nany schist and schistose-greyvracke files were also found.

Some are illustrated in Fir;ure 17 from whi ch it can be seen that they

often had a s.l i ghtLy narrower and mor-e or less circular knob at one end,

and except for the knob are characteristically oval in cross-section.

Several of the files showed paired lonGitudinal grooves suggesting their

manufacture from spalls by grooving and snapping. This interpretation has

also been advanced by Law (1970:8Lr) , who has commented on the similarity

wit.h East Polynesian forms (qv. Sugcs, 1961:119). In vi ew of the smal1

knob at the end, these files are likely to have been used for filing

out the centre of shell and bone fish-hook tabs. Very similar tools have

also been recovered at other sites in New Zealand such as the Heaphy River

site (S7/1, v'lilkes and Scarlett, 1967:203), Little Papamri (S1GLr/1,

Simmons, 1967:21), IIarataonga Bay (IJ30/5, Law, 1972:93), and Ponui

Island (l;Lr3/ 1, Nicholls, 196/+:32).

Ninety eight dril1 points were found in the I-lidden Site, and

this does not include many broken pieces iVhich cannot be certainly

identified as drills. They were made from chert (50), argillite (46),

and rarely limestone (2). Sane argillite examples seem to have been made
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from broken dOvffi adzes. H.Leach's study of drill points from the

adjacent Washpool Walled Garden Site (H.Leach, 1976:Chapter 3)

indicates that analysis of striations, diameters and differential

wear- can reveal information about the materials whi ch were drilled.

A similar study of this assemblage is regarded as an important project

for the future, since the number of points is high in comparison vlith

other sites (c.f. 61 points from Nl+3/1 on Ponui Island, a site regarded

as notable for the number of drill points, qv.Iricholls, 1961+:30).

Similarly, edge analysis of the stone flakes from this site

is seen as a distinct project. }(.Prickett (n.d.) found that over a

thousand flakes have edge damage and many of these have more than one

utilized edge. Another category of artefact which could also be exrunined

are the cores from whi.ch flake tools were struck.

Of the stone items used for fishing, stone sinkers (Figure 54)

can be interpreted as line and net weights; certainly a pumice net

float from an early context at the Pararald HiveI' I'louth (Prickett,

et.al., n.d.) sug;:;ests that seine netting was practised by that

community and possibly also by the occupants of the ilashpool Hidden

Site (see Figure 51+e).

The most important items, however , wer-e stone lure shanks ,

Two were found in Level I and one in Level IT; others were made from

bone (see belm,,). The various stone lures from the Palliser excavations,

sho\Vll in Figure 55, comprise three types. Type A, triangular in cross

section, with laterally drilled attachment holes, is distinguished by

two knobs on the underside of the point platform area (Figure 55a, b , e).
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Type B is very similar to A except that the underside of the point

platform area is an undivided bar (FiGUre 55d). Type C has a laterally

notched snooding arranc;ement, and is similarly notched beside the

point platform for attachment of the hook (FiGure 55c, f). It is

notable that Types A and C are securely associated at the Hoikau House

Site dated to c.1180AD, and only Type B occurred in stone at Black

Rocka , where it is there dated to c.11 Lr7AD. Thus the formal shape

categories possess no chronological significance in Palliser J2ay.

The distribution of the two main forms (Types A and C) is

rather different, although neither appeal' to occm:' in Hurihiku

(Hjarno, 1967:19). The laterally notched variety (Type C), when

smoothed or more ~rorn would appear to possess a proximal and distal

knob, and appear-s to be found far more commonly in the northern half

of the North Island, and in particular around the Cor-omandeL Peninsula

and Haur-aki Gulf (Law, 1972: 137). One. mea bone example from Harat aonga

,:Jay (1130/5) has a suggestion of two distal knobs like 'i'ype A (ibid),

but this may be fortuitous. Occasionally the grooving appears to

surround both ends of the northern lures (see for example ~icholls,

196 /1-:32; Duff, 1956:201; Davidson, 1970c:25), and on others the proximal

end is dorsa-ventrally drilled (Davidson, 1971b:30-31). The cross

section of the Type C lure varies greatly from circular to flattened

oval or rectanGUlar, and even triangular. Again, the contemporary

Hoikau Valley examples (Figure 55) discount any chronolOGical basis

for these differences. ,.

Lure sham:s of Type A with two distal ventral knobs are

confined to the Cook Strait area. There are a number of examples

at 1;Jairau Bar, although it is not entirely clear what proportion

have this embellishment. Duff remarks on the striking similarity \vith
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the poll of the horned 1A adze (Duff, 1956:210). The type is also

found at the 'I'ahunanui site in lielson (S20/2, hillar, 1971 :168),

i·lidden 19 at Horowhenua (Adki n , 19Lr8 :}'ig.13, 48), at a site near

Cape Campbell (Robson, 1376); there are also several specimens in the

Auckland i·luseum labelled 'I·Iarlborough Sounds'. The method of manufacture

of these and other stone lures in Palliser Bay was clearly by sawing,

as is shown by unfinished pieces from elsewhere (Wilkes and Scarlett,

1967:201). The sawing marks are often quite visible even on finished

specimens (see Robson's example 1876; also Figure 55a here). From

partially completed frag.nents, it is possible to reconstruct the

manufacturing process fairly accurately. It appears that a piece of

unbaked arGillite was sawn from two sides, probably using one of the

greywacko cutters described earlier. Pieces discarded at this stage

(see :i.IJeach, 1976:Chapter 3) resemble that described by Law (1970)

in his study of the manuf'ac bur-e of files. Next, the distal end was

scarfed in several directions for the lashing of the bone point. The

object was then ground on all sides presumably with a piece of sandstone.

The point platform requires grinding rather than sawing, and this process

was probably undertw(en at this stage. Finally, the snooding 'eyes'

were drilled out from each side. Stone lure shanks thus required

3 tools in their manufacture: an abrasive Sal'!, a flat grindstone, and

a drill point plus suitable apparatus such as bow and string to operate

it.

!"l,iscellaneous

A series of 13 small ball-like concretions were found in

Level 11, \<!i thin a f'ew square metres. 'I'hey have a very smooth surface,

and even though they vary in size and shape, there can be no doubt
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that they vlere deliberately collected from some as yet uru~novm source,

perhaps for use in a same (Figure 56b). Similarly, 'curiosity' items

were also found in the site and these included fossil bivalves of

Cucullaea (Latriarca) hanmtoni, Glyc:[neris (I:o.naio.) huruniensis, and

Dosinia. (Kercia) cr :-;rcyi, probably from the outcrop of the Hurupi

formation 1300m north of the Hashpool.

Figure 56c illustrates a small black argillite artefact from

Level 11 \'Thich could have been fashioned as an ear pendant~

Bone Artefacts

FishinG EauillrJcnt

Fravnents of 8 lure shanka in bone wer-e found in the \!ashpool

Hidden Site (4 in each of Levels I and I1). llost wer-e oval in cross

section, and one was SUfficiently complete to be certain that the proximal

line attachment was achieved by lateral drilling, and is thus basically

similar to Type A or B of the stone sharu:s. Two other bone sharu:s,

found at i~lack Hocks, and dated to c.1147AD, have a suggestion of the t\'10

basal knobs described earlier for the stone lures. 'l'he various fra2;r.lents

are illustrated in Figure 57. Lost are made from t;1oa bone, but some are

definitely mru~jal, probably seal or whale.

As is wel.I known , certain identification of lure points is

very difficult since they are basically the srune shape as those for

two-jri ece hooks. In the Palliser hooks, however , the distinction seemed

relatively clear. Points with barbs which appear to have the attachr.1ent

surface rather rounded as if they fitted into a slight notch (see below)

are believed to represent the hlO-piece bait hooks. 1'1oreover, when placed

on a lure plo.tfort;1 there was practically no gap between the point and
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shank. There remained a selection of bone points wh i ch left a

sUbstantial Gap, and also possessed a very flat attachment area,

such as that required by the stone and bone lure shanl:s. Nearly all

were made from moa bone and are illustrated in Figure 58. They are

interpreted as lure points and apparently are of a type not knovffi at

Wairau Bar, where the identified examples are uni- or bi-perforate

points (Duff, 1956:204ff). Hone is known from l;urihiku, wher-e again,

perforated points occur (Hjarno, 1967:20), as well as a nurnber of

scarfed points (op.cit.: 21, 22). These may derive from two piece

jabbing hooks. The uni-perforate point is apparently the common type

further north on the Coromandel Peninsula (Law , 1972:87), and a sinGle

example is also known made from shell (ibid). In contrast, the Palliser

lure points are identical to those found at Hor-owhenua (Adki n , 19Lf-8 :

}i'i[)"Ures 21+, 26) and 'I'ahunanu'i (S20/2, liillar, 1971: Figure 2, iteras

857, 1003, and perhaps 620), although Lillar does not interpret them

as lure points.

A f'ew points from two piece bait or jabbing hooks were

recovered (6 from LeveL I, 2 from Level 11, and 1 from Level 111), and

these appear in Figure 58. Lost are made from moa bone, although the item

in Figure 580 is made from a canid mandible. Four of the points are

simple legs vrithout attachment grooves and are interpreted as points

for barracouta lures (Figure 58i-1). One or two call for individual

commerrt ; that in l"igure 58m is unusual in that it has a perforation for

attachment. Several of these hooks (including drilled shanl<s) have been

found at "ahunanui (S20/2, I'lillar, 1971 :165, 167), and probably give

evidence that the breal:aGe of one piece rotatinG hooks at the base was

counteracted by lashing the shanl< and point tOGether. But for the

perforations, items 629 and 98 illustrated by l'.illar (ons c i t , :165, 167)

would fit together to form a perfectly ordinary one piece rotating hoolc.
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The strongly barbed and very straight hook in Figure 58n is practically

identical to one f i.gurnd from Hor-owhenua (Ac1.kin, 19l~8:Fig,ure 25). The

point in F'icure 58p is unusual viith an external incurving barb

commonly referred to as the 'Oruarangi Point', and is close to the

Oruarangi Type 2B (Shavlcross and Terrell, 1966: 417). 'I'h'i s hook is made

of moa bone and occurred in Level 11 (o •131+5AD). Others found are at

Hor-owhcnua (Adkin, 19 l 1·8 : Figure 23), and the Pohutakawa F'Laki.ng Floor

(~rll·0/2, Green, 1963b:61+) . A list of these hooks from late llorth Island

sites includes Oruarangi, Paterangi, Kiri Island, and Kopuar~1i (Green

and Green, 1963:31; see also t-Iurdock, 1963:71; and Green, 1970:29). A

few points with external barbs are known in the South Island (for

exampLe see Hjarno, 1967:?9), but only a small and probably late

collection from a cave in -Jaclcaon ! s I3ay (397/2, Ctago Iiuseum) demonstrates

the characteristic external curvature of the Oruarangi Point. None is

known from Hairau Bar (Duff, 1956 :213). The \1ashpool IIidden specimen is

therefore anorigs t the earliest known examples of the hook, and suggests

that it possessed a functional advantage which ensured its survival

for at least 500 years. Other examples are known from a site at

Paremata (1'1160/50), and may belong to early contexts (Green, 1975: pers.

comm.). It is possible that the forlil was in use before the settlement

of New Zealand, since a similar example has been recovered from the

early Ha.Lawa Dune Site on I·Iolokai in the Hawa'i i an chain (Kirch, 1971:

F'i gure L~a, 5th from left in top row). Pinally, a very Large barbed

two-piece hook point \'TaS f01lJ1d in Level I (F'i.gur-e 581') which has no

parallel in Hew Zealand. It was made from the tibiotarsus of a medium

sized moa , either r--;uryalJter;y:-: [;eranoides or Pachyornis napni1}j..

(Scarlett, 1973: pers.comm.). AlthOUGh the point is badly decomposed,

tvro scarfs wer'e clearly visible proving the former existence of a large
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internal barb. A nearly identical hook is f i.gur-ed by 'dallace and

Wallace (1969: Figure 9) from the Pinao Bay site on Hawaii.

Various fragments of completed and partially made one piece

fish hooks from the Vlashpool Hidden Site are shown in Figure 59. They

indicate that the snooding arrangement on hooks of this type was very

uniform and VIas usually made by cutting 3 scarfs, leaving at least 2 and

sometimes 3 raised projections. Only two types of one-piece hook were

recovered. Type A has a simple incurved point on a strongly U-shaped

hook \'li th near circular cross section of the leg and ahank j these are

usually made from moa bone, and are found in both Levels I and 11.

One example from Black Hocks had a shank notch probably for attaching

the bait. Type B in contrast possesses an internal barb, has a flat

cross section, and is considerably wider through the base than the

first type. Apart from the barb the hook closely resembles the shell

one piece hooks discussed be Low, The tHO examp.Lea of these hooks are

both from Level 11 and again are made from mea bone. 'I'he form ae eme

to be unique to the site, \vhile the first type is widespread in New

Zealand. As can be seen from the tabs and incomplete hooks (Figure 59),

a particular manufacturing procedure was follovred. Nearly all the pieces

are of moa bone and several of these ShO\'I that the first step involved

mal~ing a rough tab shape with a chopping action, presumably using a

sharp stone adze on relatively fresh bone. Next, the edges of the tabs

were ground to a rounded shape at one end, and squared off at the other.

The rounded end later becar~e the U base part of the hook, and the

squared area evolved into the strongly incurved leg point. The third

step \'las drilling out the centre, and depending on the hook size, involved

either a sin[:;le hole or as many as a dozen. Next, the fish hook bLank

was smoothed, presumably with the schist files described earlier, and



finally the delicate snood scarfs were sawn. The greTNacl(e cutters

wou.Ld have been suitable for this. From illustrations in Law (1972:

86) it \'Tould seem that this distinctive tab shaping \'Tas not confined to

Palliser Lay.

BirdsDears and IIarDoons

FraQ~ents of the birdspears were fairly common in Palliser

Bay, and are illustrated in Fib~re 60. Several different l(inds appear

to be present and are classified as follm'ls: S'ype A, usually made of

mamma.L bone (sone human) is solid oval in cross section, and appears

to have had lr barbs. Type B is also solid and oval in section, and

again \"ith 1+ barbs, is embellished vri t h notches. Again mamma'L bone is

the preferred l~aterial. Type C is crescentic in cross section and has

only 3 barbs. 'I'hi.s type is nearly ahrays made from bird limb bones.

Type D is a shorter version of '-;.'ype C and has mor-e than 3 barbs

closely spaced. Type E, usually made from mamma.l bones, has 5 or 6

barbs, and is considerably larger and thicker, with a flattened edge

away from the barbs. Finally Type F, made from mammal bone, is oval

in cross section, and possesses two rows of from 5 to 8 barbs.

This is a sizeable collection of birdspears from a single

site. As Duff has noted (1956:224), these artefacts are not only

confined to i'le", Zealand and the Chathams, but are generally rare in

ar'chaeo'Logd ca.L sites. They occur more commonl.y late in the I:el'1 Zealand

sequence, souetimes in highly decorated form. Examples uith barbs on

both sides are even rarer, but have been recorded from the Chathru~s

(see Duff; 1956:226, E.132.1171), and ..or-owhenua (Adkin , 191+8 : Figure

56). An unusual form \-,ith alternating barbs on both sides is recorded

from Little Papanui (S16lr/1, Sir:1mons, 1967:27). There are also several
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in a collection of birdspears from Oruarangi, made from whalebone

(Skim1er, 1974[;: 11+5). The one birdspear recovered at ';lairau Bar

(Duff, 1956:226, item 1Lf63) is unusual in possessing only 2 barbs on

a long shaft. Other exarrp.l.es vd th a single r-ow of barbs are recorded

f'r-om the Chathams (oJ2.cit.: 226), Jlonck t a Cave (~), Hor-owheriua

(Adkin, 191}8 :Fi gur es 53,91-,55), False Island (Lockerbie, 1959:90), Shag

Point (Trotter, 1970:Lf77), and the Rakautar-a Cave Site (SL1-9/3, Eyles,

1975:131+, 138). Sir:'lY:lons (1967: L1-8) lists birdspears from the additional

South Island sites of 'I'arewa i, Point (13), llur-der i ng Beach (5), Long

Beach (6LI-), Ka i.ka.i ! s Beach (80), Cannibal Bay (25), Sandfly Bay (20),

ShaG River (6), and Little Papanui top layers (33) and bottOr:l layers

(21); elsewhere Little Papanui is said to have 21 from the top layers

and 10 f'r-ora the early layers (Sil:llllons, 1967:27-30). In the North Island

there is a sinGle example from Harataonc;a Bay (N30/5, Law, 1972:88), and

one from Uhiritoa (1153/L,., Crosby, 1963 :LI-(:;). In late North Island sites

1 is known from Kopuar-ahi , 2 from Kiri Island, 4 from Paterangi, and 6

from Oruar-angi (Green and Green, 1963 :32; see also Shawcroaa and

Terrell, 1966:1.1-26). A f'ew early examples are notched, presumably for

embeLl i shmerrt (Figure 60: Type Ba , b) such as the Uhiritoa example

(Davidson, 19711- : pers.comm.), and one at Shag Point (Trotter, 1970:

Fi gure 4. 19 ) •

Sk i.nne.r (1971+[;:138) believed these points were only loosely

secured into a wooden spear, and had a hand-held cord fastened to the

bone point on a notched area of the base. 'I'hi.s vi.ew is based on a

description by Eeaphy (1879:35) of bird spearing in 1839 (see also

DUff, 1956:225). Although this ingl:mious method might avoid br-eakage

of the point, the presence of basal notches for this purpose appears

to be very rare. In fact many are far too smooth in this area for
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successful attachment of cordage. Only one of the Washpool examples

is grooved in this fashion (Fib~re 60: Type Ba); another is recorded

from the Chathams (Duff, 1956 :226). This method was commonly emp'l.oyed

throughout the Little Papanui sequence (Si~~ons, 1967:27, 29). Skinner's

point is important, because while bone has considerable strength in both

tension, torsion and compression, it has rather low beam strength.

Consequently, bending forces applied to bone spear points are liable

to result in br-eakago , 'I'hi a can be partly overcome in two ,'!ays: firstly

by converting the forces (of a fluttering bird) to tension in the manner

suggested by Skinner, and secondly by altering the cross section of the

point, since beam strength varies greatly with shape. The crescentic

section of -'ypes C and D above is the most suitable. In addition, the

use of very fresh bone would ensure somewhat greater beam strength

since collagen fibres add elasticity to the bone.

The end of what is believed to be a f'ema.Le harpoon point was

found in Level I (Figure 60: Type Ga). This artefact, 1Ilell established

as an archaic form in He,'! Zealand, is also found in several parts of

tropical Polynesia, especially the IIarquesas (Skinner, 1971~g). The

function of these points has never been satisfactorily resolved, although

a case can be made for their use in tlle capture of porpoises and dolphins

wh.ich are fairly common in the 1-larquesas as weLL as Hew Zealand. Seals,

on the other hand, are not normally found in tropical waters. Furtherl~ore

the remains of porpoises and small whal.es occur in early levels of

archaeological sites in the Harquesas (Sinoto, 1970:107). 'This

association of harpoons and porpoises has also been noted by Kirch
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Tattooin~ Chisels

'l'\'10 tattooinc; chisels were found in Level II (c.13LljAD),

both made from bird bone (see iigure 61). Phillipps in his study of

Maori tattooing chisels (1948) identified 6 different types of chisel,

and the t.wo from the 1.1a s hpool belong to his T;Yl'e LI-, 1;lith 2 notches at

the proximal end for hafting. These formal categories ",lOuld appear to

be all fairly well represented in New Zealand archaeological collections,

althouch Hhat are assumed to be prototypes from the lIarquesas are

sliGhtly different. Three pearl shell examples and 2 bone chisels were

found at the Hane site, apparently from both early and late levels

(Sinoto and ;:~ellum, 1965: 'I'ab l,e 1; Sinoto, 1966:Fieure 4b; 1970:107).

Phillipps noted that the tattooing chisels \'1ith a centrally

drilled proximal hole wer'e exclusively from I:orth Auckland (19lI-3:115),

but archaeological finds since 1948 show that Hhi1e they are dominant

in northern areas, they also occur in the South Island. The sinGle

example from Harataonga Bay (1130/5, Lm1, 1972:Figure 22), another

from Hot Hater Beach (1;LI-~/69, Leahy, 1974:L~3), the 4 from Hcuhor-a

(Rov1e, 1969:Plate 18), and 1 from the Eotutapu Undefended Site (H38/37,

Davidson, 1970a:l~8) are all square on the proximal end v1ith a central

perforation. 'I'ho t wo most convincing i'lairau Bar specimens (Duff, 1956:

JTigure 58 Her:1S 1469, 1222), are identical to these northern examples.

In their paper on late artefact forms, Green and Green (1963:32) list

tattooing chisels from Or-uarangi (75), Pat er-ang.i (14), Kiri Island (7),

and Kopuarahi (3). Sorae of the Paterangi examples are illustrated by

Shawcr-caa and Terrell (1966: 1'·26), and most appear to be the proxi.na'l

notched variety, or ':,'ype ~., like the Palliser Day examples. Other

examples similar to the \'lashpool ones are from Ilor-owhenua (Adkin, 191+8:

Figure 11-8) and Shag Ihver in the South Island (Skinner, 192~·;
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Teviotdale ,1924 ::F'igure 10). A range of tattooing chisels has been

found in a nurilber of other South Island sites at Shag Point (Trotter,

1970:Fi[:,"1.J.re L~.17), Hakautara (s49/3, Eyles, 1975:139), and several

from the upper layers only of Little Papanui (S161+/1, Sirnmons, 1967:

53, 57; 1973:Table 12). Simmons has also listed several chisel finds

from l-iur-i.h.i.ku sites: Long ,'each (5), Kaikai's Beach (5), Hurdering

Beach (5), Tarewai Point (3), Pahia (3), Onepoto (L~), Pur-akanu i (3),

Hoeraki (2), False Island (2), and Papanui Inlet (3), all of whi ch

may be late sites.

Hiscel1aneous

Nany pieces of wor-ked bone were found \Vi th did not belong to

any formal category, or were artefacts in the process of uW1ufacture.

Some of these are illustrated in Fie;ure 62. It i'lill be noticed that

many show evidence of abrasive sawi.ng , and the ubiquitous gre;'li'racke

cutter is suggested as one of the basic tools in bone working. Of

particular importance are lumbar vertebrae of the pilot whale

(Globicephala [1alaena) shO\'!l1 in Figure 62p. The transverse processes

both ventrally and dorsally show adze narka , and similar but less

clear signs wer-e seen on other remains of these animals. This suggests

that the difficult task of butcher-i.ng these arrimal.e i-ras undercaken wi th

a sharp adze. Once the animal had been skinned the how main back

muscles could be fairly easily removed \'Iith an adze. These are the Large

back steaks of erector-spinae (sacrospinalis) and the tender undercut

steaks of the psoas muscles.
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Shell Artefacts

Fishing Equinment

Fra~Dents belonging to 19 one piece shell fish hooks

(li'igure 63) and a further 16 in the process of manufacture (Figure 61+)

were found in the Palliser excavations. All but 11 of these artefacts

came from' the Vlashpool Hidden Site, whi Le the remainder wer-e from the

Black Rocks middens. \vhat species of shell was used is uncertain, indeed

several may have been tried. The fragments are fairly nacreOus and

Haliotis australis is strongly suspected; although Paphies sp.

and Cookia sulcata are possibilities. The fish hooks are of very uniform

size and design with moderately incurved points. They are somewhat

thicker and rounder in shape than bone one piece hooks. Apparently they

wer-e made by drilling a single hole in a r-ough tab and then completing

the hook with a file. This is unlike the process of /bone hook manufacture

described earlier. Of the more complete hooks, 7 came from Level I, and

6 from Level 11; of the incomplete fragments 10 were from Level I and

only 1 from Level 11. No similar finds were made in Level 111. The

Black Rocks pieces all derive from the Crescent Hidden (BR4) dated to

12G9AD ~ 52 and 1276AD ~ 52. Apparently, shell fish hooks were present

in Palliser Bay from c.11130AD through to c.13Lr5AD, and illustrate

conaervat ism in manufacture throughout this time.

The distribution of shell fish hooks in New Zealand requires

some comment. IIjarno's study of Hurihiku fish hooks (1967) fails to

mention a single example, and Duff comments that "the I'Jairau hooks

wer-e fashioned from rounded tabs of bone and ivory" (1956 :216). It

appears that with the exception of a single small example f'r-om 'l'ahunanui

(S20/2) made probably from the operculum of Neothais scalaris Cl'iillar,
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1971 :167), and the larGe number at the Hakautara Cave near Kai.lcour-a

(SI+9/3) ,qv. Eyles (1975), shell fish hooks are very rare in the South

Island. At the latter site, Eyles (op.cit.: 136-8) mentions Perna

canaliculus, Cool:ia sulcata, IJunella snaraGda and Haliotis app , as

having been used, although he does not comment on hO\'1 or by whom the

difficult task of identifying the material as to species 'vias accomplished.

In the North Island, shell hooks are less rare. At the Pohutakawa

Flaking Floor (ELf0/2) at Opito on the Coromandel at-least 4 shanks from two

piece hooks, and 2 one piece hooks have been recovered made from Cookia

sulcata and apparently associated with Archaic adzes and moa bone

(Hurdock, and Jolly, 1967:160, Plate 1; Jolly and Eurdock, 1973:66, 69).

The \vhiritoa ]'.lidden 0,153/4) has also produced a few pieces of one piece

hooks made from Cookia sulcata (Cro~by, 1963:47). At Hot Water Beach

(N41~/69), again on the Cor-omandoL, a rather thin ahank of a one piece

hook made from H:lridell~ ap , 'vias found (Laahy , 1974:37, 38, 40), and the

level in wh i ch it occurred is dated to about 1500AD. A unique uniperforate

lure point made of shell has been recovered from the Harataonga Bay

vlestern Hidden (N30/S), and is dated to about 1250AD (see Appendix 20j

also Law, 1972:87). Rowland has argued recently that in the Coromandel

region the earliest hooks are commonly manufactured from moa bone, and

only later in shell (Rowland, n.d.:11-12)j however there appears to be

only slight evidence for this. On the contrary it might be expected

that the first settlers in New Zealand would have attempted to copy the

shell fish hooks, so entrenched in the cultural assemblages of

tropical Polynesia, in local shell. Green has raised the interesting

point that in the process of conversion from pearl shell to moa bone,

these early inhabitants were required to produce counterparts with

more substantial bases to offset the inferior material (Green, 1974:26).
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The Palliser Bay evidence suggests quite the reverse. The base width

was measured for the Palliser shell hooks (Figure 63), the moo. bone

hooks (Figure 59), excluding Type B, and a sample of early pearl shell

hooks from the J:larquesas (Sinoto, 1970: 107) vJi th the f'oLLowi.ng results

(all measurements are in mm).

Harquesas Palliser Shell Palliser Hoa Bone

Hean 6.90 9.33 7.58

Standard Deviation 3.30 1.11 0.86

N 9 15 18

A two tailed t test for independent means was performed as

follo\\'s:

t v Significance

Narquesas/Palli .ser Shell 3.50 22 Highly significant

Harquesas/Palliser tloa Bone 1.12 25 Not significant

Palliser Shell/Palliser ;'-;00. Bone 5.10 31 Highly significant

These results suggest that the earliest occupants of Ne\-J

Zealand did attempt to copy their pearl shell hooks in local shell

species, but found that comparable strength could only be attained by

increasing the basal width; hovever , upon experimenting wi t h the tough

and relatively isotropic tibiotarsus of moo. species they discovered that

similar strength could be achieved to tropical hooks without the

undesirable increase in thickness. The fact that the earliest Palliser

sites possess the more gross shell hooks as well as the thinner moo.

bone specimens suggests that this is truly an 'Experimental Phase'.

Hiscellaneous

The pieces of two left valves of Pecten novaezelandiae n.

wer-e found in LavoL I; at least one of these was drilled near the umbo,
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and presumably functioned as some form.of pendant (see Figure 65). A

similar example, drilled in identical fashion, is recorded from \;Jairau

Bar (Duff, 1956:Plate 23, 131, 134, 368). The subspecies used for the

Washpool example proves its origin in the Cook Strait area (see

Appendix 14). The use of drilled shells for single pendants or necklace

units appear to be relatively common in the Cook Strait area. Also

reported at Hairau Bar is a single drilled Crassostr~a domerat~ shell

(iE.:h3), and a set of 14 units of drilled j':;yadora striata (Duff, 1965:

Plate 24, 131, 131j. , 368). Sma.ll serrated discs of Haliotis iri§. are

reported for a site near Kaikoura (S49/3) by Eyles (1975:136) and

interpreted'as 'eye discs' from carvings. This need not be their function,

however, as a set of 8 identical drilled units were found with a child

burial near the mouth of the l!Jataikona River (Dominion l'1useum 1:111587,

~~2) north of Castlepoint. Perforated Pecten novaezela~diae sUbsp. are

reported for both J.Iangakav!are and Lake Ngar-o t o (Peters, 1971 :136) and

two similar perforated valves of P~cten spp. have been recovered from

a site in the Marquesas (Suggs, 1961:129) indicating the antiquity of this

ornament form.

Some Functional Interpretations of Artefacts

In many sites devices used in hunting and fishing are only

poorly represented and associated middens contain only a few

individuals of each bird and fish species. In such cases correlation

between the artefact form and a particular species can never be more

than tentative. The Washpool Hidden Site, however, produced a large

number of bird spears and fish hooks as vrell as certain bird and fish

species which were numerically very dominant. In particular, the

correlation between bone spear points and tui and parw{eet catchinG
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seems significant. In terms of bird size this interpretation is realistic

since the spears are of appropriate dimensions to impale and also hold

a medium sized bird. "J":'he pigeon might have proved too heavy for these

slender points. In fact the number of bird spears is proportionately

much greater than the number of pigeons found in the midden. On this

evidence and that of strength, the widely held view that the New Zealand

bird spear is a pigeon spear requires reconsideration.

Vlhen fish species represented in the \,raslJ.pool Hidden are

grouped according to the fishing technique most likely to capture t hern

(Appendix 25) a close correspondence v/ith the fish hook types is not i.eabLe ,

The f'o.l.Lowi ng figures illustrate this.

Demersal fish caught by hook and line 257 (e,0.1~'j)

Bone and shell one piece hooks 39 (79.6%)

Pelagic fish caught Vlith trolling lure 61} (19.9,';)

L:one lure points 10 (20. 165)

In addition, although the figures are 10Vl, the correspondence

between the proportions of 'barracouta' points in the total collection

of lure points (L~/10, or 1+0%), and 'i'hyr sit es at.Ul~ in the total number

of pelagic fish (21/61+, or 32.8%) is' also striking. The difference in

proportions of both these comparisons are insignificant (Rosenbaum's

exact test:qv.Appendix 35). It would thus appear that the stone lure

and associated bone points were prir.1arily used for catching kahawai

(Arripis trutta), since this is the principal pelagic fish in the midden.

}urthermore, the existence of a discrete barracouta lure is evident.

No functional difference can be suggested for the shell and bone one
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THE WASHPOOL GARDEN TERRACE - M1/XXX

On the northern river bank of the Washpool close to the foot

of the coastal hills is an area of about 0.3 hectares o~ which there

is a cluster of 17 terraces, together with the remains of 3 possibly 4

circular raised rim pits (see Figure 66). The terraces are only low

features on the gently sloping ground and are very variable both in

absolute sizes and length-breadth ratios. Their sizes are given in

Appendix 38.

Other excavations around the \~ashpool had failed to yield any

structural evidence which could definitely be interpreted as houses.

This cluster of terraces was an ideal location for a group of house

platforms, particularly since they were situated close to water and in

a relatively unexposed position. Any forest which may have once existed

in the lower reaches of the main valley may have extended far enough on

to the coastal platform to afford additional protection to this area.

This question of protection from the weather is very important on this

coastal strip which is frequently lashed by storms. The area's advantages

as a dwelling spot are attested by the presence of several European

structures In the near vicinity. Perhaps the most convincing surface

feature suggesting the presence of houses as a stone slab hearth

situated on the edge of one of the smaller terraces (see Figure 66),

as this feature has been shown to be frquently associated with house

structures (H.Leach, 1972).

An area of 9m by ~m was laid out on one of the smaller terraces

close to the river bank and immediately in front of the best preserved

of the circular raised rim pits, which was itself later excavated. The

area was divided into 4 quadrants with 1m baulks (see Figure 67).
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WASH POOL GARDEN TERRACE - M1 / XXX

EXCAVATION LAYOUT
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FIGURE 69
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Excavation, which commenced in the two western quadrants, was eventually

taken down into the natural in only 9 m2, in the SW quadrant and squares

33, 42, 51 (see F'igure 67). The stratigraphical sequence was as follows

(see Figure 68):

Layer 1 Black humified sandy loam. A little derived cultural

material such as burnt stones and finely divided charcoal.

Lens A Brown sandy loam. A patchy layer of variable thickness

similar to Layer 1, but with less charcoal. The origin of

this lens is unclear, but it is either an erosion lens from

up-slope near the pit, or was dumped on the terrace by

cultural activity between the two features. The lens seals in

the main cultural soil of the terrace. In the section illustrated

(Figure 68) this lens appears to contribute to the terrace

back-scarp; this is only true at this point where the lens is

quite thick.

fayer 2 Friable black sandy loam with abundant ash, charcoal,

and small fragments of burnt stones. The layer was fairly

homogeneous and some time was spent investigating pseudo

structures and possible sub-components at the base of the

layer. The situation was clarified when test pits were cut

into the next layer, and it was shown that Layer 2 in fact is

simply a modified version of the natural layer beneath it.

The point is discussed further below.

~yer 3 Brown dune sand with occasional waterworn pebbles or

boulders. This layer occurs as the natural substratum to all

archaeological sites at the Washpool except the Washpool Camp

Site, which.is situated on a much older beach surface.

No compacted surfaces or structural features such as would be expected

for a dwelling area were found on the terrace. In fact nothing remotely

resembling a habitation surface was found. The cultural layer (Layer 2)

was unusual both in appearance and structure, but is simply the result

of a mixture of ash, charcoal and burnt rock with the natural sand

horizon Layer 3, and there is no well defined stratigraphical break
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between the two. Indeed, patches of Layer 2 penetrated to depths in

excess of 40cm into Layer 3. The mixing resulted not from solifluction,

leaching, or other natural process, but from a deliberate turning over

of the sand layer, to which charcoal and ash were added. The 'tongues'

of mixed soil which extended into Layer 3 suggest a pointed digging

stick was used for this purpose during cultivation. In short, the site

has all the features which would be expected from a horticultural plot.

It will be noticed from the section drawing (Figure 68), that

a small ditch feature occurs at the back of the terrace. This was rather

shallow, but fairly uniform in depth. Several reasons might be advanced

for its presence. For example, it may have been dug to facilitate

drainage or run-off for sUrface water coming down the slope during

heavy rain, and has since filled up with garden soil. On the other hand

the trench may indicate an attempt to mark off the back boundary of

the terrace when it was first dug over. If a rectangular plot was laid

out on a gentle slope and dug over in the manner suggested, it would

sooner or later result in such a terrace feature, and perhaps also the

ditch where the back-scarp was cut. A sample for radiocarbon dating

taken from the junction of Layers 2 and 3 gave the following result:

NZ 1637 Charcoal M1!XXX/15,Junction Layers 2 & 3 575 BP * 71

1375 AD * 71

These conclusions were so unexpected that test pits were

dug in a number of adjacent locations. The same friable cultural

soil (Layer 2) was found on other terraces, and in places between them

as well. Later it was also found to. underlie the circular raised rim

pit which was excavated. Therefore the conclusion that these terraces were

the focal points of plot cultivations inside a more extensive area of

horticultural activity seems well supported. A few stone walls and
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single boulder alignrnenwwere found close by, but do not mark off this

area in any obvious way (see Figure 66). One interpretation of the

stone hearth noted on the edge of one of the terraces is that it

represented a hearth constructed for the ritual cooking of a few seed

kumara during planting, such as described for the 19th century Maori

(qv.Best, 1925:93ff).

Very little cultural material apart from the ash and charcoal

was found. In total only 11 flakes were recovered, _9 of chert and 2 of

obsidian. Both pieces of obsidian were green and one was determined for

trace elements and found to derive from Mayor Island (see Appendix 5).

This dearth of industrial debris contrasts with the considerable quantity

which derived from H.Leach's excavation of the Washpool Stone Wall

Gardens (vide H.Leach, 1976:Chapter 3) •...........

Because terraces of any kind are relatively rare in Palliser

Bay, it is useful to compare those at the Washpool with others which

have been recorded. A rather similar group about 2km south of the

Washpool, have been fully described by H.Leach (1976:Chapter 2, 'Hamenga

Area'). They consist of 5 long low terraces covering an area of about

90 by 70 metres (0.63 hectares), which are also believed to have had

a horticultural function. Again only a few stone walls are found in the

close vicinity. The length-breadth ratios of this terrace set are very

large, a feature shared with some of the Washpool Garden Terraces, and also

with those in the garden area at the Washpool Cross Site (M4). Such

high length-breadth ratios are not found for terraces shown to have

functioned as house platforms. Perhaps more important, the Hamenga

terraces are very much larger in overall size than anything recorded

elsewhere (see Figure 69), as the various dimensions in Appendix 38

show. Included in these dimensions are those of three other garden

terraces: two from the Washpool Cross Site, and one from the Pararaki
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River mouth. The latter is described in conjunction with other

horticultural evidence at North Pararaki by H.Leach (1976:Chapter 2),

and the former is discussed below with other features at the Washpool

Cross Site.

When the available terrace dimensions with known functions

are plotted (see Figure 69), a difference in relative dimensions

between house terraces and those suggested to be garden plots becomes

apparent. On the whole, the garden terraces appear to be rather narrower

(higher length-breadth ratio), although thp. difference is O!uy slight.

The most notable feature is that the garden terraces are a great deal

more variable in shape than the other. The more constrained proportions

of houses and house platforms has been discussed at length by

Prickett (1974).

THE WASHPOOL CIRCULAR RAISED RIM PIT - M1/XXXI

This pit is situated on the north bank of the Washpool within

the area of garden terraces discussed above (see Figure 66). It appears

to have been one of a group of 4, the other 3 being observable now only

as slight circular depressions. These few pits are the sole examples of

any type in the entire Washpool River mouth area, and if they functioned

as stores for garden produce their number seems out of proportion to

the area covered by stone walls thought to outline garden areas. The

oircular shape is very unusual in the Wairarapa; yet they share the

raised rim, characteristic of many East Coast pits.

The pit had a diameter from rim to rim of approximately 5m,

and a raised rim about 1m in thickness and about 20 to 25cm in height.

It had been cut into a gentle slope on the river bank which consisted

of a sandy loam. The lower half of the rim contained a number of large
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stones presumably recovered from the original excavation. ~1here

exposed they gave the pit the appearance of having a stone facing on

one side.

A square 9m by 9m was la~d out with a 1m baulk running east-

west across the centre. It quickly became clear that the very friable

sandy soils had gone through a complex history of erosion and slumping.

As soon as this was discovered it was realised that the excavation of

the whole area laid out would achieve very little. Consequently,

attention was focussed on a trench 9m by 1m in the northern half, to

try and establish the relationship between the pit construction and other

cultural soils in the vicinity (see Figure 70), in particular the garden

~oils associated with the terraces. The stratigraphical sequence was as

follows (see Figure 71):

Layer 1 Brown loam with no cultural evidence

Layer 2A Brown loam with angular pebbles

Layer 2B Grey-brown sandy loam with angular pebbles; a humified

and eroded version of layer 3

La;yer 3A Brown friable sand similar to layer 14. The stone

facing to the pit is Part of this wall layer

Layer 3B Brown friable sand. A slumped Part of layer 3A.

La;yer 4 Small black sandy lens with much charcoal and

waterworn pebbles. This may have been part of a

scoop hearth feature

La;yer 2 Black sandy loam with charcoal and a few burnt stone

fragments. This layer is widely found at the Washpool

associated with the main gardening complex

La;yer 6 Grey sandy loam. Somewhat less charcoal than layer 5
but basically the same layer. Its stratigraphical

position under the wall shows that the pit postdates

the garden soil. Layer 6 has slumped on the eastern

side and covers some of the later pit layers.
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Layer? Grey sandy loam. Much charcoal and angular stones.

Is overlain by layer 6, but is almost certainly

more recent

~yer 8 Compacted black sandy loam. Much charcoal, small

stones and ash

Layer 9 Soft sandy black mixed soil. Lumps of charcoal and

stones

Layer 10 Grey-brown sand with rocks

La~er 11 Dark grey friable sand with much charcoal and small

twigs

Layer 12 Brown sand with charcoal and ash staining

~yer 13 Abundant charcoal. Also fern stems. c14 sample taken

from this layer

Layer 14 Brown stony sand. This is the natural basal layer to

the whole area.

The small area exposed by this excavation clarified little except the

relationship between the pit construction and the already familiar

general garden soil represented by layers 5 and 6. The difference between

these two layers is not stratigraphical but is a product of differing

charcoal density and humification. Elsewhere the garden soil does vary

in this way, but in this case the change probably also relates to poorer

humification under the wall. There is little doubt that the pit was

constructed after considerable gardening activity had taken place. This

stratigraphical interpretation was verified by the c14 result which

shows that the pit was constructed later in the sequence.

The only artefacts were some 20 stone flakes scattered through

the deposit from Layer 1 to Layer 11. The flwces comprised 11 of chert,

4 of obsidian (all from Mayor Island qv. Appendix 5), 2 of metasomatised

argillite, 2 of greYWacke, and 1 of limestone. In addition, one large
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lump of very fine pure white kaolin was found in Layer 11. None of these

finds, however, can be directly related to the construction and use of

the pit. Although stratigraphically later than the pit's construction,

they could easily derive from the earlier period represented by the

garden Layers 5 and 6 which were cut through in making it.

A large number of circular raised rim pits have been recorded

on Banks Peninsula, and for some of these burnt stones in the rim are

reported (qv. Harrowfield, 1969:100; Jones, 1962:114). It would seem,

therefore, that at least some of these pits functioned as ovens; indeed,

their unusual location away from habitations might support the interpret

ation of umu tie The pit excavated at the Washpool contained a considerable

amount of charcoal, but no more burnt stones than in the cultural soils

surrounding the pit. Moreover, the charcoal was in the fill layers and

therefore not directly related with any certainty to the pit's use. The

large stones in the rim had not been fired. Thus, the parallel with the

Canterbury pits, while striking, is apparently quite superficial.

The most significant find at the Washpool site was a layer

of fern stalks and Macropiper excelsum (Molloy, 1974:pers.comm.) on the

floor of the pit. This is reminiscent of the lining described by Best

(1916) for kumara storehouses. Fern has also been detected in prehistoric

pits interpreted as kurnara stores (qv. Law, 1972:116). A few uncarbonised

seeds of Calystegia tuguriorum and Sophora sp. were also recovered.

Sufficient charcoal was recovered from this thin layer (4cm) for c14

dating, and this gave the following result:

NZ1636 Charcoal M1!XXXI/50, Layer 13 <:210BP ;>1740AD

In view of the late age, and the pit's stratigraphical position late

in the sequence at the Washpool, the pit itself is interpreted as a

potato store, probably in use during the re-settlement of the Ngati-
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kahungunu in 1840 when it is recorded that potatoes were being grown

aroUlld the Makotukutuku area (discussed in Chapter 3). The use of

fern as a floor covering suggests a continuation of an earlier practice

designed to keep tubers off the damp floor of storage pits.

THE WASHPOOL CRICKEr PITCH - M2

This site, approximately 1km inland, is spread over three

consolidated river terraces and its local name the-'Cricket Pitch'

reflects the flat topography. It comprises a number of stone walls and

mounds occupying an area of about 1.76ha (see Figure 72). Test pits dug

to find culturally modified soils between the walls indicated that the

top soil was considerable truncated, as was a very similar site

immediately inland of the mouth of ' the Kawakawa River (N168-9/54). One

oven site was located on the extreme western edge at the Cricket Pitch.

It may be suggested that the area had been severely deflated by either

winds or surface water or both.

One intact feature was a terrace (9m by 5m) on the higher

ground overlooking the river terraces. It was very regular in shape

with a front and rear scarp, and quite flat in appearance except for a

longitudinal depression running along the rear scarp. Only a small

quantity of charcoal was recovered in preliminary test pits, but the surface

indications of a possible house site were sufficiently strong that the

terrace was laid out for excavation in plan.

Until this time the search for house structures in Palliser

Bay had been unsuccessful. The excavations at the Washpool had revealed

a variety of structures, none of which could be interpreted as

substantial houses, while the terraced area at the Washpool had been
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shown to be horticultural in function. After removing several erosion

layers on the M2 terrace and failing to find any positive evidence of

occupation attention was turned to another terrace at the Cross Site

(M4). When this latter excavation revealed the remains of a house,

excavations at M2 were resumed, and still no structural evidence was

located. Clearly this terrace did not serve as a house platform. Because

very few cultural items were found, the terrace may have resulted from

cultivation in a similar fashion to the Washpool Garden Terraces

described above. Like these terraces it shares a ditch feature at the

back scarp, and unlike the Washpool site the amount of charcoal in the

soil at the Cricket Pitch is very small. In view of the suggested

deflation of the whole site, however, this apparent absence may be

modern. A horticultural interpretation for the Cricket Pitch terrace

is strengthened by the presence nearby of regularly laid out stone

walls and mounds.

THE WASHPQOL STONE WALL FORT - M3

A large site which can be considered as having three different

areas (see Figures 12 and 73) is found on the south bank of the

Makotukutuku River about 2km inland. The principal feature is a

platform defended by a ditch and stone wall, and is locally known as the

Stone Wall Fort. Immediately to the west is a rocky outcrop with burials

in a cleft, and to the southeast is an area of pits and terraces.

The Pits and Terraces

Approximately 200rn to the southeast of the stone wall

defences is a long leading spur on which is a cluster of 8 terraces and

3 pits (see Figure 73). Two of these pits are of the familiar rectangular
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raised-rim type with apparent external drains, while the third is

more square in outline, but also possesses a raised-rim. Subsequent

erosion and tree growth has considerable damaged the pits, but the

dimensions may be estimated as 3m by 3m, 5m by 4m, and 6m by 5m. The

last is only approximate since the end is eroded and only 4.6m remains.

The terrace dimensions are given in Appendix 38.

Because of their size, these terraces are believed to

represent the house and living platforms of a small community, although

not all the terraces may have been occupied at anyone time. It is

interesting that aPart from a few stone mounds mid-way between the

defended area and the terraced ridge, the nearest evidence of horticultural

activity is the Cross Site across the river. It is possible that the

activities represented by these two sites are related components of

the same group. Because the terraces here were rather disturbed by

post-occupation forest growth and windthrow, no excavations were

undertaken. The M3 terraced ridge might be considered naturally defended;

although this is not believed to be the reason for the choice of location.

As is argued above, the Makotukutuku Valley was heavily forested during

the initial occupation period, and habitation anywhere other than on

exposed platforms or ridges would be exposed to damp and cold air.

The Cleft Burials

Burials were found while surveying the main Fort area, in a

cleft which consisted of an irregular gap a few cm wide between a pile

of large boulders about 30m west of the stone wall defences of the Fort.

The boulders are part of a local outcrop of sandstone, and the gap

between them widened to about 50cm under a pile of heaped-up debris. It

was impossible to excavate the site in the normal sense of the term,
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since the opening to the cleft was vertical and very narrow. Instead

the human bones were removed along with soil, shingle and other material,

by leaning down head first into the crevice with a trowel (see Figure 74).

Inside the cleft the skulls and limb bones of several individuals were

found, partly covered by leaves, opossum skeletons and rock fragments.

In one case limb bones appeared to be laid together suggesting a

secondary interment. While some of the vegetable material was obviously

recent, seeds and charcoal were obtained from soil surrounding and

stratified below in situ human bones. The charcoal used for dating

derived from a charred stick found beside partly charred lim bones. The

result obtained was:

NZ 1638 Charcoal M3 470BP :t: 70 1480AD :t: 70

Of course without a substantial protective soil matrix the charcoal

could have been introduced into the cleft at another time. The

alternative of dating the bones directly, however, would have resulted

in the destruction of material valuable for studies of pathology. The

position of the charcoal suggests that the stick was in primary

association with the burial or at least can be used as a terminus ante

~.

Some faunal and floral material was directly associated with

the human bones, although as mentioned, some definitely is post burial

in origin. Nevertheless, the majority of the finds are believed to have

been deposited during the prehistoric period (see Appendix 39).

A close parallel exists between this site and the burial

remains from the Washpool Midden Site since a quantity of Dentalium

nanum was found in the cleft along with infant human remains. In this

case though, a much smaller quantity was present (only 160 shells) .and
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thus these units are more likely to have belonged to a necklace than

another garment (see Appendix 14). Two bone needles were also recovered,

both made from bird bone. One was identified as the radius of a petrel.

A needle case was also found, made from the distal end of the left

tibiotarsus of Hemiphaga n.novaeseelandiae, the native wood pigeon

(see Figure 75). In addition, two pieces of obsidian were recovered, one

of which was determined by trace elements to have derived from the source

at Purangi (see Appendix 5). The presence of a few marine shells in the

cleft is difficult to explain, though they could have played some part

in the burial ritual.

The remains of five individuals were found in the cleft, one

adult and four infants. These were studied in detail by Button (1974:

116ff), and one of his main conclusions may be outlined as follows:

Individual 1 This was the complete skeleton of a male aged

over 50 years. He was very tall (178.2cm) and robust, and

possessed a very large cranium. Two hereditary conditions,

marked platybasia and occipital wurmian bones, were present

on the skull. He had a large maxilla with highly developed

arthritis on both mandibular condyles. He had apparently

lost most of his teeth before death, but very little bone

resorption had taken place indicating failing health. Indeed,

X-rays of the femora showed that he had suffered frequent

periodic illness or trauma. There is severe vertebral

arthritis. Five of the lumbar vertebrae are fused, and a

number of both thoracic and cervical vertebrae show pr.onounced

lipping. Both the right radius and right humerus had been

fractured, but the absence of remodelling of the cortical

bone may indicate that these fractures did not occur during

life. A number of limb bones had been partially burnt, and

this toolc place before bone fracturing. This is further

evidence for the association of the charred wood with the

burials.
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Individual 2 This was' the complete skeleton of a 5 to 6 year

old girl about 110cm tall. Again the lower left limb bones

show evidence of fire. She had sustained an injury to the left

frontal bone above the eye, and this was a likely cause of

death. She showed considerable molar attrition for her age,

and is comparable in this respect to the infant burial at the

Washpool Hidden Site. The forearm bones were rat-gnawed.

Individual 3 This was the complete skeleton of a 3 to 4 year

old of unknown sex and about 90 - 100cm tall. The limb bones

showed dense and frequent Harris lines, indicating poor health.

Individual 4 This was the complete skeleton of a 9 month old

baqy(60 - 70cm in length) of unkno~m sex. The femora of this

individual were also heavily rat-gnawed, and X-rays showed

dense and frequent Harris lines. These lines are separated by

normal bone and.are suggestive of periodic illness alternating

with reasonable health. For a baby of only 9 months this is

remarkable. The tWxris lines extend backwards in time up to

but not before birth; thus there is no evidence of inter

uterine privation. This contrast between general health before

and after birth is quite striking and presumably relates to

fluctuations in the intake of milk. On the other hand, whatever

privation or illness was involved, it was not sufficient to

prevent mineralisation of the milk teeth which are quite

normal.

Individual 5 This was the cranial fragments of a three year old

child.

The faunal and floral remains from the cleft combine to give clear

indications of stable forest conditions. For example, the land snails

Phenacharopa novoseelandica and CharoPe coma are rarely found anywhere

except in or under decaying logs beneath an unfired canopy (Climo, 1972:

pers.comm.). Allodiscus sp. is also a good indicator of more substantial

cover than coastal scrub. The seeds found in the cleft and the bird

remains are consistent with the landsnail indications. At the present

time the area is open pasture with patches of kanuka q,.Ewtospermum
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ericoides) and the occasional ngaio (Myoporum laetum) and cabbage tree

(Cordyline a~stralis).

It is noteworthy that the obsidian determined was from

Purangi. The only other pieces from this source recovered in the Palliser

Bay excavations are from the earliest phase at the Washpool Midden Site

from about 1150AD to 1350AD. Again, finds of Dentalium nanum and Paphie~

sp. are characteristic of this early period. These various markers combine

to indicate that the burials in the cleft belong to a period of relatively

stable environmental conditions before the onset of the massive erosion

which now characterises the area.

~pe Defended Area

Adkin first drew attention to this site in 1955 claiming that

it "functioned as a place of occult or religious rites and was in fact

of the nature of a~ tapu or tuaahu - a sacred place here plainly, in

its day, one of long use and permanence" (Adkin, 1955:467). The evidence

for this imaginative interpretation was the finding of 32 pits filled

with midden and carefully covered over with rock slabs. Neither his

evidence nor the interpretation can be substantiated. Nevertheless, the

site is unusual. The partly free-standing stone slab wall employed as part

of a defence system has no exact parallel elsewhere in New Zealand. The

site consists of a small flattish area on a high river promontory, cut

off from the surrounding ground by a ditch with two entrance platforms,

and a stone wall serving in place of the more normal 'bank' (see Figure

76).

An area 4m by 4m was opened up to see whether any significant

stratigraphy could be found which might help to clarify either the

function or history of the site. However, apart from a scatter of charcoal
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and a few chert flakes and cores, the area was devoid of useful

information. No palisade postholes were found behind the stone wall.

The matrix of the site consisted of angular sandstone fragments and

large rocks, and apart from a thin layer of midden (10 - 15cm) at a

depth of between 25 and 45cm, no significant separation of layers could

be detected. The coarse rock fragments made stratigraphic interpretations

difficult.

It was considered essential to obtain a sample of the midden

material excavated and described by Adkin (1955:L~69), particularly as

it is unusual to find marine food refuse in quantity so far inland in

New Zealand, and its recovery would provide an opportunity to assess the

link between the sites on the coast with those up the Makotukutuku

Valley. Moreover, Adkin had identified frostfish (LepidoEuS caudatus),

which is well known to strand itself in late winter or early spring

(Graham, 1953:307ff), and is therefore a valuable seasonal marker for

•. archaeological sites. The significance of Adkin's identification of

frost fish provided yet another reason to check the midden material.

Adkin's claim that the midden ca~e from filled-in pits neatly

laid out in rows was not consistent with the surface evidencj. Although

a layer of midden was found in the large excavated square, this too was

so sparse that a small area around Adkin's excavation, which was easily

located (see Figure 76) was also examined. His excavation in fact consisted

of a roughly circular hole approximately 80cm in diameter, filled in with

rocks. Its edges showed a sparse midden layer present around its entire

circumference thereby falsifying Adkin's interpretation. Furthermore, the

plan of the site given by Adkin (1955:Figure 5), has not less than 32

regularly aligned midden filled pits, a lateral stone wall, and an

artificial ledge, all of which are also unsubstantiated. Rather the area
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enclosed by the ditch and stone'wall, as well as several hectares

outside is covered with 'dimples' resulting from windthrow of trees

during severe storms. Such a phenomenon still occurs occasionally and

can affect patches of vegetation, often the seral succession of kanuka,

several km inland. Evidence of such dimpling also occurs on other

prehistoric sites in Palliser Bay, especially in the Kawakawa Valley.

Here a number of stone wall systems were so pock-marked with ancient

windthrow dimples that the sites, while obvious from the hillsides above

them, were all but invisible at ground level. Exactly the same dimples

occur in and around the Stone Wall Fort in the Washpool.

An excavation near Aillcin's area revealed the sequence of

events quite clearly (see Figure 77). The midden proved not to be

associated with the use of the defences, and in fact preceded the Fort

platform construction (Layer 2). Large irregular blocks and slabs

occurred throughout layers 2 and 4, and nowhere could be said to cover

the midden in a deliberate fashion. An area 30m to the south of the Fort

also showed scattered midden amongst rocks, and a calcite sinker was

recovered here along with several shells of Haliotis iris (see Figure

54a). The suggested sequence for this site is shown in Figure 78, and

may be described as follows:

Phase 1 The deposition of a patch of midden in a natural

hollow at some time before the construction of the defences.

The charcoal layer shown by A~cin (op.cit.:Figure 5) is

coterminous with the midden layer.

Phase 2 The ditch was constructed. Some of the larger

boulders dug up were used to construct the wall, and the

remainder, together with smaller fragments and soil, were

used to flatten the enclosed platform, thus covering the midden.

Phase 3 The site was abandoned and forest regeneration took
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place, probably initially with Leptospermum ericoides.

Phase 4 A severe storm caused extensive windthrow in the

area, and when the uprooted trees rotted, dimples were formed.

Some midden may have been laid bare in the deepest of these

dimples, and subsequently covered by humus.

The species identified by both Adkin and the present author are detailed

in Appendix 40, from which it can be seen that there is reasonable

agreement between the two collections, considering the small numbers. The

'12 limy bone objects' found by Aill~in were almost certainly the mandibles

of Jasus edwardsii. A dozen similar fragments belonging to 3 individuals

were found in the 1970 sample. Their size is notable in both cases. Aill~in

gives a range of 5/8" to 1" (1.59 - 2.54cm) and the sample range noted

in this study was similar. This corresponds to crayfish with a tail size

between 16cm and 22cm (Anderson, 1973a:Figure 6). Anderson has shown

(op.cit.:74) that prehistoric crayfish in Palliser Bay were a great deal

larger than the present mean tail size of 15cm, and that they gradually

became smaller over the last 800 years. The Fort Site crayfish, while a

very small sample, are in the size range found at Black Rocks between

1150AD and 1350AD. The identification of Perna canaliculus at the Fort,

while not confirmed by the later excavation, likewise suggests a fairly

early date for the midden. This shellfish is characteristic of earlier

periods at the Washpool Midden Site, and is not found in Palliser Bay

today.

The identification of the frostfish, Lepidopus caudatus,

remains unchecked. Unfortunately Adkin's midden sample is no longer in

existence. Yet the matter is important enough to deserve further comment.

Frostfish remains are very difficult to distinguish from those of the

barracouta Thyrsites atun. In fact the task is quite impossible when a
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few of the characteristic cranial bones are fragmented. In addition

barracouta is reasonably common in New Zealand sites, while frost fish

is extremely rare. Certainly the 1970 analysis showed the barracouta to

be the most common of the fish remains present, and frostfish were not

detected. Because it is widely believed by New Zealand archaeologists

that barracouta is most abundant during the summer months, it could be

argued that a single deposit with both barracouta and frostfish would

be most unlikely. However, as argued in Appendix 27, barracouta may be

most abundant in this area in winter or spring and the association

with frostfish is therefore not so unusual. Adkin does not state his

authority for the identifications. It is likely that J.Horeland and

Y.M.C.McCann of the Dominion Museum were responsible, since a colleague,

J.B.Palmer, who worked closely with Adkin at this period, published

similar identifications by these experts in the same journal (Palmer,

1956:351, 355). At Palmer's midden No.2 in eastern Wellington Harbour,

barracouta and frost fish were found in the same site (op.cit.:351). It

may be concluded therefore that at the Washpool Fort Site there is

reasonable evidence of winter occupation during the period represented

by the layer and before the construction of the defences.

Extended excavation of this site was not considered advisable.

Little further information, apart from the possibility of more full

midden description, could be obtained, This deposit, as has been learned

already, was not contemporary with the construction of the defences. Care

was taken not to disturb more of the site than necessary to clarify the

questions raised by the midden. The very coarse gravel and rock matrix

of the site would greatly handicap any attempt to reconstruct a more

detailed history of the site by further excavation. The same strictures

would apply to the possible pit features.enclosed by the ditch and stone
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wall. Accordingly, only a tentative interpretation of the site's

prehistory can be offered.

There is no doubt that a substantial part of the enclosed

platform has eroded into the river and it may well be that on this lost

ground were the features which could transform an enigmatic site into a

more familiar New Zealand type. As it is, the site is rather perfunctorily

defended with a shallow ditch and low stone wall, and is not easily

explained. Habitation areas in Palliser Bay are rarely defended in the

manner common with pa sites further north; indeed, the few defended sites

on this coast are all related to storage pits. The possible pit enclosed

by the defences at M3 may be the last clue as to the site's original

function, and be the sole survivor of a more extensive pit complex removed

by erosion.

THEWASHPOOL CROSS SITE - M4

The Cross Site, about 2.31un inland, was first recorded by

Adkin (1955), and described as a 'Presumed Cultivation Ground'. The area

is known locally as the Cross Site because when viewed from a track on

the south side of the valley the site appears to be a large cross made

from two intersecting stone walls. On the inland side of the cross is a

long narrow leading ridge. This view is oblique to the surface of the

site, and has the effect of perfecting the cross shape which is in fact

composed of only one stone wall intersected obliquely by two large

terraces (see Figure 79).

The lower part of the site, situated on an old consolidated

fan, consists of one massive stone wall and 5 or 6 smaller ones. The

large stone wall is intersected near its centre by the two artificial

terraces. A third smaller terrace is found on the southwest corner of
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the area, could be a natural feature. The large wall and the two

terraces thus divide the area of the fan, about 0.87ha, into four more

or less equal areas. Spread over these four areas are more than 50 stone

mounds. Adkin records the remains of a circular pit on the southeast

corner, but no trace of this feature could be found. On Adkin's map

(1955:Figure 6) it is marked within an area still intact, although a

certain amount of river-induced erosion affects the general area.

JUdging from his photograph of the site (op.cit.:Figure 1) there may

have been more consolidation near the actual site since his visit. The

area immediately to the south of the river scarp sho\~ in his figure

has since been colonised by Cassinia leptophylla and Leptospermum

ericoides. The process of scrub colonisation and consolidation has

brought about quite significant changes in certain areas. They can be

seen by comparing the aerial photographs of 1944 and 1970. For example,

just west of the Cross Site is a very large gravel fan of up to 300m

in width. In 1944 (263/3 S.N.180) this was clear of vegetation and

quite active. In fact the margins of the Cross Site may have been

inundated by gravel about this time. However, by 1970 (202111) the fan

has been colonised by Cassinia leptonhylla,Leptospermum ericoides and

L.scoparium as well as occasional juvenile Myoporum laetum. This area

was subjected to landsnail and botanical survey (Quadrari:s 15 and 16)

described above.

Overlooking the area of walls and mounds is a narrow spur

on which is located a single rectangular raised rim pit and an

artificial terrace. Neither of these was recorded by Adkin. In contrast

to the lower terraces, the one on the ridge had been cut into a surface

which was clearly close to the parent rock. For this reason a function
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other than horticultural was strongly suspected.

Two excavations were conducted at the Cross Site. The unusual

stone mounds demanded investigation, and one of these, just south of

the western terrace (see Figure 79) was excavated (M4/II). In addition,

the terrace on the ridge was also excavated (M4/I).

The Cross Site Stone Mound - M4/fI

The mound was approximately 3m in diameter, and a square

4m by 4m was laid out on it. Only 2 alternate quadrants were excavated as

it was thought that this would amply illustrate its construction. As can

be seen from the plans and sections (see Figure 80) the feature had quite

a complicated stratigraphical history with disturbances of various kinds.

The layer sequence was as follows:

~er 1 Dark brown loam. Much humus with only a few stones and

charcoal. Together with the turf this layer makes up the

modern A horizon.

La~er 2 - I~yer 3 Dark brown loam with much gravel and a few

larger stones and some charcoal. The layer appeared to have

tW9 stratiGTaphical components, and the second was designated

layer 3. This was confined to the north-east quadrant and had

several dark patches and charcoal concentrations. In

addition, a definite posthole had been cut from this surface

(11cm diameter, 41cm depth). The dark patches and disturbances

are reminiscent of the mottled Layer 2 at the Washpool Garden

Terrace (M1/XXX) and were here also interpreted as being due

to cultivation with a digging stick. This disturbance continued

to the base of Layer 5.

Layer 4 Grey-brown loose sandy matrix of the mound. Gravel

and many large rocks. This constitutes the lenticular

arrangement which makes up the mound shape. There is a

tendency for larger rocks to be concentrated towards the centre,

but it is equally significant that patches of sandy soil and

charcoal were found in the centre of the mound as well as on
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the periphery.

Layer 5 Brown sandy gravel and soil. Fewer stones than Layers

2 and 3, and as much charcoal. This is a disturbed zone, which

together with Layers 2 and 3, is believed to constitute a

garden soil.

Layer 6 Grey sandy gravel lying in a hollow directly beneath

the mound (Layer 4), but also covered by Layer 5. This was a

large depression filled with charcoal and burnt stones. It is

best interpreted as a lens component of Layer 5.

Layer 7 Yellow compacted clay and silt with large stones and

gravel. Very little charcoal was found, and this is believed

to have leached dOWll from higher layers.

A charcoal sample was taken and submitted for radiocarbon dating. Its

position is projected onto the section given in Figure 80, and was

actually in the square adjacent to that shown. The result was as follows:

NZ 1641 Charcoal M4/II/15, Layer 6 694BP :t: 72 1256AD :t 72

The sample was situated close to the natural surface and directly below

the mound. It is believed to relate to the earliest horticultural

activity at the Cross Site, perhaps during a phase of initial ~orest

clearing and burning.

From the excavation it is clear that the mound only came into

existence after cultivation had started in the area. The general

horticultural soil is represented by Layers 2, 3, 5 and 6, and the stone

mound itself (Layer 4) overlies the earlier part of this culturally

modified soil (Layers 5 and 6). Thus at least this particular stone

mound does not represent 'initial clearing' and piling up of stones

before gardening as might be thought. A similar conclusion is suggested

by the incorporation of the garden soil (including charcoal) in the

mound itself. \f.hile the prior existence of the garden soil might be
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inferred from the presence of this soil in the mound, the question of

why it is in the mound at all is of some interest. If the mounds

functioned merely as heaps for unwanted boulders cleared from a garden

then it is surprising that so much actual soil and charcoal ended up in

the mound. Two further points should be noted. Firstly, the ground

between the mounds (Layers 2, 3 and 5) is very nearly as stony as the

mound itself (Layer 4). Secondly, as can be seen from Figure 79 the

mounds are more or less randomly distributed in the four areas separated

by the walls and terraces. In places the area covered by the mounds

actually exceeds the area between them and is not consistent with a

simple 'clearing' interpretation. In the two southern areas of M4, and

also the southern area of the Cricket Pitch the mounds in fact are so

dense that there is practically no room between them. This raises the

possibility that the plants cultivated were grown on the mounds instead

of, or as well as, between them.

The mounds described here should not be confused with the

small earthen mounds called puke which were a ubiquitous feature of

later }~ori cultivations (Best, 1925:78, 79, 80, 88, 89), and also seen

in 1769 (Monkhouse, 1968:583).~ were quite small heaps of soil, not

mounds of stones and soil 3 metres in diameter. Suggestions that these

large mounds were built to assist drainage must also be ruled out in

an area which is naturally as stony and well drained as this. Mound

cultivation is not unknown in Polynesia, although the various ethnographic

descriptions of its practice are somewhat ambiguous. For example, Handy

(1940:147) describes a process of mound cultivation in Hawaii that sounds

more like the construction of a modern compost bin with the walls made of

stone. It is doubtful whether these Hawaiian structures would resemble

the mounds in question. Again, from a description recorded by Lewthwaite
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(1964:18) it would appear that 'in stony areas in Tahiti the soil was

mounded up to build a more favourable bed for plants. Just such a

process may well have occurred at the Cross Site since the area is very

stony and was formed by shingle fan consolidation. The gardeners may have

mounded up the top few cm of humified soil and grown their plants on the

mounds. The centuries of subsequent exposure, following the abandonment

of the area, would result in some of the soil being washed out of the

mound. In short, the mounds may once have been far.richer in soil than

they apPear now. The large posthole in the mound could possibly be

interpreted as a post to support a climbing plant. This could indicate

cultivation of Lagenaria siceraria (gourd). Stone mounds on Hawaii have

recently been indirectly dated to the mid-sixteenth century AD and

interpreted as gourd beds (Newman,'1972:89).

It was noted that the large stone wall at the Cross Site was

composed of considerably larger pieces of rock than the mound, and also

had little soil included. This was clear without excavation, although

with more time available a cross section through the wall would have

been worthwhile. On the whole, it seems that 'stone clearing' may be

a more applicable explanation in the case of the wall than of the mounds.

Stone mounds are not peculiar to the Cross Site, but they

are certainly far more numerous here than elsewhere in Palliser Bay.

The following comparable circular mounds were recorded during the site

survey:

Pararaki North N168-9/41 10 mounds

Waiwhero North N168-9/69 9

Waiwhero South N168-9/72 4

Cricket Pitch N168-9/26 18

Fort Site N168-9/27 12

Cross Site N168-9/29 53
Black Rocks N168-9/76 2
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South Kawakawa

North Kawakawa

Washpool

N168-9/66

N168-9/52

N168-9/20

5 mounds

4

6

/

In addition, there are many more mounds of various kinds in Palliser Bay,

but they are generally irregular or elongated, and could be part walls

or oven mounds. The mounds listed above are quite distinctive from these.

They are clustered and quite circular; they are all about the same height

(50cm) and diameter (1 - 3m). The mounds from the last 4 sites named are

less securely placed in this category.

When a size frequency histogram shown below was drawn up for

the Cross Site mounds there appeared to be some tendency to cluster into

two size groups. No explanation can be offered for this bimodality.

Size 1.0 - 1.5 - 2.0 - 2.5 - 3.0 - 3.5 - 4.0 - 4.5 - 5

Number 10 16 5 18 2 1 0 1

Number of Mounds = 53

Mean size =2.39m diameter

The Cross Site Terrace - M4/l

This terrace was anartificially flattened area of about 9m by

5m on a long and narrow steep-sided spur immediately above the flat

gardening area (see Figure 79). The choice of this area for occupation

is believed to be due to two factors. On the one hand it is certainly the

warmest location on this side of the river close to the garden area; on

the other, it has a strategic view of the Makotukutuku Valley. From the

terrace one can see as far as the Washpool river mouth and the sea.

About 17m further up the ridge from the terrace is a well preserved

rectangular raised-rim pit with nearly equal sides of about 4.5m each.

These two features constitute the only surface evidence of prehistoric
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activity on the ridge. The ground appeared to be rather sterile, and

in places the parent rock showed through the surface. No signs of

charcoal or stone flakes were seen in any exposed soils. However, it was

clearly artificially flattened, and the proximity to the pit reinforced

this view. The chief concern prior to excavation was that erosion might

have removed the cultural layer.

An excavation was laid out 9m by 5m divided into 4 quadrants

with two 1m baulks across the centre (see Figure 81). These baulks were

convenient while removing the superficial soil layers, but as soon as a

cultural surface was found they were removed. Stratigraphy was recorded

by the height recording method described earlier. The layers found were

as follows:

Layer 1 Soft brown loam consisting of the turf and root zones,

of patchy occurrence and about 1cm thick. Much of the layer

consisted of cow dung and occasional pieces of charcoal were

found presumably from European scrub fires. In square 45 a

few limb bones of domestic sheep were found.

fayer 2 Hard, fine-grained homogeneous grey loam with little

humus. Up to 3cm thick with rare flecks of charcoal and a few

tiny chert flakes believed to derive from Layer 3- A lens of

fine ash was found in square 27 and this is thought to have

been a European camp-fire.

Layer 2 Compacted yellow clay and angular stones grading into

parent rock." The surface of this layer was the level upon

which the prehistoric activities took place. The post holes

were cut from this surface, and embedded in it up to a depth

of 2cm were the few cultural items recovered from the site

including the carbonised seeds.

Lens A This was a 10cm fill layer in the stone-edged hearth

with ash, carbonised seeds and charcoal.

Lens B A second fill layer (5cm deep) in the hearth consisting

of fine ash.

\
\
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It will be appreciated from th{s description that there was no 'terrace

construction layer', as commonly found in New Zealand platforms of this

kind. The terrace was apparently formed merely by flattening the

existing ridge and presumably throwing any spoil over the sides. Only

one cultural surface was found, and this was on the interface between

Layers 2 and 3. The surface was very hard, and great care was needed to

expose the carbonised slab-posts when they were eventually discovered.

A total of 24 postholes and a stone-edged hearth made up the

structural features of the uncovered house (see Figure 82). All but 5·

of the postholes had a thin carbonised cap, and sufficient wood remained

in some to indicate that the posts had originally been carefully dressed

slabs. The size of the carbonised portions of the butts along the sides

of the house varied from 6cm by 2cm to 15cm by 4cm, with an average of

about 10cm by 3cm. Thus although the original posts were quite rectangular,

and appeared to have been dressed with an adze, they do not seem to have

been fashioned to a particular size. The side postholes which contained

the butts were also rectangular slots, and again variable in size.

ranging from 7cm by 7cm by 13cm deep to 17cmbY9cm by 30cm deep, and

averaging about 13cm by 7cm by 20cm deep. The figures demonstrate that

the structural supports were not deeply embedded in the ground. The four

centre-line postholes were considerably larger than those on the sides,

as were the carbonised butts found within them.

Six of the carbonised butts were identified as "Bodocarpus

cf totara/hallii group, almost certainly P~ totara" (Molloy, 1972:pers.

comm.), an unexpected identification, as P.totara is rare in the Aorangi

Mountains today. In Wardle's intensive study of vegetation in this area

no example is recorded (Wardle, 1967), and Druce (1971:12), noted only

the rare occurrence of a few specimens. No other explanation apart from
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recent and major ecological change would account for a local increase

in P.totara numbers during the period of occupation. The alternative then

is that the people who built the house went to some trouble to obtain

supplies, even to the extent perhaps of importing totara posts from

the nearest abundant source in the lowland forests of the main Wairarapa

Valley, some 20km away.

In Molloy's opinion the anatomical features of the wood suggest,

but do not prove, that outer or sap wood was used. The growth rings are

narrow and uniformly spaced, consistent with the outer wood of fairly

large trees or retarded smaller ones. The carbonised butts were therefore

jUdged to be suitable for radiocarbon dating, and samples of the rear

median post and another of the centre-line posts were submitted for dating.

The following results were obtained:

NZ 1642

NZ .1643

Charcoal M4/I/8-13 rear median post

Charcoal M4/r/18 centre-post

333BP :t: 69
484BP :t: 70

1617AD :t: 69

1466AD :t: 70

~~ese two determinations are unconfortably far apart for a single period

of occupation, missing an overlap by 12 years at one standard error.

However, the difference is judged to be statistical rather than a real

indiaation of different age. The two results were therefore pooled to

give the following 'best estimate':

M4 House 411BP :t: 76 1539AD :t: 76

The rear median post of the house revealed an interesting

feature during excavation. Under the carbonised cap of the slab post,

partly decomposed wood occurred in somewhat greater quantity than in

most of the other postholes. At a depth of 14cm below the charcoal cap

a dog's jawbone had been inserted into a recess in the actual post during

the construction of the house. The bone was the right mandible of a

young dog of about 6,months (see Figure 83), judging from the partial
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eruption of the 3rd molar (Sisson &Grossman, 1953:503). Because the

jaw was in an unburnt part of the post, it must have been charred before

burial, and relate to some ritual process at the con~encement of the

house building.

Throughout Polynesia the erection of substantial houses was

frequently marked by ceremonial including human sacrifice. However, the

use of young dogs in this fashion has not been recorded previously. At

the site of Elletts Mountain (N42/23), 8 dog canines were recently found

in the fill of a posthole, but could not be related to any meaningful

structure (McKinlay, 1975:pers.comm.). This find, however, could indicate

a comParable ritual.

It is also noteworthy that the stone-edged heaFth was set into

the living surface, rather than sitting upon it. Thus the fire would have

burnt in the hearth slightly below the level of the floor. The hearth was

made from 10 rather irregular pieces of greYWacke. It measured 42cm by

58cm and contained 2 lenses of ash as described above. Charcoal from

Lens A was identified by Molloy (~):

dominant

sub-dominant

minor amounts

"

Myoporum laetum (ngaio)

Hebe sp. ? salicifolia (Koromiko)

Metrosideros cf robusta (rata)

Pseudopanax cf colensoi-arboreum (five-finger)

Outside the hearth, charcoal from near the centre-post was also found

to contain Pseudopanax sp. Little is known of the uses to which various

New Zealand timbers were put by the 18th or 19th century Maori, and even

less of those by earlier populations. A poem collected by Sir George Grey

alludes to 'moa' being roasted with koromiko. This much quoted reference

(see for example Colenso, 1879:87; Duff, 1956:298) has resulted in a

widespread belief that Hebe salicifolia/stricta was commonly used for
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cooking purposes. The above identification is the only archaeological

evidence to support the claim, and it is at present an isolated find.

It is worthwhile comparing the results from this hearth with a

few other recorded identifications from prehistoric ovens or hearths.

From an oven in the Tararua Range dated to the 13th century AD charred

wood was identified as Podocarpus cf totara/hallii group probably

P.hallii (Park, 1970:193-4). At the Weka Pass or Timpendean Shelter in

North Canterbury, probably dated to the early 16th century, timber burnt

on the site included Podocarpus sp., Sophora sp., Hebe sp., and Discaria sp

(Trotter, 1972b:47-49). In the Moikau Valley in Palliser Bay charcoal

was identified from three ovens closely associated with a house excavated

by N.Prickett (1974), and dated to the late 12th century AD. The following

results were obtained (Molloy, 1973:pers.comm.):

I
\

Oven 1 Dominant

Minor amounts
It

"
"

Dacrydium cupressinum (rimu)

Coprosma sp.

Coriaria arborea (tutu)

PittosE9rum sp.

Hebe sp.

Oven 2

Oven 3

Dominant Dacrydium cupressinum (rimu)

Dominant Dacrydium cupressinum (rimu)

Minor amounts Nothofagus truncata (hard beech)

" Leptospermum scoparium (manuka)

" Paeudowintera ap. (horopito)

These few identifications cited show that a great range of

woods were used for cooking, even in a single fire, and that the belief

in the importance of Hebe salicifoli~ is not necessarily supported by

the finds at the Cross Site House.

A number of seeds were recovered from the soil samples, and a

representative number of these were identified as follows (R.Mason, 1973:
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pers.comm.):

palystegia sp. (pohuehue) 1

Sophora sp. (kowhai) 1

Myoporum laetum (ngaio) 7
Ripogonum scandens 1

(supplejack)

Qorynocarpus laevigata .(karaka) 2

'Elaeocar~us hookerianus(pokaka) 2

Elaeocarpus dentatus (hinau) 63

Only the last two species were carbonised, but most specimens were found

firmly embedded in Layer 3, and are therefore securely associated with the

prehistoric dwelling. Of the species present, the karaka, hinau, pokcl~a,

and perhaps "the ngaio, were probably brought into the house as food. Hinau

is rare in the Aorangi Mountains today. Pokaka was not recorded by Wardle

(1967) and only a few specimens were noted by Druce (1971:12). Hinau

berries have been identified from other New Zealand archaeological sites

(for example see Trotter, 1974:9), and the berries were an esteemed food

of the ~~ori (Best, 1942:43). The carbonised seeds were found concentrated

about the hearth, although only a few were recovered from the hearth fill

(

itself. The majority of the hinau seeds came from a patch of Layer 3

within a few cm of the centre-post. Since the carbonisation of seeds requires

a reducing atmosphere, such as a choked or stifled fire, the quantity

of seeds found outside the hearth might argue for their carbonisation

inside a storage bag during the fire which razed the house. Apart from

the seeds next to the centre-post, nearly all the remainder were found

close to the walls of the house, and this possibly indicates they too

were in food containers suspended from the walls at the time of the fire.

As in the case of the Mangakaware houses (Bellwood, 1971:121), seeds

provide a clue to the season of occupation of this house. Specimens found

near the hearth suggest that the ripe fruit were brought to the house
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where, as the fleshy covering of the seed was bitten off and eaten,

the discarded seeds were consigned to the fireplace. This particularly

applied to the hinau, the dominant type. Clearly, however, some of the

seeds were in storage at the time of the fire which burnt the house. It

may be argued then that the fire took place after the ripening time of

the hinau fruits, and within the period that they were stored and eaten.

According to Allan (1961:333) the hinau flowers between October and

February and the purple fruit ripens between December and May. Since the

Aorangi Mountains are in the southern part of the distributional range

of hinau the ripening time is probably closer to March-April. The smaller

pokw{o fruits ripen between November and March. Karaka fruit ripen between

January and April (Allan, 1961:407), and in this area ripening is again

towards the end of the period. The ngaio drupes mature between December

and June (op.cit.: 958). The most likely collection time for this

assemblage of drupes is about March or April. Assuming that they could

still be used as food for 3 to 4 months after collection, if kept in

dry surroundings, the house fire could have occurred between March and

July. This suggestion of autumn to winter occupation is not inconsistent

with the hypothesized link between the house and adjacent pit, which

probably would have been filled with kumara in April or early May for

winter storage and use.

A few artefacts were found embedded in Layer 3. These include

a small sawn and polished nephrite adze (see Figure 83) which derived

from the Arahura River source (Ritchie, n.d.), 84 tiny chert flmtes,

probably from Te Oroi, 1 pumice fragment and 1 piece of rock crystal

(K.Prickett, n.d.). In addition, 1 small piece of grey obsidian was

found, and this was determined by trace element analysis to derive from

Cooks Bay (see Sample GU300, Appendix 5). Cooks Bay obsidian occurs in

l,
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moderate amounts at the Washpool }1idden Site throughout the sequence

from c.1150AD to c.1550AD (see Appendix 17).

As can be seen from Figure 82, the house was supported by two

rows of posts, ten on each side, and four centre-posts. The outer walls were

slightly out of parallel, an arrangement which N.Prickett (1974) has argued

was a deliberate practice to destroy symmetry. At the northern end of the

house the centre line of posts terminated some 1.7m from the end, and the

last centre post slab was set at right angles to the line of the house.

This is a strong indication of a verandah similar to those recorded for

19th century Maori dwellings. The entrance to the house therefore faced

uphill towards the raised rim pit. The main structural features of the

house are reconstructed in Figure 84, and its design is discussed further

in a later section where comparisons are made with other archaeological

structures found in Palliser Bay.

THE WASHPOOL TITOKI PIT - M5

The intersection of the ~~otukutuku River and a tributary

stream 2.8km from the coast (see Figure 12) has left a triangle of land

on the south bank divided by scarps into gently sloping terraces. On

one of the outermost terraces a rectangular raised-rim pit of 5.5m by

4m was located (see Figure 85). It occupied a position very similar to

a series of pits discovered on the edges of high terraces on the south

bank of the Kaw~{awa River, where surrounding ground bore stone walls

and mounds (N168-9/58-61). No walls were present at M5, however. The

terraces are mantled by a friable gravelly loam believed to have been

formed under forest. This overlies a very stony deposit of riverine

origin in a clay matrix. The site is locally known as the Titoki Pit

because of a large Titoki (Alect~on excelsus) tree nearby.

f
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Similar raised-rim pits were discovered on the south bank

further upstream. The pit M6 (4.5m by 4.5m) is located on the edge of

a river terrace on the west baru< of a small gully, while the partly

destroyed pit M7 (?5m by 3.5m) was found on the east bank of another

tributary stream (see Figures 86 and 87). The pits M8 and M9 are much

disturbed by subsequent forest cover but were perhaps 5m by 4m. Good

accessibility resulted in the selection of the M5 pit for excavation.

It appeared to be well preserved with a SUbstantial rim evident on all

sides. In neither this pit nor any others in Palliser Bay could an entrance

in the rim be detected.

A rectangle of 7m by 6m was excavated with a central 50cm

baulk which bisected the pit from east to west. Beyond the rim, 3 layers

were found:

Layer 1 Brown loam containing much humus

Layer 2 Grey-brown friable loam, constituting the lower

portion of the topsoil.

Layer 3A Hard stony yellow disturbed natural

Beneath Layer 2 the first prehistoric material was obtained from the

surface of Layer 3A. Patches of charcoal and relatively loose soil were

visible on this surface and several small obsidian flakes were recovered.

Later investigation of two soft patches revealed root holes left by small

to medium sized trees and this shows that regeneration had occurred after

the abandonment of the area. Obsidian flakes were also found on the rim

of the pit which was composed of stones and clay, almost certainly derived

from digging out the bottom of the pit.

Under the topsoil in the pit was a series of fill layers, all

of which could be ascribed to natural erosion into an open pit after
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its use ceased:

Layer 3B A recent soil which included some pig bone and an

obsidian flake, thought to have been washed down from the rim

Layer 4 Friable shingle loam possibly formed under vegetation

Layer 5 A grey-brown friable stony loam which may represent

a renewal of erosion from the rim

Layer 6 Like Layer 4 this also contained humus consistent with

vegetation cover

Layer 7 This was the uppermost fill component with ~~tches of

charcoal, and consisted of thick dark brown shingly loam

Layer 8 This was a mixed layer of shingly loam, charcoal, and

clay. It was the primary erosion layer deposited by slumping

and rainwash from the walls and rim

Layer 9 The uppermost floor surface, consisted of a thin

brown gritty soil surrounding stones in the centre of the pit

Layer 10 This was similar to Layer 9 but contained pieces of

yellow clay. It was found in the centre of the pit only

Layer 11 This probably represented the fresh surface of the

pit floor soon after it was dug. The upper 2 to 3cm are a

compacted brown shingly soil with clay inclusions. Along the

northern and eastern edges of the pit it overlay a natural

yellow clay and stones, but in the centre and western portions

of the pit it was clearly not a trampled natural, but was

itself a modified fill layer

Layer 12 This occurred at the base of this deliberate infill

(Layer 11), and was similar in composition to the fill but

substantially less compacted. This was covering the floor

of an earlier pit (A).

fayer 13 The natural substratum exposed in the floor of the

earlier Pit A. This was a very hard stony layer with clay

matrix, and the same deposit as the natural surface around

the pit (Layer 3A)

The unexpected discovery of an earlier pit floor made the interpretation
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of some of the structural features in the later Pit C more difficult

than anticipated (see Figure 88). However, the two buttresses found

on the northern wall definitely belonged to the later pit. One was

situated in the northeast corner, while the second was slightly offset

from the centre line of the pit. At the foot of the corner buttress, a

small circular hearth was discovered in Layer 11, and this furnished

charcoal for a radiocarbon sample:

NZ1639 Charcoal M5/17, hearth Layer 11 ~178BP ~1772AD

Beside the central buttress, portions of a timber plank were uncovered

which may have been part of a door frame. Another piece of similar

timber occurred in an upright position a small distance out from the

western wall, and this could have been part of a wooden wall or perhaps

from a storage rack.

The floor of Pit C possessed at least 3 postholes which could

not have belonged to Pit A since they occurred beyond its walls. Two

are positioned close to the centre line at the southern end, while the

third is in front of the central buttress. Within the depth range of

these holes (35cm to 48cm) is another posthole which was not noticed

until the slightly lower Pit A floor was scraped down. It was 35cm deep

compared with a posthole of 16cm (Post No 5) which is believed to have

been part of a centre line of posts of Pit A. If the former posthole

(No 4 in Figure 88) is assigned to Pit C, it appears that the roof

was supported by two ridge posts, and that the,structure was

reconditioned at some time when these were being replaced with two new

posts positioned parallel to the first two, but slightly offset. The two

pairs of supporting posts then are represented by Posts 1 and 2, and at

some other time by Posts 3 and 4. Such re-framing and mis-alignment of

centre posts is not uncommon in pits (qv.Fcx, 1974: 11+3), and probably
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indicates that the reconditioning took place with the older rotten

framing intact, and only removed after new posts had been erected beside

them. Pits A and C appear to conform to Fox's Type 1 (ibid).

A section of the wall of Pit C was removed in order to determine

the length of the earlier pit. A large quantity of charcoal was found on

the floor of Pit A under the deliberate infill, and this showed as a

black lens in the wall of the later Pit C. It was from a hearth similar

to that found in the corner of Pit C. A charcoal sample which was collected

from this hearth dates the use of the earlier pit:

NZ1640 Charcoal M5/33, Hearth A 371BP * 69 1579AD * 69

The relatively homogeneous fill material of Pit A into which

Pit C was dug terminated abruptly 25 - 35cm from the western edge of the

excavation. Here another fill layer was discovered belonging to a third

Pit B, also deliberately infil1ed. Chronologically it was definitely

later than Pit A and probably earlier than Pit C, if as seems likely,

material dug out of Pit C was later used to fill it. Insufficient time

precluded the examination of this pit, or the full exposure of Pit A.

It is probable that further excavation would reveal still additional

pits. From the section it is evident that Pit B also had a raised rim.

The discovery of 3 pits in the course of excavation of a single,

apparently isolated pit is not unusual in North Island pit excavations.

The use of fill from one in the construction of the next makes the

interpretation of any artefactual material very difficult. Stone

material from this site included 6 obsidian flakes, some found inside

and outside the latest pit. They could have been deposited at any time

before the use of the latest pit ceased. Two pieces of the obsidian

were sourced to Huruiki in Northland (see Appendix 5,Samples GU 392,

GU 393), and one green piece to Cooks Bay, Coromandel (Sample GU 394).
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The Huruiki source was most frequently represented in the Level 11

obsidian collection from the Washpool Midden Site at about 1345AD

(see Sppendix 17). Two chert flakes were found, probably from the source

at Te Oroi, and 1 flakecl D'Urville Island argillite. The 5 identified

Calystegia tuguriorum seeds were from the modern topsoil Layer 2, and

natural fill Layer 6, and were probably deposited under light forest

conditions after the abandonment of the site.

This excavation demonstrated that the raised-rim pit with

buttresses, central postholes, and hearth was in use as late as the

18th century AD in this location at least, and probably during the

preceeding two centuries.

COASTAL HORTICULTURAL SITES

During the site survey, over 80 hectares of the coastal

platform were found to have been modified by the construction of stone

walls, stone mounds, and single boulder alignments. Where these stone

structures were sectioned by the road or eroding river or stream banks

they were often found to contain quantities of charcoal. As well, the

ground between the stone structures frequently displayed a characteristic

thick, blackened sandy layer which on stratigraphic grounds was

contemporary with the stone structures.

The aim of H.Leach's study of the stone walls was to identify

the various activities associated with wall building and use, and to

assess whether this constellation of evidence Was consistent with a

horticultural interpretation (H.Leach, 1976). Her fieldwork consisted

of mapping each of the major wall complexes, followed by a series of

excavations. All except one of the excavations were designed to obtain
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a clear profile of a stone structure and the adjacent soil layers, and

to recover soil and charcoal samples. The exception was at the Washpool

where the interrelationships of a single boulder alignment and a stone

wall were investigated in plan, by exposing 150m2•

The northernmost wall complex on the coastal platform

(N168-9/16) was spread over 600m between Woolshed Creek and Whatarangi

Stream. Prehistoric occupants had taken advantage of hollows on both

sides of a well marked stony beach ridge to clear ground and modify the

sandy loam soil to their requirements. Excess stones had been built

into a number of short walls running out from the beach ridge. Where

this beach ridge is actively eroded by the sea at its northern end

(N168-9/15), artefacts of Archaic forms have been recovered, including

moa bone tabs and a small polished Duff Type 2A adze. A 3m by 1m trench

was excavated across a stone wall at the southern end of the complex.

This revealed that 4 discrete silt layers had built up against this

wall as a result of flooding of the Whatarangi Stream. The uppermost

was certainly post-European, while the lower silts were interpreted as

prehistoric. Beneath the silt layers the original A horizon was located.

This was a beach sand modified by humus and charcoal. H.Leach noted

the following features of this layer which were also encountered at

most other wall sections:

"This was unquestionably mOdified by man by the incorporation

of quantities of charcoal, by the removal of the larger

waterworn stones to the wall, and by what seemed to be

artificial deepening of the A horizon away from the wall"

(H.Leach, 1976:Chapter 3)

A charcoal sample from this sandy loam gave the following result:

NZ1309 Charcoal N168-9/16 1405AD :t: 68

This age estimate is. most useful for it provides some indication of when

a stable environment existed before the serious erosion which still
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affects the Whatarangi area began. H.Leach believes that the presence

of charcoal in the first silt layer indicates that the burning of

forest cover on the hills behind the coastal platform during the

prehistoric period may have initiated this erosion (~).

Stone structures at the Washpool cover nearly 10 hectares and

both walls and stone alignments are common. Judging from the layout of

walls, this complex (N168-9/20) actually consists of several sections

laid out separately, some of which are characterised by a predominance

of precisely positioned boulder alignments with fewer walls, while

others have mainly broad walls laid out less carefully. Of particular

interest were some lengths of single boulder alignments which seemed

to run parallel to portions of stone walls, turn corners and merge with

other walls. H.Leach opened 6 squares each of 5m by 5m in an area where

the construction details and the relationship between these alignments

and walls could be examined. As well as exposing the structures in plan,

sections were cut at several points. This excavation showed clearly

that the jumbled heap of stones which seem to constitute this wall

actually concealed the remains of a neatly constructed low wall, faced

on one side by up to 3 layers of large boulders, behind which the

smale stones had been dumped. The alignment was also constructed of

quite large waterworn boulders, placed on edge in a contiguous

arrangement. A small fire had been lit up against the alignment and

extinguished by placing another stone over the ashes. The stone had

cracked in situ.

Charcoal pieces were found both within and outside the stone

structures. There appeared to be more pieces within the stone wall, but

this probably reflects the greater protection from physical attrition

there. Charcoal samples were submitted for dating from the wall matrix

(Layer 2A), the charcoal enriched soil (former A horizon) adjacent to
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the wall (Layer 2B), and from a lens of charcoal which had become

incorporated in the original B horizon before or at the time the wall

was built. These gave the following results:

NZ1513 Charcoal M1/XX/7-8, Layer 2A 342BP :t: 78 1608AD :t: 78

NZ1514 Charcoal t11/XX/6-7, Layer 2B 508BP :t: 79 1442AD :t: 79

NZ1512 Charcoal M1/XX/15, Layer 3 388BP :t: 79 1562AD :t: 79

These were combined to give a single pooled estimate:

Washpool Stone Wall Garden 412BP :t: 49 1538AD :t: 49

This excavation demonstrated that the row and alignment were contemporary

features, laid out and constructed within a single programme of wall

building. They also showed that the former topsoil adjacent to the

structures was in many places artificially deepened and darkened with

charcoal. It was found that soon after this soil modification took place,

the natural hollow through which the alignment passed, was used as a

workshop, resulting in the accumulation of over 400 pieces of stone

material, most of which were obsidian and chert flakes. Examination of

edge-use indicated that the majority had been used as scrapers. Drill

points and various cutters and abraders were also identified. Only one

piece of bone was found and H.Leach suggests that the stone tools had

been employed in the finishing of small wooden objects (H.Leach, 1976:

Chapter 3).

Between the Washpool and the .major wall complex at Te Humenga,

stone structures occur on the few portions of coastal platform which

~e not covered in shingle and stones from active or semi-active fans

(for example: N168-9/35 , 37). Only about 10 stone walls are visible;

however a series of very long artificial terraces have been recorded on

one of the more consolidated fans (N168-9/36). These were assigned a

horticultural function earlier in this chapter. At Te Humenga, stone
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walls cover an area of 9.3ha on"the third, fourth and fifth raised beach

ridges and intervening hollows (N168-9/39). At least two separate sections

have been identified, composed chiefly of long stone walls which meet

the beach ridges at right angles. Where the ground is stony, walls

predominate; these give way to contiguous alignment and even spaced

boulders in more silty areas. From such situations, H.Leach ar~~es that

the primary purpose of stone walls was to mark land boundaries; in very

stony ground they fulfilled the secondary function of containing stones

cleared from adjacent surfaces. Two small excavations were conducted at

Te Humenga (op.cit.: Chapter 3). In both sections removal of overlying

recent topsoil and silt layers revealed a black sandy loam enriched

with charcoal. This in turn covered the natural brown sand of which

the beach ridges are composed. The surface of this sand dipped down on

both sides of the wall, just as at Whatarangi, and the Washpool Site. A

charcoal sample from the black wall matrix gave the following result:

NZ1310 Charcoal N168-9/39 777BP * 56 1173AD * 56

It is interesting to note that at Te Humenga increased fan activit~

also followed the wall building phase.

On the north bank of the Pararaki River a further 9.3ha of

walls were recorded. These were built on the beach ridges, swales and

on the river terrace (N168-9/41). As well as the walls, mounds of burnt

stone, middens, burials, artefacts and houses have been located in this

area (N168-9/42, 43). The usual range of stone structures was present

but their layout gave the impression that the land was cleared in

smaller sections and possibly over a longer period than at Te Humenga

(or.cit.: Chapter 2). Two large stone walls were sectioned, one of which

had been used as a midden dump during its construction. This feature had
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been built directly over a stone-filled trench which was interpreted

as an alternative form of boundary marker. Charcoal from the trench

was dated:

NZ1312 Charcoal N168-9/41 731BP ~ 70 1219AD ~ 70

A sample from the matrix of the stone wall gave a date of:

NZ1311 Charcoal N168-9/41 671BP ~ 72 1279AD ~ 72

A further sample from the matrix of a stone wall on the inner beach

ridge confirmed the period involved with the following result:

NZ1313 Charcoal N168-9/41 708BP ~ 72 1242AD ~ 72

There was evidence from the excavations and from a series of test pits

that erosion in the form of river flood silts and wind blown sands

followed prehistoric occupation of this area. However, this activity

began only after a period of abandonment during which normal soil

build-up occurred (op.cit.: Chapter 3).

1141AD ~ 73809BP ~ 73

Archaeological sites at the South Pararaki were as abundant

as on the north bank, and the walls covered some 11.7ha (N168-9/46). Three

major and three minor groups were identified (on.cit.:Chapter 2), and

these included stone walls and single boulder alignments. A double

alignment spaced 46cm to 60cm apart was excavated at several points,

and the ground between was found to have been paved in one area. Charcoal

from the contemporary black sandy loam gave the earliest date from

Palliser Bay:

NZ1314 Charcoal N168-9/46

H.Leach argues that this feature was a pathway between two garden

plots (op.cit.: Chapter 3).

The stone walls at North Kawakawa (N168-9/52) are characterised

by long straight rows which rise to a slope of 21.50 on the flanks of

a terraced ridge (N168-9/49). They cover 8.9ha of consolidated sandy
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loam soils. The upper sections of the walls are composed of angular

fragments eroded from the ridge above rather than the usual beach

boulders (op.cit.:Chapter 2). On the flat ground some quite small

enclosures were recorded as well as single boulder alignments. Another

stone-filled trench was discovered here beneath a stone wall, and the

trench was dated as follows:

NZ1315 Charcoal N168-9/52 687BP ~ 66 1261AD ~ 66

H.Leach believes that erosion in this area was accelerated during this

wall building phase, but declined after prehistoric activities were

transferred elsewhere (op.ci~: Chapter 3).

Between North Kawakawa and the next major wall complex at

Waiwhero Stream (N168-9/69), several small groups of walls were discovered

on some old consolidated or semi-consolidated fans (N168-9/63, 64. 65, 66,

68). These were not dated but H.Leach has commented on differences between

them and the Pararaki, Te Humenga, and Kawakawa walls (op.cit.: Chapter 2) •

. They are invariably associated with rectangular raised-rim pits and form

larger and simpler enclosures. Less care seems to have been taken in

layout, and H.Leach argues that their construction took place later

in the prehistoric sequence.

On the north side of the Waiwhero Stream another major wall

complex of 7.5ha is situated on several raised beach ridges and hollows

(N168-9/69). Stone walls, single boulder alignments, pathways, stone

uprights, and mounds make up several sections which can be separated on

the grounds of orientation and parallelism (op.cit.:Chapter 2). One

row gave the following radiocarbon date:

NZ1316 Charcoal N168-9/69 477BP ~ 56 1473AD ~ 56

H.Leach suggests that fan build-up in the area began to obliterate the
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upper section of walls only a short period after abandonment (op.cit.:

Chapter 3).

Several minor wall complexes occur on consolidated fan slopes

along the coast between Waiwhero and Black Rocks Point (N168-9/70, 71,

72). It is noteworthy that all are associated with pits and are of a

simple layout. They are in direct contrast to the 16.2ha Black Rocks

wall complex which includes the longest and straightest walls in Palliser

Bay (N168-9/76). The long walls here occupy a steep consolidated fan

at the northern area of Black Rocks and range from 178m to 212m in length.

Eleven clusters have been isolated, some on fans, others on the upper

raised beach ridges. One of the long walls was dated, from a sample

associated with midden dumped into the row during its construction.

NZ1317 Charcoal N168-9/76 560BP * 71 1390AD : 71

The charcoal enriched soil on either side of the wall is regarded as

artificially deepened, and H.Leach has drawn attention to the presence

of waterworn pebbles within it, probably brOUght up from the beach.

No other excavations were carried out, although the recording

of stone wall complexes continued as far as the Cape Palliser Lighthouse.

East of Black Rocks Point the coastal platform is narrower and more

exposed, and so opportunities for cultivation were restricted. On the

south bank of the Mangatoetoe River an area of 3.6ha of walls were

recorded (N168-9/79) which had similarities in layout to those at

North Kawakawa (op.cit.: Chapter 2). West of the lighthouse a few

walls were found on consolidated fans in Kirikiri Bay (N168-9/81). These

H.Leach describes as comparable to the simple, rather irregular walls

of South Kawakawa and South Waiwhero.

Drawing on the results of the field surveys and excavations
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H.Leach commented as follows:

"In summary, it has been shown that the walls of Palliser

Bay result from a pattern of behaviour which also includes

burning vegetation, clearing rubbish, modifying the topsoil,

and marking plot boundaries and access routes. Furthermore

these activities have been shown to be restricted to areas

with a coastal climate, and a developed, friable, well-drained

topsoil. There are also a few indications that the activities

were concentrated in the warmer part of the year ••••• The one

interpretation which accounts for all the_ evidence without

strain is that the wall complexes are enclosed garden plots,

and that the behaviour pattern is typical of horticulture"

(H.Leach, 1976:Chapter 4)

On physiological grounds the moat likely cultivar is shown to be kumara.

It is argued that the coastal kurn~a gardens were for some centuries

concentrated on the raised beach areas at the mouths of major rivers

and streams adjacent to habitation sites. The stone structures

associated with these plots are carefully laid out according to various

principles of land use. On the other hand, the loxge simple enclosures

which were often built on fans and river terraces are regarded as

belonging to a separate, possible later, cultivation style. These are

not associated with middens, but are invariably close to large

rectangular raised-rim storage pits, and sometimes terraced ridges

(op.cit.: Chapter 4).

COASTAL MIDDEN SITES

Eight midden sites were excavated in the course of the

Wairarapa research. Two of these (the Washpool Camp Site N168-9/21 and

the Washpool Midden Site N168-9/22) were directly related to the

programme in the ~~otukutuku Valley and have been fully described above.
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The third site was near the mouth of the Pararaki River (N168-9/41) and

was excavated by H.Leach as part of her study of coastal wall systems

CH.Leach, 1976). The midden, actually incorPOrated within the stone

walls, raised questions which were explored archaeologically. The

same situation, encountered at one of the walls at Black Rocks, led to

the fourth midden excavation being conducted there (N168-9/76). Four

middens were intensivelY examined by A.J.Anderson (1973a) at Black Rocks

as Part of his analysis of economic behaviour in that area. These four

belonged to a group of 22 middens at Black Rocks (all are designated

N168-9/77), and conveniently pinpoint selected points over the whole

span of the' prehistoric period. These middens are individually known

as the Small Midden or BR1, the Pond Midden or BR2, the Black Midden

or BR3, and the Crescent Midden or BR4 (S!.Anderson, 1973a:53).

These latter excavations are fully described by H.Leach (1976:

Chapter 3) and Anderson (1973a); still, it is necessary in this section

to outline the salient features, because they contribute to the

overall picture of economic behaviour described in Chapter 5.

THE PARARAKI MIDDEN WALL (N168-9/41)

An area of 4.75m by 2.25m excavated by H.Leach on the north

bank of the Pararaki River, about 220m northwest of the new bridge

exposed a stone wall in which the midden lay. The wall was situated

on the crest of the 3rd beach ridge. H.Leach argues that a system of

boundaries marking individual garden plots, was initially set up at

the Pararaki and other places in Palliser Bay by digging small trenches.

Over a relatively small period the areas thus isolated were cleared of

stone and debris which was piled up in these trenches. Continuance of
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these activities eventually turned them into stone walls. Thus midden

in the trench at this point is intimately associated with initial

garden clearing activity. Two charcoal samples from the wall and the

trench gave similar radiocarbon results, confirming this interpretation

of a close temporal relationship.

NZ1311

NZ1312

Charcoal N168-9/41 wall matrix

Charcoal N168-9/41 trench

671BP :: 72

731BP '*' 70

1279AD :: 72

1219AD :: 70

These are pooled to give an overall estimate of 1249AD :: '30. A considerable

range of stone tools was included in the midden and stUdied in some detail

by H.Leach. She found that although some of the tools related to fishing

activities, the bulk were primarily industrial for working stone, bone

and wood (H.Leach, 1976·:.Chapter 3). The midden itself consisted of L~ forest

bird species (6 individuals), a little industrial moa bone of Euryapteryz

geranoides or Pachyornis mappini, along "Tith 11 species of fi.sh (40

individuals), 13 species of shellfish (557 individuals), and some mammalian

bone. This included sea lion (Phocarctos hookerU which, as argued earlier,

is a strong indicator of winter occupation in Palliser Bay. In co~non

with many middens in Palliser Bay, the dominant fish was Pseudolabrus spp.;

but other rocky shore and offshore sandy bottom species were also

recovered. The shellfish species are evidence of a strong preference for

collecting from a rocky shore, in sharp contrast to the present marine

environment which is an exposed and unstable sandy coastline with very

few molluscs at all. In this respect the Pararaki evidence is reminiscent

of the species range from the Washpool Midden Site. It has been argued

previously that in the Washpool area the early marine environment was

much more stable than today, and a similar explanation may be advanced

for the Pararaki as well. The finding of Paphies subtrianffillatum, P.austra.le,

Protothaca crassicosta, and Micrelenchus huttoni, which are soft protected
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shore species, supports this interpretation.

THE BLACK ROCKS SMALL MIDDEN (BR1 or N168-9/77)

This small isolated midden, situated on flat ground near the

4th beach ridge, was only revealed by the tailings of rabbit burrows

2(Anderson, 1973a:75-6). Anderson excavated only 2m of thus shallow

single layer site and the midden appeared to be related to an area of

burnt stones. Every indication was of a very short-lived camp where local

collected by one man in 10 days (based on the modern environment).

Largely on the basis of negative evidence, he argues that the contents

suggest collection during summer to autumn (op.cit.: 118) bya small

group of people.

In view of the good state of preservation of the midden,

Anderson believed that the site was fairly modern, and because of a

lack of charcoal in the site did not submit a sample for radiocarbon

dating. A sample of Cellana denticulata was assessed by the conchiolin

method of relative dating, however, and provided an interesting result

of about 1.63% compared with 1.41% for a modern sample. This finding

parallels a study of Perna canaliculus at the Fox River site (837/1)

where samples from the 19th century appeared to contain more conchiolin

than local modern specimens (Anderson, 1973b). It is suggested that

because of surface attrition the outside carbonate packages do not

have an encasing layer of conchiolin, and that chemical degradation

in an archaeological site involves an initial rapid attack on the

exposed carbonate, thereby inflating the conchiolin proportion. After
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this initial burst, decomposition settles down to attack the protective

layers at a slightly faster rate than the carbonate. Thus, the figure

of 1.63% for the Small Hidden suggests strongly that the sample was

deposited during the protohistoric period. It has been shown in

Chapter 3 that Palliser Bay was visited on a seasonal basis by Ngati-

kahungunu people upon their return to the Wairarapa in 1840, and this

site probably belongs to that period. The remains of 604 animals were

recovered from the midden, of which the dominant species were Lunella

smaragda and Cellana radians. No bone material nor artefacts were

recovered (see Anderson 1973a:Appendix E).

THE BLACK ROCKS POND MIDDEN (BR2 or N168-9/77)

This was also a small midden, but appeared to be very dense

and undisturbed (op.cit.:53). It was close to the 2nd beach ridge and

also to a small brackish pond which may once have been connected to the

~ea. A ~ap in the rocks immediately to the seaward led Anderson to suggest

that this could have been used as a canoe landing in more remote periods

2(op.cit.:110). Only 2m were excavated, but this produced 10 times more

remains than in the Small' Midden excavation; all belonged to a single

layer. Anderson makes the interesting observation that although the

quantity of Haliotis iris was an impressive feature "the proportion

of paua to other species is almost exactly the same as the Small midden,

where paua is barely noticeable" (op.cit.:76-7); this is a strong argument

in support of his quantitative approach. The main shellfish species

represented (av.op.cit.: Appendix E) were Melagraphia aethiops, Cellana

den\ipEl~~, Cellana radians and Haliotis iri~ of the total of 6502 shell-

fish. There were also significant quantities of crayfish (101 individuals

Jasusedwardsii), and,also of inshore rocky species of fish (158) such as

Qpridodax pullus and ~seudolabrus spp. For such a small midden quite a
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few species of birds (12 species and minimum number of 15) were

represented; of the landsnails recovered there were 36 Therasia cf

zelandiae, 14 Charopa (Charopa) coma, and 1 Helicella cuperata. This

latter is particularly important since it is an adventive species

(Wallace, 1975). Caution is required in its use, however, because

sand and other debris was continually being blown into the squares

during excavation making its association with the midden doubtful. On

the other hand, the conchiolin ratio for a sample of Cellana denticulata

was as high as 0.64%, which is consistent with a relatively recent site,

although somewhat older than the Small rlidden (op.cit.: Figure 19). A

charcoal sample was dated to less than 200 years, confirming this

overall impression (op.cit.:87).

NZ1649 Charcoal BR2/2, Layer'1 <200 BP

No artefacts were found in the site, and Anderson (op.cit.:116)

again suggests that the site was occupied during summer and that one man

could have collected the contents of the site from the modern environment

in 176 days (op.cit.:119). As with the calculations for the other Black

Rocks sites this figure is compensated for the proportion of the site

excavated and other factors such as double low tides (gr.Anderson, 1973a:

118-9). The figure then is a best estimate of the effort involved in

collecting the total contents of the midden.

BLACK ROCKS BLACK MIDDEN (BR3 or N168-9/77)

This larger midden was situated between the 3rd and 4th beach

ridges. It appeared to be relatively unconcentrated, rich in, charcoal,

and was found to contain 2 distinct layers in the 8m2 excavated. Layer 1

was a black sandy loam, and layer 2 a dense grey ash with abundant bone

and shell remains. A charcoal sample from Layer 2 yielded a 12th century
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date:

NZ1646 Charcoal BR3/3, Layer 2 803BP * 54 1147AD * 54

Samples of Cellana denticulata from each layer gave indistinguishable

results of about O.~,2% confirming the early status of the site (op.cit.:

Figure 19). The minimum number of shellfish and crustaceans in the

excavation was 21,323, along with 146 fish, and 59 birds (op.cit.:

Appendix E). Of these the dominant shellfish species were Lllnella

smaragda, Helagraphia aethiops, Cellana radians, and Cellana denticulata.

The remains of nearly 500 crayfish (Jasus edwardsii) were found, and amongst

the 12 species of fish, Pseudolabrus spp. was the most common. Birds were

well represented by 18 species but more than half the individuals were

Cyanoramphus n.novaezelandiae (the red crowned parakeet); the remains of

only 1 moa (~uryapteryx ? gravis) were recovered. Several artefacts were

found, and these included a small one piece bone (moa tibiotarsus) fish

hook (Figure 59), two moa bone lure shanks (Figure 57a, b), one stone

lure shank (Figure 55d) , and not surprisingly, 3 bone bird spears

(Figure 60 Type A c, d, and Type C f). Anderson argues for two periods of

occupation of about 3 months duration (op.cit.:117) during both summer

and autumn. He also estimates that it would take one man 1232 days to

collect the midden in the site (op.cit.:119)

THE BLACK ROCKS CRESCENT MIDDEN (BR4 or N168-9/77)

This crescentic shaped mound was one of the largest middens

at Black Rocks, and from the surface seemed to be one of the deepest. An

area of 8m2 was excavated in the undisturbed centre and four separate

layers were identified. Layers 2 and 3 in particular were characterised

by complex microstratigraphy, consisting of nebulous lenses which'were

more apparent in section than plan, and had to be sacrificed in
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preference to accurate bagging 'of the main stratigraphical units. The

four recorded components were all dense midden layers, differing mainly

in humification, sand or ash content. Two charcoal samples were submitted

for dating and gave the following results:

NZ1647

NZ1648

Charcoal BR4/1

Charcoal BR4/1

Layer 1

Layer 4

681BP :t: 52

674BP :t: 52

1269AD :t: 52

1276AD :t: 52

Clearly, the difference is insignificant and suggests that the 4 layers

were laid down oVer a relatively short period. The two results are

therefore pooled to give 1273AD :t: 4. Four samples of Cellana dent~culat~

from the different layers possessed similar proportions of conchiolin and

also show that the site is of roughly comparable age to the Black Midden

(Layer 1 0.41%, Layer 2 0.42%, Layer 3 0.36%, and Layer 4 0.32%), although

there are some grounds for suggest~ng a moderate time interVal for the

trend observed in the four layers. Anderson's overall assessment is

perhaps two visits by a group of people for 6 months each,. again over

the summer and autumn seasons (Anderson, 1973a:118). Based on his figures

for modern shellfish densities, Anderson estimates that the site's

contents would take 1484 man-days to collect, or only about 250 days

more than the Black Nidden.

Several artefacts found may be listed as follows: Layer 1

only produced 2 shell fish hook tabs (Figure 63 g, m), Layer 3 one shell

fish hook (Figure 63 b), and Layer 4 one piece of worked shell

(Figure 63 q). However, Layer 2 contained several artefacts including

a shell disk (Figure 63 p), 2 shell fish hook tabs (Figure 63 d, e), 5 shell

fish hooks (Figure 63 a,c,g,h,i), a moa bone lure point (Figure 58 d), and

a moa bone point from a composite bait hook (Figure 58 n).

The remains of about 43,000 animals were removed from this

site for analysis. The bulk of this sample were shellfish remains
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(40,541 minimum number), and the dominant species were Cellana radians

and Belagraphia aethio!2.L;?, with slightly smaller numbers of Cellana

denticulata and Zediloma spp. These were followed by Lunella smaragda,

Haliotis iris and Haustrum haustorium. Some of the crustaceans included

8 grapsid crabs, 27 red rock crabs (Plagusia capensis), and 949 crayfish

(Jasus edwardsii). The remains of 600 fish were recovered and of the

14 species, Pseudolabrus spp. were the most common, followed by Coridodax

pullus and Cheilodactylus macropterus. Bird remains of 12 species were

found, but none were especially common, except Puffinus gavia/huttoni.

Moa species included Euryapteryx gravis and perhaps Dinornis sp.

THE BLACK ROCKS WALL MIDDEN (N168-9/76)

This small excavation is 'fully described by H.Leach (1976:

Chapter 3), and consisted of a section examination of a stone wall on a

large shingle fan immediately to the north of Black Rocks. A charcoal

sample was dated as follows:

NZ1317 Charcoal N168-9/76 560BP =71 1390AD =71

Shellfish were represented by 9 species, and fish by 8. Although the

midden sample was small, indications are that the walls were constructed

Utowards the end of a period of human occupation at Black Rocks, when

pressure on marine resources was becoming very marked"(H.Leach, 1976:

Chapter 3).

DISCUSSION

The 8 midden sites excavated in Palliser Bay all indicate

reliance on a rocky intertidal environment. In the case of 5 of these,

in the vicinity of Black Rocks, this is in keeping with the modern

marine environment. Three sites, however, at the Pararaki Mouth and the
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Washpool, produced evidence quite out of character with modern

conditions for some distance on either side of the river mouths. The

suggested change in coastal conditions towards unstable beaches and

impoverished fauna is most likely to have been brought about by a chain

of events beginning with the initiation of Polynesian slash and burn

horticulture. Even at Black Rocks, an area extremely rich in rocky shore

marine life, the earliest sites have a significant component of soft,

protected shore species, such as Paphies australe and Paphies

subtriangulatum as well as other filter feeders. Loss of dense forest

nearby may have begun quite early at Black Rocks as shown in the

following observation by Anderson:

"It can be seen.that from fairly broad-based exploitation

of all the resource areas in the Black midden, there has

been a narrowing of interest to almost entirely marine

resources in the Crescent midden. For example, the percentage

of birds from bush habitats drops from 74% in layer 2 of the

Black midden to 1L~6 in layer 1 of the Crescent midden, and

the percentage of offshore fish species rises from 1~~ to

20/;6 between the same layers"

(Anderson, 1973a:161)

Because of the change in coastal conditions adjacent to the Washpool

and Pararaki River mouths, it is not possible to assess food gathering

strategies and preference patterns in any great detail. At Black Rocks,

hpwever, where marine conditions have clearly remained relatively

stable in the last millenium, it was possible for Anderson to explore

the subject in detail. In addition, the concentration of middens in this

area meant that a close study could be made of the effects of human

predation on coastal resources. In carrying out this study Anderson

found that a clear pattern of 'fine-grained' exploitation characterized
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the initial occupation phases for each major period, and that through

time there was a progressive shift towards a 'coarse-grained' approach

to the environment. In other words, initial collecting behaviour was

more closely aligned with the natural proportions of different

kinds of food, but that for a set of complex factors this behaviour

changed to one of increasing specialisation through time. Despite the

observed changes, Anderson fluently argues that throughout these shifts

there was "a common collection strategy which involves maximal

exploitation of small areas, and a common preference for both the

largest species, and the largest individuals of any species" (Anderson,

1973a:157).' In short, the depleting effects of anyone period of human

predation on the environment become the causes for the character of the

next phase of food gathering.

A number of explanations may be offered for the observed

underlying similarity in behavioural strategy towards the environment,

and while Anderson implies 'nature rather than nurture', cultural

continuity in communities from Palliser Bay visiting Black Rocks is

the interpretation preferred here.

COASTAL DWELLING SITES

Structural evidence consistent with substantial dwellings

was recovered in three of the excavations carried out in Palliser Bay.

One of these excavations (at N168-9/29 in the Washpool Valley) has

already been described, and produced a ground plan of a large

rectangular house. Prickett's field survey in the Moikau Valley

suggested the presence of several houses in a 'village' of which

one was selected for excavation. In addition, a salvage project at the
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mouth of thePararaki River revealed signs of two other dwellings.

These excavations are reviewed here because they contribute to a

discussion of settlement pattern and architecture in Chapter 5.

PARARAKI STONE SLAB HEARTHS (N168-9/41)

The construction of bridge approaches at the Pararaki River

mouth after H.Leach's excavations and field survey in this area led to

the discovery of two stone slab hearths immediately behind the 3rd

beach ridge, 120m northwest of the new bridge. These remains were 100m

closer to the river than the :nidden wall (also designated N168-9/41)

excavated by H.Leach. The two hearths were 10m apart and lay on an old

beach sand surface which after occupation had been mantled by river silt.

When the bulldozer stripped this area for the bridge approach, not only

the silt layer but most of the cultural layer was removed. Although no

post butts could therefore be detected, there appeared to be a significant

clustering of artefacts and other cultural debris about these hearths,

prompting the salvage excavations (S!.Prickett, et.al., n.d.), and the

identification of the hearths as house fireplaces. Fireplace no.2

consisted of waterworn boulders unfortunately scattered by the bulldozer,

but Fireplace no.1 was intact with 7 rounded stones set into a rectangle

of 80cm by 60cm. Clustered about Fireplace no.1 were a nephrite chisel,

pieces of rectangular adzes, various industrial tools such as greywacke

abraders and schist files, and several moa-bone artefacts such as fish

hooks and bird spears (see Figure 59 g, 0, p and Figure 60 Type B b). Two

very important finds were a greywacke beater (Figure 56 a), and a

triangular adze, apex to the rear (Figure 52 c) some 20rn north of

Fireplace no.1. This unusual adze is practically identical to one from

a burial at Horowhenua (Adkin, 1948:Figure 60). Around Fireplace no.2
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were 2 Dentalium nanum shells, a moa-bone lure point (Figure 58 c),

parts of 4 bird spears (Figure 60 Type A a, j, Type C d, Type F b),

parts of stone minnow lures, and a complete bone needle (Figure 62 q).

Pany of these artefacts are very similar to those in the early

levels of the Washpool Hidden Site, and the finding of Dentalium nanum

here also lends support to a fairly close temporal if not cultural

relationship between communities in the two areas. Because of the

disturbed nature of the area around these fireplaces, and also the

advance of bulldozers, radiocarbon dating was not attempted, still, the

immediate area is well known for its evidence of Archaic occupation rold

at least four radiocarbon dates in the 12th and early 13th centuries

AD derive from excavated sites in the close vicinity (H.Leach, "1976:

Chapter 3).

Just over 100m southwest of the two hearths, another possible

house was found. This (N168-9/1 and 42) was excavated by T.Barrow and

others in 1958, and revealed an 'L-shaped' enclosure of stones about

4.5m by 2.5m with an internal stone-edged hearth made of 6 waterworn

slabs. Nearby was a circle of stones enclosing a burial accompanied by a

shark tooth necklace. In 1964 K.Cairns recovered an unusual whale tooth

pendant close by (gy. Cairns, 1971). Houses outlined by stones are a

rare feature in New Zealand. Yet in view of the extensive use of stone

at the Pararaki for boundary marking, this most Polynesian trait is not

completely out of character. It might be suggested that the stones were

placed about the outside of the walls, either as decoration or to hold

brushwood or mats in place. In short, this find and the two hearths

nearer the river give strong support to the existence of substantial

dwellings at the mouth of the Pararaki River, early in the prehistoric

sequence and occupied by people of similar culture to those at the mouth
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of the r~otukutuku.

THE HOlKAU VALLEY HOUSE (N165/9)

One house and its surrounding area at this village site was

excavated by N.Prickett in 1971. The evidence from the site and the

valley as a whole has been presented elsewhere (N.Prickett, 1974).

Because of the importance of these finds to later discussion the evidence

is briefly reviewed here. The excavation squares were laid out near the

edge of a broad flat river terrace. Slightly raised banks appeared on

either side ,of the 11m by 7m area selected for excavation, with a more

substantial bank at one end, near the cliff edge. A rectangular slab

hearth consisting of 9 waterworn boulders was visible in the centre.

A shallow stratigraphy of 3 layers was revealed, including a modified

stony subs9il from which large stones had been dug, the occupation layer,

and subsequent erosion and turf layers. A rectangular arrangement of 39

, post butts was discovered, and a further 2 are presumed to have been

present in the original structure but were removed soon after the fire

which destroyed the house in an effort to recover artefacts deliberately

buried in the floor (see Figure 89). The wall post butts were well

dressed slabs, averaging 9cm by 3.2cm, while the corner posts were

dressed square and considerably smaller (1.5em to 2.5cm square). Clear

evidence of a doorway (80em wide) was recovered in the form of two

parallel rows of stones which made up a groove in which a sliding door

is believed to have been placed. The ground in front of this was

much more compacted than elsewhere and was clear of cultural debris.

Beside this was the largest post butt (14cm by 6cm) which in the absence

of a line of ridge posts in the house structure, would have taken much

of the weight of the'roof. The posts were made from Podocarpus cf halliil
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totara. Those along the inner porch wall were dressed in a much rougller

fashion. The porch area was closed in at the front by a row of solid

posts with an entry gap of 1.52m. The entire structure measured about

6.7m by 1~.3m. The two sets of walls were very similar in size but the

whole house plan was displaced by nearly 50 to a trapezium shape. A

reconstruction of the house is given in Figure 90. The hearth was

positioned in the centre of the inner room. Along the base of the side

walls were the remains of sticks and branches laid horizontally, and

these produced two charcoal samples for dating:

NZ1644

NZ1645

Charcoal vI1/D6-EG, Layer 2

Charcoal W1/111, Layer 2

769BP '*' 54

771BP :i: 54

1181AD :i: 54

1179AD :i: 54

The large number of chert and obsidian flakes were concentrated on the

north side and rear, of the house. The floor was very compacted from the

doorway to the hearth. This suggests that the sides and rear sections

were covered with bedding or mats through which the flakes filtered.

A number of drill points, adze flakes, greywacke cutters (Figure 19),

and schist files were found, and also 3 stone minnow lures (Figure 55 a,

e, f). These artefacts are closely similar to those from the Washpool

Hidden Site occupied at the same period.

DISCUSSION

Despite intensive excavation in a number of likely areas in

Palliser Bay, clear evidence for substantial rectangular houses was

found only in two sites. This experience is not new in New Zealand

archaeology. The Palliser excavations, however, suggest some of the

reasons for this scarcity. In both the Moikau and MakotUkutuku houses

the post holes were very small (8cm to 25cm deep, and as little as 5cm

by 5cm in plan). ~funy of these would not have been found but for the

carbonisation of wood to form a cap of charcoal less than 1cm thick
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in many cases. Beneath this was" an even thinner layer of wood. In an

archaeological site with many patches of charcoal, the recognition of

each post butt depended upon exposing the clump in plan with a fine

brush to detect any evidence of shaping or dressing. Undoubtedly, one

careless trowel movement could destroy this slender evidence. Such

shallovmess of the post holes outlining the perimeters of dwellings

becomes a critical factor in sites with sand or shingle matrix. Under

these conditions the smaller postholes such as wer~ encountered at

both these sites would not have been recognisable. Thus in less

consolidated sites the rectangular stone slab hearth surrounded by

artefact debris may be the only surviving evidence.

Although the two excavated houses are separated by nearly

4 centuries, they are basically similar in design and when considered

alongside 18th and early 19th century houses demonstrate great conservatism

in domestic architecture over a period of 800 years. Nevertheless, minor

differences may prove to be sensitive culture markers of regional or

temporal styles as they did in the 18th an~ 19th century (N.Prickett,

1974). Until more houses are excavated the significance of differences

between these two houses is uncertain, but some of them should be

" discussed.

Aspect may be the least culturally significant difference,

because in the case of the H4 house the ridge on which it was situated

was so narrow that the long axis could only have been oriented NE to SW.

The porch of the H4 house was placed on the NE side facing in the sun

and towards the pit structure up the ridge (360 to true North). The

Hoikau house also faced away from the view across the valley, but in

the SW direction (231 0 to true North), and in this instance the porch
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would have received little direct sun. Thus the two houses almost

faced opposite directions (1950 difference). It is possible that the

closed porch of the Moikau house was an attempt to compensate for the

resulting lack of warmth.

The most notable difference is probably the absence of a

central line of posts in the Moikau house; this lack of structural

support was made up for by increasing the number of posts on the end

walls. The Moikau house doorway was positioned on the right side of the

house (looking in), and although no door slot was discovered at M4,

the slightly offset position of the ridge posts suggests that this house

also had its doorway on the right. This is contrary to the bulk of

ethnographic evidence from the 19th century. Some dimensional differences

are listed below, and others appear on F'igure 91.

Moikau House Washpool M4 House

Average width 4.33rn 3.26m

Average length 6.74m 5.58m
2 2

Total area 29.16m 18.18m

Length-breadth ratio 1.56 1.72

Porch average depth 1.78m 1.47m

Porch average width 4.3Om 3.37m
Porch area 7.65m2 4.95m2

2 2
Area of inner room 21.51m 13.23m

Porch of total house area 26.2',0 27.2'10

Offset of side walls 6.0cm 26.3cm

Offset of end walls 3.0cm 6.6cm

The departure from symmetry, evident in both these houses

(see Figure 91), has been discussed by Priokett (1974) who claims that this

was a deliberate aot of magico-religious significance. In the case of the

M4 house the walls are all of different lengths, out have olearly been

laid out aocording to El 900 plan. In the Moikau house, the pairs of walls
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are of practically identical lehgths, but have been displaced relative

to one another to form a trapezium.

The evidence for continuity in house construction in the

Wairarapa over several centuries complements the archaeological

findings on other types of site. It has been shown that stone walled

gardens were built on the coast from c.1150AD to c.1600AD, while middens

were deposited at river mouths and other coastal zones right through

the prehistoric period. Differences in the content of these sites are

certainly present, but it will be argued in the next chapter that these

are largely due to local environmental changes and external cultural

influences upon a set of related communities which occupied Palliser

Bay for at least five centuries.
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CHAPI'ER 5

PREHISTORIC CO~~lITIES IN EASTERN PALLISER BAY

TilE IDEt~IFICATION OF COt~ruNITIES

In Chapter 1 it was observed that the community is the easiest

social unit for the archaeologist to reconstruct out of the archaeological

components of layers and sites, and that this unit of organisation may

involve evidence from several archaeological sites. Now that each

excavation conducted during the Wairarapa programme has been described in

some detail, it is possible to weld the site components together into a

synthetic account of one or more resident communities.

The question of the number of communities which can in fact

be recognised at anyone time is a complex one and dependent on a

combination of factors, chief of which are site distribution data and

dated sites. However, the number of synchronic reconstructions which can

be made with any reliability depends primarily on the quality of the

archaeological evidence recovered from anyone of them. It is suggested

below that at least 6 contemporary prehistoric communities lived in the

eastern Palliser Bay region soon after initial settlement. A synchronic

picture will be constructed for one of these, centred on the Makotul~utuku

Valley, where the information is most detailed.

The site survey revealed seven clusters of archaeological

sites in eastern Palliser Bay with a high degree of site-type repetition.

These were the Moikau Valley and Whangaimoana, the Putangirua Valley

and Te Kopi, Whatarangi and the ~Wkotw~utuku Valley, Te Humenga and

the Pararald Valley, Waiwhero and the Kawakawa Valley, Ngawi and Black

Rocks, and Cape Palliser and the Mangatoetoe Valley. As a result of the
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excavations and dating of sites.along this coastline, it is now possible

to discuss possible contemporaneity of people living in five of these

areas. The two exceptions are the Putangirua Valley-Te Kopi area and

the area about Cape Palliser as far as the Mangitoetoe Valley. No

excavations were undertaken in either of these areas. At the Putangirua

severe erosion has removed much of the land and possible archaeological

sites. One pa site and two 'hideaway' pit complexes survive, which suggest

a somewhat later period. Furthermore,this strip of coast as far as Te

Kopi was closely settled during the protohistoricperiod. In short, there

is little if any evidence of early prehistoric occupation near Te Kopi and

the Putangirua Valley. In the case of the area about the }IDngatoetoe Valley

the coastal platform is very narrow and only a few, small garden sites

were encountered. These limitations make it clear that only a small commu

nity could have been sustained in the area. Because excavation and dating

resources were concentrated on larger complexes with a greater variety

of field features, no accurate age estimate is available for this area.

Nevertheless, surface evidence at the Mangatoetoe mouth is in keeping

with the other larger valleys in Palliser Bay, and it is not unreasonable

to treat it as a similar community base. The five areas,where intensive

studies have been made of the site clusters~exhibit considerable

similarity in evidence from the earliest period, especially in stylistic

details on stone lure points, the types of stone utilised, and garden

layout and stone wall construction. Archaeological remains are dated

to as early as c.1179AD at the Moikau (NZ1645), c.1168AD at the Washpool

(NZ1511), c.1141AD at the Pararaki (NZ1314), c.1261AD at the Kawakawa

(NZ1315), and c.11 lt7AD at Black Rocks (NZ1646); and the bulk of dated

remains in all sites fall before 1500AD. This implies that there was

considerable activity along sections of the coastal strip adjacent to
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valley mouths during the period· 1150ADto 1500AD. Depending on the

settlement pattern and economic cycle, it is possible that all this

evidence was left by one community, based at different areas in different

seasons. This is very unlikely, however, in view of the strong evidence,

at the Washpool in particular, for alJ.-year-round occupation in one

locality.·It will be remembered that the rocky intertidal platform at

Black Rocks Point was apparently exploited mainly during the period of

summer to autumn, and certainly such an exposed locality would be very

inhospitable during winter. It is believed that the people responsible

for these middens over-wintered at nearby Ngawi, which is more protected,

and has clear evidence of long-term settlement in the form of deep

occupation layers similar in character to those at the mouths of the

Kawakawa, Pararaki, and Washpool rivers. Unfortunately, however, a modern

township in this locality has all but destroyed these sites. Between

Ngawi and Black Rocks is a large area of stone walls. It is a reasonable

inference that these 3 complexes of evidence are different components

of the activities of a single community.

At the Pararaki, and adjacent Te Humenga Point, all dated

evidence falls before 1300AD, and a constellation of different components

may be identified, including burials, houses, midden, and gardens. The

presence of Neonhoca hookeri in at least one of the sites is good evidence

of winter habitation in this area. This pattern of components which

potentially belong to a single settlement and economic system is

clearest at the Washpool. Moreover, it is mainly from the Washpool evidence

that suggestions may be made relating to time-trends in this system, and

its ultimate success or shortcomings evaluated. In the Moikau Valley,

the lack of economic evidence is a major drawback and, in addition, some

of the surface features probably relate to the recorded protohistoric
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community. Even so, the house site and adjacent cooking area is dated

to the 12th century and again there is evidence of gardening, as well

as more specialised cooking areas and middens at the mouth of the valley.

An intensive search for middens in the higher reaches of the valley was

unsuccessful, and it is thought that refuse must have been dumped over

the river terraces to be walli1ed away. In view of the complications imposed

by the later evidence, it is more by implication from other valleys, than

direct evidence in the Moikau itself, that year-round occupation is

suggested for this area as well.

Several questions arise relating to social and economic

relationships both between these communities and with others further

afield. There are good reasons for thinking that these 6 communities were

the main components of a larger social aggregate. To the west of the

Moikau Valley, evidence of early prehistoric activity falls off sharply,

with the exception of an area at the lower end of the Turanganui River,

from which a very large collection of Archaic artefacts was obtained (the

Hplmes Warren collection - nearby sites are N165/46, 47, 48). To the

east of Cape Palliser, there is likewise a rapid fall-off in site

density (see Figure 6), and although stone walls occur further up the

east coast, they are far less common as field features. Research by

B.G.McFadgen (1975:pers.comm.) into one of these northern wall complexes

at Te Awaiti has produced a date of c.1540AD, indicative of gardening

activity of a somewhat later community than those which occupied

Palliser Bay.

While an aggregate of communities may indeed have been present

in eastern Palliser Bay, it is not thought that its members were isolated

from other groups in other than spatial terms. There is ample evidence
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of exchange networks of raw mat.erials,and one of the most significant

involved the chert sources of Te Oroi and Tora. Early occupatio~ of this

area might be invoked from the importance of the raw material to the

people of Palliser Bay.

It is not thought that any of these valley-based communities

was large~ probably not more than several related extended families. If

this is a correct assumption, then given the basic Polynesian prohibition

concerning marriage between first or second cousins, these people must

frequently have been obliged to seek their partners outside their

immediate community. It is likely then that the different communities

were closely linked through kinship and marriage, cemented by gift

exchange. In later periods of New Zealand prehistory such kinship-linked

communities frequently combined their resources for defence (Vayda,

1960:32); it might be suggested that were the members of the Pararaki

community, for example, threatened by an external group, the Washpool and

. Moikau reside~ts might come to their aid. Thus characterized, this

aggregate in eastern Palliser Bay could be described as tending to be an

endogamous social unit, while the component valley-based communities

tend to be exogamous.

One of these communities might be chosen as representative of

early occupants of the region and described in as much detail as the

archaeological data permit. A strictly synchronic picture of this type,

however, would have to be accurately positioned in space and time. Such

a procedure would eliminate much valuable data from other sites, however,

and would result in a sketchy and impoverished reconstruction. A more

rewarding procedure is to set up a model community, place it in a

familiar environmental setting, and describe its life style over a given
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span of time, using data from a~ many sites as appropriate. It is not a

real community in the sense that individual members can be identified

within in. However, the picture of its life style, as presented below,

is believed to be a realistic reflection of the range of everyday

activities and environmental conditions in the region. This model

community.is located in the Makotukutuku Valley. Although its 'history'

is traced from 1150AD to 1750AD, most of the ~ontributing evidence dates

to before 1350AD, and therefore the picture is most appropriate to the

period 1200 - 1300 AD.

THE PREHISTORIC ~{VIRON~ffiNT

In any discussion of prehistoric environment it is important

to distinguish between natural and cultural induced changes. The

contentious problem of climatic change in New Zealand was reviewed in

detail by Gorbey (1967), and as an hypothesis it was more or less

discarded by most New Zealand archaeologists at that time. Quaternary

scientists were more cautious, however, and have continued to contribute

to an impressive body of evidence from both overseas (Bray, 1971), and

New Zealand (Wardle, 1973) which indicates that there have been significant

climatic fluctuations during the past millenium. The subject has been

explored in detail by H.Leach (1976: Chapter 8) and her main conclusions

are cited here since they affect interpretations advanced in this chapter.

In brief, she concludes that there is a strong measure of agreement

between the episodes of glacial advance and retreat in New Zealand

(Wardle, 1973), the mean annual temperature revealed by New Zealand

speleothems (~. graph by Wilson, 1973: pers.comm.; see also Wilson and

Hendy, 1971; Hendy and Wilson, 1968), and the postulated 'Little Clinlatic

Optimum' and 'Little Ice Age' in Europe (Bray, 1971). In New Zealand,

the main episo~es may be described as follows: the period from 900AD to
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about 11l~OAD, which may be referred to as the Little Climatic Optimum,

was characterized by more settled weather than today, relatively lower

wind strengths, and summers possibly a little longer, with fine weather

lasting for more consecutive days. The period from 1600AD to 1850AD may

be referred to as the Little Ice Age in which the passage of cold fronts

would have been a recurrent weather pattern in both winter and summer;

wind strength and in most districts rainfall increased during this period~

Between these two main episodes there appears to have been a short and some

what less pronounced deterioration in climate about 1450AD, followed by

a recovery of similar magnitude about 1550AD.

One of the more significant effects of this changing climate

on communities in Palliser Bay was probably felt through the associated

modification of sea conditions. Anderson (1973a:126) estimates that at

Black Rocks in a summer season of 120 days, only about 60 days on average

would be suitable for collecting shellfish in the intertidal area. The

main factor is wind swell which creates very uncomfortable conditions

for foraging or putting to sea in a canoe. Hand line fishing inshore

would be all but impossible on most of these days of swell. Needless to

say, for other months of the year sea conditions are worse. It is

important to note that this swell occurs on locally 'fine' days, when

cold fronts are affecting weather elsewhere. In addition, the swell lasts

for some days after the passage of frontal systems. In a period

characterized by shorter time intervals between cold fronts, such as in

the Little Ice Age, or even the slightly earlier deterioration of 1450AD,

this would have had a dramatic effect on marine foraging in Palliser Bay.

When Polynesiansfrom elsewhere in New Zealand (see below)

first settled at the Washpool, perhaps at about 1100AD, the climate
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was characterized by more settled weather and relatively stable sea

conditions. The landsnail fauna from the Washpool Midden site indicates

that a patch of mixed forest occurred around the mouth of the river. On

either side of this patch of bush the vegetation would have been dense

low shrubs and flax, with occasional patches of salt tolerant trees such

as ngaio and karaka. An absence in the midden, at the time, of birds

characteristic of shingle river beds, and the dominance of mobile forest

flocking birds suggests that the river valley was fairly heavily

forested to the water's edge and had stable grassy banks. Because the

greywacke landform, even under dense vegetation, is rather unstable, some

small shingle fans may have existed. With a low sediment load from the

river, calmer seas, and a.generally stable shoreline, areas of boulders

and gravel along the coast would have been colonised by seaweeds, which

in turn would foster shellfish communities of both gastropods and rocky

shore filter feeders such as mussel species. In sandy patches between

these areas, populations of pipi and tuatua could be found.

Despite what might be expected from the bird remains of the

Martinborough Caves, flightless birds appear to have been rare, or not

present in the region by this period. The result is a noticeable lack

of birds such as notornis, aptornis, kakapo, kiwi, flightless duck, and

moa species. This implies that the Martinborough Cave deposits were

formed well before the arrival of man, and that in the interval significant

habitat changes had taken place in the Aorangi Mountains. The modification

may be related to climatic changes associated with one of the earlier

glacial episodes (for example from 440AD to 855AD, or from 620BC to

210BO) suggested by Wardle (1973). Its local effects may have operated

through increased incidence of north-west winds, windthrow, and

subsequent denudation of the understorey vegetation, BO important to
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flightless birds.

By 1900AD, environmental conditions at the Washpool were

markedly different, and there are good indications that the process

which caused the change began to take effect as early as 1350AD, but

accelerated from about 1450 to 1500AD. This accords well with the

climatic chronology outlined above; however, New Zealand-wide climatic

change may not have been the primary cause. Instead, slash-and-burn

horticulture is seen as the initial step in this process, perhaps

accentuated by increased winds. The result was dessication and windthrow

about 1450AD, which was accelerated from 1600AD onwards. Thus by 1650AD

the climate was generally less favourable to marine foraging, and under

the more turbulent marine "conditions, coupled with higher sediment loads

from the river, the seaweed and shellfish beds in the vicinity of the

Washpool were decimated. In the Washpool Valley itself, the forest had

been removed from all except the damper gullys. The resulting erosion

caused many slips, initiated gravel fans and transformed the river

from a qUiet grassy banked narrow stream into a wide shingle river

with braided channels. Given only scant evidence of occupation anywhere

in Palliser Bay later than 1600AD, this situation may suggest an emigration

in the face of widespread deteriorating conditions. It is tempting to

think that the destination of some of these emigrants may have been the

South Island, and that they were part of the Ngai-tahu migration

discussed in Chapter 3.

THE PEOPLE

The remains of about 15 people were recovered at three

different localities during the excavations in Palliser Bay. While

this sample is admittedly small, it nevertheless provides some insight
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into the living conditions of this early community. A range of ages

is represented from childhood to old age, and both sexes are present.

The presence of congenital peg molars from the Washpool to the Kawakawa

gives additional weight to the notion that these valley-based

communities were linked by kinship and formed a largely endogamous

unit.

Members of the 1100 to 1200AD Washpool community appear to

have been very healthy until early aWllthood, and it is notable that

no Harris lines were detected in the 8 individuals represented at the

Washpool Hidden. It is clear that their coarse and abrasive diet by

the age of 35 resulted in serious tooth attrition and loss, mal-occlusion

and misalignment, periodontal disease and mandibular resorption. They

also had marked 'fern root planes'. This is in direct contrast to the

dental conditions of people living at Wairau Bar at about the same period,

whose diet is thought to have included much moa. Their teeth were far

less worn and generally had very good occlusion (Houghton, n.d.; 1975:

pers. comm.). The Washpool community had achieved a more or less non

functional dentition by the age of 40. Osteo-arthritis was also a

significant disorder in this community from the earliest period, and

affected men far more than women. The back was the most severely

affected area, particularly the lower part of the spine.

Beyond an age of about 35 to 40 years people in this

community must have been a considerable burden on the extended family.

Many daily activities such as gardening, food transporta.tion, and

shellfish gathering required stooping and load carrying, and advanced

arthritis would have made these tasks all but impossible. In addition,

advanced dental attrition and tooth loss would mean special and time

consuming food preparation techniques. In short, the people led a
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vigorous and healthy early life.but advanced rapidly into a state of near

dependence on their younger relatives. Most died before 50 years.

It was found that each woman had from 2 to 4 children, which

is not a large number for women of 35 to 40 years. If their first

pregnancy occurred by about 15 to 16 years, this small number of children

argues for an extended period of nursing each child, which would operate

as a moderately effective contraceptive. Even if weaning was delayed as

late as 4 years for each child, there is still a significant discrepancy,

which may be explained by either active contraceptive measures o~ early

loss of fertility.

There are a few indications that over a period of time the

physical condition of this community deteriorated. This is especially

suggested by the presence of numerous dense Harris lines in the limbs of

the people in the Cleft Burial dated to about 1480AD. These lines signify

episodes of malnutrition or moderately severe illness throughout the

early years, and the situation is in sharp contrast to the earlier

people at the Washpool Midden. Because osteo-arthritis, dental attrition

and dental disorders were of similar magnitude at both periods, it would

appear that some factor entered the lives of this community which caused

a general deterioration in health. An obvious possibility is a combination

of the dwindling supply of nearby marine foods and forest birds,

attributable primarily to deforestation, and perhaps increasingly

unreliable yields of kumara resulting from worsening weather conditions.

Under these circumstances lean periods in the year would ensue,

especially in early spring when winter supplies had run out, and forest

products were immature. At that season, moreover, turbulent sea

conditions would have all but prevented fishing and shellfish collecting.
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The resulting bouts of periodic·malnutrition could have produced the

observed Harris lines.

THE CULTURE

SUBSISTENCE ECONO~IT

It is useful to distinguish several environmental zones

from which the community obtained its food. The contents of the middens

clearly show that those zones clustered on and about the coastal strip

were by far the most important, for it was here that shellfishing,

fishing, the bulk of gardening, and general foraging for such items

as sea birds and seals took place. In addition, in the earliest period,

patches of forest extended on to the coastal platform from which bush

birds, rats, berries and other forest products could be taken relatively

close at hand.

Least accessible of the coastal zones was the offshore area

from which many species of fish were obtained. To exploit it canoes

would have been required, which could only have been used successfully

during calm weather. Archaeological evidence relating to exploitation of

this zone is present in most of the sites in the form of trolling lures

and pelagic fish, and also significffi1t quantities of species most

commonly found in deeper water such as blue cod and groper. It was

suggested earlier that porpoises were caught by harpooning, and this

probably also took place in offshore waters from canoes, since these

animals avoid shallow water and are seldom stranded.

The intertidal platform was the zone from which the majority

of fish and shellfish were obtained. A surprise was the high proportion
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of Pseudolabrus spp. (spotty ~d banded parrotfish) and Coridodax

pullus (greenbone) in all the early midden levels throughout Pa11iser

Bay. This was unexpected as the most common fish in North Island middens

is Ch~ysophrys auratus (for example see Smart and Green, 1962:262;

Shawcross, 1967; Law, 1972:98). It is interesting to note that fish

of the group that includes the labrids and odaciids (such as spotty and

greenbone) appear to be very common in archaeological sites in tropical

Oceania. This is shown, for example, on Nukuoro (Davidson, 1971a:94),

in the Harianas (Reinman, 1967:166; see also Spoehr, 1957:165), Fiji

(Gifford, 1951:210), Raroia (Reinman, 1967:158), in the Marquesaa

(Skjplsvold', 1972:50; Kirch, 1973:33), on Easter Island (Mulloy, 1961:

327) and the Chat ham Islands. The odaciids have fused teeth specially

adapted for browsing on seaweeds and small organisms, and the labrids

are capable of crushing quite large shellfish such as paua , and are

fairly omnivorous. Both are found in large numbers in inshore rocky

weed-infested habitats. Thus the Palliser &~y communities appear to have

followed the ancestral fishing pattern more closely than other early

North Island groups. Also important were crayfish, paua, and a number

of other larger shellfish.

Because this zone occupied the interface between land and sea

it proved the most vulnerable to changes initiated by man on land, and

also to those related to climatic factors. Because of the community's

reliance on such littoral resources these changes must have had a

profound effect on sUbsistence economy. The effects are manifest in

the middens primarily by an overall decline in the number of species

and the quantities of each.

The strip of land between the sea and the foothills was used
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extensively for gardening, espe~ially where the oldest raised beach

ridges had developed adequate topsoils. This activity involved ~ great

deal of effort in clearing the ground of vegetation and unwanted stones

at regular intervals as each plot became exhausted. Ultimately the

continuation of these practices encroached on and led to the destruction

of the immediate forest zone and indirectly the intertidal area.

Contrary to the accepted New Zealand model of Yen (1961) and others,

horticulture in Palliser Bay did not become more successful nOr more

widely practised over time. In fact H.Leach has shown (1976:Chapter 9)

that the largest and most meticulously laid out gardens were the earliest,

and it is apparent that by about 1400AD a decline in activity had already

begun. Soil exhaustion was undoubtedly a contributing factor.

The distribution of sites shows that access to the forest was

through the river valley. The community systematically used the forest

zone for birding, in particular to obtain parakeets and tui. These bird

remains, together with carbonised berries and timbers, show that activity
~

was concentrated in the mixed broadleaf-podocarp forest. There is little

evidence for the exploitation of bush of the higher altitudes where red

and silver beech predominate. Finally, the rivers and streams could be

considered an economic zone since they supplied such items as eels

and ducks, and probably freshwater crayfish, although there is no direct

evidence for the latter.

As in most parts of New Zealand, seasons are strongly marked

in the Wairarapa, both in terms of climate and food availability. Studies

of the 19th century Maori have shown that in both the far north of the

North Island and in the South Island, their adaptation to seasonal

change in natural resources involved food storage and periods of intense
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food accumulation. Seasonal calendars have been constructed for these

protohistoric groups and it is believed that these give a useful viewpoint

on subsistence economies (H.Leach, 1969). It is equally possible to

present the varied and abundant Pa1liser Bay economic data in calendar

form. Although the archaeological evidence covers a very wide range of

activities, establishing how they interlock throughout the annual cycle

requires the use of now widely available ethnographic and natural history

data. The following reconstruction therefore draws freely on these sources

and presents a hypothetical account of how the inhabitants' activity

pattern varied throughout the year.

Spring From August until the middle of November unsettled

weather is common. During this period the dwindling supplies of stored

products collected the previous summer and autumn were consumed as the

community waited for the new season's crops and wild foods to become

available. In general, fresh food would have been very scarce, especially

. if sea conditions were rough. If previous seasons were poor then spring

could have been a very lean period indeed, and any malnutrit~on would

probably have occurred during these months. Economic activity was

probably wide-range foraging, fishing and shellfishing when the weather

permitted, and perhaps catching a few sea birds. Forest birds may not

have been hunted since they too were in poor condition. It was probably

the main season for gathering fern root and other edible roots and

leaves, and also perhaps for eating dogs, especially if sea conditions

were bad. In dry weather some garden preparation may have taken place,

such as clearing and firing scrub and piling up boulders and charred

logs along garden boundaries.

Summer Cultivation, planting and weeding of kumara gardens would
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have begun in earnest in late November and continued until the close

of summer at the end of February. No garden produce would have been

available at first, but by the end of January a few immature kumara

could have been eaten if required. Most shellfish gathering and offshore

canoe fishing would have taken place in summer,and perhaps the harpooning

of an occasional porpoise. Cabbage trees, which have their maximum sugar

content in early summer, may have been cooked in ovens. Nectar-eating

birds such as the tui would be in good condition in December and January,

and much effort must have been made in summer to secure these birds for

immediate consumption and also presumably for preservation for later

use and for trade. Calm seas during this season would have facilitated

any coastal trading expeditions to the South Island or elsewhere.

Autumn Of all the seasons, this period from March to May must

have been characterized by greatest activity and abundance of food. Berry

eating forest birds, such as pigeons, would be in good condition, while

the berries they feed upon, such as hinau and karaka, could also have

been collected. ~any activities related to gardening and storage would

also have to be undertaken. Old storage pits would have been cleaned

out and repairs made to roofs and racks. Some new pits would have been

dug. Horticultural produce was harvested, sorted and stored away, and

gourds dried for use as containers. In periods of settled weather, fishing

continued to assume an important role.

Winter The two months of June and July are today characterized

by stormy weather and heavy rains. During this period, when outdoor

activities were restricted, stored products such as kumara, dried

berries and fish, and potted birds, would have been a vital source of

food. It appears that hauling-out bachelor seals were caught during
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winter, along with wrecked sea birds, such as penguins and large gulls.

Significant catches of such fish as tarakihi imply that winter

conditions occasionally allowed canoe parties to put to sea. Their

presence may in fact be an indication that during the 'Little Climatic

Optimum' the sea was less turbulent at this and other times of the year.

Winter was also the traditional time for catching large numbers of rats

which are known to invade human settlements at that time.

As with many other Archaic communities the Washpool residents

were wide-ranging and opportunist in their quest for food, and this led

to great diversity of species in their middens. On the one hand this

illustrates' an explorative attitude towards the environment; on the

other hand, the signs of specialised food gathering and concentration

on a few key species are observable in the earliest sites - indicative

of some knOWledge of habitat and animal behaviour gained before

settlement in this area. This latter view is supported by evidence of

intensive catching of tui and parakeet, the community's success at

crayfishing, and perhaps also their specialised garden layout and stone

wall construction. Conspicuously absent in the middens are quantities of

moa bone, and it appears that at the time of settlement these birds were

all but extinct in the general area.

The comm1xnity seems to have maintained a reasonable balance

between protein and carbohydrate foods, although there is strong

seasonality in both, requiring specialised techniques to overcome

temporary shortages. In this type of economy, dogs could play a

significant role. As has been indicated, great efforts seem to have

been directed towards horticulture in this area. This is surprising in

view of the relatively pocrsoils, and the generally unfavourable climate.
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Atc~180AD the latter factor may have been less significant, although

in the long term it played a crucial role in the overall decline of

this economic system.

Finally, it should be observed that poor dental health and

fern root planes were a fact of life for this early community. The fern

root planes are somewhat anomalous considering the rarity of Fteridium

esculentum in the Aorangi Mountains. These people may have considered

the root a delicacy and obtained supplies from the main alluvial valley

of the Wairarapa where fern root was abundant in the 19th century.

Alternatively, the 'fern root planes' may have been caused by chewing

and stripping fibrous rhizomes of other species of fern, such as

Blechnum minus, PhYJl1atode,s scandens or ~diversifolium, or Asplenium

bulbife rU!2l , whdch are present in the local flora. The latter possibility

seems more likely, and suggests that on the one hand more caution must

be used in interpreting this type of tooth wear, and on the other that

members of this community, even in the earliest period, were unable to

sustain themselves all the year round on less damaging food such as

kumara,

This group then possessed an economic system which was a

compromise between hunter-gatherer activities and horticulture. On the

one hand, the absence of both large land mammals in New Zealand and moa

species in Palliser I~y meant that more reliance had to be placed on

gardening activities in this marginal area, while on the other, the

relatively poor yields of kumara meant that general foraging for food

from the sea and forest had to occupy a great deal of time. It is

possible to view this multi-faceted economy as a strong and adaptable

system able to cope with environmental change. The ultimate test of a
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system's adaptability lies in the question 'was it successful?'. Of

basic importance is biological success, which can be judged from the

vitality of the members of a population. In this respect the adaptability

of the Palliser Bay economic system proved of limited value, since the

physical condition of the people appears to have deteriorated. The

horticultural basis to the economy made such demands on the environment

that continued fishing, fowling and shellfish gathering became impossible.

A small climatic recession about 1450AD, which gathered momentum after

1600AD, must have been devastating to the communities which in the face

of dwindling wild foods were becoming increasingly reliant on ever poorer

kumara horticulture. In the long run, therefore, the economic system of

these foraging horticulturalists proved quite unsuited to the Palliser

Bay environment.

~'ECHN01J(X~Y

There are of course large gaps in the available information

on technology, something which is particularly true for woodworking,

the details of house construction, and many techniques and tools

connected. \'/ith gardening and clothing. It is also true of a number of

elements of fishing technology, such as cordage, the materials and design

of nets and hand lines, not to mention knots and net-making tools. Still

there are many indirect lines of evidence for these facets of technology

through surviving artefacts and midden components. The greywacke beater

(Figure 56), for instance, has a marked glaze on both edges, probably

indicating its use for fibre preparation of flax or cabbage tree leaves

for mats or clothing. Similarly, delicate bone needles (Figures 62 and

75) probably attest clothing manufacture.
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Overall the technology of this community does not appear to

have changed substantially over the period of occupation. As far as can

be jUdged, basically the same kinds of fishing equipment, fowling gear,

houses, wood working equipment, and other tools, were used throughout

the prehistoric sequence. Changes in the natural environment did not

evoke corresponding changes in technology, rather alterations in

settlement pattern (discussed below), and to this extent the community's

technology displayed stability and conservatism.

The best represented aspects of technology are those concerned

with fowling and fishing. A fairly wide range of artefacts was recovered

relating to these activities, and it seems that some experimentation

in design and materials was underway. For instance the rather thick and

clumsy shell fish hooks made in the earliest period were eventually

superseded by moa bone counterparts. Consistent fracturing at the base

of even bone hooks very likely promoted the development of two piece

bait hooks. Drilled points (Figure 58 m) were found which are comparable

to the transitional hooks at the Tahunanui site in Nelson, where the

shank and leg of essentially one piece hooks were drilled and lashed.

Similarly, there is evidence of experimentation with trolling lure

design. Both bone and stone were used, as well as a variety of attachment

methods. One puzzling feature is the presence of the 'Oruarangi Point' by

about 1345AD. This highly characteristic artefact must have possessed a

subtle functional advantage which ensured its survival for the next

500 years. In the technology of fowling, spears feature prominently

although the presence of bones of smaller birds such as the passeriformes

strongly suggests the use of snares. Again considerable experimentation

was underway in this area since spear points were made in a variety of

different designs.
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The number of offshore fish in the middens is indicative

of a fishing technology involving the use of canoes. If these were

made from totara, then they were either fashioned by specialists

elsewhere and traded to the Washpool community, or expeditions were

occasionally made to the nearest source of the timber in the main

WairarapaValley. In any event, these canoes would also have performed

--a__valua~---f'UJlctionintransporting raw materials and facilitating

contact \'lith other communities both in Palliser Bay and the South

Island.

The technology of food preparation and storage is well

represented in the archaeological evidence. Numerous scoop hearths, and

fire pits were found, although rather few structures which could easily

be interpreted as earth ovens. The presence of these is attested by

ubiquitous burnt stones, most of which were heat fractured greywacke

beach boulders. Experiments in the field showed that local greyvlacke

. fractures rather easily in fire, and there does not appear to have been

any attempt to use more durable oven stones which were a notable trade

item during the 19th century. The absence of stone-filled ovens may

simply reflect the fact that all ovens had been 'opened'. Stone slab

hearths were probably more important as a focal point of social

relations than as a source of heat for cooking. The cooking shed was in

use from the earliest period, and also the rack for sun-drying split

fish or eels for preservation. Evidence relating to presence and absence

of different parts of birds has been presented, and this argues that

portions were potted in fat perhaps for winter consumption or trade.

The only other direct evidence of food preparation relates to the

butchering of large sea mammals. Here a sharp adze was used for

dissecting the main musculature of the animals.
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Food storage was obviously important to lessen the effects

of seasonal shortages. As well as sun-drying of fish, and the potting

of birds, berries were probably partly dried for out-of-season relishes,

as evident in the Ml~ house. The kumara was probably the most difficult

and yet the most crucial item to be stored. Evidence for this is notably

sparse in the earliest period, and it is in this area that significant

technological change may have t~{en place. The earliest direct evidence

for the characteristic rectangular raised rim pit ~s dated to c.1579AD

(see NZ1640), although in genera~knowledgeof pit construction and use

is rather scant. H.Leach has argued (1976:Chapter 9) that these pits

are a later imported technique and closely associated with gardens

constl~cted along more simple lines which may have been in use about

1450AD to 1650AD. She claims that in the earliest period kumara were

stored within the actual settlements. Thus the curing of the skins of the

tUbers, essential for successful over-wintering could have been achieved

in the ideal warm and moist atmosphere of houses. The unusual midden

filled pits at the Washpool Midden site may mark the first attempt at

separate structures for kumara storage.

The stone industry of this community is clearly related to

the manufacture of artefacts by abrasive rather than percussive techniques.

Tllis illustrates a technological framework in close harmony with that

of the 'Classic Maori', and in marked contrast to that of the Archaic

communities of the South Island in particular. Of the two, early

Archaic technology of the South Island is marked by specialised fl~{ing

procedures such as prepared core blade manufacture, shallow low angle

alternate flaking, and high angle trimming; the Classic technology is

traditionally linked with nephrite tool manufacture, and stresses

unsophisticated but time consuming grinding procedures and hammer dressing.
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The community at the Washpool possessed very little nephrite at any

period but spent many hours with tools designed for abrasive work. A

single artefact may have involved a sequence of scarf-sawing and snapping,

filing and grinding, and finally drilling - all of which are abrasive

techniques. Similarly, many of the flake tools appear to have been

scrapers. Very few hammerstones were found, although hammer dressing was

practised by these people. ~he most significant difference was probably

the time involved :i.n stone tool :production. For example, using skilful

flaking techniques a useable adze can be made in a few minutes, whereas

the manufacture of an adze by hammer dressing and abrasion could be a

very lengthy procedure indeed. In short, this community apparently lacked

the technical knowledge evident i.n South Island stone industries, even

though they acquired many artefacts manufactured using these skills.

To this extent the community could be said to have been in a situation

of technological dependency on other groups. No doubt a reciprocal

. relationship existed whereby such items as food and other local raw

materials were exchanged for Partly finished stone adzes~ however, the

extent of the imported technology placed the Palliser Bay community in

a more vulnerable position than their trading partners. It is interesting

to speculate on the effects of more turbulent seas afterc~450AD on this

trading relationship. vfuereas the South Islanders may have become short

of the luxury of kurnara (the likely trade item), this gap could have

been filled with other foods. The Palliser people, however, required stone

adzes in many important constructional activities, and a deterioration

in their supply would involve them in the task of making new adzes

using their more onerous manufacturing techniques and inferior raw

materials. It was noticed earlier that hammer dressed greywacke adzes

closely copied the snapes of these South Island prototypes. This
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trading relationship may have influenced the destination of the

suggested emigration of about 1600AD, since the South Island had been

supplying high quality adzes for the previous 5 centuries. Although

nephrite was always a very scarce commodity in Palliser Bay, the emigrating

community had a long technological history based on stone working by

abrasion, and this would require little modification for systematic

application to nephrite. In fact the Ngai-tahu were renovmed for their

skill in this field.

SEl'TLEMENT PATTERN

Inferring settlement pattern directly from archaeological

evidence can be one of the most difficult tasks in archaeology. To

achieve it in New Zealand the different component sites representing

the seasonal activities of a single community for a short interval in

time have to be identified. It is in this area more than any other that

the deficiencies of current archaeological methods in New Zealand are

felt. Of particular relevance is the concept of seasonal dating.

Fortunately in the case of the Palliser excavations, enough evidence

was found to clarify the cycle of occupation, and this greatly assists

the reconstruction of settlement pattern. The Washpool Midden site fo~

instance, showed that at two different periods - c.118oAD and c.1345AD 

people were resident in the general vicinity and collecting marine foods

during all months of the year. Thus it can be inferred that this

community maintained a permanent settlement at the Washpool. Further

inland in the same valley, berries at one site and frostfish and

barracouta at another strongly suggest late autumn to winter habitation

there after c.1450AD. It was argued above that all year round residence

could also be inferred for the other communities in Palliser Bay,
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though \'Ti th less certainty.

There is good evidence that the Washpool community changed

their pattern of settlement about three hundred years after occupation.

The two configurations will be outlined below - one based on the early

community of about 1200AD to 1300AD, and the other based on the period

about 1450AD to 1600AD.

Because the coastal platform allowed easy access to all the

environmental zones exploited by the early community, it is logical

to expect that habitation there would nearly always have occurred during

those seasons when fishing was good and gardens were being prepared. At

this season gardens were also established some distance inland, which

gives grounds for arguing ,the existence of dwellings there also. Such

dwellings, however, may have varied from temporary shelters and huts to

substantial rectangular houses. Unfortunately, no form of residence has

been identified in the Washpool Valley during the early period.

Substantial houses were present, however, in the inland and coastal

zones at this time, in the Moikau an~ Pararmti valleys respectively. At

the Washpool, therefore, dwellings of some form may have been located

in either or both zones.

The burials, cooking sheds, and a host of activities related

to food preparation, preservation and consumption which took place at

the mouth of the Washpool argue that a base village with rectangular

dwellings existed there. It is suggested that temporary camps were

located further inland near small bush gardens such as at the Cross site,

and these would also have served as birding camps. Towards the end of

the early period, as the forest was encroached upon by gardening and

fires, these inland camps would probably have become more numerous, and

occupied more often. There was clearly some variability in this early
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settlement pattern because in the Moikau Valley it appears that the

nuclear village was inland and the more specialised camps on the

coast. At the same time the Moikau Valley and \ihangaimoana area is a

somewhat different environmental complex than other valleys in Palliser

Bay, and the fact that settlement was organised on a slightly different

basis may simply reflect this fact.

The later pattern in the Washpool Valley can be outlined with

more confidence. By this time deforestation and climatic deterioration

had become significant factors affecting subsistence, and supplies of

marine foods had dwindled with coastal and riverine erosion. The

coastal platform, now devoid of its patches of forest and scrub, would

have been far too exposed for winter dwellings. Such residences have

been identified archaeologically further inland in the form of terraced

ridges. Only temporary shelters and camps were located on the coast to

twce advantage of the good summer fishing and to service gardening

activities which were still primarily based on the warmer and more

friable coastal soils. A significant development by this time was the

placing of rectangular raised rim pits near inland houses or in hide

away locations well inland. Burials were now situated in hidden clefts

away from habitations, and the first attempts made at fortifications.

Several causes might be suggested for this change in

settlement pattern, of which deforestation and climatic change are

certainly significant factors. In particular they would have had the

effect of forcing settlement further inland towards forest products and

away from the deteriorating marine environment. At the same time, a new

factor has become noticeable - an increasing concern with security for

the living and the dead members of the community, and for their food

and property. This must inmicate an external social threat such as
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warfare. Other communities in Palliser Bay would have been facing

similar economic problems at this time. Whether the threat related to

antagonism between these communities fostered by shortages, or to a

cormmon threat from further afield, cannot be determined, however, from

existing evidence in Palliser Bay.

SOCIAL RELATIONS'HIPS

The midden and occupation sites all suggest small communities

with close genetic ties. Anderson (1973a:127) estimated that groups of

about 10 to 25 people are represented by the main early levels at Black

Rocks, and H.Leach argues for communities of about 30 to Ita on the basis

of areas under cultivation at any 9ne time (H.Leach, 1976:Chapter 9). The

small complex of pits and terraces at the Washpool Fort site consists

of 8 terraces, probably representing a similar number of people. Given

kin-based groups of such size, status differentiation may not have been

as marked within them as it was in later periods of prehistory when

in parts of New Zealand Maori society became clearly stratified. This

is borne out by the early bud.a1s in whf.ch grave goods are few but are

found with both females and children as well as males. Tattooing,

practised by this early community, because of the small group size

presumably indicated age status rather, than class of birth.

In New Zealand it is almost impossible to gain direct

archaeological evidence of division of labour. If this community followed

the basic Polynesian pattern, then men would have been responsible for

canoe and hOuse building, hunting and fowling, and heavy garden work

such as forest clearing. Women on the other hand were traditionally

involved in gathering intertidal sea foods, food preparation, the
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transport of wood and water, weeding of gardens, and clothing and mat

manufacture. One possible clue from the archaeological evidence is

the persistent occurrence of miniature specimens of the main shellfish

species in sites, particularly paua. Unlike soft shore species these

cannot be collected in handfu11s. Thus the inclusion of tiny shells must

have been' deliberate. This may imply that young children were present

during intertidal foraging and were emulating their elders in collecting

these tiny specimens. Traditionally small children would have been in

the care of womenfolk.

Social relationships outside this community may have involved

regular meetings with other valley-based groups and the exchange of

food, tools, and raw materials. The type of contact, together with

intermarriage, preserved local fashions such as the similar snooding

arrangements seen in fish hooks throughout Palliser Bay. At another

level, this aggregate of communities interacted with neighbouring people

situated in both the main Wairarapa Valley and on the East Coast, and

presumably it was through these less frequent contacts that such raw

materials as chert and obsidian were obtained. It wa.s shown in Chapter 4

that the inland trade route was frequently followed in the early period,

but apparently fell into dis-use sometime between c.1345AD and c.1538AD

(see Figure 44 and also Chapter 4, p.174). Close social links maintained

over at least 5 centuries with the South Island, are not only reflected

in trade items, especially adzes, but also in genetic markers in dogs.

IDEOLOGY

It is possible in some cases to gain impressions of the

concepts and values which prevailed in this community, through chanCe

discoveries and attention to minute details of spatial organisation of

evidence. The small yet significant discrepancies in the layout of the
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rectangular house provide a go~d example. Traditional evidence

suggests that destruction of symmetry in house layout was delib~rate

and of special ritual and symbolic importance. In Palliser Bay this has

been shown to have achieved in one case by slight angular displacement,

and in another by linear offsetting in the walls. The alterations were

small enoVgh to have been easily overlooked among the normal errors in

archaeological recording, were it not for the close attention given to

plotting structural evidence.

From its treatment of the dead, this community revealed a

few details of its system of values. There appears to have been a

definite concept of group burial both at c.1180AD and c.1480AD, and a

strong supposition is that members of the family unit were buried close

to one another, in that way maintaining social proximity after death.

The fact that a dog was buried nearby at the Washpool may indicate that

as a pet it was considered a member of the family. It is clear that

this early community buried their dead within the village, close to

structures connected with their daily activities. This knowledge of

proximity must have operated as a reminder of their deceased relatives

and the links between life and death. A sense of continuity with one's

ancestors is a characteristic of Polynesians, and the attitude of this

community is closer to the pattern in island Polynesia than to that of

the later Maori who abhorred proximity with the dead (see Chapter 4:

page 149). If so, the Cleft Burial of c.1480AD may attest to a change

in attitude. However, there were also external threats to this

community operating at this time, since their food was hidden away as

well as the dead. No sense of insecurity is apparent in the earlier

group.

A wide range of burial positions were employed. These included
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crouched, and extended in both the prone and supine positions.

Exhumation and secondary burial were practised and in some cases coffins

may even have been used. This variability suggests that burial posture

was related to personality and characteristics of the individual,

although the actual reasons in anyone case can only be guessed at. 'rhe

lack of polarisation into stereotyped burial postures may reflect

therefore a relatively non-stratified society. The same feature is

suggested by the grave goods. These were usually a valuable imported

item such as an argillite adze or ~entalium shells, and were present

with children and females as well as males, though not always. In one

case an adze was ritually smashed during the filling of the grave, in

another it was deliberately sharpened and placed with the body. Again

such variation may be an expression of individuality.

This community made extensive use of stone walls, alignments,

trenches, and natural linear features such as beach ridges to 'close

off' areas of activity, and this suggests strong concepts relating to

'within' and 'without'. The village at the Moikau Valley is cut off by

a low wall, gardening areas generally are enclosed, the early midden

pits at the Washpool are fenced, a house at the Pararaki and a burial

area are both enclosed by boulders, pathways were marked with boulders

in gardens, and even a freshwater spring at the Washpool is circled

by an alignment of stones. In this respect it is noticeable that

the Moikau and Washpool rectangular houses are oriented 'away' from

the wide expanse ofjthe valley and 'towards' other human structures.

Such spatial response would not be unexpected in any society colonising

an unfamiliar territory. Even so, these people were clearly inquisitive

about their environment and collected such curiosities as fossil

bivalves, and probably other 'useless' items. Thus a collection of
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unusual spherical stones may be ·interpreted as belonging to a game of

some kind, or it may simply reflect this general curiosity about the

environment.

The focus of human activities appears to have often been the

stone slab-fireplace. These are located in the centre of the inner room

in the main dwellings; they were found in several gardens, and in the

centre of the structural features at the Washpool Midden site. Above all,

the house itself was obviously extremely important as a spiritual home

and setting for human relationships. It was built with considerable care,

and in one case the remains of a young dog were specially buried in a

slot in the large rear centre post as a ceremonial observance.

CONCLUSION

In some respects such as size, relative isolation, and

relationship to the environment, the prehistoric communities of Palliser

Bay were similar to those resident there in the 20th century. Life was

shorter and once adulthood was achieved, little more than two decades of

useful labour were left before physical degeneration reduced the oldest

members to dependence on others and then death. Nevertheless, for the

first few generations after settlement, food supplies were abundant,

throughout the year and until old age set in members of the group were

healthy and active. A round of activities prevailed that covered many

square miles of forest, beach and sea. The education of a child must

have involved the acquisition of a range of skills of artefact manufacture,

a detailed knowledge or plant and animal distribution and behaviour, and

familiarisation with a complex maritime technology. Although the community

was not as reliant in imported items as the 20th century farmer or
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fisherman, the supply of adze blanks from the South Island was probably

vital to community efforts such as canoe and house building. Even so, the

technological value of an argillite adze did not over-ride the spiritual

necessity to inter an individual's most valued possession with his body.

In many other respects, mastery of the range of non-specialised technology

required for survival was possible for every family unit. This must have

been an important factor in the successful settlement and occupation for

several centuries of eastern Palliser Bay.

The residents of early Palliser Bay did not possess the

mechanical aids or manpower to modify the environment drastically to

suit their economic requirements as did later Europeans. Thus, the

building of roads and bridges, and the rapid conversion of forest to

pasture and crop land was not possible. Yet, given time, and the

assistance of fire and weather, prehistoric man none-the-less transformed

the local environment by his horticultural practices to the point that it

could no longer supply his needs. Today the population is probably not

significantly larger, and economic activities of the modern communities

are even more dependent on imported materials. None of the modern sheep

stations is profitable, and ancillary fishing and shellfishing enterprises

have resulted in a rapid exhaustion of the crayfish and paua resources.

It seems that no human community has been able to be self-supporting nor

exist in ecological eqUilibrium since the first settlement of the

region about 800 years ago.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

SUHMARY

The concept of regional variation in New Zealand's prehistoric

culture has often been invoked in reconstructions of its culture history.

An examination of the several treatments given to this theme and the

reasons underlying the various approaches was undertaken in Chapter 1.

It was concluded there that the regional frameworks that had been

advocated involved too few subdivisions, and that there had been a

tendency to explain prehistoric variation in temporal terms such as

progressive divergence in isolation, when many of the differences may have

been synchronic, reflecting cultural variations current among separate

yet contemporary groups, possibly even of different origin. It was

argued that a more satisfactory understanding of the differences would

emerge if the referrent of archaeological reconstructions was the

prehistoric community rather than the sequence, and the description of them

was based less on 'assemblages of types' and more upon the human

behaviour which produced them. Given this approach, the primary objective

of a regional research project should be to reconstruct a conjunctive

picture of community activities in their ecological context, and only

later to explore evolutionary developments or other historical processes

as secondary goals where appropriate data permits.

In Chapter 2 a number of reasons were outlined for choosing

the Wairarapa region for such a project. It was observed that the area

was centrally placed to balance the established prehistoric sequences

of the North and South Islands, and that it was strategically located
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in relation to the traffic of raw materials between the two. Although

early occupation of the Cook Strait area was widely accepted, including

Palliser Bay itself, many aspects of the Archaic life style were

unexplored, especially settlement pattern and economy. A research

programme was therefore initiated to examine a wide range of issues,

from the health of prehistoric communities to their economic relationships,

both locally and further afield. Several discrete projects were devised

which maintained a balance between areally intensive and extensive

research, ahd these are described in Chapter 2.

The results of the research were surveyed in Clmpters 3 and 4.

In Chapter 3, events and conditions in the protohistoric period were

described and the traditional history was outlined. It was observed that

the traditional Ngai-tahu migration into the South Island probably

involved only small groups and that some of these may have come from

Palliser Bay. The results of two marine surveys and a study of modern

landsnails and vegetation were also presented in this chapter. In

Chapter 4 evidence from excavations at 27 separate sites was discussed.

Since many of these had been described in detail in other works, they

were only summarised here, but in the case of the Washpool Valley sites,

full reports were given.

Finally in Chapter 5 the information gained from these

excavations and subsequent analyses was used to reconstruct a synchronic

picture of a putative community living in Palliser Bay during the period

of about 1200 to 1300AD. It was observed that at this time there were

perhaps as many as 6 resident communities, and that they may have formed

part of a larger social aggregate linked by kinship. The health and life

histories of these people were described, together with their technology,
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subsistence economy and settlement pattern. Various aspects of their

ideology and social relations were also outlined. The integratio~ of

this reconstruction with the changing environment of eastern Palliser

Bay revealed several important time trends, thereby enabling a number

of diachronic observations to be made. For example, it was suggested

that prehistoric occupation became steadily more untenable, and that

emigration may have occurred after about 16ooAD, which could possibly

be related to the tradition-based Ngai-tahu migration of that period.

LIMI'l'ATIONS

In retrospect, it is not surprising that the research programme

displayed some deficiencies of organisation. It is, of course, always

true that archaeologists are dissatisfied with the amount of

excavation accomplished, or with the quality or quantity of material

analysed - the Wairarapa programme is no exception. However, as indicated

.in Chapter 1 a set period of time was allocated for the fieldwork, and

priorities dictated that efforts be concentrated rather than dispersed

on a multiplicity of problems. Consequently, knowledge of the later

period from 1600 to 1800 is noticeably poor. It is believed that

excavations of some of the pa in the main alluvial valley would fill

this gap. In addition, insufficient attention was given to excavation

and analysis of storage pits, so the conviction that many of these

date to the period after 1450AD rests on rather slender archaeological

evidence. Again, more details of the settlement pattern, especially

of the change from a coastal to an inland orientation, wouf.d be

available were excavations to be conducted on the terraced ridge at

the Washpool Fort site.
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Several other limitations might be ascribed to inadequacies

in archaeological method. In general, continued frustration with this

has provided archaeologists with an incentive to develop new methods.

In this programme there was a Particular awareness of deficiencies in

dating techniques, both absolute and relative. In particular there seems an

obvious need for further improvements in the field of seasonal dating.

Developments in absolute dating too, and such areas as obsidian dating

and remnant magnetism will greatly assist future archaeology in New

Zealand. A number of innovations are also urgently needed in midden

analysis. For instance, poor comparative material makes the identification

of marine mammals very difficult. An even greater problem is the

processing of the fine components of midden refuse. For example,

the only durable remains of elasmobranchs are denticles, yet there is

no method available for their systematic recovery or identification.

This is a serious deficiency since elasmobranchs figured prominently in

the 19th century ~~ori economy, and may have been equally important in

the prehistoric period.

At this stage the stone technology of the Palliser Bay

communities has not been intensively studied. More than 15,000 flakes

and other industrial debris were recovered and very few have been

examined for use striations or searched for patterns of edge

modification. This is a major area of research, which could not be

undertaken in the time available. Similarly, knowledge of how man

utilised his botanical environment is incomplete, and identification of

the many bags of charcoal recovered from the excavations would greatly

enhance this.

With the exception of obsidian, identifi~ation of likely sources
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of most of the rocks utilised by the Palliser communities was

accomplished reasonably satisfactorily without resort to complex

geological methods such as trace element analysis; however, the

ascription of limestone adzes to the White Rock - Tora source is

made with less certainty. A sophisticated stone industry based on

indurated limestone is known from the Akitio area further north, and it

may later be found that the Palliser people had trading partners in this

area too.

IMPLICATIONS

Palliser Bay is remote from other centres of detailed

archaeological research such as the Coromandel - Hauraki Gulf region,

and until more is known of prehistoric communities of Marlborough,

western Wellington, and the whole of the east coast of the North Island,

its role in the overall development of Polynesian culture in New Zealand

will remain uncertain. Nevertheless, the early Palliser Bay communities

did not exist in isolation, and a number of implications concerning

their external relationships warrant some discussion.

The 12th and 13th century residents lived in an environment

showing few signs of previous modification by man. Climax vegetation

and ecologically stable marine conditions prevailed. It is therefore

unlikely that the region was inhabited before about 1100AD. However,

there are indications that their ancestors had not been long in New

Zealand. For example, signs of experimentation in one-piece fish hook

design have been documented and these were interpreted as indicating

the transition from manufacture in pearl shell to moa bone. It was

suggested that in certain osteological features the dogs were closer

to their tropical forebears than previously stUdied New Zealand
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examples. Again, the large numbers of rats in the earliest levels may

be a typical sign of an adventive species fairly recently introduced.

Possibly the most suggestive evidence may be the importance of labrid

and odaciid fish species in the early economy. This appears to be out

of character with most other groups in New Zealand, and closely similar

to the reef fishing habits of the inhabitants of Island Polynesia. This

bias cannot be related to any environmental factor peculiar to Palliser

Bay, since these fish are amongst the most common inshore species in

all Parts of New Zealand. In addition, many other fish species occur

in Palliser Bay, and therefore lack of choice is not the reason for this

predominance. This is reflected in the large early middens where about

25 species were representerl. The significance of this selective fishing

can be properly assessed only when more detailed information is obtained

from other early New Zealand sites. However, it may reinforce Green's

claim (1970:19) that the earliest New Zealand communities favoured

exploitation of rocky shores, in keeping with their earlier Polynesian

experience. These observations do not suggest that the Palliser communities

came directly from Polynesia; on the contrary, their immediate origin

was clearly elsewhere in New Zealand. It is believed that the South

Island may be excluded because of the magnitude of the difference in

the respective stone technologies. Early South Island communities are

noted for their mastery of stone flaking techniques, whereas the Palliser

people belonged to an entirely different stone working tradition. Perhaps

the clearest signs of the immediate origin of these people are to be

found in the different sources and amounts of imported lithic material.

As was previously shown, contact with the Coromandel - Bay of Plenty

area was very important in the earliest period, and that this link later
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This suggests a northern origin; still it would be premature to favour

the north east coast when so little is presently known of the area

between Palliser Bay and the Coromandel. There are signs that a significant

early settlement existed in the area from Akitio to Porangahau (see for

example Duff, 1956:117), and it may ultimately be shown that the Palliser

people origin.ated from just such an intermediate area, rather than
~

further north.

Although the concept of separate origins for people on either

side of Cook Strait is implicit in this argument, the evidence in Palliser

Bay shows that they became progressively united by trading relationships.

Throughout this study many parallels and similarities were noted between

artefacts from Palliser Bay and such sites as Wairau Bar and Tahunanui

in the South Island, and in the IIorowhenua area in the North. Comparable

features ranged from distinctive knobs on stone lure shanks to genetic

. markers in dogs, and combine to suggest that Cook Strait might be thought

of as a distinctive 'CUlture area' during the early period of New Zealand

prehistory. Although later contact between the two islands is documented

in Chapter 2, there is little suggestion that such a large and integrated

unit existed in the 18th or 19th century when New Zealand had become

clearly divided into 'tribal areas'. When the change took place is open

to question, but it is possible trmt the same agency which contributed

to the depopulation of Palliser Bay by about 1600AD affected other

areas about Cook Strait also. If this resulted in the widespread

breakdo\~ of social and economic ties which had been built up in

previous centuries it could have had the postulated effect. Climatic

factors alone, for example, might have wrought such a change by

promoting increased turbulence in Cook Strait and thereby hampering
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the regular passage of canoes. .

One of the most interesting aspects of this project has been

the unravelling of an economic system which balanced the pursuits of

hunter-gatherers and horticulturalists. It was earlier noted that this

could be thought of as giving a certain adaptive advantage, and that in

the face of environmental changes, one or the other activity could be

stressed to ensure continued survival. In this instance, it would seem

that these people were more conservative than experimental, and that

ultimately the changes they affected on their environment by the practice

of horticulture were so dramatic that forest and marine foraging alone

would not support the population. In addition, these communities appear

not to have been able to adapt their technology successfully to local

stone, and one of the key factors in tilting the balance towards

depopulation must have been an over-reliance on imported raw materials

and manufactured tools. In such a situation the proportion of imported

to local material could be a valuable yardstick of the stability of

external social relations, for under conditions of inter-group antagonism

and warfare, a community will be forced to rely far more on local

material. This is demonstrated by the large number of local lithic

materials at such late fortified sites as Huriawa and Mapoutahi in

Otago (~. B.F.Leach, 1969:62-3; Anderson and Sutton, 1973:112). If the

Palliser Bay evidence is an adequate reflection of social relationships

further afield, New Zealand must have been relatively stable until after

c~538AD (see Fi~lre 39).

DISCUSSION

A co~nonly advocated view that has guided New Zealand
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archaeologists for many years is that diachronic studies should precede

the synchronic. This study follows the strong conviction that

epistemologically this order is back to front and has obscured

important and significant regional differences. It was argued that in

the circumstances of marked regional variation an 'aggregate' prehistory

could be highly misleading; a particular cultural process might trend

in one direction in one region, and in the opposite direction in another.

The thesis was advanced that in situations of marked regional variation,

field research programmes should be formulated to construct 'aspects'

first and 'phases' at some later stage when more is known of the extent

and meaning of regional differentiation in terms of meaningful

prehistoric groups such as communities. It was argued that even though

the two processes were essentially i.nteractive, if phases took precedence

over aspects this would be wasteful of archaeological resources. In

examining a collection of communities in eastern Palliser Bay, little

has been discovered to modify this thesis and at least two historical

trends have been documented which strengthen it. Firstly it was shown

that contrary to the New Zealand wide decline in use of Mayor Island

obsidian, the community resident in the Washpool Valley significantly

increased their use of this resource. At the same time the more general

conclusion of the overall decline was substantiated by an aggregation of

the evidence. Secondly, the widely accepted economic model of New

Zealand prehistory has been shown to be inapplicable in this area.

The typical view is that over a period of time prehistoric people

exterminated the flightless avifauna, and came to rely increasingly on

kumara horticulture. Closely tied to this model are a number of

implications relating to progressively more sophisticated kumara

cultivation and storage, and increasing social aggregati.on and sedentary
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life, in contrast to the earli~r more free-ranging 'moa-hunters'.

The Washpool community could not be said to have moved along this

particular economic trajectory. On the contrary, kumara horticulture

appears more sophisticated in the early period than later, while at

no time could these people be referred to as moa-hunters. Thus in

quite major respects this regional synchronic approach has exposed

the dangers of documenting the course of prehistory solely by means

of generalisations and the aggregation of evidence~ or relying on it

for the source of primary field objectives.

It may be noticed that in this thesis it has been necessary

to refer to spatial units of various sizes, and depending on the context,

discussion has been related to the Cook Strait region, the Wairarapa

region, and the region of eastern Palliser Bay. This reflects the fact

that prehistoric communities as much as 20th century men, recognised

the existence of geographical areas at various levels. Strictly speaking

therefore, not one regional prehistory but several are possible. In this

study there was sufficient archaeological evidence to infer a kinship

linked set of communities which was spatially separated from other

groups outside eastern Palliser Bay. This became the region for which

the reconstruction of the Washpool community was regarded as

representative. If additional evidence had been available from Wairarapa

Valley sites, or the east coast, the number of recognised communities

would have been enlarged and several distinct groupings of these

communities might have emerged. It would be expected too that the

area covered by sets of communities would vary at different periods as

trade and kinship links were forged or dissolved. Thus the notion of

region must always be qualified by the archaeologist while the community
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can be used as a basic organisational unit.

An emphasis on community reconstruction within the regional

framework is not only basic to a sound general prehistory but is capable

of revealing intimate details of the human condition. Of course,

archaeological methodology and the processes of physical decay combine

to blur the total picture of community activities, but enough survives

to permit an appreciation of the continuity of settlement and land use

in New Zealand over a much longer period than the 200 years of European

occupation.
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Floral and Faunal Remains from Archaeological Sites

in I:a.l}iser Bay

There is no overall system of nomenclature and taxonomy for

indigenous New Zealand species of plants and animals. Moreover in a

number of areas, in the animal kingdom in particular, changes in

terminology and taxonomic status are rather rapid in this country. For

this reason the following organisation of floral and faunal remains is

based on an unfortunate marriage of a number of different systems. The

following sources were used in arriving at this organisation: nomenclature

and organisation in the Plant Kingdom is largely after Allan (1961) and

Moore &Edgar (1970). In the Animal Kingdom terminology and taxonomy up

to and including Phylum Echinodermata is based on Morton & Miller (1968)

and Powell (1961) and Fleming (1966) with the exception of Class Insecta

which is based on Tillyard (1926); from the Class Elasmobranchii to Class

Reptilia is based on Parker and Haswel1 (1960, 1962), Rothschild (1961),

and Whitley (1968); the Class Aves is based on Parker and Haswel;L (1960,

1962) and Kinsky (1970); the Class Mammalia is based on Rothschild (1961).

Occasionally there is a departure from the above quoted

nomenclature, and where this occurs a numbered footnote is given along

with the explanation. Any adventive species are marked with an asterisk*.

Some of the species listed below were not found in archaeological sites

in the Makotukutuku valley, but were found in sites in some other part

of Palliser Bay discussed in the text. These are indicated with a

numbered footnote and further details maybe found as follows: flora

or fauna found at the Moikau Valley consult Prickett (1974), at the

Pararaki consult Leach, H. (1976), at Black Rocks consult Anderson

(1973a) •
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I THE PLANT KINGDOH

CLASS SPER~~TOPSIDA

SUB-CLASS GYMNOSPERMAE

Order Coniferales

Family Podoearpaeeae

D d ' . 1aery lum eupreSSlnum

Podoearpus ef totara/hallii

SUB-CLASS ANGIOSPERMAE

1. DICOTYLEDONES

Order Magnoliales

Family Winteraceae
2Pseudowintera SE.

Order Piperales

Family Piperaceae

Macropiper excelsum

Order Violales

Family Violaceae

Hymenanthera ? crassifolia

Order Coriariales

Family Coriariaceae

C " b 3orlarla ar orea

Order Pittosporales

Family Pittosporaeeae
4Pittosporum sp.

Order Myrtales

Family Myrtaceae

Leptospermum scoparium5

~e~tospermum ericoides

Metrosideros ef robusta

Order Tiliales

Family Elaeocarpaceae

~laeoearpus dentatus

~~~eoearpus hookerianus

Rimu

? Halls Totara

Pepper Tree

Kawakawa

Shrub

Tutu

Pittosporum

Manuka

Kanuka

North Island Rata

Hinau

Pokaka
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Order Leguminales

Family Papilionaceae

Trifolium SP.il

Trifolium subterraneum *"
S,9phora sp.

Order Fagales

Family Fagaceae
6NothofaVls truncata

Order Celastrales

Family Corynocarpaceae

Corynocarpus laevigata

Order Sapindales

Family Sapindaceae

Alectryon excelsus

Order Umbellales

Family Araliaceae

£~eudopanax cf colensoi/arboreum7

Order Rubiales

Family Rubiaceae
8Coprosma sp.

Galium aparine*

Order Solanales

Family Convolvulaceae

Calystegia sp.

~lystegia tUguriorum

Order Personales

Family Scrophulariaceae

Hebe sp.

Order Lamiales

Family Myoporaceae

Myoporum laetum

2. MONOCOTYLEDONES

Order Liliales

Family Smilacaceae

Ripogonum scandens

Clover

Subterranean Clover

Kowhai

Hard Beech

Karaka

Titoki

Five Finger

Coprosma

Bedatraw

Convolvulus

Climbing Convolvulus

Koromiko

Ngaio

Supple jack
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Order Agavales

Family Agavaceae

Cordyline australis

11 THE ANI}ffiL KINGDOM,,== I

PHYLUM BRACHIOPODA

9f!SS ARTICULATA (TESTICARDINES)

T~rebratella (Waltonia) inconspicua9

CLASS POLYCHAErA

SUB-CLASS SEDENTARIA
10Polychaete tubes ? genus

PHYLUM l''1OLLUSCA

CLASS ANPH INEURA

Family Lepidochitonidae

Eudoxochiton nobilis

Family Chitonidae

Amaurochiton glaucus

CLASS GASTROPODA

SUB-CLASS PROSOBRANCHIA

Order Archaeogastronoda

Family Haliotidae

Haliotis iris

Haliotis australis

Family Fissurellidae

Scutus breviculus11

Family Acmaeidae

Patelloida corticata corallina

;;alacmea fragilis12

Family Patellidae

Cellana denticulata

Cellana ornata13

Cellana radians subsp.

Cabbage Tree

Lamp Shell

Polychaete Worms

Chiton

Green Chiton

Paua

Silver Paua

Shield Shell

Limpet

Fragile Limpet

Limpet

Limpet

Limpet
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Family Trochidae (Trochinae)
. 14

Cantharidus opalus subsp.

Cantharidus purpureus15

Micrelenchus huttoni16

Anisodiloma lugubris lenior17

Melagraphia aethiops

Zediloma sp.

Zediloma arida18

Zediloma atrovirens

Zediloma digna

Family Turbinidae

~lla smaragda

Modelia granosa19

Cookia sulcata

Order Me~~gastropoda

Family Cerithiidae

Zeacumanthus subcarinatus20

Family Turritellidae

Maoricolpus roseus roseus

Family Calyptraeidae

Si6apatella novaezelandiae21

Family Cymatiidae

Argobuccinum tumidum

Family Struthiolariidae

Struthiolaria SE-

Order Neogastropoda

Family Muricidae

Zeatrophon ambi&Uus22

Family Thaisidae

Neothais scalaris23

Haustrum haustorium

Lepsiella scobina subsp.24

hepsithais lacunosus25

Family Buccinulidae

Buccinulum sp.54

B '1 l' 26UCClnu um lneum

Penion adustus su~.

Opal Top Shell

Top Shell

Top Shell

Knobbed Top Shell

Spotted Top Shell

Dark Top Shell

Dark Top Shell

Dark Top Shell

Dark Top Shell

Catseye

Pink Catseye

Cooks Turban

Small Horn Shell

Turret Shell

Circular Slipper Shell

Swollen Triton

Large Ostrich Foot

Large Trophon

White Rock Shell

Dark Rock Shell

Oyster Borer

Rock Shell

Whelk

wbelk

Large Whelk
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Family Cominellidae

Cominella__sp.

.Q.,ominella maculosa27

SUB-CLASS OPISTHOBI~NCHIA

Order Pulmonata

Family Siphonariidae

Benh,amina obliguata

Siphonaria zelandica

Family Flammulinidae

Allodiscus ~_

Therasia zelandiae

Th . 28erasla...E1?,_

Family Charopidae

Phenacharopa novoseelandica

Charopa (Charopa) coma29

Charopa (Ptychodon) buccinella30
.7)1

9haropa (Ptychodon) colensol~

~oE§ (Sub£ectola) caputspinale32

Family Laomidae

Laoma (Laoma) marina33

Paralaoma pumila

Family Paryphantidae

Delos coresia

CLASS SCAPHOPODA

Family Dentaliidae

Dentalium nanum

CLASS BIVALVlji (PELECY,F:C?DA)

SUB-CLASS PTERIOMORPHIA

Order Arcoida

Eamily Cucullaeidae

Cucullaea (Latriarca) ha~~

Family Glycymeridae

Gl~cymeris (manaia) hurupiensis

Order M~tiloida

Family Hytilidae

Whelk

Spotted Whelk

Limpet

Limpet

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Landsnail

Tusk Shell

Fossil Bi va.lve

Fossil Bivalve
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~ytilus edulis aoteanus .

Perna canaliculus

Aulacomya maoriana

Order Pterioida

Family Pectinidae

Pecten novaezelandiae novaezelandiae

Chlamys sp.34

Pallium convexum35

Family Ostreidae

Ostrea s£.36

Ostrea ef charlottae

SUB-CLASS HETERODONTA

Order Veneroida

Family Carditidae

Cardita aoteana37

Family Veneridae

Dosinia (Kereia) cf greyi

Protothaca crasslcosta

Family Tellinidae

ZearC?2~gia disculus38

Family Mactridae

§.c~lp~~actra scalpellum53

Zenatia acinaces39

Family Amphidesmatidae

PaEhie,s (Mesodema) subtriangulatum40

faphiep (Paphies) australe
41

PHYLUM ARTHROPODA

CLASS INSEC'l'A

SUB-CJ~SS PTERYGO'l'A

DIVISION ENDOPTERYGOTA

Blue Mussel

Green Mussel

Ribbed Mussel

Scallop

Fan Scallop

Grooved Fan Shell

Oyster

Oyster

Nesting Cockle

Fossil Bivalve

Ribbed Venus Shell

Round Wedge Shell

Small Trough Shell

Scimitar Mactra

Tuatua

Pipi

Order Coleoptera

Super-Family Scarabaeoidea (Lamellicornia)

Family Scarabaeidae

Sub-Family Scarabaeinae (Coprinae)

Onthofagus granulatus* Dung Beetle
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Grass Grub

Grass Grub

Grass Grub

Grass Grub

Sub-Family Melolonthinae

Odontria smithi

Odontria sp. nr. striata

? Od~~tria/Costel~tra sE.

Costelytra sp.

Sub-Family Dynastinae

Pericoptus sp. Sand Dune Scarab Beetle

Super-Family Curculionoidea (Rhynchoptera)

Family Curculionidae

Sub-Family Rhyparosominae

Phrynixus sp.

Sub-Family Cryptorhynchinae

? genus, Cryptorhynchinae sE.

Order H~enoptera

-Super-Family Sphecoidea

Family Crabronidae

Crabronine sp.(? Rhopalum sp.)

Super-Family Apoidea (Anthophila)

Family Colletidae

? genus, Collet id sp_

Order LeEi90ptera

Super-Family Pyraloidea

Family Pyralidae

yresiphita polygonalis maorialis

Timber-boring Weevil

Timber-boring Weevil

Burrowing Wasp

Colletid Bee

Lupin Hoth

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUB-CLASS CIRRIPEDIA

Order Thoracica

fpamaesipho ? columna

SUB-CI~SS MALACOSTRACA

Acorn Barnacle

Order Decapoda

Sub-Order Macrura

Family Palinuridae

Jasus ed1l1ardsii

Sub-Order Brachyura
? G"d 42• zenus rapsl ae~.

Plagusa capensi~q3

Rpck Lobster(Crayfish)

Upper Shore Crab

Red Rock Crab
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PHYLUM ECHINODERMATA

CLASS ECHINOIDEA

Order Echinoida

h'vechinus chloroticus

PHYLUN CHORDATA

SUB-PHYLUM CRANIATA (VERTEBRATA)

SUPER-CLASS GNATHOSTOMATA

C~ASS ELASMOBI~NCHII (CHONDRICHTHYES)(SELACHII)

Family Galeorhinidae

Galeorhinus australis

Family Squalidae

Sgualus sE- ? blainvillii

SUB-CLASS BRADYODONTI

Order HoloceEhali

Family Callorynchidae

~~~lorhynchus millii

CLASS PISCES (OS'rEICHTHYES)

SUB-CLASS ACTINOPTERYGII

SUEer-Order Neopterygii (=Teleostei -+ Ho'Loate i )

Family Anguillidae

Anguilla dieffenbachii

Ahguilla australis

Family Leptocephalidae

Conger verreauxi

Family Gadidae

Physiculus bachus

Family Centrolophidae

Seriolella brama

Family Epinephelidae

PolAprion oxygeneios

Family Carangidae

Caranx lutescens

Trachurus novaezelandiae

Sea Egg

School Shark

Northern Dogfish

Elephant Fish

Long-Finned Eel

Short-Finned Eel

Conger Eel

Red Cod

Warehou

Groper

Trevally

Horse Mackerel
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Family Arripididae

Arripis trutta

Family Sparidae

Chrysophrys auratus

Family Aplodactylidae

Aplodactylus meandratus

Family Cheilodactylidae

Cheilodactylus macropterus

Family Latridae

Latridopsis ciliari~

Family Odaciidae

Coridodax pullus

Family Labridae

Pseudolabrus celidotus

Pseudolabrus pittensis44

Family Parapercichthyidae

Parapercis colias

Family Scombridae

§2omber japonicus

Family Acinaceidae

Thyrsites atun

Family Ophidiidae

Genypterus blacodes

Family Scorpaenidae

Helicolenus papillosus

Family Triglidae

Chelidonichthys kumu

Family Aleuteridae

Navodon convexirostris57

CLASS REPTILIA

SUB-CLASS LEPIDOSAURIA

Order Sguamata

Sub-Order Lacertilia (Sauria)

Family Gekkonidae

? genus. Gekkonid sp.

Kahawai

Snapper

Marblefish

Tarakihi

Blue Moki

Greenbone (Butterfish)

Spotty

Banded Parrot fish

Blue Cod

Common Hackerel

Barracouta

Ling

Sea Perch

Red Gurnard

Rough Leatherjacket

Gecko
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CLASS AVES

SUB-CLASS NEO&~ITHES

Super-Order Palaeo~hae

Order Dinornithiformes

Family Anomalopterygidae

Sub-Family Anomalopteryginae

~~chyornis maEpini

Sub-Family Emeinae

EuryaEteryx geranoides

~ryaEteryx gravis

Family Dinornithidae

Dinornis sE.

SUEer-Order ImEennae

Order SEhenisciforme~

Family Spheniscidae

EudYEtes Eachyrhynchus pachyrhynchus

Eudyptes pachyrhynchus sclateri

E'udYEtes s-e.

EudYEtula minor subsp.

SUEer-Order Neognathae

Order Procellariiformes

Family Diomedeidae

Diomedea cauta ? cauta

Diomedea ? exulans / epomorpha

Diomedea sp.

Family Procellariidae

Halobaena caerulea

Pachy,Ptila sp.~
~achyptila turtur

46

Petrel...L§.P...

EE.ffinus 't sp.

Puffinus gavia gavia55

Puffinus ? gavia/huttoni

Puffinus p;riseus47

Moa

Moa

Moa

Moa

Fiordland Crested
Penguin

Erect Crested Penguin

Penguin

Northern Blue Penguin

White-Capped (Shy)
Mollymawk

Albatross

Mollymawk

Blue Petrel

Prien

Fairy Prien

Petrel

Shearwater

Fluttering Shearwater

Shearwater

Sooty Shearwater
(Muttonbird)



Puffinus tenuirostris
48

Family Pelecanoididae

Pelecanoides urinatrix urinatrix49

Order Pelecaniformes

Sub-Order Pelecani

Family Phalacrocoracidae

? Phalacrocorax sp.

Order Anseriformes

Sub-Order Anseres

Family Anatidae

Sub-Family Anserinae

Cygnus sumnerensis

Sub-Family Anatinae

Anas ? sp.

Anas superciliosa superciliosa

Anas rhynchotis variegata

Order Falconiformes

Sub-Order Ealcones

Family Accipitridae

Sub-Family Circinae

Circus approximans gouldi

Order Galliformes

Family Phasianidae

Sub-Family Perdicinae

Coturnix novaezealandiae

Order Gruiformes

Sub-Order Grues

Family Rallidae

Gallirallus australis greyi

Rallus philippensis assimilis

Capellirallus? sp.

Gallirallus minor

Order Charadriiformes

Sub-Order La.ri

Family Laridae

Larus dominicanus

Short Tailed Shearwater

Northern Diving Petrel

Small Shag

Extinct Swan

Duck

Grey Duck

New Zealand Shoveler

Australasian Harrier

New Zealand Quail

North Island Weka

Banded Rail

Small Extinct Rail

Small Extinct Rail

Southern Black-Backed
Gull
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Larus novaehollandiae scopulinus50

Larus bUlleri56

Family Sternidae

Sterna striata51

Order Columbiformes

Family Columbidae

SUb-Family Treroninae

Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae novaeseelandiae

Order Psittaciformes

Family Nestoridae

Nestor ~eridionalis septentrionalis

Family Platycercidae

9xanoram~hus novaezelandiae novaezelandiae

Cyanoramphus auriceps auriceps

Order Strigiformes

Family Strigidae

SUb-Family Striginae

Ninox novaeseelandiae novaeseelandiae

Order Coraciiformes

Family Alcedinidae

SUb-Family Daceloninae

Halcyon sancta vagans

Order Passeriformes

Passeriformes ? genus

Sub-Order Tyranni

Family Muscicapidae

Sub-FanriLy Muscicapinae

Rhipidura fuliginosa placabilis

Petroica australis longipes

Family Meliphagidae

Anthornis melanura melanura

Red-billed Gull

Black-billed Gull

White Fronted Tern

New Zealand Wood
Pigeon

North Island Kaka

Red-crowned
Parakeet

Yellow-crowned
Parakeet

Morepork

New Zealand
Kingfisher

Pa.sseriform

North Island
Fantail

North Island Robin

Bellbird

Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae novaep~~landi~~Tui

Family Callaeatidae

Philesturnus carunculatus r~fu~ North Island
Saddleback
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Heteralocha acutirostris

Callaeas cinerea wilsoni

Family Turnagridae

Turnagra capensis tanagra

CLASS MAMMALIA

SUB-CLASS THERIA

INFRA-CLASS ~lliTATHERIA

Order Marsupialia

Trichosurus vulpecula subsp:*

INFRA-CLASS EUTHERIA

Order Lagomorpha

Oryctolagus cuniculus

Order Rodentia_. -

.Rattus exulans

Rattus rattus52

Order Cetacea_._.;.....;.;.;..,;;.;.;.

Sub-Order Odontoceti

Delphinus delphis

Lagenorhynchus ? obscurus/cruciger

Globicephala melaena

Sub-Order Mysticeti

Mysticeti ? genus

Order Carnivora

Canis familiaris

Order Pinnipedia

Arctocephalus forsteri

~eophoca hookeri

Hydrurga lepton~

Order Artiodactyla

Sus scrofa *
Ovis aries '*

Huia

North Island Kokako

North Island Thrush

Opossum

Rabbit

Polynesian Rat

Ship Rat

Saddleback Dolphin

Dusky/Hourglass
Dolphin

Pilot Whale/Blackfish

Baleen Whale

Polynesian Dog

Southern Fur Seal

Sea Lion

Leopard Seal

Pig

Sheep

Footnotes

1-6,8 Found only in sites in the Hoikau Valley

9-15, 17-22, 25, 28, 34-38, 42, 43, 45-56 Found only in sites at Black Rocks

16, 26, 39 Found only in sites at the Pararaki



23, 24,

7

29

30, 31

32, 33

40, 41

44

57
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27 Found only in sites at the Pararruci and Black Rocks

Nomenclature after Molloy (1972: pers.comm.), ef Neopanax sE.
Allan (1961:434-5)

Nomenclature after Climo (1972: pers.comm.), cf Powell (1961:111)

Nomenclature after Climo (1972: pers.comm.)

Powell (1961:112)

Nomenclature after Climo (1974: pers.comm.), cf Fleming (1966:31)
and Powell (1961: 12lf·)

cf Pseudolabrus fucicola qv Doak (1972:7 l l- ff)

A typographical error of 'Novodon' seems to have become common
usage (Doogue et.al.,1966:294, 315; Morton & IvIiller, 1968:361;
Witter, 1969:51). The correct spelling is 'Navodon' (Moreland,
1975: pers.eomm.; ef Whitley, 1968:90 and Doak, 1972:107).
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The Washpool Height Datum

All height surveying in the Makotukutuku valley was

referred to a datum at the mouth of the river. This is a cross

incised in the top of the large concrete post at the NW end of the

bridge over the Washpool (H20-S16-44, 1963). The height of this

point was surveyed from a peg situated at the estimated mean high

water mark during November 1969 .. The peg was labelled zero m ASL,

and the datum was therefore determined as 5.43 m ASL. The Wellington

high tide figures for November 1969 were averaged at plus 4.46 ft

(1.36m) using Anon.b (1969). Mean sea Level (MSL) for Wellington is

plus 2.90 ft (0.88m), thus the Washpool zero peg is situated at

0.48 m AMSL (1.36 - 0.88), or 1.64 m below the Wellington Bench

Mark BM k80/1. To convert any height figures given here to fixed

points elsewhere they should be related to BM k8o/1. For any height

point in the Makotukutuku valley (e.g. x m.ASL), the tidal

·relationships are as follows (see also Figure 23):

x m ASL = x -"to 0.48 m AMSL

In addition,

MH\vS = MSL + 0.52 m

MHWN = 1'1SL + 0.49 m

MLWN = MSL - 0.45 m

MLWS = MSL - 0.48 m



Conventions and abbr-evf.at i ons which apply in

this thesis

1) ~elating to faunal and floral identifications

? Puffinus sE.

Puffinus sp.

Puffinus ? gavia/huttoni

Puffinus ? gavia

Odax vittatus ?

Genus uncertain but perhaps one

of the shearwaters.

Species uncertain, but certainly a

shcarwater.

A shearwater, perhaps either P.gavi.~

or P.huttoni.

A shearwater, probably P.gavia on

grounds of known distribution of

species, rather than osteology.

Some reservations about the original

species definition.

? Euryapteryx geranoides!Pachyornis ma12,Eini A medium sized moa, such

as either E.geranoides or P.mappini.

Pseudolabrus cf pittensis Most similar to E.pittensi~ but

somewhat inadequate comparative

material of other species.

Pseudolabrus nr.pittensis as above.

fr. fragment

juv. juvenile

ad. adult

ind. individuals

f. female

m. male

nr. near

2) Relating to Radiocarbon Dates

In various parts of this thesis radiocarbon dates are combined to

give a pooled estimate. The method used is described by Leach (1972).

See also Appendix 4.
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Radiocarbon" dates from the Wairarapa

Most of. these dates have been pubJ.ished eJ.sewhere, but only as

preJ.iminary results. In each case a footnote is given with the

relevant references. This list includes only one sample not processed

by members of the Wairarapa expedition. The t life used was 5568

Yrs.The dates are given as AD/BC rather than BP (1950) because where

referred to in the text, discussion tends to be in calendrical years.

Locations are given as Map No/NZAAsite No-Grid Ref.

Description

NZ1057 Charcoal. N161/1-71 l+548. Oven site in

Tararua Range with obsidian flakes.
1

NZ1309. Charcoal. N168/16-736988. Stone wall

system at Whatarangi. 3, 4

NZ1310. Charcoal. N168/39-727930. Stone wall
3 4system at Te Humenga. '

NZ1311. Charcoal. N168/41-732924. Stone wall

system at North Pararaki.3, 4

NZ1312. Charcoal. N168/41-732924. Stone wall

system at North Pararaki.3, 4

NZ1313. Charcoal. N168/41-733925. Stone wall

system at North Pararaki.3, 4

NZ131 Lj. . Charcoal. N168/46-736922. Stone wall

system at South Pararaki.3, 4

NZ1315. Charcoal. N168/52-748902. Stone wall

system at K&wakawa.3, 4

NZ1316. Charcoal. N168/68-752871. Stone wall

system at North Waiwhero. 3, 4

1209 AD :I: 54

1405 AD :I: 68

1173 AD ± 56

1279 AD ± 72

1219 AD :I: 70

1242 AD :I; 72

11L~1 AD ± 73

1261 AD of:. 66

1473 AD 1". 56
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Q,escription

NZ1317. Charcoal. N168/76-760844. Stone wall
3 l~

system at Black Rocks. '

NZ1505. Charcoal. N168/22-734967. M1/II/21/

structure AE. From midden pit cut into

Crust of Layer 5. Washpool Midden site.5

NZ1506. Charcoal. N168/22/734967. M1/II/17/

structure gamma. Scoop hearth overlain

by Lens lIB. Washpool Midden site.5

(see discussion Chapter 4 p.138)
NZ1507. Charcoal. N168/22/734967. M1/III/9-10/

structure AZ. From midden pit cut into

Crust of Layer 5. Washpool Midden site.5

NZ1508. Charcoal. N168/22-73l~967. M1/V/18/

structure 17. Small depression cut into

Crust of Layer 5. Washpool Hidden site.5

NZ1509. Charcoal. N168/21-733967. M1/I/2. From

body of Layer 2 • Washpool Beach Front

Camp site. 5

Date-
1390 AD ± 71

1191 AD .:t- 41

1470 AD .:t 40

1313 AD ± 40

1270 AD ± 81

1404 AD ± 40

NZ1510. Charcoal. N168/22-734967. r11/V/19. From 1290 AD .:t 40

body of Layer 4 Black. Washpool Midden
't 5SJ. e.

NZ1511. Charcoal. N168/22/734967. M1/V/8/

structure 5. Scoop hearth cut into

Crust of Layer 5. Washpool Midden site.5

NZ1512. Charcoal. N168/20-735969. M1/XX/15.

From body of Layer 3. Washpool Garden
l~ 5

wall system. '

NZ1513. Charcoal. N168/20-735969. M1/XX/7-8.

From body of Layer 2A. Washpool Garden
4 5wall system. '

NZ1514. Charcoal. N168/20-735969. M1/Xx/6-7.

From b~dy of Layer 2B. Washpool Garden
4 5wall system. '

1168 AD ± 41

1562 AD ~ 79

1608 AD ± 78

1442 AD ± 79
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Description

NZ163Ll-. Shell. N165-736181. Date for estuarine

environment in Lower Wairarapa.
2Kumenga area.

NZ1635. Shell. N165-736181. Date for estuarine

environment in Lower Wairarapa.
2

Kumenga area.

NZ1636. Charcoal. N168/2L~-735967. M1/XXXr/50.

From body of Layer 13. Washpool Circular

Raised Rim Pit. 6

Date

1520 BC ± 50

2170 BC ± 50

>1740 AD

NZ1637. Charcoal. N168/2!.j·-735967. M1/XXX/15 .. Inter- 1375 AD ± 71

face Layers 2 & 3. Washpool Terrace
6Garden.

NZ1638. Charcoal. N168/27-?53976. M3. Charred

wooden? artefact. Washpool Rock Cleft

Burial.
6

NZ1639. Charcoal. N168/31-761975. M5/17. Hearth

in Layer 11 next to north east buttress.

Washpool Rectangular Raised Rim Pit.
6

NZ16Ll-0. Charcoal. N168/31-761975. M5/33.

Hearth 'A' in west wall from earlier

construction phase of pit. Washpool

Rectangular Raised Rim Pit.6

NZ1641. Charcoal. N168/29-756978. M4/II/15.

From body of Layer 6. Washpool Cross
6

Site, horticultural stone mound.

1480 AD ± 70

>1772 AD

1579 AD i: 69

1256 AD :I: 72

NZ1642. Charcoal. N168/29-756978. M4/I/8-13/

structure 40. Charred r-ear-poat of terrace

house with dog jaw inserted in slot below

ground level. Washpool Cross Site Terrace.
6

NZ1643. Charcoal. N168/29-756978. M4/I/18/

structure 33. Charred centre post of

terrace house. Washpool Cross Site
6

Terrace.

1617 AD :!: 69

1466 AD ± 70
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Description

NZ1644. Charcoal. N165/9-7lf2063. W1/D6-E6

Layer 2. Base plate beside posts H

and AE of Moikau House. 7, 8

NZ16L~5. Charcoal. N165/9-742063. W1/I 11 Layer 2.

Base plate beside post AC of Moikau
House. 7, 8

NZ1646. Charcoal. N168/77-762843. BR3/3. Burnt

brushwood patch, base of Layer 2.

Black Rocks Hidden site.7, 9

NZ1647. Charcoal. N168/77-762843. BR4/1. Burnt

brushwood in middle of Layer 1. Black

Rocks Midden site.7, 9

NZ1648. Charcoal. N168/77-762843. BR4/1. Burnt

brushwood at base of Layer 4. Black

Rocks Hidden site.7, 9

NZ1649. Charcoal. N168/77-762843. BR2/2. Burnt

brushwood near top of Layer 1. Black

Rocks Hidden site.7, 9

NZ3105 Shell. N165-736181. Date for estuarine

environment in Lower Wairarapa. Kumenga

area.

NZ3106. Shell. N165-736181. Date for estuarine

environment in Lower Wairarapa. Kumenga

area.

NZ3107. Shell. N165-736181. Date for estuarine

environment in Lower Wairarapa. Kumenga

area.

NZ3108. Shell. N165-773191. Date for estuarine

environment, Lower Wairarapa. Birchwood

area.

Date-
1181 AD :t 54

1179 AD :t 54

1147 AD :t 54

1269 AD :t 54

1276 AD :t 54

>1750 AD

2380 BC :t 90

2560 BC :t 80

2650 BC :t 60

1480 BC :t 70
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Footnotes

1. This date is incorrectly published by Park (1970) as from N161!1

710545 and 1227 AD ~ 40.

2. Leach and Anderson, 1974.

3. Leach and Leach, 1971b.

4. H.N.Leach, 1976.

5. Leach and Leach, 1971a.

6. Leach and Leach, 1972a, 1972b.

7. Anderson and Prickett, 1972.

8. Prickett. 1974.

9. Anderson, 1973a.
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The Prehistoric sources of Wairarapa Obsidian

This research was conducted jointly with Mr A.J.Anderson

and has been written up for publication in a Monograph on Wairarapa

Archaeology (Leach and Leach, nd). However , the information is

central to discussion on prehistoric trade networks in this thesis,

and is therefore given here in full. The full details of the method

of determining the source of artefact obsidian are given in Ward

(1972, 1974ah In brief, Ward sampled 42 geographical sources of

obsidian in New Zealand (q.v. Ward, 1973), and trace element

concentrations determined for each set of samples. After statistical

analysis these 42 geographical sources were grouped into 18 petrographic

source groups. Any subsequent trace element analysis of artefact

obsidians can be statistically related to these 18 New Zealand

sources. The method has been tested with archaeologically derived

obsidian with great success (Ward, 1972: 188-193; Leach, B.F., 1973).

In the present case various circumstances demanded the

adoption of somewhat different machine conditions than those

stipulated by Ward (1972), but the modifications affect only the

precision of determinations and not at all the overall matching

of trace element concentrations to those of obsidian sources.

However, because Ward's differentiation of sources is so clear,

the loss of precision at low concentrations in the present analysis

is academic. Nevertheless, the modifications are not recommended as

a general practice, and a comparison of conditions is given below.



Present Analysis Ward's Analysis

2 mm Hg.

Zr, Mn, Sr, Rb, Ti

Flow Proportional Ti,
scintillation for others.

Machine

Standard

E.H.T.

Generator

9.E.~.:h.cal Path

Analysing crystal

X-Ray Source
• • !I

pE,ec,tral line

Counting Procedure

Elements

Counter Typ~

Philips PW 1051

D.S.G.S.Standard granite G2

900 eV

40KV, 20mA

atmospheric pressure

LiF

W

K alpha 1 (all elements)

A 30 secs, B1 15 secs, B2 15 secs

Zr, l'ln, s-, Rb

Scintillation (all elements)

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

Pulse Height

Discrimination
none Rb, Sr

Sample Preparation

1) Crushed to sand size steel mortar

2) Pulverised with agate ball vibrator

3) Reduced to powder agate mortar &: pestle

4) Boric Acid Pellets at 4 tons

1) Reduced to powder in

Tema tungsten carbide

mortar

2) Boric Acid pellets at

4 tons

The results were converted to parts per million concentrations

for the four elements and statistically compared with Ward's results for

the 18 sources using a linear discriminant function based on

Mahalonobis D2• Details of the allocations of artefacts to geographical

source are given below.
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Sources of Obsidian artefacts from the Wairarapa

Probabilities are uniform~y very high, and the notable

exceptions (less than 0.5) are indicated with an asterisk.

Mayor Island Mayor Island

GU290 BR4/2/8 GU339 W1/77/1-1

GU291 BR3/1/7 GU340 W1/Fireplace

GU293 BR3/1/2 GU341 W1/74/1-2

GU294 BR3/2/5 GU343 W1/11/Q

GU295 BR3/2/5 GU345 W1/113/1-2

GU296 BR2/1/1 GU346 W1/73/1-1

GU299 BR2/1/2 GU347 M1/XVIII/23/1-2

GU301 \'l1/2/K15/L-1A GU349 H1/XVIII/7/L-2

GU302 W1/2/G15/L-1 GU350 M1/XVIII/17/12-13A

GU303 W1/2/H15/1-1 GU351 M1/XIX/16/1-2

GU306 M1/V/14/1ens VB GU352 M1/XVIII/12/1-2

GU309 M1/II/11/1ens VB GU353 Iv11/XVIII/12/1-2

GU311 M1/V/9/1ens VB GU354 M1/XVIII/18/1-2

GU313 N1/V/1ens VB GU355 M1/XVIII/17/L-2

GU314 H1/V/10/1ens VB GU356 M1/XVIII/10/1-2

GU315 H1/II/6/1ens VB GU357 Iv11/XVIII/6/1-2

GU316 M1/V/5/1ens VB GU358 M1/XVIII/13/1-2

GU317 H1/V/9/1ens VB GU359 H1 /XV1II/1 0/1-2

GU319 M1/V/10/Lens VB GU360 M1/XV1II/22/1-2

GU321 M1/V/4/1ens VB GU361 M1/XVII1/22/1-2

GU324 M1/11/16/Lens VB GU362 M1/XX/25/L-2

GU325 M1/V/4/1ens VB GU364 M1/XV1II/17/1-2

GU326 w1/64/Turf GU365 H1/XV1II/18/1-2

GU327 w1/6/1-2 GU366 Wl/XV1II/12/1-2

GU328 w1/84/1-2 GU367 141/111/2/4 Black

GU329 1t11/10/L-1 GU368 M1/XXXI/51/

GU330 W1/73/L-1 GU369 141 /XXXI/L+9/L-2B

GU332 W1/76/L-1 GU370 M1/XXXI/50/L-8

GU336 1;/1/102/1-1 GU371 M1/XXXI/L-9

GU344 W1/7/L-1
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Mayor Island Mayor Island

GU372 M1/V/4 Black GU417 PN1/I/L-1

GU373 M1/V/25/Ll- Black GU418 PN1/II/L-1

GU374 Ivl1/V/19/4 Black GU419 PN1/I/L-1

GU375 Ivl1/II/1/Ll- Black GU420 PN1/I/L-1

GU376 H1/II/7/4 Black GU421 PN1/I/L-3

GU377 M1/V/4 Black GU422 PN1/I/L-3

GU379 N1/V/15/4 Black GU423 PN1/I/L-3

GU381 111/11/4/4 Black GU425 PN1/III/L-1

GU382 N1/V1/ZLl-/4 Black GU427 H1/I1/12/Lens B

GU384 M1/V/13/4 Black GU428 M1/II1/2/Lens B

GU385 M1/V/4/4 Black GU429' M1/I1/10/Lens B

GU386 M1/V/1 1+/4 Black GU430 M1/11/1/Lens B

GU390 M1/11/18/4 Black GU431 N1/1I/5/Lens B

GU391 M1/XXX/17/L-2 GU432 M1/11/13/Lens B

GU395 M1/111/9/4 Gravel GU433 M1/11/6/Lens B

GU396 M1/111/8/4 Gravel GU434 M1/11/7/Lens B

GU397 M1/1I1/20/4 Gravel - GU435 M1/IV/16/Lens B

GU398 M1/1I1/23/4 Gravel GU436 M1/1I/17/Lens B

GU399 M1/111/24/4 Gravel GU437 M1/I1/14/Lens B

GU400' M1/111/25/4 Gravel GU439 M1/II/18/Lens B

GU402 M1/111/20/4 Gravel GU441 M1/I1/10/Lens B

GU403 M1/11I/18/4 Gravel GU444 M1/I1/4/Lens B

GU404 M1/111/19/4 Gravel GU446 M1/1I/25/Lens B

GU405 M1/1II/17/4 Gravel GU448 M1/11I/11/4 Sandy

GULl-06 M1/111/16/4 Gravel GU449 M1/111/10/4 Sandy

GU407 M1/I11/7/4 Gravel GU450 M1/1I1/15/4 Sandy

GU408 M1/I11/14/4 Gravel GU453 M1/111/20/4 Sandy

GU409 M1/1II/5/l.j· Gravel GU454 M1/I11/2/4 Sandy

GULt10 M1/111/8/4 Gravel GU456 M1/II/24/4 Sandy

GU411 M1/I11/9/4 Gravel GU1+57 M1/I1I/3/4 Sandy

GU412 M1/1I1/10/4 Gravel GU459 M1/I1I/11/4 Sandy

GU414 M1/I1I/13/4 Gravel GU461 M1/I1I/13/4 Sandy

GULl-15 PN1/1/L-2 GU462 M1/1I1/16/4 Sandy

GU416 PN1/II/L-1 GU465 M1/I1/22/4 Sandy
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MaJor Island Ongaroto

GU466 M1/III/11/4 Sandy GU318-li M1/V/Lens VB

GU467 M1/III/7/4 Sandy Cooks Bay

GU469 M1/1I1/4/Crust 5 GU300 M4/I/22/L-3

GU471 M1/II/16/Crust 5 GU304 N1/XVIII/L-2

GU472 M1/1I1/14/Crust 5 GU305 M1/XVIII/L-2

Gu473 M1/III/17/Crust 5 GU308 M1/V/14/Lens VB

GU47L~ M1/III/25/Crust 5 GU320 M1/V/10/Lens VB

GU477 M1/V/10/Crust 5 GU322 M1/V/10/Lens VB

GU479 M1/III/13/Crust 5 GU331 W1/7/L-1

Gu480 M1/V/4/Crust 5 GU335 W1/77/L-2

Gu482 M1/V/8/Crust 5 GU348 M1/XVIII/4/L-2

GUL~85 M1/III/12/Crust 5 GU363 M1/XVIII/L-2

Gu486 M1/III/22/Crust 5 GU378* M1/v/20/4 Black

GUL~87 M1/1I/14/Crust 5 GU380 M1/V/3/4 Black

Huruiki GU387 M1/1I/17/4 Black

GU307 M1/II/21/Lens VB GU388 M1/V/10/4 Black

GU312 M1/V/3/Lens VB GU389 H1/1I/111+ Black

GU323 M1/V/15/Lens VB GU394 H5/29/L-2

GU333 w1/90/L-2 GU401 H1/III/23/4 Gravel

GU334 w1/13/Turf GU424 PN1/III/L-1

GU342 w1/68/L-2 GU426 Iv11/II/Lens A

GU383 H1/v/13/4 Black GU438*' M1/11/13/Lens B

GU392 M5/15!L-2 GU440 M1/11/7/Shingle in Lens B

GU393 H5/19/1A-2A GU443 H1/II/15/Lens B

Rotorua GU445 H1/1I/14/Lens B.. , -
GU338 * w1/71/Turf GU451 H1/II/24/4 Sandy

GU442 M1/1I/7/Lens B GU455 M1/III/9/4 Sandy

GU452 '* H1/III/3/4 Sandy GU460 H1/III/14/4 Sandy

Gu463 * H1/I II/1 0/4· Sandy GU468 H1/V/23/Crust 5

GU470 * M1/II/11/Crust 5 GU475 H1/III/Crust 5

Purangi GU476 H1/I1/24/Crust 5

GU292 M3 Cleft Burial GU478 M1/I1/21/Crust 5

GU297 H1/III/4 Structure 65 Gu481 H1/II/6/crust 5

GU310 M1/V/5/Lens VB GU483 M1/V/3/Crust 5

Taupo

GU413"t H1/111/9/4 Gravel
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One or two purely technical conclusions are worthy of

note. Firstly, the results further confirm Ward's strong argument

that sourcing by colouration alone is unreliable. The strongest

correlation occurs between green obsidian and Mayor Island, but this

is not without exception. It is well known that Mayor Island possesses

obsidian of colours other than green, indeed some non green material

above derives from Y~yor Island (for example the grey sample GU461).

What is a mistake however, is the commonly held belief that all green

obsidian does come from Mayor Island. Colours were recorded for 190

of the 192 specimens, and of these 144 were noted as green in

transmitted ,light. However, 6 of these (4·.~/o) were found to belong

to sources other than Mayor Island with high probabilities; GU394

and GU443 deriving from Cooks Bay, and GU323, GU333 , GU334 , GU342

from the Huruiki source.

Of the four pieces of red obsidian analysed, GU297 came

from Purangi, a source at which Ward located red material; but the

other three, viz: GU304, GU305, and GU426 originated in Cooks Bay

where no red obsidian has been previously recorded.

Secondly, mention should be made of Ward's previous

analysis of 19 pieces of obsidian from one of the sites included in

the preceding table (M1 Midden Site Lens IIA). Ward's results (1972:

188 ff, Appendix 3.9) show 13 pieces from Mayor Island, 1 from

Cooks Bay, and 5 from Taupo. The present analysis of a sample from

a similar provenance (Layer 4 Black) gave rather different results,

viz: 13 from Mayor Island, 5 from Cooks Bay and 1 from Huruiki.

Moreover, in the analysis of 192 pieces from the Wairarapa, only

1 could be allocated to the Taupo source, and then only with a low
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probability (0.43). It was originally suspected that perhaps the lack

of Ti analysis contributed to a statistical confusion between the

Taupo and Cooks Bay sources, since these two are most clearly

differentiated by their Ti concentrations. This possibility was

very carefully assessed, and it is now clear that no such confusion

has taken place. The trace element distributions for the specimens

allocated to Cooks Bay form very coherent clusters for all four

elements, and are quite separate from the Taupo distributions in the

case of Zr, Rb and Sr. The concentrations of ~fu for these two sources

is of little use in discrimination. It must be concluded therefore,

that while Taupo obsidian did find its way to Palliser Bay, the

relative proportions in Ward's grab sample may have an inflated

value by chance. It should be remembered that his sample was taken

purely to illustrate an analytical method, and not at all to ascertain

the relative quantities of different.obsidian in the site in question.

In the latter case, random sampling is the only justifiable method,

and was followed here.

Thirdly, it will be noted that 8 pieces of obsidian were

related to sources with relatively low probabilities, and an

additional piece in the list which follows from Ward's analysis.

These samples may actually belong to some source not sampled by Ward

in his original study rather than those stated in the lists. Recently

a new source of workable obsidian was found at Hahe i, N4L~/-278631, and

nearby were sites with similar obsidian flakes in them (Moore, 1975:

pers. comm.). Samples have yet to be characterised with trace element

analysis, but this example shows that for some time yet source

allocations from' archaeological sites should be viewed with caution.
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The following is a list of the source allocations made

by Ward (1972:188-193, Appendix 3.9) from the Washpool Midden site.

Mayor Island Cooks Ba.2[

M1 000 M1/II/5/Lens 11 A M1 004 111/1I/8/Lens IIA

M1 001 M1/II/5/Lens 11 A
Taupe:.

M1 002 M1/II/7/Lens 11 A M1 005 M1/II/8/Lens 11 A

111 003 M1/II/7/Lens 11 A 111 014 111/II/15/Lens 11 A

M1 006 111/II/9/Lens IIA M1 015 M1/II/15/Lens 11 A

M1 007 M1/II/9/Lens 11 A M1 017 M1/II/20/Lens 11 A

M1 009 M1/II/13/Lens 11 A M1 01<1' M1/II/25/Lens 11 A

M1 010 M1/II/13/Lens 11 A

M1 011 M1/II/13/Lens 11 A

N1 012 M1/II/14/Lens 11 A

1'11 016 M1/II/18/Lens 11 A

H1 018 M1/II/20/Lens 11 A

M1 020 M1/II/25/Lens 11 A
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Archaeological Site. Types in the Wairarapa

New Sites

N165/5, 18,20,25 ,26 ,34, 37 ,L~O ,1+2

N168-9/3
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New Sites

N165/2,3Karaka Groves

Site TyPe

J

Previously recorded I
. I

and/or not visited I
I
I
I
I
I
I

N168-9/2,4,7 ! N168-9/17
---------------r--------------------~-------------------------------- ---
Burial Grounds I I N165/4,24

K I I
I N168-9/1 I N168-9/43,53

---------------r--------------------1r-----------------------------------
Special Find I N161/1 I N161/6,7

L I I
Spots ~ I N165/30,31_______________L L _

Footnotes: 1 - Pits associated with habitation sites

2 - Pits associated with stone walls
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APpendix 7: Areas of Concentrated Archaeological Sites in the

Wair8:.raE~

Sites

Putangirua River

(Hoikau Valley)

(Kawakawa to Waiwhero)

Palliser Bay

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Wairarapa Alluvial Plain I
••&.a~~m~••u._g~•••••R~U._••••~••••& ••&&&•••••&.g•••& • • • • • • • • • • • • • a •••••m

Western Lake I N165/12-18
-----------------------------1------------------------------------------
Eaater-n Valley Sand Dunes I N165/19-22,25,28,34

I-----------------------------,------------------------------------------
Mstern Valley Lowlands I N161/3,5,6,7

I

I N165/4, 11 ,23,2L~,26,27 ,29,30,31,33,35,
I " /36,37,45,48,-----------------------------,------------------------------------------

Subsidiary River Valleys I N165/1 ,38-47,49,50
I-----------------------------,------------------------------------------
I
I,
I

.&~u•••g ••••&a8&~•••••••••••&.~.g•••••••g •••••••••D ••• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 ••••••

vfuangaimoana Stream I N195/9-10,,,
I

----------------------------~~-----------------------------------------I N165/4-S,
(Hurupi to TeKopi) ,,-----------------------------,------------------------------------------
Makotukutuku River , N168-9/14-34,
(Whatarangi to Washpool) I,
------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
Pararaki River I N16S-9/35-48,
(~le Humenga to Par-ar-aki ) I

I------------------------------r-----------------------------------------
Kawakawa River I N168-9/49-71,

I,,
------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
Ngawi to Black Rocks I N168-9/72-78

I
------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
Mangatoetoe River I N16S--9/5-6, 79-S3,
(Mangatoetoe to Cape I,
Palliser Lighthouse) I,

4

2

7

3

5

6

1

8

9

10

11
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~umbers of Wairarapa Archaeological Sites - in

Different Areas and Categories

Area

------------------------~-----------------------------------------1------
Alluvial Valley: Palliser Bay ITotals

--~-----T----T----T-----~--------T----T----I-----I-----.-----1----1------
: 1 I 2 I 3 I Lf' 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I
I I I I • I I I I I I I••~••••••••~••••••+=Du=a~a•••••••+=•••t=aam~••aa.1F=D••~••••+m=a.1••a==a

A I 1 I 3 I 2 I 2: I 1 I I I 1 I I 1 I 11
1 I I I • I I I I I I I
I-----+----+----~-----~--------~----~----~----~----,_----T----'------

BI 1 I I 4 I : 1 I I 2 I ? I I? I I 8
1 I I I • I I I I I I I
I-----+----+----+-----~--------~----~----~----,_----,_----T----'------

C l 1 I I 3' I 2 1 5 I I 2 I I I 121 I 1 I • I I I I I I I
1 I I I • I I I I I I I
I-----+----+----+-----~--------~----~----,_----,_----,_----T----'------
1 I I I • I I I I I I I

D I 2 I 1 I 3 I 5. present I I I I 2 I I I 13
1 1 I I • I I I I I I I
1-----+----+----+-----1--------+----~----~----,_----,_----T----'------

Ell II I I • I I 1 I I 6 I 1 I I 8I I • I I I I I 1 I
I I I I • I I I I I I I
1-----+----+----+-----1--------+----~----~-----r----,_----~----,------
I I I I • I I I 6 I I I IF 1 I I I • present I 1 I 5 I I 9 I 1 I 3 I 25
I I I I • _ I I I I I I I

ro 1-----+----+----+-----1--------+----~----,_-----r-----r----~----,------

Cl> GII II I 1 I l' I I 2 I I I I 2 I 61 I • I I I I I I I
I I I I • I I I I I I I

~ 1-----+----+----+-----1--------+----~----~-----r-----r----~----,------

Cl> HI 3 I 3 I 5 I 1: 1 I? I 4 I 5 I 2 I 5 I 1 I 30
+l I I I I • I I I I I I I
on 1-----+----+----+-----1--------+----+----~-----r-----r----~----~------

tI.2 r l I I I • I I 1 I 2 I 1 I I 1 I 5I I I I • I I I I I I I
I I I I • I I I I I I I
1-----+----+----+-----1--------+----+----~-----r-----r----,----~------

JI
I I1 I I • 1 2 1 1 I I I 1 31 6I I • I I I I I I I
I I I I • I I I I I I I
I-----+----+----+-----.. --------+----~----~-----r-----r---- "1----.,_-----

K 11 I I 1 I • 1 1 I I 2 I 1 I I I 5I I I • I I I I I I I
1 I I I • I I I I I I I1-----+----+----+-----1--------+----+-----r-----r-----r----"1----.,_-----

L I
I

I I 4 I : I I I I I I I 4
I I I • I I I I I I I

1-----+----+----+-----1--------~----+-----r-----r-----~----"1----.,_-----

Totals I 7 I 7 I 20 I 12: 2 I 7 I 21 I 15 I 24 I 7 I 11 I 133
I I I I • I I I I I I I
1-----+----+----+-----H--------1----+-----r-----~-----~----~----.,_-----

Totals! I 46: 87 I 133
I l ! JL _
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Archa~ol?gical Sit~ Types of the Wairarap~

East Coast

Site Type Site Number
------------------T------------------------------------------------------
A Defended I N166/1,1+3,23,39,40,49,51,56,603,63,643

Settlement ! N168-9/93,84,903,102,103,105,107,1113,1133,1193,120,
I
I " /123,126,128,130
I

---------~--------T---------------------------------------- -.-------------
B Undefended I N166/58

I

Settlements I N168-9/10,110,116,117,127,129
I------------------T------------------------------------------------------

C Defended I N166/3,6,7,25(39~4 3,63,643)1

Complexes ! N168-9/12,13,108,112,121,122(84,105,107,111 3,1133,
131I " /119 ,126,128,130)
I------------------T----------------------------------------------------.--

D Undefended I N166/8,19,20,24,31,61(51)1,(15,50,54,59,62)2
I 1

Pit Complexes I N168-9/87,94,96,97,101,115,124(110,116,117,129) ,
I 2I " /(11,88,92,93,100,109,11L~,118)
I------------------T------------------------------------------------------

E Stone Walls & I N166/15,50,54,59,62
I

Pit Complexes I N168-9/11,88,92,93,100,109,114,118
I
I

------------------~------------------------------------------------------
F Stone Wall I N166/L~3,46,52,53,55,57 ,65

I

Systems I N168-9/85,86,89,91,95,98,106,125
I

------------------~------------------------------------------------------
G Garden Soils I N166/29

I

------------------~------------------------------------------------------
H Ovens & I N166/9,10,11,12,13,14,16,17,18,21,22,30,34,38,41

I

Hiddens I" /L~2 L~7
I '
: N168-9/8,99
I

------------------~------------------------------------------------------
I Specialised I N166/2,5,33,44,45,48

I

Sites I N168-9/104
I

------------------~------------------------------------------------------I .
J Karaka Groves I N166/26,27,28

I
------------------~------------------------------------------------------
K Burial Grounds I N166/32, 66

I

Footnotes: 1 - Pits associated with habitation sites

2 - Pits associated with stone walls

3 - Use of one or more ditches
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&pendix ..lQ.: ~s of Concen~ed Archaeological Sites on

the East Coast of the Wairar~

Area Sites

(Oroi Stream to

(Oterei River to

(Opouawe River to

(Glendhu Rocks to

(Honeycomb Rock to

vJaikekino)

(Hapukura Stream to

-------------------------------.-----------------------------------------
12 Ngapotiki I N168-9/8,12,84-96

I
(Cape Palliser Lighthouse I

I
to White Rock) I

---------~--------------------1r-----------------------------------------
13 Te Kaukau I N168-9/9-11,13,97,98

I
I
I
I

Oroi Stream) I
------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
14 Oroi I N168-9/99-119

I
I
I
I

Pukemuri Stream) I
------------------------------~--------------------------------------- --
15 Hiwikirikiri I N168-9/120-125

I
(Tora to Te Awaiti I

------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
16 Te Awaiti I N166/49-52

I _

I N168-9/126-130
I

Hapukura Stream) I
------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
17 Aratikitiki I N166/39-Ll-1,43,45,46,53-58

I
I
I
I

Rerewhakaaitu River) I
------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
18 Pahaoa I N166/1-34,47,48

I
(Rerewhakaaitu River to I

I
Glendhu Rocks) I

------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
19 Waiuru I N166/42,44,66

I
I
I
I

Honeycomb Rock) I
------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
20 Glenburn I N166/38,59-65

I
I
I
I
I_______________________________L _
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~mbers of East" Coast Wairarapa Archaeological

Sites - in Different Areas and Categories

Area

-----~----~------~------~------~------~------r------r------r-----,-------I I I 4 1 '6 1 I 8' , ,,12 , 13 I 1 1 15 , 1 , 17 1 1 , 19 , 20 I Totals
, I I 1 , 1 1 , 1 1

•••M&~.--&p•••••-~.&....p ••••••~••••••p •••••-p••a--M~-•••8ftr~••~.~.B_•••

A I 2 I 1 I 7 I 2 I 5 I 3 I 3 I I 3 I 26
, I , 1 1 1 1 I I 1

-----~----~------~------r------r------r------r------r------r-----'-------
B ' 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 I 1 '7, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ,

, I 1 I 1 , , 1 1 1

-----~----r------~------~------~------~------r------r------r-----'-------
C l 1 I 1 1 2 1 2 1 , 1 4' , '10, I , , 1 1 1 1 1 ,

, , , 1 1 , 1 1 I ,

-----~----r------~------~------~------~------r------r------r-----,-------
D '3 I l' 2' 1 1 , 1 5' 1 l' 13, I , 1 , I , , , I

I 1 1 , 1 I 1 I 1 1
-----~----r------~------~------~------~------r------r------r--- --'-------
E I 3 I 1 I 4 I I 1 I 1 I 1 I I 2 I 13

1 , , , 1 1 1 1 , 1

ro-----r----r------r------r------~------~------r------r------~-----,-------
(lJ Ji' I 5 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 5 I I I 1 I 15

1 , , , I 1 1 , 1 ,

8 -----r----r------r------r------~------r------r------r------~-----,-------I 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1
(lJ G, I , 1 , , ,1 1 I 1 1

+> , I , I 1 , , , , ,

-r-l -----r----r------..------~------~------r------ ...------,.------~-----,_------
CQ H I 1 I I 1 I I I 1 I 1L~ I 1 I 1 I 19

I , 1 1 , 1 1 I , ,

-----r----r------r------r------r------r------r------...------r-----' -------
I I' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 71 , I , , 1 , , 1 1

, , 1 , 1 1 , 1 , ,

-----r----r------r------r------r------r------r------...------r-----,-------
J ' 1 , 1 , 1 '3 r : I '31 1 , 1 1 , , , , ,

, , , I 1 1 I 1 1 1

-----r----r------r------r------r------r------r------r------r-----' -------
K 1 1 I 1 , 1 '1' l' '21 1 1 1 1 , , , I I

1 , 1 I 1 , I I , I

-----r----r------r------r------r------r------r------r------r-----,-------
L ' I I I I , , , 1 1 0

I , I , I I , , 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-----r----r------r------r------r------r------r------r------r-----,_------1 1 I 1 I I 1 1 1 I
, 1 6 1 '6 1 , 16 1 18' 6Totals'15 I 1 21, '9 1 12 1 3 , 3, 1 11
I 1 I , 1 I I , , I

-----~----r------r------..------..------..------..------r------r-----,-------
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Crecklis_t of Southern W!3-.irarapa Archaeological

,Sites

Site Number: this refers to the New Zealand Archaeological Association

numbers relevant to the New Zealand Map Series No:1 (NZMS1) maps.

grid Referenc~: the North-South coordinate followed by the East-West

coordinate on NZMS1 maps.

Site Type: this is listed under a variety of categories, and results

from superficial examination and assessment in the field.

2.omm~nts: a few subsidiary comments are given throughout.

A) Rimutaka Area Map NZMS1 N161

98L~450 historic kainga

991372 ovens

907315 historic kainga

Site Number

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

Grid Reference

710545

939308

938304

918302

Site Type

route camp?

ovens

river canoe

river canoe

Comments

find spot of obsidian,

Oven dated to 1227 ~ 40 AD.

See Park, 1970.

Papawai ~. (Anon,b, 1%5)

in ~araka grove.

'Jury's Island' settlement

in ox-bow of Ruamahunga

River.Home of Te Whatahoro.

Waihinga settlement ?

find spot only.

find spot only. Now in

the National Museum.

B) ~e Onoke Area Map NZMS1 N165

Site Number

1

Grid Reference

761107

Site Type

headland ~

Comments

large complex of

rectangular raised rim

pits.

2 761038 ka.raka grove

3 7L+5027 kara.ka grove

4 744012 burial ground Te Kopi settlement ?

5 742007 headland ~

6 746037 stone wall complex

7 746025 ?~ large complex of
rectangular raised rim
pits and ditches.
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Site Number

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Grid Reference

752021

737066-754051

705071

678087

641109

618112

620111

700191

683218

654152

668155

773186

776186

774188

771183

843230

845233

832227

866222

795260

8L~8287

875268

874263

879244

801212

735168

Site 'fype

pits

settlement

OVens

historic kainga

historic kainga

pits

pits

ovens

ovens

ovens

historic .E§!-.?

ovens

headland .E§!-.

ovens

? pits

historic .E§!-.

burials

.E§!-.?

.E§!-.?

ovens ?

ovens ?

pits

river canoe

river canoe

historic kainga

pits

Comments

large complex rectangular

raised rim pits

large complex rectangular
/

raised rim pits, stone

walls, house sites? Moikau

area. Excavated N.J.Prickett.

Whangaimoana area

Okorewa .E§!-., Lake Ferry.

Kiriwai .E§!-. ?

filled in with bulldozer

rims indistinct

signs of occupation found

over Papatahi peninsula

Hatarua bush

Lake Pounui

Battery Hill

Birchwood dunes

IJackson's pal

Birchwood dunes

Birchwood dunes. Visible

on 1944 aerial photographs

Otaraia .E§!-.

Otaraia burial ground ?

several pits

known locally as 'Pa Nga

Tahua' - totally ploughed

dune occupation ?

dune occupation ?

Pukio p'a ?

find spot only

find spot only

Waitapu settlement?

filled in with bulldozer
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Site Number

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Grid Reference

745170

724204

723208

723156

782155

762073

766071

767075

742091

728111

728106

714125

711122

697121

703116

761076

Site Type

historic kainga

ovens

ovens

ring ditch 1?~

pits

pits

ridge ~

pits

ring ditch ~

pit

pits

gardens ?

pits

kainga ?

pits

oven

pits

Comments

Kohunui settlement

dune occupation.Kumenga

area uplifted in 1855

from lakebed.

dune occupation, post

1855.See comments N165/35

'Hume's ~'. Several large

rectangular raised rim

pits with drains

covered in gorse

rectangular raised rim pits

few pits, indistinct rims

no rims. Locally claimed

to be early potato phase

locally known as

'Parikarangaranga ~'

rectangular raised rim

filled in with bulldozer

charcoal enriched soils

filled in with bulldozer

late site? See 1944

aerial photographs

very large complex of

rectangular pits. Rims

indistinct - ploughing.

rest of site cut by road

rectangular raised rims
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c) Eastern vJairaraEa Coast.al Area Nap NZMS1 N166

NB: Sites 35-37 are outside the survey area and are not mentioned

in text

Site Number

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Grid Reference

183082

202089

203108

19'1092

209100

205107

204108

206102

200087

198089

198085

198090

196089

200090

187085

191077

196083

194085

212107

211103

199084

205107

207110

211103

205108

213107

204107

206111

Site Type

?~

ditch & bank

pits

~

ditch & bank

pits

pit

pits

midden

midden

ovens

midden

midden

midden

stone walls,pits

midden

midden

midden

pits

pits

midden

midden

?E!-.
pits

pits

karaka grove

karaka grove

karaka grove

Comments

on coastal ridge

enclosed by feature. Post

European agricultural?

inland

above river mouth, 1 ditch,

pits, terraces

post-European enclosure?

inland

Orepu stream

river barn\. near mouth

river mouth

river mouth

river mouth

beside stream at river

mouth

foot of coastal hills

beside stream at river

mouth

on coast

near coastal rocks

on coast

on coast

near river mouth

near river mouth

at river mouth

inland

inland

beside site 20

inland
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Site Number

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

L~1

42

43

44

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

Grid Reference

194086

201087

215095

207096

208097

208095

350245

381265

378265

313169

154060

153058

160066

245118

15L~060

255123

135033

150053

188084

227098

095006

097005

098010

099008

128031

129032

130032

144050

Site Type

'made soil'

midden

pit

cemetery

'whare', midden

midden

pits

pits

midden

.ovens

ovens

ovens,midden

stone walls

rock-shelter

rock-shelter

stone walls

midden

chert source

?~

pits,stone mounds

stone walls

stone walls

stone walls,pits

stone walls

Comments

river mouth

at river mouth

base of coastal hills

river mouth, post

European

?post-European, structure

near cemetery

at river mouth

on ridge above coast

on river terrace near

mouth

in sand dunes near stream

at stream mouth

terraced spur with pits,

above coast

terraced spur above coast

on coast

in sand dunes

on coast

with midden, in limestone

cliff overlooking coast

in limestone cliff above

coast

on coast

on coast

?quarry, on coast

on spur above coast

on coast

terraced spur with pits,

midden, ovens, above coast

on coast

on coast

on coast

on coast

terraced spur above coast
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Comments

on coast

on seaward slope

also pits, midden, ovens,

? terrace, on coast

terraces on ridge top

on coastal flat

also pits, near stream mouth

terraces and pits on inland

spur

2 ditches, terraces, pits,

on headland above stream

on coast

in sand dunes, also find

spot of 'archaic' tiki

N166 continued.

p.ite Number Grid Reference Site Type

57 146051 stone walls

58 146052 terraces

59 302158 stone walls

60 305162 ?~

61 307165 pits

62 314177 stone walls

63 320196 .PE:.

64 ~33222 ~

65 334222 stone walls

66 271129 burial

D) ~stern Palliser Bay Are~ Map NZMS1 N168-9

Site Number Grid Reference Site Type Comments

1 731922 burial excavated Barrow & Cairns

2 797829 karaka grove

3 780828 midden ? Wellman's site containing

EuryapterlX geranoides. See

Wellman, 1962 a
4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

800828

803828

805828

821830

895883

937878

935888

929891

~a grove

stone walls rectangular enclosure

gardens? charcoal enriched soils

~raka grove

oven in stream bank on coast

headland ~ terraces,midden, ovens, no

pits - Te Kaukau.PE:. - 2 ditches

midden possible terraces. In gully

pits also 2 stone ridges, on river

terraces

12 910890-920900 pits inland ridge and ri.ver terrace



21 733967 beach camp

22 734967 settlement

23 737971 midden

24 735967 pits & gardens

N168-9 continued.

Site Number Grid Reference Site Type

13 929900 pits

14 736993 gardens

15 735994 midden

16 736990 stone walls

17

18

19

20

25

26

27

740987

734985

737980

735974

743971

753976

- 374 -

karaka grove

stone walls

gardens

stone walls

stone walls

stone·walls

Comments

also oven,on inland river

terrace

charcoal enriched soils,

possible stone walls

locally known as the 'Great

Wall of Whatarangi',

excavat~d H.M.Leach

'Dingley Dell'

much disturbed by farming

charcoal enriched soils,

possible wa.I'Ls , Now covered

with post 1944 shingle fan.

part of site M1, includes

M1/Xl-XXlX, excavated

H.tJi.Leach

M1/l, excavated B.F.Leach

M1/II-X,excavated B.F.Leach

part of site M1, near cliff

circular raised rim pits,

and terrace gardens. Site

M1/XXX,XXXI, excavated

B.F.Leach

also terraces, now partly

covered by shingle fan.

Part of site M1

locally known as the

'Cricket Pitch'. Also stone

mounds and a terrace. Site

M2, excavated B.F.Leach

ditch and bank enclosure

made with free standing

stone wall. Also rock

cleft burial. Site M3,

excavated B.F.Leach
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Site Number

28

29

30

31

32

33

35

36

37

38

39

40

4-1

42

Grid Reference

755975

756978

759976

761975

763975

770974

773975

731946

729943

729938

724933

727932

723926

732924

729923

731921

Site Type

terraced ridge

settlement

pit

pit

pit

pit

pit

stone walls

terraces

stone walls

ovens

stone walls

middens, ovens

stone walls

middens,ovens

burials

Comments

also rectangular raised

rim pits

stone walls, house terrace

and rectangular raised rim

pit. Site M4. Excavated

B.F.Leach. Locally known

as the 'Cross Site'

rectangular raised rim pit.

Site M6

rectangular raised rim pit.

Locally known as the

'Titoki Pit'. Site M5.

Excavated B.F.Leach

rectangular raised rim pit.

Site M7

badly eroded,possible stone

walls H8

badly eroded, possible

stone walls 119

partly buried by recent

alluvium

on consolidated shingle fan

also oven mounds. Damaged

by farming

also sparse midden

Te Humenga point

Te Humenga point

also middens.Pararaki

North.Excavated H.M.Leach

also site known locally

as 'the L shaped house v ,

excavated by Cairns

'Wahine' storm removed

entire area
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Site Number

44

45
46

47
48

49

50
51
52

53
54

55
56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

Grid Reference

738923
735921

737919
735918

. 752918

748905

750905
743904

747904

748901

752902
751898

755901

757899

758900
760900

762899

763900

748893

752890

751888

Site Type

stone walls

midden

stone walls

middens, ovens

stone walls

ridge ~

stone walls·

middens, ovens

stone walls

midden,burial

stone walls

pits

stone walls

stone walls

terraces, pits

stone walls

pits

pits

terrace

stone walls

pit

stone walls

Comments--
also possible pits

very similar to site 22

excavated H.M.Leach

very similar to site 42

200 metres ASL

above Kawakawa river, some

pits

in gully behind site 49

Kaww<awa lagoon site

run up to ~ site 49 up to

angle exceeding 21.50

Excavated H.M.Leach

Excavated H.M.Leach

also cobbled pavement

rectangular raised rim pits

near modern river 'groynes'

also burial. Partly covered

with recent shingle fan

much forest 'dimpling'

also rectangular raised rim

pits. Covered with forest

'dimples'

rectangular raised rim pits.

Covered with forest 'dimples'

rectangular raised rims,

also stone walls. Site is

covered with forest 'dimples'

? artificially flattened

hill top

partly covered by recent

alluvium

also stone walls. Rectangular

raised rim

recent alluvium partly covers
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Site Number Grid Reference

66 753884
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Site Type

pit

Comments

rectangular raised rim.

Also stone walls

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

.75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

754881

751874

753868

757867

759864

761860

761857

759857

757851

762843

762835

768841

782837

784838

795831

797832

798833

819835

822834

842837

midden

pits

stone walls

pits

pits

pits

midden

midden

midden

stone'walls

middens

terrace,midden

stone walls

platform ?

stone walls

midden

ridge ~

settlement

stone walls

stone walls

pits

rectangular raised rims.

Also large area stone walls.

\vaiwhero

rectangular raised rims

rectangular raised rims,

also stone walls

rectangular raised rims,

also stone walls and terraces

under house foundation

under house foundation

near Ngawi woolshed

large complex, excavated

H.M.Leach

sites BR1-4.Excavated

A.J.Anderson. Black Rocks

much slumping and erosion

Mangatoetoe River area

enclosed by earth wall

on steep slope

ditch and bank and

rectangular raised rim pits

rectangular raised rim pits,

terraces, midden

a large European free

standing stone wall known

locally as 'The Stone Wall'

overlies prehistoric

walls

on coast
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N168-9 continued.

Site Number Grid Reference Site Type Comments

stone walls,pits Oroi stream mouth

pits, midden Oroi stream mouth

also pits, on coast

on inland river terrace

~ ? on ridge

stream mouth

also pits, on coast

also pits, on coast

rectangular raised rims

on coast

river mouth

river mouth

on coast

Oroi stream mouth

~

dendroglyph

ditch & bank

terraced spur, Oroi

stream mouth

terraced spur, near 102
in karaka grove between

102 and 103
~, pits terraced spur on coast

stone walls rectangular enclosure

~ terraced ridge with pits

terrace & pit on plateau above coast

stone walls,pits on coast

terrace & pit on coast near hills

~ single ditch, terraces,

pits, on spur above

coast

pits on hillside plateau

~ single ditch, terraces,

pits, on spur above

coast

stone walls,pits base of coastal hills

pits,middens also ovens and ~~ori

cemetery

stone walls

stone walls

stone walls

stone walls

pits

stone walls

pits

pits

stone walls

middens, ovens

stone walls

985925
990924

978919
983925

965902
972904
971911

973910
975912-975914
976916
977918

961905
961902

872869
874878

877877
879878
887881
892882
896882
898881
910886

933883
952889
960898

960899
961900
962902

114

115

103
104

112

113

105
106
107

108

109
110
111

88

89
90
91
92

93
94

95
96

97
98

99
100
101
102
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Site Number

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

. Grid Reference

987927

991929-993931

994931

995933

010958

009964

003985

035972

037972

048972

063977

065984

070995

084989

085995

Site Type

pits,terraces

stone walls,midden

stone walls,pits

?~

pits

pits

?~

pits

stone walls

terrace

?~

stone walls,pits

Comments

base of coastal hills

also middens and

terraces on coast

also midden at river

mouth

3 ditches, terraces,

pits (?) on coastal ridge

on spur above river mouth

on river terrace

inland

at stream mouth

on coast

on coast

terraced spur, pit,

midden, oven above coast

at river mouth

inland ridge with pits

also midden and terraces

on coast

pits and terraces on

inland ridge
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Burials and. Grave Goods at Wairau Bar

The sexing established by Houghton's intensive study of the

Wairau remains is taken to be accurate (Houghton, n.d.a). His method

is based on discriminant analysis of long bones, and has been shown

to be thoroughly reliable when used on prehistoric New Zealand

material (Houghton and Souza, 1975).

NB1. Duff's sexing of the remains is given in brackets, and where

there is an error apparent the page reference to Duff (1956).

(0) implies that no mention could be found of sex in Duff's

text.

NB2. In a number of cases no mention could be found in Duff's

text as to whether there were or were not grave goods with

a particular burial. This is denoted as ? grave goods. It

is presumed that there were none in these cases, as it seems

likely they would have been mentioned had they been present.

NB3. 'Not Seen' means that the material was unavailable for

study by Houghton.

Hales with Grave Goods Males with Grave Goods (cont'd)

Burial 27 (F p.62)

Burial 2 (M) Burial 28 (M)

Burial 3 (M) Burial 29A(M)

Burial 4 (M) Burial 33 (?)

Burial 5 (M) Burial 35 (M)

Burial 6 (H) Burial 36 (M)

Burial 7 (H) Not Seen

Burial 12 (M) Males without Grave Goods- - -
Burial 14 (M) Burial 19 (M)

Burial 15 (0) Burial 23 (M) ? grave goods.Not Seen

Burial 20 (0) Burial 24 (?) ? grave goods

Burial 21 (0) Burial X13(O) ? grave goods

Burial 25 (M)



Females with Grave Goods

Sex Unknown with Grave Goods

Burial 34 (?) Not Seen

Burial 9

Burial 16A

Burial 16B

Burial 22A

Burial 22B

Burial 26

Burial 29B

Burial 30

Burial 31

Burial 1

(1'1 p.Lr7 )

(0)

(0)

(M p.62)

(1'1 p.62)

(N p.62)

(0)

(M p.66)

(M p ..66)

(H p.32)
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Females without Grave Goo~~

Burial 8 (F) Not Seen

Burial 11 (?)

Burial 11A(?)

Burial 13 (?)

Burial 17 (?)

Burial 18 (F)

Burial 37 (0) ? grave goods

Infants and Sub-Adults

Burial 10 (?) ? grave goods.Not Seen

Female Burial 13 (1) no grave goods

Female Burial 26 (M p.62) with grave
goods

Burial 32 (1) with grave goods.Not Seen
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Summ.ar;[,
~~ of Sexed Remains (n=39)

Number of lvlales 22 56.4%
Number of Females 17 43.6%
? Sex .....l.

Total 42

Number of Adults 38
Number of Infants/sub-adults 4--

Total 42
% of Sub-Totals

Nales with Grave Goods 18 81.8%
Males without Grave Goods 4 18.Z',0

Sub-Total 22

Females with Grave Goods 10 58•8%

Females without Grave Goods ..1. 41,Z';6

Sub-Total 17

? Sex with Grave Goods 2

? Sex without Grave Goods 1
Sub-Total 3
Grand Total 42

Number of adults vii th grave goods 28

Number of adults without grave goods 10
Sub-Total 38

Number of infants with grave goodG 2

Number of infants without grave goods 2

Sub-Total 4

Grand Total 42
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It is widely known that dentalium shells occur in some

archaeological sites in New Zealand; what is not generally understood

is what species are found, wher-e these shells can be obtained, whet her

the sheJ.1s used were fossil or modern, what kinds of artefacts the shells

may have been used for - necklaces, anklets, woven bands etc - at what

different periods the shells were utilised, and so on. There is a

variety of opinions about each of these points, based on a scattered

literature. One frequently-quoted wor-k on artefact chronology is

Golson's paper (1959) in wbi.ch he notes that DentaJ.ium nanum was found

at both Opito Bay and Sarah's Gully on the Coromandel Peninsula in sites

of the 'North Island Archaic' (Golson, 1959:45); however, there is no

mention in this important work of dentalium having been found in either

the South Island Archaic or either the North or South Island Classic.

Similarly, Groube in a summary of artefact distributions throu[';h time

shows dentalium only in the Archaic (1969:6). This view is countered in

Cl. recent paper by Law who states: "Certainly they Cdentalium sections]

mostly occur in early assemblages but Green su~gested their use persisted

quite late (Green, 1963,p.58)tI (Law, 1972:110). In fact Green only mentions

dentalium as being used in the Developmental phase from about 1100 to

1350 AD (1963a:51), but he notes that the "uao of P.~'p_~~1i'L~:r:~Y!. (sic)

sections as ornaments is common" (1g63a~58) during the Experimental

phase whi ch lasted to about 1L~50 AD (1963a:100), just before the

development of Naori culture. Law's comment therefore presumably does

not imply that dentalium was used in Classic Maori times, and this view

is fairl.y widely held. In the South Island at least, most archaeologists

would not be surprised to find dentalium in early Archaic sites; indeed,
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some are surprised not to find dentalium when excavating an Archaic

site (Wilkes and Scarlett, 1967~201). Orchiston's recent paper on

ornaments in the 1770s has done much to redress the imbalance by

pointing out a number of descriptions of the use of dentalium during

the protohistoric period (1972:104; see also Mead, 1969:83).

As well as misunderstandings on the use of dentalium at

different periods in New Zealand, there is also widespread confusion

over the species involved, and how they may have been obtained. The

species Dentali1!m giRanteum has been identified from a sizeable number

of archaeological sites by Thlff (1956:97-8), Lockerbie (1959:104), and

Hutton (1875:105); however, with the exception of the designation given

by Hutton (who first systematically described the species in 1873), all

the remaining identifications must have been made without expert advice

because the genus was re-evaluated as early as 1914 by Suter (191 LI-:33)

and a new species - Dentalium solidum - set un. The archaeological

literature relating to dentalium is rife with misidentifications. For

example, Duff (1956:97) refers to a necklace found at Hanapouri by

Hamilton (1892) as being Dentalium _[!i£Lnte~, whereas it is clearly

one of the smaner scaphopods, perhaps Dentalium na!?;.~ (Hamilton, 1892:492).

The same error is repeated by Dawson and Yald\~n (1952:285), which

suggests that they had consulted Duff (1956) on the point rather than

Hamilton (1892). Inaccurate speciation appears to be more common in the

case of the smaller scaphopods. Scarlett (1958:75) took the precaution

of consulting an expert in identifying Dental~um nan.~ from a site on

the Coromandel Peninsula, but this does not appear to have been

repeated with the many later identifications. Leahy has identified

shell reel units as "the large fossil ;Q.enl:al1.~~~n:." (Loahy , 1974:42)1

She also describes the units as rangin~ from 9 to 12mm in diameter
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(ibid:~-2), wh i ch clearly is impossible for this species. Any finds of

small scaphopods are usually identified as DentaJi~anum, but it woul.d

appear that some of these finds are other species. Judging from plates

given by Hurdock and Jolly (1967) for finds from Opito, and Dawson

and Yaldwyn (1952) for a necklace from Long Beach (neither of which

are identified to species level), species other than Dentalium nanum do

occur in archaeological sites. These hIO illustrations show dentalium

which appear both too smooth and too large in diameter to be Dentalium

nanum. They may be Fissidentalium ~elaJ:2..dicum which is much more finely

ribbed and grO\1S up to 2 inches long. Simmons (1973: 'l'abl e 12) includes

'Dentalium beads' in a distribution table of ornaments in South Island

sites; however, the snecimens are not identified as to species, and

the results are therefore of only limited use.

The problem of prehistoric sources of dentalium is most

intriguing. De~talil~-?oli~~occurs only as a fossil and is fairly

common in Miocene mudstones (Fleming, 1966:35). It ranges in quality

from extremely hard and well suited for manufacturing artefacts, to

extremely fragile (as a result of multiple shearing) and quite useless

for artefacts. 'I'he smaller scaphopods , such as Dentalium nanurn, also
--. ..... .._-

occur as fossils in marine sediments from as early as the Miocene

(Fleming, 1966:35); however in this case they are always quite unsuited

to artefact manufacture as they are alvIays found in a soft chalky state

(G.Mason, 1975: pers.comm.). This means that prehistoric people must

have obtained them directly from living communities. This would not have

been an easy undertaking because the family of shells is only found in

deep water communities. BeCallSe of the technology reauired, not to

mention precise know'l.edge of deep-water communities and their locality,

the accurate speciation of dentalium from archaeological sites is clearly
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a matter of some consequence. A synopsis of the modern species in this

family is as follows. The nomenclature and distributional information

has been extracted from Powel.L (1961: 115-6), and the depth figures are

from Dell (1956b,1963).

NB1. Marine Provinces are as follows:

A Aupourian

C Cookian

F Forsterian

Iv! Moriorian

An Antipodean

K Kerguelenian

NB2. All the' species except Denta1ium_.!lcost~""!.2~are obtained only by

dredging in deep wat er-, The exception is known to live in deep wat ar

because it has been dredged at 530m (Dell, 1956b);however, the type

specimen (a juvenile) Has recovered from 1tlaikanae Beach (Suter, 1913:

821). Powell (1961:115) also notes that the species is found in shallower

wat er-s ,

Fi~~d~nb?Jiu.!21...3:.§:.1~ndicum

Dentalitll'1 (Dentaliul'1) b.\'1hnna

Dentaliul'1 (Antalis) diarrhox

D.e~tal=!:..1.2.~J...Antal-,is) r;,.laucarena

pe~talium (Antali21~~~

Der:..tali12.l!l..•(A.nt..§0.:L0..Lsuteri

Dentalium (LaevicleJ]j:alium) ecostatum

ACFM 18 - 549 metres

M 238 - 604

A 402 - 1280

M 358 - 604

ACF 27 - 293

CFM 33 - 375

C o - 530

The Use of Dentalium dur i nz the Protohistoric Period
"',.( ~ .

The earliest references to the possible use of Dentaliul'1 are

to be found in the journals of Captain Cook's party. Some of the

passages may be quoted as follows:
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"In the Canoe were two women & a girl besides three or four

Nen, one of whom had a bracelet round his ankle whi ch seemed

to be of a kind of cylindric white shells strung upon a

thread - the i.,roman' slips were tattaoued - one of them was

very jolly 8~ had large breasts."

(Moru~house, 1968:575)

"the Women wore sometimes Bracelets and ancLet a made of the

Bones of Birds, shells, &c •••• 1I

(Banks, 1963:17)

lithe women sometimes We81T necklaces of shark teeth or

bunches of long beads which seem to be made of the leg

bones of small birds or a particular shell; •••• "

(Anderson, 1967:810)

Additional evidence of the use of Dentalium is to be found in William's

Haori Dictionary (1971) which has a number of entries relating to the

subject. The implications of this wer-e first noticed by Duff (1956:99),

....rho noted the modern Maori use of the. term niDi taiari referred to a------_._--
necklace made from De!.1:.ta1i13El.

lI.Ej.:.ri -.komor.o., 1:\ini taiari, penta1i~?:~...E..§11'!!:"~, tusk shell; a

univalve mollusc which Grey states was used to make

neckl aces"

(Williams, 1971:282)

Unfortunately the details of the r-ef'er-ence to Grey are not given anywher-e

in William's text, however, a further entry under kom~~ is interesting:

IIKomore n. 1. Bracelet, or ornament for the ankle ••••••

2. Dental~ul1l.Jla.~:.~, a tubular mollusc."

(Williams, 1971:132)
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Hamilton makes a sup;gestive comment about the word komore as follows:

"these }mmo~ must have resembled strings of Dentalium shells

strung together by Natives of the west side of the Auckland

peninsula, which Here bartered with the inland tribes and

worn as necklaces or bracelets."

(Hami.Lt on , 1901 :307)

Hamilton also refers to a species of denta1ium called hanp;aroa and a belt

called tu-~n€:;"?I2"§' (ibid). The entry from WiJ.liam is:

"Hansrar-oa n , 1. Some kind of sea-sheJ.].s which were strung
~---

together and worn as an ornament round the

neck, waist, or ankle •••••

2.Also applied to ornRmented belts or anklets

of other materials."

(Williams, 1971:34)

Elsewhere, Hami1ton notes that:

"Dentalia [sic] were collected on the nor-t.h-weat coast,

between Haunt Egmont and Raglan, and threeded tor;ether

carefully into a necklace of either six or nine strands.

These Vlhite tusk-shells are mentioned in a saying used if you

wish to compliment a lady on the perfection and wh i teness of

her teeth: 'Your teeth are like the l?ini-taiari.' "

(Hamilton, 1908:11)

Addi tional information i.s supplied by Best as f'o.lLows t

"Anklets wer-e occasionally worn by young \'IOmCn, and the same

may be said of bracelets; it was by no means a common practice.

A favoured form in some narts was a woven band worked in

di.fferent colours in taniko style. These adornments were

called tmlri k?I!':.?.E£. In some cases shells wer-e so used, but

these wer-e more commonly worn as necklaces; she1J.s of Dental}um

and Turritella [NRoricolnu3 or ZeacolnnsJ were so employed."-_._--- ------- --_..--- .~
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A similar comment occurs ina later work by Best, but is worth quoting

in full:

"Anklets, termed tauri kom.2r~ wer-e occasionally worn by women;

These were formed of a woven band of Rb~J~ fibre, adorned

wit.h coloured patterns (t.aniko) in some canes. Others were of

plaited. grass, or strings of shells. Sometimes a young woman

woul.d have bands of tattooing to resemble anklets ••••• the

!J.anJ:S.a.:E2.:::' wi t h wh i ch anklets and belts for young women 1;Tere

adorned were probably Dentalium shells."

(Best, q952:226)

Again an entry in \"nliams is instructive:

"T.~t....:~~~' (a) \',1ristlet or ankLet of plaited grass, or of

flax, ornamented with feathers or shells,

wor-n by girls of rank •••••

(b) A tattooed band round the wrist or ankle."

(Williams, 1971:402)

Two points are worth noting from these references. Firstly, dentalium

shells were apparently threaded together and sometimes plaited into a

band, for use as a necklace, wristlet, or anklet. \'Iith the single

exception of Jvionkhouse (1968:575) women are often specifically mentioned

as the wearers of these ornaments, and in one case the question of

superior rank has been mentioned. Secondly, there is a suggestion that

these ornaments were sufficiently valued to have been items of trade

to communities 8.ltTay from the sea. It is interesting that Hamilton

(1901:307) should refer to the west side of the Auckland peninsula,

because P01;Tel]. notes that DentE0~::.§E..~are most abundant in the

Manukau harbour (Powell, 1961: Note Plate 16).

It seems reasonable to conclude that if these shells are found

in a small number in an archaeological site they probably belonged to an
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ornament threaded on to a string, but if a large number are found it

may indicate a woven belt of some kind. In any event, their presence

in an archaeological site raises the question of prehistoric trade,

and this should be carefully examined in each case.

Dentalium and the Different Ornament Forms

The following is a comprehensive list of examples of

dentalium used as ornaments from archaeological sites, together with

references to any protohistoric literature describing artefact forms.

A) Made from Dentaljum ? sol i.dum

Artefacts made f-rom t h i s species are apparently of at least

two main types, so 6alled 'shell reels' and 'grooved sections'.

The species is only obtained from fossiliferous Miocene mud-

stones, but these are fairly common through New Zealand.

However, the extreme variability of the quality of these

shells in different deposits means that they may well have been

traded from one place to another.

1) .§!.lellJi~~ Duff first drew attention to the similarity

of many of the sections of Dentalium solidum to the stone and

ivory reels of Wairau Bar. They consist of a worked section

of the shell with only three strongly marked ridges - one in

the centre and one at either end. Duff suggests that this

artefact is early in New Zealand and illustrates a number of

specimens under the heading "Reels from fossil Dentalia [sic]

mainly Wairau" (Duff, -1956 :98). The shell reel has been

recovered at the following localities:
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Wairau Bar (Duff, 1956:97-99)

Curio Bay, Southla.nd (ihid; Skinner, 1974b:86)

Ohana, D'Urville Island (Duff, 1956:97-99)

Opito Bay, Coromandel (ibid)

Hot Water Beach, Coromandel (Laahy , 1974:40)

NB The description of the bone and dentalium reel necklace

from Curio Bay by Skinner (197Ll-b:86) is inaccurate. There are

three units of dentalium, the central unworked piece, and the

two reels on either side (Park, G.S., 1975:pers.comm.).

2) 0rooved Sections These are sections of dentalium whi ch are

grooved to leave ridges considerably closer together than in

the case of the shell reels. There are uffilally 4 ridges in

each unit. Duff (1956:97-8) refers to these as being common

in North Otago, including Kati~i, and other beaches in Otago.

In view of the problem of speciation in some of Thlff's comments

(mentioned above), and the fact that the Katiki example

referred to by Duff is undoubtedly the Derd~.alium nanum necklace

figured by Skinner (1974b:96), some cauhon is needed in

including specimens in the f'o'l Lowi ng list. Only examples ,.,here

the author has been able to check speciation from illustrations

or first hand are therefore included.

Wairau Bar (Duff, 1956:97-8)

Spring Creek female burial, near Wairau Bar (ibid)

Motunau, North Canterbury (ibid)
" --

Pounawea, Southland (Duff, 1956:99; Lockerbie,1959: 104)

Shag River, Otago (Duff, 1956:97; Hutton, 1875:105)

Dunback, North Otago (Duff, 1956:97; Skinner, 1974b:86)

Pahia, Foveaux strait (Skinner, 1974b:86)
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B) Nade from Dentalium ? nanum (and possibly other species).._-------
These shells wer-e apparently strung together to make necklaces,

anklets, \"ristlets and woven bands. There are obvious difficulties

in determining which ornament form was renresented in the

archaeological remains; however, this is possible in some

cases, and the various discoveries are listed below.

1) StrunG. .E.ecklaces There are a number of these in museum

collections, and also a fev, published illusb·ations. Sometimes

the dentalium pieces were interspersed with other objects, and

examples are given below:

Lake Hanapouri (Hamilton, 1892; Duff; 1956:97;

Dawson & Yaldwyn, 1952)

Katiki Point, Otago (Skinner, 1974b:96)

Long Beach, Otago (Dawson &Yaldwyn, 1952)

Gab1e Point, Mahia (Skinner and Phillipps, 1953)

North Cape (ibid)

De~intion~ from nrotohistoric period: Anderson

(1967:810), Best (1924:535,544; 1952:226-227),

Hamilton (1901:307, Plate 50)

NB1 The illustrations in Best (1924:51+1q 1952:227) and

Hamilton (1901:Plate 50) are identical specimens. The necklace

appears to consist of 3 lengths of about 21, 25, and 26 shell

units. Interspersed between the shells are black elements

which cannot be identified from the illustrations; however,

they strongly resemble Dentali~:::::. sp , , and it is possible that

these are stained elements, perhaps from immersion in swamn

mud or bark extra.ct such as that described by Best as a dye

for fibres (Best, 1924:516-517).
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NB2 The North Cape example (Skinner and Phil1ipps, 1953:17l~)

is a lengthy necklace of about 89 elements, which may have been

comparable to the Lake Manapouri example renuted to be 2 yards

lO!lr,. The find of a greenstone hei mat~ with this latter

specimen has led a number of people to regard it as late in

time (Duff, 1956:99; Orchiston, 1972:104). It should be noted

that although Orchiston remarks "the discovery at Lake Nanapouri

of a long necklace of these units associated with a hei !!!.atau ~ •••

proves its Classic Maori association •••• ,-, (ibid), in the same

paper he remarks: "Until a thorough study of this type of

pendant [the hei !D.§1.tauJ i,s completed its chronologica.l status

must remain in doubt" (2.E.•.c.i.t..: 102). In confusing the species

used for this necklace with Dental_iutn ~lid~, Duff remarks

that it must have been "a remarkably una:sthetic and clumsy

necklace" (Duff, 1956:97). Why there should be a continuing

confusion over this ne ck Lac e (see for example Dawson & Ya.Ldwyn ,

1952:285) is hard to understand. Hamilton clearly states that

from "the neighbourhood of Lake Manapouri, there is a necklace

nearly 2 yards long composed of a small dentalium, or tusk

shell." (Hamilton, 1892:L~92). He goes on to describe the "large

fossil shells, De_ntaliu!TI giP':.8.nt~um" as having been found at the

Shag River site (.Lbi(~.).

IJB3 The necklace from Lont<: Beach was interspersed with

Zediloma SD. (Da"rson and Yaldwyn, 1952).
---_._-' <

NB4. The Gable Point necklace illustrated by Skinner and

Phillipps (1953) was interspersed with human teeth. The actual

locali ty is in doubt €Is Gable Point is not known anyvrhere near

Ml3hia. 'I'ho National Ivluseum cataLogue for the item (BoL'l.ona
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collection 5126) is n~ more specific on the point

(B.I.McFadgen, 1975:pers.comm.).

2) A.nJ~lets Only one of these has been found archaeologically

and this was in a site at Hakar8., near Wellington. Davis

states: "Both [burials] were of the crouch type and one with

a bracelet of dentalium shell around the ankle bone" (Davis,

1962:145). The shells were not identified as to species, and it

can only be a VIess that they are of the smaller scaphopods. This

discovery is especially significant since part of the site at

least is clear1y of Moa-hunter provenance. There is much moa

bone and Archaic adzes are in indirect association. The two

radiocarbon dates, however, conflict somewhat - 1558 AD ± 84

and 1070 AD ± 84 (£E.0jt.: 147, 148), and perhaps confirm the

suggestion of several periods of occupation in the area - clay

pipes were found in four of the 9 squares excavated.

Descriptions from the protohistoric period: Banks, 1963:17;

Best, 1952:226; Monkhouse, 1968:575; Vlilliams, 1971:132).

3) Wristlet Unfortunately the references to wrist bracelets

made from dentalium are ambiguous, and may eiuher refer to

wristlets made from some other item or dentalium used around

the foot. These have not been found ln archaeological sites.

Descriptions may include: Banks, 1963: 17; Best, 192/+:535;

Williams, 1971:132.

4) Woven Bands Best describes denta1ium being woven into a

band and used as an aclclet or bracelet (Best, 1924:535;

1952:226). Some form of similar garment may have been found

in an early site in the Wairarapa (see below).
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5) Qen~~l~:m fra~ments - Ornament tYE~:nknovm. Pieces of

Dentalium ef nanurn have been found in Quite a number of_._--"',------- ,

archaeological sites, and these are generally accepted as

some form of ornament. Most of the following sites are in

the Coromandel - Great Barrier area:

Hotwater Beach, Coromandel - N~.4/69 (Loahy , 1974:~-2)

Pohutukawa f'Lak i ng floor, Opi to Bay, Coromandel - Nl~0/2

(Murdock and Jolly, 1967:162)

Mahinuapua Bay, Coromandel - :Nl+0/5 (Scarlett, 1958)

Sarah's Gully Settlement, Coromandel - N!+0/9

(Golson, 1959:45; Green, 1963b:66)

Opito Beach site, Coromandel - N!+0/3 (Golson, 1959: 1+5)

Harataonga Bay, Great Barrier Island - N30/~- (Law ,

1972:106, 110)

Karitane Pa, Otago - S155/1 (H.Leach, 1975:pers.comm.)

Parema.ta Burials - N160/50 (Smart, 1962: 1Lf1)

NB'!. There were a number of dating problems at Hotvrater Beach

(Leahy, 1974:71-72), but if we reject the two modern dates, the

remaining 5 samples give a pooled result of 1500 AD :t: 34.

NB2 Scarlett's recovery of large numbers of Dentalium nanum

eroding from a dune site at the north end of Nahinuapua Bay

led to the site's acceptance as a 'workshop' (Scarlett, 1958;

Green, 19630:58), where necklaces and perhaps other ornaments

were made. Scarlett refers to several hundred shells being

found. "includinr; the non-perforated, curved end.s of the shells"

(£:e..od t: 75). 'I'he conclusion that it was a workshop was based

on the large numbers of the shells, and the presence of non-

perforated ends, implying that the shells were collected
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locally and these non-functional pieces removed. The important

point is that a local derivation is implicit in this idea of a

vlOrkshop. However-, one should be careful about accepbng this

because there are several misunderstandings involved in the

argument: a) large numbers do not imply a \<1orkshop - over 1400

specimens found with a bur.ial in a site in Palliser Bay are

believed to represent a garment of some kind (see below).

b) I?...ent31il.:-.m nanl1m do not poaaese a non-perforated end. In fact,

a1.1 scaphopods have a shell wh i ch is open at both ends; some

even have secondary shell tubes projectinc; through the na.rrower

opening (Parker and Haswell, 1960:578). The complete shells are

easily strung toc;ether, and in fact were thus assembled in the

Palliser Bay sites. This factor does not support a local

origin as is implicit in Scarlett (1958). In short the

functional status of this site should be re-assessed.

NB:2, Sarah's Gully has 6 radiocarbon dates (Law, 1971i-:3), and

if we exclude the modern sample the other 5 give a pooled

estimate of 1292 AD ~ 40.

NB4 The Opito Beach site has a radiocarbon date of

1310 AD * 50 (Law, 1974:3). It is interesting that as well as

Dentaliu~~being used for what are thought to be necklaces,

a number of bird bone tube units are believed to have functioned

similarly (see Green, 1963b:60; and Golson, 1959:45).

NBS About 6 shells wer-e recovered in Groube' s excavations on---
the lower terrace, Area B at Karitane in apparent association

",i th a drilled human tooth. The site is believed to date to

about 1800 AD.
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NB6 The !?~n_t.~1ium on the Paremata site was not speciated

but was in association with a child burial.

Dentalium from Excavations in Palliser Bay___________.. ._._v.. ..__........

During the course of archaeological research in Palliser Bay,

a total of 1577 examples of D~~taJj~m na~~ were recovered. These were

found in a variety of temporal provenances ranging from 1180 AD to

about 1750 AD. The method of obtaining these shells (suggested below)

argues that there was considerable cuitural continuity in Palliser Bay

throughout this time. The individual finds are as f'oL'lows t

Washpool Midden site - N168-9/22 1407 specimens

Washpool Cleft Burial - N168-9/27 160 "
Black Rocks Pond Hidden - N168-9/77 6 "
Black Rocks Black Midden - N168-9/77 2 "
Par-ar-ak i House site - N168-9/41 2 "

At the Washpool Midden site (M1) a total of 11 of the 1407

specimens were found in Lens B - the remainder were recovered in the

Crust of Layer 5 in intimate association with a child burial (C). Thus

these shells belong to Level I, for which a date ofc:1180 AD has been

estimated elsewhere in this thesis.

The Washpool Cleft Burial (f.13): these remains were dated with

a charcoal sample (NZ1638) to 1L~80 AD ± 70.

Black Rocks Pond Midden (BR2): the specimens were found

in Layer 1 (Anderson, 1973a:.I\.ppendix E) and there is an associated

charcoal sample (NZ16 L19 ) which was dated at>- 1750 AD. The conchiolin

ratio confirms this later period (9J2.. Eit. :Fig.19).
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Black Hocks Black Midden (BE3): the sheHs were found in

layer 1 (Anderson, 1973a:Appendix E). A charcoal sample (NZ1646) from

Layer 2 was dated at 11L~7 AD ± 9t (,9p.,9it.• :87). The conchiolin ratios

for these two layers \iere practically identical (£12..~it. :Fir;.19),

therefore this date is a good estimate for Layer 1 also.

The Pararaki House site: this excavation was part of a salvage

operation at the mouth of the Pararaki River. The artefacts found are

of Archaic type and are discussed by Prickett et.a1- (n.d.). Other

parts of this large site complex have been dated to 1279 AD ± 72,

1219 AD • 70, 1242 AD ± 72, and 1141 AD ± 73 (NZ1311 - NZ1314). This

gives a pooled mean of 1221 AD ± 29 and is probably a fair estimate of

the age of the find of Dentalium n~12.

Function of the Dentalium

'1'he function of the specimens from both the Pararaki and

Black Rocks is uncertain. The remains merely indicate that the

residents of these areas were obtaining the shell from some source at

the various periods represented; nevertheless, there is every reason

to suppose that the shells were used for some decorative purpose. At

the Washpoo1, however, the associations of the find give a clearer

indication of function. Practica11y all of the specimens in the

1tlashpool Midden sito wcr e found covering the lower limb bones of the

child burial and the sheer quantity of the shells indicates they

belonged to a r;arment, rather than El necklace. Quite a few of the

shells were found with the smaller end thrust into the larger hole

of another shell indicating that at least part of the manufacturinc;

process involved threading of shells tor;ether. If the dentalium formed

part of a woven Garment, it is difficult to see how the shells could

have been part of the main warp-weft. design. A fibre suitable for
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stringing dentalium would have to be quite fine - a single strand of

Uax for example - presumably finer than the vmrp of even a delicate

wovcn garment. An alternative explanation is that the shells Vlerp threaded

on to a fine strand and then attached to the main warp structure by the

weft. Whatever technique was employed, it seems likely that the shells

belonged ei ther to a skirt or an apr-on wor-n by the child, or perhaps

a cloak p'Laoed over the. Lower body at thc time of burial. The centre

drilled··Out piece of a moa-bone fish-hook tab was found near the right

knee and could have functioned as a toggle for securing the garment.

Some idea of the area covered by the dcntalium might be

obtained using Suter's dimensions for Dentalium nanum of 38 mm x 3 mm

(,Suter, 1913:818). The 1406 specimens if laid side by side \Vould cover

1603 cm
2•

Only a few of the specimens are complete, but on the other

hand many of the shells we r e so broken down as to preclude recovery.

?
The fi.r;ure of 1600 cm- is therefore probably a fair estimate of the

original area the sheDs woul.d have covered. 'I'h'i.s is about 1/Sth of the

total area of the Lake Hauroko shoulder cane as an example (96.5 cm x

84 cm = 8106 cm
2

- Simmons, 1968 :'+), and might indicate that these shells

orir;inally formed part of an embellished border rather than covering

the entire garment. It should be remembered that the garment is

associated with a child of about L~ years, and presumably any cape

would be much smaller tha.n normal. Whatever the explanation, far too

many shells wcre found to be]ong to either a necklace or a decorated

belt. Unfortunately the garment that these shens belonged to is

difficult to par-aLl.e'l 1-,Hh known lv1aori examples (Head, 1969).

It is interesting to note that the other dentalium pieces

found in the Washnool Valley were also found with infant burials;

but here only 160 units were inclUded, and these presumably belonged
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to some kind of strung necklace. The correlation with infant burials

has also been suggested at Paremata (Smart, 1962:141).

'I'hs Source of t"!1f'. \vairarana Dentalium na.nurn

For several reasons it is suggested that these shells were

collected from a living community, though not necessarily by Palliser

Bay people. The species cer~ainly do occur as fossils in the blue

fossiliferous upper Pliocene mudstone cliffs from Lake Ferry to

Whangaimoana (King, 1934; Beu, 1967), but as mentioned above, fossil

remains of Dentalium nanum are always so soft and chalky as to preclude

their use in necklaces and garments - these local fossils are no

exception. In addition, the shells from the iVashnool sites still

possessed a pronounced periostracum, again indicative of collection

from a living population. As was detailed above, Dentalimn nanum. is

primarily a deep wat er species found between 27 and 293 metres, and

recovery from these depths would reQUire dredging of a kind not

previously recorded for the Naori. Dentalium nanum wa e not found at

any of the 4 dredge stations in Palliser Bay recorded by Dell (1956b),

nor in the sediments brought up in the L~ trawl stations in Palliser

B3.yby the Government Trawling Expedition in 1907 (Waite, 1909). A

recent analysis of shellfish species attached to offshore algal

holdfasts of the M~.s:.x~lli sp, from Palliser Bay did not record a

single occurrence of Denta11u'!!:"y~ (Leach and Hason , n.d.). The

nearest recorded find of living Dentalium n~ is from near Flat

Point 89 km along the coast from the Washpool in 191 metres (Suter,

1909 :130).

On the other hand Dentalium nanum is known to occur in certain
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areas of New Zealand in Dui te shallow wat.er , 'I'he 1907 Government

Trawling Expedition located a pcpu'l.at ion in just over 16 metres of

water near Porangahau 217 km up the coast from the \lJashpool (Suter,

1909:13). In addition, the species is recorded in the relatively

shallow \-later of the Manukau Harbour (Pm'!eH, 1961 :note Plate 16),

precisely where Hamilton sm! Maoris making up necklaces of Dentalil~~

namlm and trading them 'vith inland people (Hamilton, 1901 :307). On

present evidence therefore, there seems no need to suggest that either

the Palliser people or other group wer-e dredging in very deen Haters

for these shells. What seems more likel.y is that in select nlaces in

Ne'" Zealand, where populations existed in ahaLl.ower- watars , p;roups

wer-e collecting these obviously prized shells for trade. In the absence

of more definitive information on present shallow wat e r distribution,

the only sources whi.ch can be suggested are the Hanukau Harbour and

Porangahau. It is possible that problems like this may be solved in

future by trace element characterisation of shells. The element inta~e

of shellfish could be expected to vary according to the character of

local sediments as well as species metabolism. Other indirect

indicators may also prove useful. In the Washpool site, for examnle,

2 specimens of P~cteJ:2.~~§!'~~landiaesubsn, 'were also found. This

shellfish occurs in a series of isolated popuJ.ations around New Zealand,

as relics of a once wider distribution (Flemi.ng, 1957: J+6). The hm

subspecies of these shells have very discrete distributions, and if a

combination of Pecten novaezelandiae r8.kiura and Dentalium nanum wer-e

to occur in one archaeolog:Lcal context it would be strong presumptive

evidence that both came from the Manukau Harbour which contains an

important relict popuJation of the former species. In the case of

the Washpool remains, these were identified by G.Mason (1975: pers.comm.)
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as Pecten nov'lczelandiae nov~elandi0..~and Here probably obtained by

trade from some other prehistoric community in Cook Strait.

Finally mention should be made of the notable absence of

Denta1ium solidum in Palliser sites. This shell is found as a fossil

in the local Hurupi formation (King, 1931+) . This upper Miocene

fossiliferous blue mudstone occurs as a small isolated outcrop

1.3 km north of theWashpool, but the main block stops 2.2 km to the

north at Hoolshed Greek (Bates, 1969). Numerous specimens of Dentaliu!2!.

~idu~ were found both at Hoolshed Creek and in the Putangirua River;

however, all specimens wer-e extremely fragile with many shearing planes,

and therefore quite useless for manufacturing artefacts.
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Appendix 1c;i:-_.-~_._.__.--......

Several archaeological sites in the Wairarapa have local

names, and where possible these are used in this thesis in preference

to the less easily remembered NZAA Site Recording Scheme Numbers. The

equivalences for these are given baLow , and full details can be found

in Anpendix 12.

Site Name--_.-
Battery Hill Pa

Black Rocks rliddens (BR1 ,BR2 ,BR3,BR4)

Dingley Den

Great Wall of Whatarangi

Hume's Pa

Jackson's Pa

Jury's Island

Kawakawa Pa

Kirhrai Settlement

Kohunui Settlement

H1

142

M3
M4

N5
M6

117

N8

119

Nat.ak'itak'i South Settlement

Moikau Valley Settlement

Okor-evra Settlement

Otaraia Pa

Pa Nga 'I'ahua

Papawai Pa

Par-Lkarangar-anga Pa

NZAA Site Number

N165/18

N168-9/77
N168-9/17

N168-9/16

N165/37
N165/20
N161/4

N168-9/L;'9

1'1165/12

N165/3Lj.

N168-9/20-25
N168-9/26

N168-9/27

N168-9/29
N168-9/31
N168-9/30

N168-9/32

N168-9/33
N168-9/31j.

N168-9/8 L"

N165/9
N165/11

N165/23

N165/26
N161/2

N165/L,·2
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NZAA Site Number
~-----------...._--

Putangirua Pits

Tauanui Pa

Te Kopi Pa

'I'e Kopi Settlement

Waihinr,a Settlement

Waitapu Pa

Washpool Camtl Site

Washpool Cleft Burial

Washpool Cross Site

Washnool Garden Terrace

Washtlool House Terrace

Washpool Hidden Site

Washpool Ridge Site

Washpool Stone Wall Fort

Washpool Stone \IIall Garden Site

Hashtlool Ti tol-d Pit

Hilkie's Pa

\Vhakatomotomo Pa

Whanr;aimoana Ovens

N165/7
N165/1

N165/5

N165/L+

N161/5

N165/32
N168-9/21

N168-9/27
N168-9/29
N168-9/24

N168-9/29
N168-9/22

N168-9/28

N168-9/27
N168-9/20

N168-9/31
N165/25
N165/42
N165/10
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'l'h,!,':""pi f!j£...E:nt1::.~thJ.2.....l"!8t:2:ELal§.. at _t..0.f::..... \"Slshnool

IVlidden Site----_._-
NB: These figures are extracted from K.Prickett Cn.d.) and are the numberot

pieces.

Totals Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
------------------------,---------,-----------~----------~---------------
1. Obsidian I 3525 I 1L~67 I 1975 I 83

I I J I
------------------------~---------,-----------~---------,----------------
2. Chert I 350'+ I 1392 : 196LI- : 1L~8

I I I I
------------------------,---------,-----------~---------,----------------
3. Argil1ite I 1589 I 601 I 906 : 82

. ( .) I . - I I I
metasomatlsed I , , I

J I I I
------------------------~--------··~-----------r---------~---------------
4. IJimestone I 160 I 75 I 81 I L~

I I , ,

------------------------~---------~-----------r---------~---------------
5. Schist I 31 I 6 I 2L~ I 1

I . I I I

~·-----------------------~---------~-----------r----------~---------------
6 · I' 6 I ,• Sohiatoae greyvTacke I 35 I 1. I 19 I
--------------------·----~---------~-----------r---------~-----------.----. I L' I I7. NcphrJ.te I ~ I 3, I 1

- I I I ,

------------------------~---------~-----------r---------4----------------
8~ Serpentine I 7 I 2 I 4 I 1

- I I' I I

------------------------~---------~-----------r---------4----------------r I I I,'9. I'aLo ,1 , I 1 I
I , I ,

------------------------~---~-----~-----------~---------~---------------
10. Orthoauartzite I 5 I 2 l 3 I

.: I I I I
========================~=========~===========~=========~===============

TotaJ. Imported I 8861 I 3564 I 4977 : 320
- I I ,. I

========================~=========~===========~==========~===============
I I I I
, I I I
I I I I
I I I Q I 11. Grevwacke I 1713 I 920 I 770 I 5

,. 'I I I

------------------------~---------~-----------~---------~---------------
2. Sandstone I 135 I 30 I 10L~: 1

, I I I

------------------------~---------~-----------r---------~---------------
3 Punri ce I 99 I 53 I 45 I 1•. I' I . I I

------------------------~----·-----~-----------r---------~---------------
L~. Unbaked arp:il1i te I 78 I L~1 I 36 I 1

. I I I I

------------------------~---------~-----------~---------4----------------
5. Slaty arr,:illite I 23 I 1 I 21 I 1
. v._ I I J I

------------------------~---------~-----------r---------~---------------
6. Volcanic arp:Hli te I 18 l 5 I 13 I

. I I I I

------------------------~---------~-----------~---------~---------------
7. Snillitic lava I 23 I 6 I 17 I

• I' I ,

------------------------~---------~-----------~---------~---------------I I I I
8. Calcite I 5 I 2 I 3 I
------------------------~---------~-----------~---------~---------------I I , I
9. Kokovrai I 1'+ I 2' 11 I 1. .. . I , , I

------------------------~---------~-----------~---------~---------------
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Totals LeveL 1 Level 2 Level 3
-----------------------i----------1---~------I----------.---------------

10. Concretions I 8' I - I 8 I -
-----------------------+----------f----------t----------t---------------
11 Coral I 2 I 2 I _ I _

• ,- C _. I ... I I I

-----------------------+----------+----------t----------t---------------
12. ~lartz crystal I 1 I 1 I - I -
-----------------------+----------+----------t----------t---------------
1 -;; 1"0"' .... ; J hi va.lves I I, I _ I h I _
./. . . U"--, ...... ~ -..' -- c,._." .. /...") I T I I r I

.====.====a•••=.=.aa.n.~••n••a-••N+..a••am=n=r==a=••u~a_tna•••an•••••=••

Total Local l 2123 I 1063 I 1040 I 20
===================:====t==========t==========f==========f===============
Grand Totals I 1098/~ I 4627 I 6017 I 3LfO

I I I I
I I I I
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Proportion~f.. DL!fr=::~eJ2.~ Ob~:.Sl:i:::..~!J:.. the Washpo_o];;.

Midden_ Sit€2 Based on Trace Element Ana].ysis

NB: These figures have been compiled using the data in Appendix 5.

Source Leve1 1 Level 2 Level 3*
--------------~-------------------------------------------- - - - ----------- -
Hayor Island

Cooks Bay

Huruiki

Taupo

Rotoruo.

Purangi

Ongo.roto

Totals

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

01
/0

N

N

N

N 39
100

70

71.43

4.08

6

6.12

2

2.04

1

1.02

1

1.02

98
100

18

81.82

4

18.18

22

100

jc No samples from Level 3 were sub ject cd to XRF analysis; the fi[';ures given

here are those from the site H1/XI-XXVIII, the Stone Hall Garden site

nearby. It is ar-zued in Chanter LI- that this site belongs to the Level 3

period at the Washnool. The su,e:.r;ested pattern of increasinr; dominance

of the Jvjayor Island source above is strengthened by K.Prickett IS figures

(n.d.) for different coloured obsi.diana, 'I'he se are given beLow and

assume that the bulk of the green obsidian derives from the Hayor

Island sour-ce ,
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Level 3 Garden Site

Green N 1135

% 77.37

1650

83.51+

75
90.36

202

85.23

Other colours N

%
332
22.63

325
16. 11-6

8

9.64

Totals N 1467
% 100

1975
100

83
100

237
100
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Appendix 18:

Wi th the exception of the obsidian, the sources named be Low

folJ.oH the sugcestions made by K.Prickett (1975, pers.corrun.).The obsidian

fiVlres are calculated as the product of the proportions established in

Appcndix 17 \'Jith the r-aw fil';1J.res given in Appendix 16. The distances given

for each of the sources m.ray from the VIashpool wer-e calculated as point

to point distances using latitudes and longitudes. The local materials

are assessed as deriving from a 3 km radius. Numbers given below are the

number of pieces found.

1

1

1

82

148

Level 3

4

3

1

40

19

20

20

906

81

Level 2Level 1

139

I
I
I

Is~
I
I
I

Source

Ongaroto

White Rock

Nelson

D'Urvil1e

11

11

11

11

11

"

Rock Type

Orthoquartzite

Chart

Serpentine

Nephrite

Neta-arg:Ll1i te

Limestone

Schist

Talc

Distance
from

Hashnool·-1cm---------------·---,-------------T------------j-------T--------.----------
Obsidian I Hayor Island 472 I 1016 I 1411 I 68

I. I' I

: Cooks Bay 520 376 I 282 I 15
, I ,

I Hur-u i.k i. 685 I 81 I
, I I

: 'I'aupo 335 I 121 I
, I

I Rotorua 358 75 I
, I

Purang;i 523 I
I

352 I
I

601 ',
I

21 75 I
159 6 !

I
Schistose-gre;t1.vackeo Kai.manawa 21+1+ 16 I

.. I ,

! Ar-ahura 352 3 I
I II Nelson 159 2 I
I II Nelson 159 :
I 'I Oturehua 584 2 I
I I
I I
I 'I'e Oroi 22 1392 I
I I

All other Rocks l 1;ocal 3 I 1063 I 10 L,0 20
I I I

a=••=••_a••aa••_ ••~~••_._._-•••a~.---.a-aa-a~.M••••H-~----•••, •••••••••••
I , I I ,

Totals I, 10,9[-\L, I N.A. I 4627 I 6017 I 31~0
, I I I

==================!=============b===========~========~=======~===========
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fTransnortation Cost' of Lithic Materials at the Wa8h~oo]--_."'...._~-, ....,--_.:---,-_...._._---_..."'._,_... . . ....~----,---,.-..""""', ...~....._-,-
Midden Site

It is difficult to bring into persnective the changing patterns

of reliance on different sources used by the people at the Washpool,

bearing in mind the varying distances involved. An attempt to do this

is given below and is based on the product of the distance from the

source to the Washpool with the number of pieces found at the different

periods, and this crude statistic may be referred tq as the 'transportation

cost'. H Leach has argued (1976: Chapter 3) that in some cases t~e size

of flakes decreases avray from their source, and in the following t.ab I.o

this factor may tend to inflate the apparent importance of imported

materials above those based on weight alone. However, this factor will'

not mask changing patterns of exploitation of different SOurces. In

addition, it was felt that precisely because material far away from

its source takes on additional value ,\.,ith distance, figures based on

numbers found may in fact be more appropriate.

The numbers in the following tables are scaled to the largest

sample size (Level 2 equals 6017 pieces) so that all figures are

directly comparable. The distances were calculated from the particular

places named, but the actual point localities (for example Oturehua)

are rather tenuous.

N12 :The figures be Low are the product of the number of pieces with the

distance in km from their source.
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NeU!:..~11:wrt;ation Costs (Scaled so that sample sizes are the

same as Level 2).

Mayor Island Obsidian

Cooks Bay Obsidian

Huruiki Obsidian

'I'aupo Obsidian

Rotorua Obsidian

Purangi Obsidian

Ongaroto Obsidian

D'Urville Argillite

White Rock Limestone

Nelson Schist

Kaimanawa Sch iatoae-cgr-eywacke

Arahura Nephrite

Nelson Serpentine

Nelson Talc

Oturehua Silcrete

're Oroi Chert

Local Rocks

Total Transportation Costs

Level 1

623393

254403

35080

108910

2030

1271
5124

11+09

477

1751

39583
4772

1078203

Level 2

665865

146711

5.51.~72

40528
1L~318

10451

7044

126180

1678

3812

4636

635

159
1751

L~2951

3591

'1125782

Level 3

567708

137867

202082
1471

2859

6340

2859

57275
1222

979683
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Zone

Far North Island (Huruiki)

Bay of Plenty-Coromandel (r.1eyor

Island, Cooks Bay, Purangi)

Central North Island (Rotorua,

Taupo, Ongaroto, Kaimanawa)

Local

Cook Strait (D'Urville Is.,

Whi te Rock, 're Oroi, Nelson)

Far South Island (Arahura,

Oturehua)

Totals

Zone

North Island Sources

South Island Sources

'I'o t aLs

l,evel 1

877796

40204

4772
152270

3159

1078201

I,evel 1

96L'-386

113817

1078203

Level 2

55472
823027

66527

1751

1125783

993246

132536

1125782

Level 3

705575

1222
266546

979683

Level 3

765543
214140

979683
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The Chan[~inr" Proportions of ~';ayor Island Obsidian

in Ire"r Zealand Archaeolor;ical Sites

In 1964, on the basis of information collected from the

archaeological sites listed bel.ow , Green predicted that when more Has

known of the different obsidian sources in 1'1e\v Zealand, and a method

for sourcing the archaeological material "InS perfected, a relative

chr-onoLo gy of sites could be advanced based on seriation analysis.

Furthermore, Green argued that "if a site is not too close to I'layor

Island, one sign of an early date is a high percentaGe of IIayor Island

obsidian" (Green, 196L~:139).

Since this paper appeared, definitive methods for sourcing

obsidian have become a re~lity (Green, et.al., 1967; Armitage, et.al.,1972;

vIaI'd, 1972; 197L~a), and many more sites corrta.i rring obsidian have been

excavated. However, these advances have not been accompanied by widespread

sourcing of archaeological obsidian, nor indeed by re-evaluation of Green's

original hypothesis. Both tasks are long overdue. It '.vas felt that the

obsidian flakes from the Vairarapa sites could provide a suitable test

case for these ideas, particularly the question of changing poroportions

of I'layor Island obsidian. Although trace element analysis has disclosed

which actual sources were being used, so li ttle comparative Lnf'or-mat i.on

of this type exists that the re-assessment had to be made using the

original aaaunpt i on that all green coloured obsidian carae from [layor

Island. Green's obsidian sample consisted of 2800 pieces from 29 sites

to which a further 11778 pieces from 26 new sites can be added. 'I'he two

largest samples conpr-ise 3525 pieces from the V/ashpool Hidden site and

3150 from the site of Houhor-a (Best, 1975). 'I'hus information is

currently available for 65 sites and a sanp.le of 111578 pieces of

obsidian.



In his pilot study Green did not fully discuss the highly

variable probability both of his suggested aGes for sites or thp true

proportion of I-iayor Island obsidian. Some of the samples used \'lore very

small and the sample proportions are therefore highly suspect. The first

task of the present study therefore, was to assess the probable errors

associat~d with each site. In the case of the dates, C14 ages were used

wher-ever' possible in the site list below. \lhere Good comparative

artefactual evidence existed \'lithout a c14 date, an estimate was made,

and uith the exception of a few very late sites an error of ± 100 years

was a110Hed. In the case of proportions, the confidence Lirm t s are

related to both the proportion and the saDple size and were determined

following Snedecor and Cochran (1967:210ff) as:

C is the confidence limit, P is the sample proportion, N the sample

number, and K is et constant related to the chosen probability level

(= 1.96 for 95;:; limit, and 2.5[) for 99;; limits etc.). The factor 1/2H

is added as a correction for continuity "'hich is important for small

samples. A numbar of cases were found v/here P was either 1.0 or 0.0 and

confidence limits cannot be assessed in these cases. However, for the

sake of consistency an arbitrary 0.01 was added to both the ;:ayor Island

and the 'other' figures (that is 1%), in these cases.

At this point then each site can be plotted with a surrounding

equiprobability ellipse which indicates the uncertainty of its position

on the two axes of time and proportion of l.ayor Island obsidian

(q ;v, Jackson, 1956). 'Phis is shown in :F'ig1J.re 92. 'l'he confidence limits

are 95%; that is 2 standard errors were used for each site's age and

le in the formula above Has 1.96. As can be seen from the fiGUre there

are only a fev! sites' whose position is reliably fixed in two dimensions.
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Nevertheless, a trend is evident in the points, confirming Green's

original hypothesis. 'i'he add i banal task, however, was to quantify this

relationship so that age estimates may be made with controlled probability.

'l'here appeared to be two main obstacles. Firstly, there is no simple Hay

of rendering proportions into a form analogous to continuous moasur-eoent s

such as time. One possibility is a double logarithmic transformation,

but an added problem arises as to ho'd to treat the associated errors of

proportion. Similarly current statistical techniques are of little help

in coping with uncertainty of observation when undertaking linear

regression analysis. Snedecor and v.'ochr-an (1967:161+f f ) suggest an approach

when one dioension is subject to varying error, and this method may be

extended to two dimensions when error distributions .in both axes are

identical. This is clearly not the case in the present example. It v.rould

appear therefore, that whi Le a suitable" mod i f i cat i.on of standard techniques

is both possible and desirable, there is at present no met hod available

(I·;an1ey, 1975: per-a, comm , ) •

A first step, however, was to perform simple linear regression

on this data. 'I'hi s was done on the first GLf- samples and gave the f'o l.Lowing

result (the figures for sample 65 vlCre not obtained until after the

analysis):

Correlation coefficient

y./- -0. 1077X + 217. 9;0 yrs

y = -4.5512XJ + 1719.8yrs IV

0.700

SE Estimate = 21.7;(;

SE Estimate = 140.8 yrs AD.

It is doubtful whether an .impr-ovod statistical technique would

substantially alter the equations suggested; hOHever any method which

adequately accounts for variations in the uncertainty of X and Y would

raise the standard errors of the estimate considerably. The standard
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errors suggested above, therefore, should be regarded as absolute

mini~a. It would appear that the second equation could be used to

eat i.nat e the age of a site from a knowLedge of the percentage of Nayor

Island obsidian it contains. 'I'he 63~; confidence limits are ± 141 years.

\'Ihile this equation may be applied as a rather general rule of

thumb, it is obvious from the data that the decree of exploitation of

I,;ayor Island and other sources at different periods is quite variable. Fer-

instance the present data shows conclusively that lother' sources Vlere

be i.ng used in the earliest documented sites, but that on an av~~

Layor Island Has more Lmpor-t.arrt in earlier periods than later. The actual

sociological reasons for departure froD the rule are probably more

significant than the rule itself. This point is particularly relevant

in interpretinG the Hairarapa sites where time trends run contrary to the

overall model, showing the il'1portance of examining local prehistoric

sequences. Some of the intercepts of this regression Dodel can be

identified as follows:

A) Given the tiDe.

1) a site dated to 1095 AD has a 63% chance of having 10C1;~

HaJor Island obsidian (t 21.';0;)

2) a site dated to 2023 AD has a 68% chance of having (jj~

liayor- Island obsidian (± 21. '(/;)

B) Given the

1) a site with 100;; l:ayor Island obsidian has a 68% chance

of being dated to 1265 AD (t 111-1)

2) a site with a: 1:ayor Island obsidian has a 63;"·;' chance

of being dated to 1720 AD (t 141)

'I'hese intercepts are illustrated in Figure 93. As Eoroney

has pointed out lithe regression applies within the range of the observed

data, and we extrapolate at our peril, alwaysll (;ioroney, 1956:295). Thus
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it is nonsensical to ask what :rercentage of Iiayor' Island obsidian

would be found in a site dated to before 1095 AD. 'I'he raw data (but

not necessarily the regression model) supports the notion that Mayor

Island obsidian was discovered at some time before 1071 AD (the date

for sample 13 from 'l'airua). Sinilarly, common sense dictates that the

settlement of New Zealand must have been some time before this again.

These points are ahown schemat i ca.lLy on Figure 93, but it is important

to realise that the regression analysis ~ ~ is an unrelated issue.

In what follows an attempt is made to document the information

for each site used in the analysis. All fir;ures are based on the

assumption that green obsidian derives from i-layor Island. Non-green

obsidian is classified as from a different source. The single exception

to this is the eampl,e from under the Rarigi toto ash at the Sunde site

(q.v. Davidson, 1972:7) which is grey and identified by Reeves as

l'-layor Island in oriGin. Nearly half the fiGures derive f r om Green's

synthetic study (1964), however, each point raised in his table is

Given full documentation below. Unless otherwise stated any proportions

of Nayor Island obsidian derive from Green's paper (196Lr:1'+1).

Site 1: Kauri Point Swamp (H53-5'+/5) The date of 1536 AD ± 16 is a

pooled estimate of the two Given by Law (1974:4).

Site 2: r~auri Point Settlement 0153-5't/6) The date of 1805 AD ± 60

(Law, 197'+:'+) is not considered reliable. The site is thought to be

contemporary with site 1 (Green 1963c:152). Increasing the standard

error to 100 years seems reasonable.

Sik..l.: Eauri Point Beach i:idden (N57/1) 'I'here are no C1 1+ dates for

this site, but Green (1963c:1 1+6) argues that it is an early site since

it contained a hog-back adze. An estimate of 1200 AD ± 100 is

probably reasonable.

Site l+: \;ihiritoa Beach I,iidden (N53-9+/l l' ) 'I'ho dating of this site is

difficult. Green (1961+:1 lr1) places the site in his 'Experimental Phase',
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as does Crosby (1963:43); an estimate of 14·00 AD ± 100 is used here.

Sites (5, 6, 1: SldJ?re!s Ihdp:e 0:ljO/7) 'Ehe figures given in Greer. (196L~:

141) relate to layers 2-4. The following equivalences are extracted

from Groen (1963b:60) and Davidson (n.d.:10): Level I = Layer 4 and

beneath, Level 11 = Layer 3, and Level IV = Layer 2. Green placed the

obsidian assemblages on three of his successive phases from 1100 AD to

1650 AD (1964:138). However, Davidson in her recent re-evaluation of

this site (n.d. :L~5) arc;ues that Levels I-ll were occupied continuously

through only a short period of time. She Gives 11l~3 AD ± 57 as a mean

date for the two levels. The 'Proto Maori' status of Level IV is

probably acceptable. An estimate of 1550 AD ± 100 is therefore used.

Site 8: furry and Mooro Gate Beach }idden (r40/1) There is some

confusion in the literature r eLa t i ng to this site. Green (1964:141)

gi ves figures of 21 Hayo r Island and 113 other sources for N40/1, while

in Green (1963b:62) the figures for the same site (?) are 4· Eayor Island

and 9 other sources , 'I'r-owor , however, states that only 2 flakes of non

Layor Island source were found (1963: 1:.5). Heference has been made to a

collection of flakes from another mi.ddon at ITl~0/1 called the 'Lower

hidden' which was completely removed by the sea (Jolly and Green, 1963:

11·2). Perhaps this collection is the source of the figures given by Green

(1964:1L~1). Green nl.acee the site as 'Proto !laori' from about 1L~50 to

1650 AD (1961+: 111.1), but the ar-gument advanced for this dating apparently

relates to the 'Upper Midden' (Green, 1963b:62). In the meantime a date

of 1550 AD ± 100 is accepted..

Site 9: Pohutakaua Beach Lidden (N40/2) In the absence of c14 dates,

Green's assessment of 'Experimental Phase' is used. (Green, 1961~:138).

Site..J 0 : Fi shor 's Beach hi dde]l (N4·0/1+) 'I'he Archaic status of this site

is based on artefacts '(Green, 1963b:SS), and a date of 1220 AD ± 100 is

used.

Sit.es 11 and 12: Ouito Beach llidden (N40/3) 'I'her'e are two Archaic levels

in this site consisting of an earlier Layer I+ c , and a later Layer 4a

(vd th the near-Ly sterile Layer L~b included). A C11+ date from Layer I+c

is 1310 AD ± 50 (Green, 1972:28). Green places the later level bet\Veen

1350 and 1450 AD (1964:138), and a date of 1400 AD ± 100 is used. here.
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Site 13: 'I'a i.r-ua Beac:h I/lidd~ O;I}I+/2) The obsidian derives from Bed 2

(Layer 2), the earliest occupation on the site. One of the c14 dates is

considered reliable at 1071 AD ± 49 (Jones, 1973:146). A recent result

from shell of 1380 AD ± 60 (Rowland, n.d.:8) sUGgests that the age of the

Tairua site is still debatable.

§.~t.e.s 111'-2and 16: Ponui Island Beach Hidden (Nh3/1) 'I'he r-e are 3 levels

on this site, the third being the earliest. Nicholls places these in

Green r s 'Developmental, Exper-i.menta l , and Proto-liaori' phases (Nich011s,

1961+:36), and the following estimates are used here: 1220 AD ± 100,

1L~OO AD ± 100, 1550 AD = 100.

Site 17: 'I'ol:o:r:'Ja ;·:oa Hunter..Camp 0175/1) Slightly different obsidian

flt,'ures are reported by Green (196'+:1 11-1) and Law (1973:15;'3); however

Green's fiC;1.1res are adhered to. The date of the site was believed by

Green (196'1·:13g) to be very early (900 to 1100 AD); however, Law ar-gues

for a date of about 1100 to 1400 AD (1973:159-60). This range is used here.

Sit~: Haral~.onr)a B..!?J Ride;e PO:. (I(50/3) Slightly different obsidian

figures are Given by Green (196'+:1 11-1) and Law (1972:'115); however, Green's

numbers are used here. 'The site has been radiocarbon dated to '1509 AD ± 55

(l.IorHood, 197L~:9G; Law, 1975) using a burnt post at the base of the fin

of a pit structure. Practically all the obsidian derives from the upper

layer of this pit (Law, 1972:111+) , and is therefore aomewhat later than

the dated feature. An e at iraa t e of 1600 AD ± 100 is used.

SHe 19: Earataon;·;a Bay Eastern Bea,ch I·Iidden (1'130/1.1-) This site is dated

by two C1L~ aamp.l es (Lavl, 1975:L~D) which are pooled here as 1719 AD ± 16.

Site 2Q.: IIa~~t.:.aonsa ~§t:y \'Ie~tern Beach l'iidden (T-T30/5) Law ar-gues that this

site is reasonably fixed in the 13th century AD (Law, 1975:43; 1972:100).

A date of 1250 AD ± 100- .is used.

I3.ite 21: A"Iana I::i.dder1;, (N30/19) Although there are no C11.j· determinations~

Green estimates the age of this site as falling vri t h i.n the 'Experimental'

Phase (196L,:13[)). A date of 1/+00 AD ± 100 is followed here.

Sites 22, f',3, .c.\nd ,2LI· : Sunde Site (N}S/24) Only 1 piece of obsidian viaS

found under the Hangitoto ash at this site. Green (1961+:11.~1) states that

this was non-Itayor Island type, but lists it as lijayor Island e Laewher-e

(j.bid: 138). Davidson clearly identifies this as the grey piece with the
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rather thick hydration dm identified as from Layor Island by Reeves

(q.v.Davidson, 1972:6). There are 5 c14 dates from reliable samnles

taken be Low this ash (Law, 1971+: 6). 'I'hese give a pooled est imate of

1322 AD ± 70. It was previously thought that this level was somewhat

earlier (ScoU, 1970:13), and the problem has been discussed at lengt.h

by Davidson (1972:6). It no \>1 seems that nearby Rangitoto was active

until a considerably later time~ Thus the pre-ash occupation level at

the Sund~ Site may need to be updated from the suggested pre-1188 AD

± 50 (Scott, 1970:16), even though the dates provide only a terminus

ante quem for the occupation. The pooled date of 1322 AD compares

favourably Hith AD 1311.0 suggested by the recently published C11~ date

NZ189(\ (Davidson, 197L~a:9). Clearly, the chronology expressed by Green

(196'-1:138) must be viewed i"ith caution. It is suggested here that the

sequence should be moved up at least a century, and the following

estimates are therefore used for the 3 Sunde Site samples described

by Green (19611:138): 1100 AD ± 100, 1320 AD ± 100, 1500 AD ± 100.

Precise details are now known of the sources of Sunde Site obsidian

(Davidson, 1972:14).

Sites .25 and 26: I:t :Hoski11 Pa (N42/11) Green's dating is accepted here

as approxtmat eIy 1550 AD ± 100, and 1720 AD ± 100.

Site 27: One Tree Hill (TJ42/6) Green's estimate of dating is used:

1720 AD ± 100.

Site 28: rJ~aylors Hil1 Pa (1,;42/84) As \"ith Site 27, the date is put at:

1720 AD ± 100.

Site 22: JlanuJ::au Head Lidden (N46-~·7/16) This site clearly belongs in

the Archaic (Green, 1970:22), and Green's suggestion of 'Developmental'

age seems appropriate. A date of 1220 AD ± 100 is used here.

Sites 30, ,31 and 32: Hohlater Beach (TJL~4/69) 'l'he obsidian numbers are

totals for Layers 3b, 4 and 5 published by Leahy (1974:53). The 7 C1'1

dates for the site present some problems. All are from Layer L~ Cibid:72).

~\JO of bherse (a grease fraction, and a fish bone fraction) gave very

modern results and appear to be quite unreliable. '1'he remaining 5 are

of the sane order of magn.i.tude and Give a pooled estim.ate of 1500 AD ± 31+.

Leahy arc~es persuasively that Layer 5 has an aGe of about 1350 AD ± 50
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on the basis of wat erwor-n Loisels pumice (ibid: 73). An estimate for

Layer 3b is 1550 AD ± '100.

Site )..1: IIeanh;y: Hiver (S7/1) The obsidian fic,ures and 014 date are

published by 1;lilkes and Scarlett (1967:207, 210).

Site 3Jl: Otakanini(N37/3'1) 'I'he obsidian figures are given by Bel Lwood

(1972:286). This sample cannot be directly related to dated features

(ibid:287); however , an estimate age is 1500 AD ± 100.

,Site, );?: Euriawa Pa, I<aritane, (8155/1) 'rhe obsidian figures relate to

Gathercole's excavation of Area A and vrere calculated by H.Leach (1975,

pers. comm.). A date of 1300 AD ± 50 is a close estimate.

Site•.3_6: Lani;akaware I (1'165/28) 'I'he obsidian figures are given by

;\elJ_\'1ood (1971 :136). On artefactual grounds the age is definitely late,

and an estimate of 1'100 AD ± 100 is used here.

Site 27 : ;R,akaia Ri.ve r (893/20) Unfortunately Trotter's test excavation

yielded very little obsidian, but he argues that the 01 Lf- dates he

obtained are fairly reliable for the site as a whole (Trotter, 1972a :141+) .

TVIO samples of oba'i.dian wer-e obtained from sur-face collections, and these

are pooled here (q.v.Trotter, 19'12n:1 Jf-5, 11+9). There are 5 014 dates

(ibi0.:135), but 3 of these are clearly unreliable. The two collagen

dates Give a pooled es t i.ntat e of 1395 AD ± 3J+.

§.ite 2[-j: 8ha[; Po).,n.t, (81 1f-6/5) 'I'ho obsidian figures and date derive f'r-om

Trotter (1970:473, 479).

~ 39: ~:~Y,ai, Point (.8131/16) '11he obsidian figures were calculated by

H.Leach (1975: pers.comm.; see also Armitage, et.al., 1972); the c14

date is published by Park (1971:176).

~!J~: lI,ap.outahi Pa (.816'+/13) 'i'he obsidian f i gur-es are published by

Anderson and Button (1973:114-5) and a date is estimated (ibid:107-8) as

1750 ± 50 •

.§.:i.•te L'·1: 'l'ahunarrui (.820/2) 'I'he obsidian fic;ures and date are given by

Eillar (1971 :163, 170).

,~.i:t,e•..!:.~2: riotutapu Undefended Site (IT3[V30) Obsidian figures are given

by Leahy (1970: 'le;), and the ace is discussed by Davidson (19'12: 9, 10).

It is probably comparable to N38/37 (see site 1+3 here), and the same

014 date is used as an assessuent for this site. The actual sourceG of
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the obsidian are now known and 'are discussed by Davidson (1972: 13;

19711-bj see also I'lard, 19711-b).

S:i;.te_!!2: Iiotutapu Undefended Site 0:38/37) Obsidian figures arc given by

Davidson (19700.:47, 53), and the c14 age appears in Davidson (1972:5).

Actual sour-cas of the obsidi.an are d'i.acuaaed by Davidson (1972:13; 197L~b;

see also Ward, 1974b).

§l.t_~. LI_I+: 11ou11ora Uiclden (n6/Lt ) 'l'he obsidian figures are derived from

Best's atudy (1975:22), and the C1 l l- date is taken from Law (19?l~:3).

Sites 45, 1:-6 and 11-7: \'Jashnoo)_.Jlidde.n .Si.t.e (N168-9/22) The dates for the

three levels of this site are discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis, and

the obsidian fiGures appear in Appendix 17.

Si te L+8: ~sh~)ool Carden \1.0..1113 (N163-9/20) The obsidian figures and date

for this site are [;'iven by H.Leach (19fl6: Chapter 3).

Site 11-9: \'Ia'3hl)ool Terrac.e Cardep. (:[7168-9/21+) 'rhe obsidian figures and

c14 dates are discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

Site ,20: l:Jashnool Circular l:1aised Ri-m Pit (N168-9/2l~) As wi.t.h Site ~9.

Si~.£..22: \'lashnool Cleft D1~ri.al 0:168-9/27) As wi t h Site 49.

1;/ashnool House Terrace (N168-9/29) As vrit h Site 1+9.

.§ite.5:2.: '.1ashnool 'ri.told Pit (H16D-S/31) The obsidian fiGures are Given

in Chapter 4 of this theGis. 'I'vro phases of the pit "s history are dated,

and an eat i.mate of the age of this emal.L aamp'l.e of obsidian would be

1650 AD ± 100 •

.§ite 5i: 1:Ja~ool Camp Site (H168-9/21) As with Site 49.

Site.-22: Great '.1alLof 1:lhataran(,i (N163-9/16) The date is discussed by

1I Leach (1976: Chapter 3), and the obsidian figures are derived from

KsPrLcke t t (n.d.).

Site 56: 1<oi1:a;.1 Ho:use (H165/9) The obsidian figures are the conb.i.ned

toto.ls for the house and cooking area excavations by N.Prickett (1974),

and a erna.Ll. surface collection by LPriclcctt (n.d.). The two C11+ dates

are published by Anderson and Prickei:t (1972) and are pooled here.

Site 1:;7:- ._- ,/ . \lhanr~a:i..mOa!la .I-lidderl (1'1165/10) 'I'he obsidian figures derive from
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K.Prickett (n.d.); the date is estimated on the basis of art ef'ac t finds

comparable to other 13th century sites in Palliser Bay. An estimate of

1250 AD ± 100 is used here.

Site 5J?: Black Rocks IIidden m~2 (11163-9/7'7) Obsidian figures are from

E.Pricleett (n.d.) and the date from 1\nderson and Prickett (1972).

,e)..te .5.2: Black Rocks Hidden Bl~3 (1:163-9/77) As w.i.t h Site 58.

Site 60: J31aclc Rodes IIidden BnLI- (N163-9/77) As wi t h Site 58 (two 014 dates---
pooled) •

.§ite 61: ,?araralci HOUSefJ (Il16g-9/1+1) The obsidian figures and the age are

discussed by Pricleett, e t s a L, (n.d.).

Site 62: Par-ar-aki Hidden Hall (N168-9/L~1) As with Site L1-8.

Site 62,: Ecl\'Ta1:a\"!8. Eiver IIouth (1'1168-9/51, 53) The obsidian figures are

combined totals for a ama.l.J, excavation by H.Leach (n.d. ) and a surface

collection by K.Prickett (n.d.). The date is from a stone v/all believed to

be part of this site complex (see H.Leach, 1976: Chapter 3).

SitE2....,6lr: PararaJd Oven Area (IT168-9/1~2) The obsidian fic,"Ures are given by

K.Prickett (n.d.) and are from a surface collection. >Iany Archaic

artefacts have been found in this area, and an estil'1ate age would be

1250 AD ± 100.

Site 6,2: Foxton Lidden Site 0[1 11-8/1) '1.'h e obsidian figures and the date

wer-e provided by B.G.IlcFadcen (1975: per's , comm , },
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List of :Figures Used for the Re[~ession AnalvsisIf

.S.c::.mple No of Flakes Date AD g5jj Limits ~; i:8.wr Is 05Ci I' . t ku to...... -- !

/<;0 .mu, S

Lavor Is
• ....J_

1 500 1536 32 99.2 0.9 33

2 LI-6 1536 200 93.5 8.2 33

3 8* 1200 200 87.5 29.2 33

4 LI-62 11!-00 200 93.5 2.4 26

5 _55 1550 200 62.9 17.4 70

6 11 11L1-3 111+ 90.9 21.5 70

7 6* 111-t3 11 LI- 83.3 38.2 70

8 13LI- 1550 200 15.7 6.5 70

9 79 111-00 200 79.7 9.5 70

10 8'+ 1220 200 96.4 LI-.6 70

11 LI- 1400 200 75.0 54.9 70

12 11* 1310 100 90.9 21.5 70

13 55 1071 98 98.2 LI_. L1- If-3

1'+ 180 1550 200 56.1 7.5 92

15 110 11+00 200 70.9 8.9 92

16 36 1220 200 69. 11- 16. LI- 92

17 511 1300 200 93.9 2.2 92

18 171 1600 200 18.7 6.1 126

19 13 1719 32 If-6.2 30.9 126

20 111+ 1250 200 89.5 6.1 126

21 12 111-00 200 58.3 32.1 122

22 31 1500 200 61.3 18.8 118

23 17 1320 200 58.8 26.3 118

2LI- 3* 1100 200 66.7 70.0 118

25 21 -1720 200 23.8 20.6 124

26 69 1550 200 31.9 11.7 124

27 20* 1720 200 5.3 12.7 121

28 9* 1720 200 11.1 26.1 115

29 60 1220 200 98.3 4.1 133

30 231 1550 200 11-0.7 6.6 52

31 3L1-7 1500 63 37.2 5.2 52

32 60 l l- 1350 100 38.2 1-t.0 52

33 61.:-8 1518 1'+0 99.9 0.1:- 472

3L1- 12 1500 200 16.7 25.3 127
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Sf3-mple v of li'J.al:es Date AD or::c l I' .it " 5~ I:a;yor Is CiC);" L' i t km to1'lO :;;,;,)j, J lJ.r:l2.....§. ",,~u:n s
!·1a~rOl~ Is

35 36 1800 100 8.3 10.4 900

36 7 1700 200 28.6 l~0.6 100

37 115 1395 68 88.7 6.2 699

38 66 1516 100 31.8 12.0 [581

39 117 1508 106 99.2 2.1 105[3

40 1l,.* 1750 100 7.1 17.1 910

I.~1 566 1361 11.:·0 11·1.3 4.1 l~44

1+2 56 1765 1l l-2 14.3 10.1 117

1+3 132 1765 1l!-2 21.2 7.1.1· 117

44 3150 115L~ 112 9l~.9 0.8 3L~1

l~5 83 1538 98 90. 1!- 7.0 L~10

l~6 1975 13l!-5 92 83.5 1.7 410

L~7 1l!-67 1180 2 l!- 77. 1+ 2.2 ~·10

118 222 1538 98 86.0 1+.8 255

L~9 l~* 1375 11+2 75.0 5ll-.9 255

50 6* 1375 1/+2 83.3 38.2 2.55

51 3* 11+80 1L~0 33-3 70.0 255

52 3* 1539 152 33.3 70.0 255

53
,.

1650 200 50.0 48.3 255(:)

5l !- 6* 140l1- 80 83.3 38.2 255

55 3* 1538 98 33.3 70.0 25J+

56 150 1180 2 86.7 5 0 252.u

57 16* 1250 200 93.8 15.0 251

58 4* 1750 100 75.0 5[1-.9 261

59 7* '1147 108 85.7 33.1 261

60 3* 1273 8 66.7 70.0 261

61 117 1200 200 93.2 5.0 252.

62 L~2 12l~9 60 95.2 7.6 258

63 15 1261 132 86.7 20.5 259

64 17 1250 200 9l1- . 1 11+.1 258

65 122 1550 100 43./j· 9.2

* implies that 1 vIas added to the fi0'ures for both Hayor Island and 'other'
Cl

to compensate for arbitrary zeros.

12!? The distance to the nc:wor Island source was calculated using program

STD..03A on a Hewlett Packard HP65 calculator using latitudes and

longitudes. The distances therefore are greater circle paths.
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Hetho~:l Used to Determine the Minimum Nl1mhc~r of

Indivi,duaJl2.-<?2. Bi:t:..~~ from Identified Frar;ments

There are various '.flays of assessing the number of individuals

from bone fragments (for examp1e, Chaplin, 1971:70ff); all of these are

fairly time consuming in the case of bird remains, owing to the large

number of fragments wh i ch can be identified from anyone individual bird.

The approach sugGested here has a number of advantages. On the one hand

the method can be consistently applied between different species and this

leads to a hiGh degree of comparability. The second feature is that it

a'l.Lows a straie;htforvrard analysis of the parts of the body which were

retained by prehistoric groups for preservation or immediate consumption.

The fignres for the different parts of the anatomy also provide an

in.sight into butchering practices.

Figl1re 94 shows the common parts of each bone which may be

identified. For each fragment an assessment is made whether the shaft

portion covers more or less than the mid-shaft position. There are therefore

7 different sorts of fragment for each bone.

1) C The complete bone

2) P The proximal part vT1th only a small part of the shaft

3) PS The nroximal :P8r t and more than half of the shaft

4) S The shaft portion, including the mid-shaft area

5) DS The distal portion and more than half of the shaft

6) D rrhe distal portion with only a small part of the shaft

7) F Small frao:ments other than those above

As the bones are identified they are entered on 'I'able 1. Snace is a LLowed

for 9 major limb bones (including both sides), and a further 8 bones

which commonly occur in ar-chaeoLog'ica'l sites. The latter 8 cannot be coded.

i.n any simple \'Jay, and common sense must dictate how these fragments are

assessed. Of some imnortance is the sterwlm, and thi.s has been divided

i.nto if fragment typos.· The rostrum is the small prominence at the

anterior end of the sternum. 'I'hia is often broken off in specimens and



sD

--MID SHAFT L1NE------~'----

C=COMPLETE
p= PROXIMAL
D=DISTAL
S= SHAFT

D+SP+Spc

FIGURE 94 AVIAN LIMB BONE FRAGMENTS RECORDED
I
I
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can he separately identified.

\'.Then a sample of bones is thus processed, Table 2 is filled

in with the results. An example is given to explain this proce~l~e.

One 'minimum. number' for the left femur is the addition of the figures

in 'I'ab lo 1 under C p'Ius P pllJ..~J PS. Another is C plus D plus DEi, and yet

another is C plus PS plus D8 plus 8. Whichover is the greater of these

sums is the 'Hinimu!11 number' for the bone of that side. If onLy fragment.s

(F) occur, then the minimum numher at this point is 1. 'I'he se sums are

calculated for the other side, and the final mi nirnum number for the

bone is simply the lar[';er of the two numbers. 'I'hi s procedure is f'o L'Lovrad

for each bone inclUding the final 8 (no simnle rules can be formulated

for these fragments). Finally, wh'i.chover- is the larc;cst number- in the

right hand C011Jmn is the Haxfmum minimum number.
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~r"'jbJe 1
-_._~--

Bone

Site: ..............

Fragments

Snecies: • •• e _ e _ •••

C P PS S DS D F
--------------------,----,-----,--_ .._-,-----,------,----,----,------------
L CarDometacarnu8 I I : I I 1 1 ,--------------------,----,------1------,-----1------1----,----,------------
R Carpometacarnus I : : I 1 1 I I--------------------,----,-----,------i-----i------1----1----'-----··------
L Ulna : I I I I I I ,--------------------,----,-----,------,-----,------1----1----1------------
~-~!~~--------------~----~-----~------~---~-~------~----~----~-----------
~-~~~~~~------------~----~-----~------~-----~------~----~----~------------
R Radius I: l l I I I I
--------------------~----,-----,------,-----i------,--·· - 1--- - 1--- - - - -- - - - -
L Humerus I III I I I I
--------------------,----,-----,------,-----~------1----1----,------ ------
R Humerus I I I I I I I I--------------------,----,-----,------,-----,------1----1----1------------
~_§~~E~!~ ~----~-----~------~-----~------~--__~----~------------
~_§~~E~l~ ~----~-----~-- ..---~-----~------~- ~----~-----,.,------

~_2~£~£~i9 ~----~-----~------~-----~------~--__~----~------------
RC' 'I, I I I I I I

---~~~~~~~----------~----~-----~------~-----i------i----1- - --1------------
~_!£~~~-------------~----~-----~------~-----~------~----~----~-----------
~_!£~~~-------------~----~-----~------~-----~------~----~----~------------
L rr'b' t . I I I I I I I I",l_10 c1.rp,118 I I I I I 1I j
--------------------;----,-----~------,-----,------,----.----, -- ------ ----R T' , I I I I , I I I

--~~~~~!~E~~~-------·~----~-----~------~-----i------i----i----1- - - --- - -----
L T 1 I I I I I 1 IPar-somebat.arsus 1 , I " I 1 I I--------------------;----;-----1------,-----,------,---------,------------
~_~~E~~~~!~!~E~~~ J ~ J l l J J J _

C C minus rostrum rostrum F

Sternum

Mandibles

Fur-cu l.a

PeJ.vis and
Sacrllm

Complete

Comnlete

Complete

Left side

Left side

Fragments

Right side

Right side

Skull Fr-azmorrts (describe)

L Quadrate

R Quadrate
--------"._----------------------------------------------------------------
Phal.3np;es
---------------------------------_.~--------------------------------~------
Ver t ebr-ae
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2:

IHinimum lHinimum 1 Maximum
I 1 1

Bone IC+P+PS I C+D+DS IC+PS+DS+S I Per side: Per bone: Hin. No___________________~ ~ ~ L L ~ o _

I I 1 I i I
~_9~~E~~~!~~~~E~~__1 L J l I I

1 I I I 1 1
R Carnometac:'lrnl1s I I I I I I
--------------,~----.1 _l_ J... .l, L I

I I I I I I
T, TT] na 1 1 1 I I I

~--~-~-------------t-------i----------r----------t-------- I 1
R Il l.na I I I I 1 I___ ;:.:...;;.; ~ J... •• ..L 1. L ••.• 1

I I I 1 I I
1, Radius 1 1 I 1 I 1___________________~ L.. .J.• _o .L 1 1

, I 1 I 1 I
R Radi.ua I 1 I 1 1 1___________________ ~ L.. L.. .L L I

1 I I I I 1
L Humer-us I 1 I 1 - I 1-------------------i--------r---------r----------t--------I 1
R Humerus I I I 1 1 1___________________ ~ L.. L.. ~ L I

I 1 1 I 1 I
!;_0s.:~~:2~~ .L L L l .. l I

1 1 I I I 1
R Scanu1a 1 1 1 I I I_____ ~ ~ L L ~ L I

I I I I I I
L Cor-acoid 1 1 I I I I

-------------------1--------~---------r----------t-------- I I
R Coracoi.d I 1 I I I I

~------------------1--------r---------r----------t-------- + ----- --- 1
L Fomuz- 1 I 1 I 1 ,

-------------------i--------r-----~---r----------t----- --- I 1
R Fomur- 1 I I 1 I I

~---~-~------------1--------~---------~~---------i--------t--- - - -- -
I

L Tibiotarsvs J L L .1' :-------------------,--------r---------,----------I--------I
R 'l'ibiotarrms I 1 1 1 ,

-------------------1--------~-------~-~----------i--------t--------

~-!~E~~~~!~!~E~~~--~--------~-------~-·~----------i-------- !
g_!~E~~~~!~!~ES~~__J L l l ----t--------

1

-~!~E~~~---------t--------,
-~~~~~~l~--------t--------!
..~E2~l::---------t-------- !
-~~l2~~-~-~~~E~~-t-_------ 1

-~~~ll-----------t--------
-~~£E~!~--------t--------
-~b~l~~:~~-------4--------
_y~E!~~E~~ l ~ _



A12pendix 22: Shellfish IIinimum Number-s at the Hashpool ]i;idden Site

C' •QpecJ.es Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 '1'0 tal

Dentalium nanum

Haliotis iris

Ee,lar:ra12.1l..ia aethi~

Cellana radians

Zediloma sp. (totals)

Zedilooa ? s:9.

Zediloma atrovirens

Zed:Llo::Ja dii"ina

Haustrur:1 haustorium

Cooldasulcata
I· ..

~..phies subtrian[,;ulatum

Haliotis australis

Perna canaliculus-- - ..... _. ._. oo. •

Chiton '? sp ,

,R,aEhies australe.

Banharri.na ob l i.ouata_. .

Cominella ? sp.

]:~rotothaca crassicosta

.Qb;'3.L1aesipho ? colur:ma

§.~.Eh?.naria zelanclica

Cellana denticulata

Eudox:ochi ton? nobilis.. - ...

lIaoricolnus roseus roseus

fl2-1locorw.a. .!;~~~

A.r.f~obucc:i,mu:J tut1idu!':l

£.ectcn novaez~ndiae. n.oyaezelandiae

Ostraa sp. (totals)

Ostrea ? sp.

Ostrea. cf charlottae

1l~07

581

532
1~00

323
150

75
9~

21

139

116

80
lt6

31~

22

19
15

7

7

7

3

5

5

3
2

1

2

2

2

1

1

116

73
1L~6

43

39
4

26

13

22

'+2
10

7

10

8

8

5
2

6

2

1

1

1

1

5
1

3
1

20

20

1

2

1

1407
('02

596
1~?6

470

21

165
130

102

90
44

29
29

23
16
12

9

9

?

5

3

3
2

2

2

3
2

1
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Species

Patel10idea corticata coral1ina

Penion ndusta
.;..::..;;..;......;...;:.;;~.---

Struthiolaria ? sp.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

1

1

1

'I'ota.L

1

1

1

Totals 3912 606

t!2. The figures for midden contained in the early structures have been

added into those for Level 1
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NB: The Level 1 fip.;ures include remains derived from the early at ructur-as ,

Species Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

--------------------------------~-----------------------------------------

Pseudolabrus S1l.-_..._. __....>+-.--_.__.,---

Che i.Lodao t v'lua macr-ont er-o s______....~~.___...l,.__.~_.~ ....~ ,_.....__

P0.;y.2j.22;:.J~1:'?_.•bCl.:.C?h2~

Arrinis trutta

Anziri Tl.a e o ,
--,~....~._.._-,..__."._~- ...., .....

'l'hvrsi teB atun

ChJ:YE...?1?J:12'.2Ct?_€'..12E.':-:'!us
Paranerc:i8 colias----,._..._~--_._ ......._-"-
Sc2E..~~-r:_t~.()Ei2.::~

Latridonsis .ci.Li.ar-Ls.._",---~ _""..-""'.- _~-_ .._"---'.__.._-
§.9.::~~:h2:.1E.._~."2.~_E ..L_~c~ntlj!,~~

Ga.Leor-hi.nua o f auet.r-alis

Ca..!.:.l.<?Tl]~~'!::..<?b2~....!]]_i11 i i

po..})rpF i.:.?n ?';~S:C::S;E.e i ~.:2.

Coridodax nul1n3

9°~5t£__~?:.r-r2:.::.~::]<i
Seriole11a hrama

Caranx 1utescens

Navodon convexirostris

HeLi.coLerma 1.'"'1cmi11osus

Genypt e:r:Y:.§.J?J.85':.?...c~~

ApI 0<2£l.S~!.YJ.~~_12r:'~.9Fatus

Trachurns novaezeland"De_....._......_--'.....~--.._ ......."'",_.-_'~._.'---.'_ .._"'_.._--
'I'ot.ala

ll·1 ( 17. 2%) 33(26.6%) 74(20.3%)
l+9(20.5%) 22(17. '7,'10) 71 (19.5%)
28(11.7Jt) 17(13. 7'/0) l+5(12.3%)
2L~( 10.a:S) 7( 5.6%) 31 ( 8.5%)
22( 9.2%) 5( 4.Cf3{,) 27( 7 .L~%)

11( 4.6%) 10( 8.1%) 21( 5.8%)
6( 2. 5~S) l~ ( 3.2;10) 1( 50•(1'/0) 11( 3.0;4)

9( 3 0~) 2( 1.6%) 11( 3.0/0• Ott)

6( 2.5%) 5( 4.0%) 11( 3.Cf.{,)

8C 3.3%) 1( 0.8%) 9( 2.5%)
5( 2.1%) h( 3.2%) 9( 2 (-cl)_.• _)/0

6( 2.5%) 1( 0.8%) ?( 1.9%)
5( 2.1%) 2( 1.6%) ?( 1.9'/S)

6( h.8%) 1(50.0%) ?( 1.~)

4( 1. rr;O 2( 1.6%) 6( 1 ....ci)• ti,a

Lf( 1.7,'S) 1( 0.8%) 5( 1.L,.%)

2( 0.8%) 1( 0.8%) 3( 0.8%)
2( 0.8%) 1( 0.8%) 3( 0.8%)
2( 0.8%) 2( 0.5%)
1( O.L~%) 1( 0.3%)

1( 0.L+9{,) 1( 0.3%)

1( O.L~%) 1 ( o ~Ol)
• -'10

1( 0.4%) 1 ( 0.3%)
1( 0.4%) 1( 0.3%)

----------------------------------------------
239(100. O}S) 121+( 100. a;'lo) 2(100.0%) 365(100.0/;q

Chi-sauare between Levels 1 and 2 eauals 32.18, with 23 degrees of

freedom which is not significant p equals 0.05.

Arroend ix 21~: Crayfish Minimum Numbers at the Washnool Midden Site__•..N-,--..........._._._._...... ..__••_,_.__..._•••__.... .. •__

Species

Janus edwar-dai i

Level 1

29

Level 2 Level 3

1

Total

69
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F'ish. at the Ylash-oool 1,lidden Site - Br-eakdown accor-d inr-_.. -_.__.__~.__ _ ~__c_...'~

}>TJ3: The figures presented beLow are based on the br-eakdown sU(jgested in

Appendix 27.

Cat ch ing llethod

Hook and Line - demersal off-

Level 1 Level 2 'I'ota I

91l:sysonh r~TS al~!::'1tUB

Pol;yTlriop,..;.....?.?SY:Z~~.1eio~

Genv'Oter'JS blacoc1es---s.:,... _

PhysiCl11'l1,3 bachus--"'------,--..'---
Co~[.s91:._":Q.~2.2lx i;.

Soualus ef acanthias---------_._.....-.__._-

126( 47.0%) 56(34. 1+%)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hook and Line - demersal
----,~----,--_.- ~-,.__.......----
inshore rockY rround
_._~,-------........_--......'_.-
Pseudolabrus 81'1.

33(20.2%) 74(17.1%)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
B~i!..r;":.'i...;~r:..:_~ns ar~_<?Lor d:.:"h..Yin~

£'learj.:..n.r:-d.:..~':~...:.sal inshore

r.ocky I"Fo12nci

N~Y,5)clC2.~C:..?E.Y...£?S.i r.2.9 t 1?,i 6

Jasus ed"mrdsii---_._----

.Scc: r11;J~<;r_...:i?]2S?J:J· c~
'I'r-achur-us novnez,pJfmdiae
....._._.•. ,_,._.~•• _ .. • ___....._._·' b __·_-.~_

Arrinis truttD"'..._.'0'--"._.....,_..._-_.__..."._....

'I'hvr-sri tes atun....---......._ ...-.,,"---_.~ ...._--

22(13.5%)

,?O(16.1%)

---------------------------------------------------------------------~-----
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Level 1 Level 2 Total

~a i tJd Trc:..~:.......:::.:.~or s2?<!:.9rinil

Fresh Hater----_._,-

Set Nets

SerioJella hrama

Aril.odac tv'l.u s meandr-atua

Cor-idodax nulJJ1S

27( 6.20/0)

16( 3.7'/0)

------------_~_---------------_~_--------------------- -------- ---- --------

Totals

Chi-sauare bo tween Levels 1 and 2 equals 21.69 wi t.h 5 d(~grees of freedom

which is highly significant p equals .005.
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Appendi.x 26:

NB~ The figures suggested are based on the breakdown in Appendix 25 and 27

Zonation

Inshore Activities

LeveL 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

(such as hook and line, in shall01'1

\-later, use of baited traps,

diving and spearing, set nets,

freshwater fishing)

Pseudolabrus sn.

Navodon convexirostris---_."'_....._...•".---~._ ....__._~_.~--._-----

JaSlls 0cli-rardsii
-----._---_._----~--

AP...r:u:iJla 1:~12..

Seriolel1a hrama.._-- ._--'-"'''''''-'---''-'':''''~'--'--

AnlOdac t.:LJ"~1.:'iUtl.~!l.1r.~tufl

Coridodax rni.lLu s

-----------------------------------------------------~--------------------
Offshore Activities

(such as hook and line, in

deeper water, nelagic fishing

and other canoe based activities)
'Chrvsonhrvs auretuG
-~-"'...:-.,_._._-,-~~_._-_._._,,-..-_._.....

PO)]LtE:..L9.P:...()..?S:;:l'~~!1.~j:..o_s.
HeLico lenus ne.nil1osus
_._._.._,~...--~.~·_.~....... , ..... _·., o~..~..... _·,_.......

Lat r-idor-s i.s c iI iaris
PBranerci8 c01i8S

GenvnterllS b1acodes_____..",·.,..;.. ......._n_'"...._.__.".._~_ ...__·. ......_'"
.9E.2J~i(:!~m j;.cl'!:.!..~:::Ys .. kU!:12:~

~h.Y s 1:'::2.:.111 ~,-_~,;;'l GilL::'?
Con":er verre8uxi..._~ _._"'_.----_ __..-- _......

§D.1!a1.~lS yf ,..:"S8n.!.~E:!2

Ga]:..~~E..~~.n:2:~~_Qf!:2}~S.!!'.21J:E.

.Q.~eiJo_~~!:.:'L12?S macr?nter.~

Ca~"s;;ll:'"{ lut~..:'S'~££Y.lQ.

Scomber ianonicus
---:-'~._---_.<--

Trachurus novaezelandjae
-_._---._-.--.--,._~--_._.•------......._,._-
Arrinis truttFl-----...._._•.-..,.._.'~..-....~......--
Thvrsites atun_--..:.-__......_..._.....-._-_..,.......
------------------------------------------------------ ------ --------- ~ ----

Totals 268 (100.0%) 163( 100.0%) 3( 100. a/o) 434( 100 .O;!~)

Chi-,square between Levels 1 and 2 equals 9.10, degrees of freedom equals 1

which is high1y significant p less than 0.005.
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Fish and Crayfish f'r or» the \'Jashpool .Iiidden Site 

'I'!wir Seasona.l A.bundanc,e and Habi ts in relation to

Catchinr; I-rethods.

Both the habits and seasonal fluctuations of New Zealand's

common marine fish have been widely discussed. The main sources of

information are articles by Hector (1872), Sherrin (1886), Graham (1953),

Parrott (195'7, 1958, 1960), and Doogue and Eoreland (1966). The only

information specific to Palliser Bay, however, are a few records by local

fishermen (Crewe, n.d.), and the results of the Government Trawling

Expedition of 1907 (\'Jaite, 1909, 1911). In the f'ol.Lowing an attempt is

made to eummari.ze this information on each of the species present in the

Washpool Nidden Site, so that observations can be made about the different

catching methods used by the occupants of that site. A particular pr-obLem

surrounds the question of seasonal abundance of New Zealand fish, and

what records exist indicate considerable complexity and variation from

one part of Nelo! Zealand to another. Particularly useful records on this

sub ject , however, are found in the New Zealand iiarLne Department Annual

Report on Fisheries (Anon. a, 1929-1973) which somet f.mee give the

non thly commercial catch for different species in different parts of

the country. These records are not a simple reflection of actual

abundance, but are related to a multitude of factors: what each fishing

boat crm'! sets out to'catch at different months, seasonal fluctuations

in weather- condi t i.oris and how often fishing boats put to sea, what

species arc valuable on the European market, what different catching

methods are being employed, and so on. Nevertheless, these records

constitute a huge sample, and for this reason are probably more valuable

than the personal experiences of local fishermen (for example: Poata,

1919; Poynter, 1933; Crewe, n.d.), although there are notable exceptions
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to this when long term local studies have been made (for example

'I'hompson , 18?7; Graham, 1953). For each argument which can be advanced

against using these records, a similar case can be put to the contrary.

Changes in sea conditions, for example, which hamper modern fishermen

also applied to prehistoric people. Of course most of the modern fig'ures

relate to trmiLing rather than hand line fishing or shallow wat er seine

netting, and this nmst bias the catch rate of different species.

Nevertheless, a similar overall seaf30nal pattern should be reflected in

catches by both modern and prehistoric nlethods. The question of differing

European preferences for different species is offset by the modern

practice of taking large quantities of unpopular species such as

barracouta for bait, pet food, fish paste, and Ifish and chips'.

As explained in Appendix' 28, seasonal dating of faunal

indicators was achieved by a particular method based on probable

occurrence of different species throughout the year. In the case of

fish, the fiGures used are pr-eaerrted be Low , and many of these are based

on figures of commercial fish catches. 'I'he method for extracting these

should be elaborated at this point with a concrete example. From the

Fisheries Depar-tment Annual Report for 19'71 the f'ol Lowing fiGUres were

extracted relatinc; to catches of !.?h;y:si,culus bp-chus at Akaroa (Anonva , 1971).

IIonth cwt Hod Cod cVlt Total Catch--
January 23 1299

February ~8 618

Harch 273 1601t

April 311-7 1313

Nay 66 677

June 291 1190

JUly [)7 593
AUGust 51 718



Hon t h cwt Red Cod cwt 'I'ot aL Catch---
September 1l t 23<3

October 8 475

NoveJ:1ber 33 1333

December 25 879

Totals 1266 10937 Overall proportion
11.5D%

The first step is to reduce the catch figures to a proportion

of the monthly catch to account for general seasonal changes and also

changes in r.lOnthly effort. This in turn can be simply reduced to a

monthly probability distribution by dividing by the sum of the monthly

catch rates

j·Ionth 5G of I:onthlv Catch--- -'"'----
January 1.[;

February 7.8

Har-ch 17.0

April 26.4

May 9.7

June 24.5

JUly 14.7

AUe:01St 7.1

September 5.9

October 1.7

November 2.5

December 2.8

Honthly Pr2babilit~

0 .. 015

0.061+

0.139

0.217

0 .. 080

0.201

0.121

0.053

0.01+8

0.014

0 ..021

0.023

Totals 121.9 1.001 Mean monthly catch

rate is 10.1

An alternative method of arriving at seasonal probability distributions

is to calculate the monthly proportions of the total catch for the

particular species. 'l'he January entry above wouLd be 23/1266, or 0.01(".\

instead of 0.015. This method achieves similar results but does not

compensate for variations in monthly effort. If fiGures were available

for an extended number of years then these could be averaged to minimize
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this effect, and would be a su:rerior indication of the seasonal cycle.

Unfortunately, this information does not exist in most cases and the

effort-coopensated method illustrated above is therefore preferred.

Pseud.:,o].abry:p ap , (Spotty, Banded Parrotfish etc.). This pol ymor-phLc

genus of labrids is very common throughout New Zealand in rocky, weedy,

shalloVl \Vater and readily takes a baited hook. These fish are practically

impossible to speciate from cranial bones with the exception of a general

division based on size into P. cr celidotus (.Spotty) and P. cf pittensis

(Banded Parrotfish). However, this is not a serious problem since they

have very ai.nri.Lar- habitats. Even speciation of living specimens can be

very difficult, although recent undervrater studies have facilitated

eubdi.vi s i on of this group (Doak , 1972:75ff). 'I'ha genus now includes only

6 species (ibid.), but for consistency the older terminology is used here

(q.v. DooGue and l'loreland, 1966). 'i'hese fish are not taken as food by

Europeans on account of the large number of small bones, however, Gr-aharn

(1953:272) regarded them as very edible. They were obviously highly

prized by prehistoric New Zealand fishermen, and they are the most

numerous remains at both the \'Jashpool and at m,ack Hocks (Anderson ,

1973a). These fish feed only in the daytime and are more or less asleep

at night (Graham, 1953:272; Doak, 1972:75). They are easily caught in

shallo\"1 water all year round. The probability distribution is therefore

assessed as 0.033 for'each month.

<2,he}.l.oda.c.t,Ylus macro1J~ (Tarakihi). This fish is exclusively demersal

in feedin[~ habits and can be caught on a variety of bottom conditions

\"i th a baited hook. It moves in shoals and has been known to take a deep

t r'ol Li.ng Lur-o , Information on seasonal abundance of this species is very

confusing. Sherrin, for example, claimed they were caught throughout the

year (1886:93), vrhile Graham (1953:250) noted that they are in best
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condition in August. Poata (1919:13) claimed that these fish dominated

catches in Auguat , September and October, while local information in

Palliser Bay sUGgests a ..!inter abundance (see Anderson, 1973a:115).

Because of its commercial importance, this species has now been studied

in some detail (q.v. Tong and Elder, 1968; TonG and Vooren, 1972; Vooren

and 'I'ong , 1973), and it wouLd now appear that significant coaat.al.

rdo'ations take place to different parts of ;.ew Zealand throughout

the annual cycle; even so, no simple pattern of movement has been fully

described. Of the 36 fishing stations recorded in 1971 (Anon.a, 1971)

this species is significant (grea.ter than 20;:; by \'leight) at only

Gisborne, \'lellington, Paremata, Lyttleton, Greymouth and \'lestport, and

this suggests a central Hew Zealand d i at r-Lbut ion , The catches for 19'11

show a winter abundance in several places, and late eummer' in others

(see Figure 95). The fi[,'Ures for 'dellington are judged to be a good

indication of the seasonal pattern in Palliser 2ay and shcw two peaks 

one in late aummer , and another in -June ,

ph;ysiculus b.acl?-~ (Hed Cod). 'I'hese fish are caught on baited hook and

line in medium depth water on clean sandy bottoms. Little is known of

their seasonal habits, as they are not a popular fish today. The most

significant catches are made at Akaroa and TiDaru, where fit,"Ures show a

gener'al abundance in early i·!inter (see Figure 96), and this trend ties

in well with Grahwn's observation (1953:167) that good catches can be

made in June and July. 'l'ho catch figures for Akaroa 1971 are jUdged

to be a fair indication of the Palliser 13ay situation also •

•015 .064 .1 l[0 .217 .080 .201 .121 .05(3 .048 .01 l+ .021 .023
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lhrripis trutta. (Kahawai). This fish can be caught in medium depth \'later

on a baited hook, but is more commonly t aken \vith a trolled lure as it

is a voracious hunter. It can be caught most of the year but there is a

definite late summer to autumn abundance in most areas (Grallam, 1953:239).

Dooguo and J:oreland (1966 :236) note that it is in best condition for

smoking in autumn. Poata (1919:6) noted its dominance in catches in

February and l-Iarch. The probability assigned to this fish is an average of

the only f i.gures available viz: Gisborne and New Plymouth for 1971 •

•305.221+ .206 .019 .018 .005 .002.0008.002.051 .111 .05f:;

AnQlilla ap , (FreshiVater eel). The seasonal pattern of eel movements has

been studied in some detail for the Wairarapa area by ~~ir (1972:198ff),

and while these movements are complicated by sex, different ace grades,

and also the two species involved, it appears that eels are partiCUlarly

easy to catch from February to Hay when seaward migrations occur. Howevor-,

they can also be caught in rivers throughout the year. An assessment of

this cycle is given belo\'l.

These fish can be taken by gaff or spear, but are most commonly caught

in baited traps or specially constructed weirs or channels.

Thyrsi,tes 'p'-_tun (Barr-acout.a) , This fish is a voracious feeder and is

commonly taken on a trolled lure. It vIaS formerly especially common in

the South Island (Dooguo and Horeland, 1966:279), and three quarters of

the total conmer-ci.a'L catch in 1950 was taken off OtaGo (Parrot, 1957:151).

Studies made on seasonal abundance are restricted to Otago (Sherrin,

1ge6:11; Gr",han, 1953:310) whor-e they appear to be common from about

October to June, with two peaks in spring and autumn. In the North

Island, however, the situation appears to be quite different (see Nehl,
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1971; Figure 97), and they are 'clearly most abundant in winter and spring.

'I'he commercial figures for \<1ellington 191+9 were used for the probability

distribution below:

.059 .018 .045 .039 .054 .118 .137 .114 .124 .102 .088 .101

Chrysophrys auratus (Snapper). 'I'he ae fish are commonly caught on a baited

hook in medium depth water over sandy bo t t oms , 'l'hey are strictly deme r-sa.l ,

and much more abundant north of Cook Strait (Doogue and Horeland., 1966:

239). The decreasing nunber of fish southvrard is correlated with a

persistent rise in mean size (Vlaugh, 19'13:269, 27L~), and only a fev! large

solitary specimens are seen as far south as Otago (Graham, 1953:2L~3).

Until recently, seasonal information was full of apparent contradictions;

for examp'Le , Sherrin (1886: 85) noted that the fish shoal in early eummer

when they are easily caught, while Poata (1919:9, 10) commented that they

dominated catches in Harch , April and I·Iay. 'I'he movement of snapper has

now been studied in some detail (q.v. Paul, 1971-;·) and shown to be fairly

complex. 'l'here is a strong tendency for continual migration to warmer

waters although the larger solitary fish often ovez--wi.nt er- inshore.

After spawning the fish disperse to their inshore summer to autumn

feeding grounds since coastal waters are warmest inshore from late spring

to early autumn. However, the warrnaat waters in winter are offshore. 'I'he

solitary fish, on the other hand, move offshore during summer. This

general pattern is weLL reflected in commez-c i a.L catch f igurea , and those

for Napier are used for Palliser Bay, since it is the closest area with

published information •

•106.070.100.110.112.0,;13 .039 .051.011,1.069 .110 .11l~

At the sar.1e time it should be noted that if a site contained a few very

large specimens this is a fairly good indication of \1inte1' catching,
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whi Le many smaller specimens is more likely to indicate summer.

Parapercis coUas (Blue Cod). These fish are exclusively bottom feeders

and are taken with baited hook, generally in deeper wat ar (Doogue and

Nor oLand , 1966:26LI·) . Comment.e.Ln the literature relating to seasonality

vary widely. Poata (1919:13) commented that they dominated catches in

August, September and October, \'fhile Sherrin (1886:15) noted that they

can be taken at any time. Graham's comments (1953:288) are useful but

probably more applicable to Otago. He \'frote that in summer there is an

inshore movement, followed by an offshore migration about l1ay; and that

they are far more easily caught between da\'fn and 9 am, although they

freely bite in the late .afternoon also. 'I'he fish spawns in early summer

in Otago , but unlike other fish will readily take a hook at this time,

and is generally in good eating condition all the year round. Graham also

notes that for obscure reasons this fish is very nervous of thunderstorms,

and behaves erratically at these times. Nearly 96% of the commercial

. catch in 1971 was taken by hand line (Anon.a, 1971), and Haugh (1973:2,57)

claims that this factor makes the fish difficult to study. On the other

hand, froLl the point of view of prehistoric fishing practices the

various moder-n catch fig;ures are probably particularly useful, since

catching methods wer e probably very similar. \'laugh (1973:275) argues

that there is no good evidence of coastal migrations and that the vrild

fluctuations in catch from one place to another are probably caused by

shoaling over limited feeding grounds. This confusing situation has

been clarified by recent underwater research by Doak (1972:101). He

notes that the inshore movements referred to by Graham did not occur in

the lorth Island, whor-e the fish has very marked year round territorial

behaviour. They will apparently remember a particular diver who offers
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them food. This marked territoriality could be a useful factor in

vievJing the effects of human predation. It might be expected, for

example, that frequent inshore line fishing in a particular locality

would lead to a rapid decline of size and frequency of the fish in

archaeological sites, because of the lack of regular replenishment

provided by shoaling and migratory behaviour. Doak has also noted SOI:1e

variation in the spawning cycle in different parts of Nev! Zealand.

The modern catch figures show a marked seasonality, although

a somewhat different pattern emerges for the two islands (see Figure 98).

'I'he actual catches vary also from year to year, hence the probability

distribution used below is an average offiu~_res for the five years

from 1967 to 1971 for Wellington•

• 016.039.069.100.103.0007 .2L1-8 .089 .080 .112 .01+7 .097

~ber japonicus (Common I;ackerel). This fish shoals in coastal wat ers

and is usually caught with a lure. It is widespread in New Zealand, but

more abundant north of Kaikoura (Doogue and lioreland, 1966:267). 'I'he

fish accounts for 53% of the total catch off Blenheim and significant

amounts are also ~aught at Nelson and Gisborne (Anon.a, 1971).

According to Sherrin (1886:61ff) it was only occasionally seen in

vlellington l.ar-bour-, but enormous number-s had previously been caught in

late spring in Hhangarei and the Bay of Islands, and in summer around

Aucl<land. The fish apparently undertakes coastal migrations from deeper

wat.ere south in October and north in April and llay (Dooguo and Horeland,

1966:267). 'I'hi.s movement is strongly reflected in the modern catch

figures for Gisborne in 1971, whi ch are the only published information

(.s0e I'igure 99 ) •

•159 .080 .183 .0001 .0001 .0001.0003 .0003 .0001 .129 .106 .342
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~~t.r.:L.s!:.0n.:sii;? ciliaris (Blue Hold). These fish take a baited light hook

.in both ahal Low and medi.um depth watar and over both rocky and sandy

bottoms; they are sometimes caught in quantity in set nets since they

school on the surface particularly in September to : .ovember during

spawning (Parrott, 1957:120). They are found in both islands, but are

more abundant in Cook Strait and further south. IJarge shoals are

regularly seen at Cape nunaway in Hinter (Doogue and Horeland, 1966:252).

Par-r-ct t (1957: 120) wr-o t e that substantial catches occur in Pal1iser ",ay

over sandy areas during autumn, and that they are most abundant in the

l:JellinGton mar-kot in winter and early spring. Sherr:Ln (1886:67), however ,

cLa i.mad that they Here most commonly seen in i1ellington shops f r om

spring to early summer, and that "the l-.aoris resident on Cook Strait

set nets and catch moki in abundance during the wi.nt e r" (ibid:68).

According to Poata (1919:10) these fish dominated Maori catches in

June and July. The 1971 commercial f'Lgures for llapier are judGed to

be a reasonable estimate for Palliser Bay (see Figure 100) •

•023 .056 .065 .01',9 .037 .082 .177 .051 .257 .111 .051 .0111

Che.l:i.donichth.ys kurnu (ned Gurnard). Sherrin (1886 :36) noted that this

fish "las f'or-mar-Ly very plentiful around \1ellington and especially

abundant in the har:bour during the summer months (see also Parrott,

1957:165-8). It ,'JaS caught "lith baited hook in medium depth water;

however , Graham comments (1953:363ff) that it does not truce a hook in

Ctago waters Vlhere it is r.lOSt abundant in summer. The species is found

over all kinds of bottom except rocks (Doogue and I'ioreland, 1966 :291). Poata

1919:13) claimed that red gurnard dominated catches in August, September and

October. 'I'he r'e are only a fe"l published commercial figures, and those

for l.eLson in 19?1 are judged to m a reasonable indication of the pattern•

•069 .068 .06') .011-3 .086 .065 .053 .062 .115 .095 .111~ .1?O
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pqualus cr acanthias (Southern·Do~fish). Very little is known of the

seasonal movements of these fish, out they appear to be more plentiful

in the summer months. According to Graham (1953:71) they can be a

nuisance to groper fishermen in mid-winter (presumably in deeper vraters).

They are commonly cauGht on a baited hook in medium depth water over

sandy bottOr:1S. Doogue and Loreland (1966:186-7) remarked that the close

relative s. blainv·j llii is taken at precisely high wat er , and Graham

(1953:71) commented that they can only be caught during daylight. The

fe\'! commar-o i.aL catch figures show the strong summer cycle, and those

for "elson 1971 are used here •

•227 .077 .053 .041 .064 .0Go .039 .028 .038 .073 .157 .145

fs2l2rhynchus millii (Elephant Fish). 'I'he ae fish are a vel";l important

cor:unercial species and have been studied in some detail (\'laugh, 1973 :273;

CoakLey , n.d.,1973). Large number-s are caught in the Canterbury Bight,

although the species does occur at times as far north as the Bay of

Plenty (Powell, 1951). It only rarely takes a hook since it feeds on

crustaceans and shellfish, and is obtained by beach seines (Doogue and

Horeland, 1966: 19L,.) . 'I'ho fish appears to migrate into deeper water when

cold Heather sets in, and in these months very large specimens are

sometimes hooked wel L offshore (Graham, 1953:GL~). At one time they were

plentiful in Otago Harbour in summer f'r-ot: November to l-lar-ch , 'I'he f i.gur-es

for Almroa in 1971 are used for the distribution belo\'! (see also

Figure 101) •

•1'1·3 .036 .010 .025 .020 .020 .03'+ .038 .063 .aoo .205 .208

G.ale.orhinllS. australi;.s. (School Sha.rk). 'I'hi.s species is caught t hr-oughout

1:e\1 Zealand in medium depth wat er with baited hook. It often removes

a. hooked fish near the surface just before be i.ng landed. Little

of seasonal abundance but since it can be caught throughout the year a
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uniform likelihood of 0.083 is .amd::t\ed to ouch month for the epec i.ee ,

Pol.'[nrioD oxy!,;ene:i.os (Groped. '1'111f> nGh is caught on D. baited hook

usually in deep water over rough i\t"'\\lld, althouGh it has been known

to take a lure (q ,v , Doogue and NOl'(11:Uld, 19GG:224; Grahnr:l, 1953:228).

As \'!augh (1973 :275) notes, 6'1,6 of tht'c;c fish are today caught by long

lines, and their habits are r'e La t i vo Ly unstudied. Poata (1919:9) claimed

that they dominated catches in l .arch and April, but from under-watar

studies by Doak (1972:27, 33-35) it wou.ld appear that seasonal abundance

is related to spawning behaviour whi.ch varies with depth but not season

and from north to south. He relied on Graham's observations that around

Otago they are abundant in shallow vaters in summer (October to Lay),

but in June and July are only found in deep water. Doak's studies led

him to believe that the pattern, at least north of East Cape, is

different and that in \'!inter (Lay to September) they are in moderate

depths. It now seems that in the south the fish spawn in winter in deep

"later and mic;rate inshore in summer, but that in the north, apawn i ng

occurs in Hinter in sha1101l1 water, and that the fish migrates into deep

water in sunmer , Just wher-e this pattern changes over is not known , but

commercial catch figures show strODe aummer abundance as far north as

Timaru, and a strong \'/inter abundance as far south as v'iellington. The

probability list below is an average of 1:/ellington figures for.

191+9 and 1971•

•073 .053 .01+LI· .06) .075 .096 .1 /111- .091 .11 Lr .092 .077 .0'78

Cp_r).cJ.0.3.~j?~ (Greenbone). 'I'heae f') nh live in sha.LLow water Ln r-ocky

weedy ground and browse on aeaweedo (fIIJO!:;ue and !-ioreJ.and, 1966 :256). 'I'hey

are generally caught in set nets [Jut vlll1 rsome t i nes take a very amaLI

hook. According to Sherrin (18ClG:1 /1) UJ/:Y can be easi1y caught vJith a

hoop net draGged t.hrough kelp, and Porl'(;!; t (195'7:1;0) remarked that rObor:Ls
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caught them all the year round .in basket traps set close to the shore.

It would appear that the fish sleep at night (Graham, 1953:261) and

are therefore only able to be caught during daylight. Apparently the fish

have a very high concentration of iodine (from their diet) and are

occasionally washed ashore in numbers after sudden changes in "later

temperature. ':ehey therefore only venture into sha1101:1 harbour waters

in warm weat har (Grahal;J, 1953:261). At one time these fish were common

on the market in Auckland and 'cJe11ington from tTanuary to October. 'I'hi,s

may reflect their general condition which improves from Febr-uar-y onwar-ds

(Dow(, 1972:96). Seasonal abundance is judged to be virtually non

existent and a uniform probability of 0.083 is assigned to each month.

9..0n6.er verreauxi (Conger Eel). These solitary fish are caught with a

baited hook in rough ground of medium depth, and are more abundant from

Cook Strait south (Docgue a~d Loreland, 1966:198). 'Jlheyare strictly

nocturnal in feeding habits (q.v.Sherrin, 1386:18; Graham, 1953:'135;

Dcak 1972: 13); however , they are occasionally t aken on handlines

during daylight hours. Nothing is known of seasonal abundance, and the

probability is set as 0.083 per month.

~e.riolella b.rm:1a (Hare11ou). These fish occur mostly in the South Island

and southern parts of the North Island, although they reach as far as

the ;;ay of Plenty in wi.nt e.r (Doogus and; .ore1and, 1966 :222; see also

Tong and Elder, 1968:66). They shoal in large numbers both inshore and

offshore and are tw;:en in set and seine nets. Graham (1953:218) recounted

stories of enormous catches of these fish in the South Island in f'or-me r

times, and noted that they had a very regular seasonal pattern, being

most abundant in summer- in these wat ers , The pattern is quite different

further north, however, and Poata (1919:10) comments on their abundance
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in catches in June and July in othe Opotiki area. This observation is

strongly borne out by the few commercial catch figures, and the

probabilities used here are an average of figures for Nelson in 1968,

1970 and 1971 (see F'igur-e 1CE) •

•01
1
07 .055 .041 .251 .222 .107 .043 .01~8

Carc:1p.x. lutescens (1'revally). These fish occur in huge summer shoals

around Auckland and el.aowher-e , The smaller fish congregate in deeper

'-'laters, while the large fish are found in deep \'later bays around rocky

headlands where they live in moderate sized communities (Graham, 1953:

236). 'l'hey are much more abundant from Banks Peninsula northward, and

are caught with very light baited hooks and sometimes with a lure. The

fish is a very shy eater during daylight, but w.i.L'L bite freely at night

(Doogue and Eoreland, 1966:230). Judging from modern comr.1ercial catch

figures there appear to be several seasonal patterns in different parts

of the country. I'rapier shows a strong summer abundance, while in

Tauranga there is an equally strong spring and winter bias to catches

(see also 'I'cng and Elder, 1967:52; and Doak, 1972:37). In yet other areas,

such as Nelson, two peaks are detected, in both autumn and spring. The

high winter concentration in the Bay of Plenty is possibly related to

the inshore warm waters of the East Auckland Current. It is difficult

to assess the situation in Palliser Bay. Crewe (h.d.) noted catches

in the area in January, February and ]'larch, wh'iLe the 1907 Government

Trawling Expedition (Vlaite, 1909) caught the species there in August.

From the fmv published figures on modern catches the summer abuhdance

appears to be the strongest overall pattern, and those for Napier 1968

are used here (see also Figure 10:;) •

•220 .101+ .oso .059 .100 .061 .030 .032 .061 .047 .o~04 .163
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Navod.on convexirostris (Rough L~atherjac1::et). These fish are widespread

in New Zealand especially in shallow broken ground and can only be caught

on a very small hook (Doogue and l<oreland, 1966:293; Sherrin, 1886:53).

The species has catholic food habits and is one of the few small fish

which will bite a diver (Doak, 1972:107); it hides in crevices at night.

Witter (1969) has argued that fish traps are much more likely to have

been used to catch these fish than other methods because of their very

small mouths, although a few may have been speared. There is apparently

no marked seasonal abundance of these fish (Graham, 1953:372), and a

uniform likelihood of 0.083 is assigned to each month.

Helico1enus napil10sus (Sea Perch). This species is found throughout

NC\'! Zealand in medium depth wat e.r over rough ground. It is more abundant

about Cook Strait and to the south, and is occasionally caught in

extremely deep wat er (q.v. Parrott, 1957:161). Doogue and Horeland note

(1966:287) that some parts of its intestines may be poisOnous and it

. should therefore be filleted. Large baited hocks can be used, and this

fish will often till::e gear set for cod which have a similar habitat.

According to Doak (1972:2Lj. ) the fish is mainly nocturnal, but will feed

during daylight. Information on seasonality is rare, but Graham notes

(1953 :3L~L~) that they were more common on the Christchurch narke t during

the early months of the year. A slight bias is therefore given to these

months in making up a probability distribution •

•108 .108 .108 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075

Genypterus blacodes (Ling). A baited hook is used for catching this fish

which is found over rocky locations in medium to very deep wat e.r

(Docguo and Loreland, 1966:285). Brodie (1973:79-80) argued that they are

most abundant in the central and southern areas of the South Island
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(c f )laugh, 1973:257), Lncr-eaaing.ly so with depth, and that there is a

strong rise in numbers in autumn with feHest in spring. Graham, however,

claimed that there is no seasonal pattern, but rather a diurnal onc,

for many more can be caught at night than during daylight hours

(Graham, 1953: 337). Sherrin remarked that IIrrhis is one of the fish that

is cast up on the beaches outside Vlellington Harbour, after heavy gales,

In extraordinary profusion fl
, and that they are in best condition at the

beginning of winter (Sherrin, 1886:59). The latter_point is reinforced

by observations of Parrott (1957:15<3), who also noted that very large

ling are numerous off Kaikoura. Judging from cranial bones from a

number of archaeological sites, large specimens of these fish must have

been once more numer-ous generally than today. Only a f ew commercial

catch figures are published and these confirm the autumn and winter

abundance noted above. Gr~lam's observations on this point must relate

to particular conditions around Otago. In 19l1-9 J+7;b of the total catch

at Ka'ikour-a vIas of ling. The probability distribution follows the fi[;ure8

for Uellington 19lt9 (see Figure 104) •

•034 .047 .048 .084 .134 .172 .151 .160 .066 .037 .054 .015

£l....Plodac.t;rlus l'10anclratus O';arblefish). This fish is found in sha.ll.ow water

in weedy areas throughout New Zealand and is not known to take a baited

hook, since it br-owses solely on seaweeds (Doogue and J:oreland, 1966:21.16);

it can be taken in nets or by spearing. Doal-: (1972:65) noted that marblefish

graze durinG early morning and late evening, and may possibly be more

easily caught then. These fish are seldom eaten by Europeans but were

fo1'rnerly hiGhly prized by I'lao1'is, especially at Opotiki where they were

caught by frightening them into a bag-shaped net (Graham, 1953:248).

Poata (1919:13) noted that they dominated the catch in August, September
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and October. A slight seasonal .bias to these months is given below •

•075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .108 .108 .108 .075 .077

'I'rachurus nova0:.:~.elandiae (Horse Hackerel). Very little is known of the

habits of this species. It is generally caught with a lure when it shoals

on the surface, but it has also been caught in deep .wat er- (Graham, 1953:

237). It is apparently more abundant in the northern half of its range,

whi.ch extends as far south as Otago (Doogue and lioreland, 1966 :231), and

is probably more common in the summer months. A slight bias is therefore

given to December, January and February •

•108 .108 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .075 .108

Jasus edwar-da i i (Crayfish.). 'I'ho species is abundant on rocky ground__ . __ •• It,

throughout lIeH Zealand down to about 60111 (Doogue and i.oreland, 1966:298),

but is also found on clean ground down to 200m in places. 'I'hey are easily

t akon by traps or diving. Crayfish move to aha.ll.ow water and protection

to moult, which for mature males is =ovember and December (and in some

parts of the country July and August), and for females Larch to early

Hay; thereafter they are generally in deeper water (Coornba , 197L~). Lowest

catches are at the t i.me of mating which is April and lay. The distribution

beLow is an average of the commercial figures for the 5 years 1967 to

1971 for the whole of i'e\'r Zealand•

•126 .125 .062 .016 .011 .042 .086 .092 .086 .104 .133 .120
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!:... P~8.b~.:1i.t'L1:!s?d~l..:~or Det~~"0:.i.n.f the Season of

Qccunabon fT'2..f0......~:::.1];.~l.Yat.~

It is vrell known that the presence of certain animal remains

on archaeological sites can provide strong indications of season of

occupation. In New Zealand, for example, the ah i.rri.ng cuckoo (Ch8.lcite.~

~lci~) reGularly arrives from Fiji in early October and stays

throughout the summer; setting aside problems arising from nreservation

practices, the presence of bones of these birds should be good evidence

of occupation sometime during that period. There are, however , various

problems concerning spatial and seasonal distribution inherent in the

use of modern inforr:1ation for this purpose. For one thing the question

of different pO-laeo-distribution cannot be ignored, especially viith

ac cumu'lat Lng evidence for significant c,limatic shifts duri.ng the

prehistoric period. An even more significant probl~m is that the modern

information is seldom as specific as the case cited above. More often

seasonal abundance is a ceneral phenomenon arising from a host of inter-

related variables including the climatic pattern in that narticular year.

A species may be present throughout the year but may be easier to catch

in some months because of its dietary habits, which in turn may depend

on changing ripening times of its food supply. In addition ,the

seasonal abundance can be very different from one part of the country

to another. With caution, these problems can be resolved in narticular

archneological instances, althour;h it is obviously a rather complex

t ask , Howevcr-, archaeologists lack any strict procedure for evaLuat i.ng

the different classes of evidence. This deficiency is the cnlX of the

archaeological problem, and jt is quite possib]e that two archaeologists

could ar-rive at a quite different conclusion when faced vrith exactly

the same information, one choosing to emphasise a different line of

evidence from the other. It is clearly desirable to formulate a
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standard proccdure.

There are several alternatives, but the method chosen should

take account of the different (]uarJtities of each species in the site,

and also the varying probability that any particular animal can be

caught at ench month of the year. The most common asseSSMent of snedes

comnosition is the minimum number, and this Hill be used in the

folloHing discussion. The second essential body of data is thc Jist of

probabilities for each snecies. Obviously this list wi.Tl vary from

place to place, and it should also take into account as many local

factors as the archaeologist considers imrortant. The emphafJis should

be on 'catchability' rather than mere presence, and also on factors

such. as vBriations in desirahility, since some animals underco marked

changeFJ in condition t hr-oughout the vear , Thus if very local sea

conditions virtually prohibit deep water ]iYle fishinp; in certain months,

then this factor nhou'ld be taken Lrrt o account, even though a par-t LcuLar

fish may be very abundant over the same period. After evaluatinp; the

relevant local information on anyone apeci.e s , a list can be dr-awn un

exnressinr; the Jjkelihood of that snecies being caught by the prehistorjc

group.

For example, a" particular midden layer at the Karitane Pa

site (,S155/1) has produced the f'o lLowi.ng fish minimum numbers

(H. Leach, 1<;69: 1)11-) •

A Th..;:r..!:;sites _atem 106

B E1rys:i.cul~'7 bachus 34

C Po1;YpriC?E.-.~JJ:enei;..~ 6

D Genynterus blacorles 6
-~----"--,------

E Pseudolabrus cf nittensis '1--- .
Total 153

The seasonal probabilities for this site might be assessed

as f'ol.Lowa t
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']'l:1J.!'.?Lt?.:..~..?~t.192: In Otar;o this f.i eh is very abundant from October to

June (Sherrin, 1886:11; Graham, 1953:.310), and the commercial records

of cRtches at Port Chalmers confirm this (Anon, a., 1949). From these

latter fip;ures a pr-obabi.Lity table can be simply dr-awn up for January

t hr-ough to December as follows:

0.098 0.137 0.086 0.064 0.151 0.054 0.015 0.036 0.046 0.112

Further details on the nrecise method of reducing these catch fip;ures

to a probability distribution can be found in Appendix 27.

year round in Otap:o, but are somewhat more nlentiful in summer. 'l'hey

do not bite freely in JUly. and AllC;USt wh en their roes are ripe, and they

spawn in deen Hater in Sent ember. This information c~n be summarised by

a110\'rin15 a hi[':her nrobabi1i ty to the aummer months of November to March,

and a very 10Y1 probability to July, August and September, as f'olLowa i

0.170 0.170 0.170 0.0338 0.0338 0.0338 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.0338

0.170 0.170.

being a little more common in late summer in Ota[';o waters. The Port

ChaIrnor-a commercial catch f i gur-es for 1949 (Anon, a.) are a good

reflection of this tendency.

0.108 0.114 0.122 0.096 0.136 0.oq4 0.023 0.023 0.098 0.043

can. he c811r;ht throua;hollt the year and there is no seasonal abundance

in this area. A uniform nrobabilitv of 0.083 could therefore be assip;ned
~ I-

for each month.
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caught inshore thrO'llghout the YE;ar. A probability of 0.083 is

assigned to each month.

These individual nrobability lists can now be scaled

accordinp; to the relative quantities of each species by mu1tiplying

the nrirrimum number-s by each list. 'l'he figures are added for each

species to' give an overall monthly probability distribution which adds

up to the total minimum number as f'o l Lows s

Month A B C D E Total
--------------------------------------------------------
-Januar-y 10.39 5.78 0.65 0.50 0.08 17. 1+0

February 1Lt . 52 5.78 0.68 0.50 0.08 21.56

Mar-oh 9.12 5.78 0.73 0.50 0.08 16.21

Acr i.L 6.78 1.15 0.58 0.50 0.08 9.09
lira;r 16.01 1.15 0.82 0.50 0.08 18.56

June ,5.72 1.15 0.56 0.50 0.08 8.01

July 1.59 0.17 0.1'+ 0·50 " 0.08 2.48

Avg;ust 3.82 0.17 0.11+ 0.50 0.08 4.71

September Lf.88 0.17 0.59 ().50 0.08 6.22

October 11.87 1.15 0.26 0.50 0.08 13.86

Novenher 18.13 5.78 0.31t 0.50 0.08 2Lf.83

December 3.29 5.78 0.50 0.,1)0 0.08 10.15
--------------------------------------------------------
'I'o t aLs

N

106.12 Yf.01

106 3'+

5 .99
6

6.00

6

0.96 153.08

1 153

The resulting overall monthly figures can now be scaled to

yield the percentage probability of occupation for each month.

12.15.2 1.6 3.1 4.1 9.1 16.2 6.6 (Total 100.00)

In the case of the Karitane Pa site then, there are good indications of

occupat i 011. .i.n November, .Januar-y , :F1ehruary , rJ~arch. and Nay , and far less

direct evidence for occupation at oth0r months. This conclusion

parallels th3.t G!.rY'i ved at by H.l,cach (1969: 56).

'l'he met.hcd dcac r i.bcd above waa applied in this thN.;is j,n

Chanter 4, using the probability distributions outlined in Appendix 27.
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Bird }~emninG P..t the W;:u"hnool Hidden Si te: fJIjni mum

NB: Remains for the eDrly structures are included in LeveL 1. Figures

in brackets are %8.

Species Level 1 Level 2 rrotal

1

1

1

2

2

2.

?

2

3

3

3

?

2

2

2

2

3

3

53
23
19
12

7

6

~.

4

3

5(11 .l~)}

3( 6.• R) (31.8)

6( 13. 6)

5(11.4)

1( O.r~) Lf( 9.1 ) 1(50.0)

'+( 1.R)

3( 1•') 1( 2.3)

3( 1.3)

2C 0.9) 1( 2.3)

3( 1.3)

3( 1.3)

3( 1.3)

1( 0.1! ) 2( if. 5)

2( 0. 0 )

2( 0.9)
2( 0.9)
2( 0.9)

2( 4.5)

'77(3).9)

{

1+8(21 . 1 )

C35.6) 20( 8.8)

13( 5.7)

'7( 3.1)

7( 3.1)

ProstheY"nd8ra novaeseelandine

Eudvrrt.o s .nf1c1'l',r1"~lvnc1-,nG D"'c1-]vrhvnch1)S
--..:....'...-."-~:_,---:..__..~..-;-_.. ---------"_.~-_.-

eanell~roll"s/-qDl111s ? sn.__"..... _._"~.~ ........A- _

~~lrna~rn cpnenctis tanarra____..... , -.__._.~,_._._.__N •.••••;·,~__..

Nestor Y"eridional~G G0ntentrionnlis_._-,-".---,.-¥_........._..._._.._ ...._---,.--,_._._--.~ ...----._--

H~?:.nh c:;~c.C? ..r.':.()::£.S:'2.~~l::?;'12~2 Pte

Pa ~.9..l?jJ_()Y;?.9.:S.._?-"E12.•
:!:~ird ? [in.-----

fv~oa ? sn.
--~--'...'~._-

Cn1lncas cinerea wiJsoni-_.......-....._._~--,---,,-,-~-_._----~.-._-

e'.T.anOrO.m.r.1l\JG. nOV3'07.~OJ'lnd:\p.Q'}~-_.. -._-._-_._..__.~_._¥_------- ..
C"'iTanOr8~Yln~!US aur-i.cens
~ ......----,._-,--.. ~-, ..._-_.__.......... ~

C'"'"anoro:r:nh",s ? on.
-"'--~-_..._.,--_.-

!~~J~£.:~~~:1::Q~'"_:.:~~ris

? Pachyorn i G m8nninij}i)11""ont e rvx-_....._--.- -·-·--·----··,-fi2~rj~;,:i~?~I:.~-

AnRs ? sn. 2( O.q)----<.'""_........."~..
~y~'':J:'..,.!]2'..::.'?:2:::JJ i I') r::.:.:'..r~..?::!c i J 'L~'2£ 2 ( 0 •9)

Sm"l ~L..!:' 0 t,r e1;...2,..7:.J2~ 1( o. ls. )

Ji) \ ~~::'1?bg~::.._n:.i!'_~2:. 2 ( 0 •9 )

Pl1f'firm:-; ? "·'Cvin./hl1tt0l1; 1( O.'f)_,..:....-_._.':.';,'-:":"'~__,_,,,,"_.:-.::,,::,-,..__.,, t....._._'._" __., _

Rh;.'?-l2.i.d12.To. _+'111:.j3in.C?:'.:.:.?;'.2?:l0.9.:~Ll'L~ 1 ( 0. 11)

Anthornis me1 ."' Y111 r p r10}rmura 1 ( 0. 11)....'... ¥-....."~-_ ..- ,,"' ..~_ ..,-~_.~~.,.>-~, -~....'._-,,-_.~- ........_-,--

Ninox novnesoelandin0 novaesee18~diae 1( 0.4)

Galli.r;:;.11118 Bl1stral:i s rc-:revi-_............._._._-,...._...'?"'._---..-_---~~-

._~--_ ...._......-..._-'...--_.--,_.•----
n,avnC~CD ~.D.r.diae
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I,eve] 2 r~otDl

Hetern10chD nC'lt:irostri s-,---_ ..~._~~ •..~•..._-"..,~ ''''"''-~''-'---'''''''-'-''''''''--'._--

Pnchvornis marrrri n i

RaJl118 nhiJ ~nnensi,s RGsimilis__._-r.~.._"'''__''.'' '''__'_'_'_' ~_'.__

CirCllrJ rn'YJrOXil"1[1nsr<:Ol1} di
---~-_.,...-..........".....,-,_.•._--"-"._" ....._.. _<-~ ...._._-;;...-

Cvp-nun Gumnerensis
,.,.-,~........;"".<-,._.•• --._,-......""-~..~ .......-......,~.~~-

~='2..~rJ~;:::2S':.~:£.tt:.~_'2E.L~.c.:'2!:.::

pi~ed0.:?_0:.2?..11 !'2..:n 0/~:2f2~h~
Diomedcp canto.--...'" ....---,---._~ .._~_..-
Lar-us domi.ni.canun

E1:.::~l.::~r:!S'~?""'8X ? cm.

Ha1 0 hD e::I'::"l.":~I.22.:"ls:£:.

Petrel ? 8n._______.._'_T_-~ .....__
Puffi.T'.11 G 0'8V i a_._•.,.....~-'.'_ .._"--._ .......~~....._..-
Puff:im.18 ? 8n.

Totals

1( 0.4)

1 ( 0.4)

1 ( o. I~)

1 ( O.I~ )

1(2.3)

1( O. L~)

1( O. If)

1( 2.3)

1( O.h)

1 ( 0.11)

1( O. I~)

1 ( o.lj.)

1( 2.3)

1( O.ll)

1 ( O.h)

1( 2.3)

1 ( 0.4)

227( 100.0) [1-[,. 2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

273

Chi-S0uare Level 1 to Level 2 == 79.1 v1ith 11-1+ deGrees of freedom, which

is a highly significant difference (p less than .005).
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NB: Derived from the figures in Appendix ?9.

Order Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

Dinornithiformes

Pachyornis mannini_---J.i.-: .__. _.__

EurEDt_l?.!::y::s.....c~ravi s

? P[~h;y.C?rniEL_mElnDin.iL~2;.r..Y21?.ter~
r:eJ.:'anojdes

1"10a ? an ,------
Procellariformes

Dio1?led ea ·_?_'?:..:'<211ans/enomonhor~

Di0 me~~.2.~:::.~:.9.

Helobaena cae~llea

Small netrel ? sn •
.,.........--.----...._..'-,-~---------

!:et :t:.~L....?__.:.SJ:1.~.

Puf'finua 0'avi .8.

~~U_~.~2.._?-..C?.::..'d_8:.Lhut ton i

Puffinus ? sn.

Snhenisciformes

Eudvnt es nach'Trhvnchus nachvrhvnchus........ • ..;..;_.__,_~ --,,(,__...J,._'__,__,_

Eudvntes nachvr-bvnchus sclateri",~",,,,,,,,,,,:, ,,- ,~~__,,,",,,,,~__ w •• • _

Endvntes ? sn •..._ .... _-J,/ ...._,.~_ .__.~ ,_..•.•....-

Pelecaniformes

Phalacrocorax ? sn.

Anseriformes

Anas ? sn.

6

6

6

1

5

1

1

10

10

7

1

6
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Level 1 I,evel 2 I,evel 3 'rota]

Falconiformes 1 1

----------------------------------------_._-------------------------------
Galliformes

Coturnix novaezealandiae
---_._.'---_.~-----..~--.-..~-----

Gruiformes

Ga11irallus austrlllis .r:revi__._~__.,.__...-- .,__"'_,_.~..._. ........___..JJ__

Ra11us nhilinnensis a38imi1is
..._-_ _-- _ .. ,---_.__ -.--.'--_._- p" _._-..

Charadriiformes

Lar-us dO"1inicamls

Colllmbiformes

He"1inhqpa novaesoelandia8.__...~.,_.....-...__..._._-,....._-~ ..,------
Ps i.t t ac i formes

3

6

1

7

R4

1

5

15

3

7

1

12

99

Nestor ~eridinn81is sententrionalis-,.,_.,_.."".~_ .........~-~ ........----_._._-------
CvanoramnhU3 novaezelandiae
-~----------._--..---,----
9.Y..a.E.2r.:?:-':l:.hu [>.l2.:12:.~E:'s;.r.§.

Cvanoramnhus ? sn._,..J.J....._~__......... _

Strigiformes . 1 1

1'1i nox novo08oel and iao noveesee: onrliEJ0

Coraciiformes

Halcvon Gn.:ncto. va,.,.ans
_._......--.... ~-,..,.,_..>......---_....._-_............-....

PD.S8criforr1cG

Prosthernarlera nnvaeGco1andiae

Paaaor-i formes ? f:3"De

Ph:;].(;sturnus c'1rl1ncuJah18 r 1J f u rmt e r

B.:.~Ld::JI.::PJ1.l ~_iJ.:i n0 sE:._l:J.:?S:::~:i 1. i :'2.

Antho~nis melemJra melanura_.,'.__'_··...."...._.<.__..d_.-.. ~_...- " _

Heteralocha aClltirostris

1

9 1

1

108

------------------------------------------------------------- - --_ .«- ~~------

Bird ? renus 1 1 6
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P~_c:.r..9}'.J:..:L.<:'~l..S-._C?LsJ..;.;~.!f..E!_Y'!,:"ll_t._oId£,~"!,,-,'2: (excluding Maa and Bird ? genus 

percenta~eG in brackets)

I,evel 1 Level 2 Total
--------------------------------.,-----------j------------,--_.._--------,
Procel1ariHormes (netrels etc) l 6 ( 2.7) I L~ (11.1) I 10 I

I I 1 I
-------.------------------------Jr----------,------------,-- - - - - -------~

Sphenisciformes (nenguins) : 6 ( 2.7) : 1 (2.8) l 7 I
I I I I

-------------------------------Jr-._--------,----------- -, ----- --------~

Pelicaniformes (.sban:s) 1 1 ( o. s) I - CO) l 1 I
I I I I

-------------------------------Jr----------,------------, - -- --- - - --- - -~

Anseriformes (ducks e t c , ) 1 5 ( 2.3) : 1 (2.8) I 6 I
1 I - I I-------------------------------Jr----------,------------,-------._-----,

Fa Lcorrif'orrne s (h8vrk etc.) 1 1 ( 0.5) : I 1 1
I I I I

-------------------------------jr----------,------------,----- - -------~

GalUformes (Quail o t c , ) I 3 ( 1.4) I I 3 :
I I I I_._------------------------------,----------,------------,--------_..._--~

Gruiformes (wekn ot c , ) : 6 ( 2.7) 1 1 (2.1')) I 7 1
I I I I

-------------------------------jr----------,------------,--- - ---------.~

Charadriiformes (runs e t c , ) 1 1 ( 0.5) I : 1 I
I I I I-------------------------------jr----------,------------,---------_._--,

Columhiformes Cnj",eon etc.) I 7 ( 3.2) 1 5 (13.9) I 12 :
I I I 1--------------------------------r----------,-------··- ..--,-------------.,

Psittadformes Cnarakeets etc.) 184 (38.2) I 15 (Lt1.7) I 99 :
. I I I I

--------------------------------r----------,------------i---- -------- ·· ~

Strigiformes (morenork e t c , ) I 1 ( O.S) I I 1 1
I. I 1 I

--------------------------------r----------~------------~-------------,
Corac i iforrnes (kingfisher etc.): 1 (0.5) I I 1 I

I I I I
--------------------------------r----------,------------~-- - - -- - - - - - -- -1

Passeriformes (hli etc.) 198 (L~4.5) I 9 (2~).0) 1107 :_______________________________-L J J J

Totals 220 (100.0) 36 (100.0)
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Bird Remains from the WBshnooJ Midden Site -"'--_.....--.__._.~'._--_ ..._......',-----_.--,,--._-..._---

Habitat

Forest D"lellers

Columbiformes

Psittaciformes

Strigiformes

Passeriformes

Anseriformes

Falconiformes

Galliformes

Grniformes

Coraciiformcs

Coe.st~J. D,·,r~J..J.crs--------_._.__.-

Level 1

16 ( 7.3%)

Level 2

29 (80.6%)

5 ( 1."> (¥'s)
.J' • ,/1

Procellariiformes

SnhGnisciformes

PeLe carri f'orrne a

Charadriformes
----~------------------------------------------------~-------------

Habitat

Tot81s 220 (100)

Level 1

36 (100)

Level 2

Coastal Dwellers

206 (93.6%) 31 (86.1%)

5 (13.9%)
------------------------------------------------------ ---~-- ------

Totals 220 (100) 36 (100)

NB: None of the observed differences in proportions above are

sipniricant at the 5;"0 level (tested as in Appendix 35).
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Bi.rd Remains at the Washnool Midden Site - arranped___" ..._-.. .-.-_.v.... ...__..'__. ~~---.,-.....--~-- ..-~....,.~_~ ...

into two size prouns

Siz,e Grouo

Procellariiformes

Snhenisciformes

Pelecanifor'"1es

i\nseriformes

FaIcon'if'cr-nes

G011i. f'orr~es

Gruiformes (minus 13.: nhiJ_i nnensis)

Charadriiformes

Columbiformcs

Nestor ~0rjdiona1is_._•._--_•._..._,~._ ...."._----
Callaeas cinerea 1'1i180ni

HeteraJochc=t 8C1Jt i rostris

Smal1pr Birds

RalIus nhilinnensis assimilis

Cvanor-anrohun su.
~.._,-----~._--

Str:ir;iformes

Cora.ciiformes

Paaser-Lf'or-maa (minus C. cinere8.____'w _

'l'otals

Level 1

179 (81.L~%)

220

Level 2

13 <36.1%)

23 (63.9::10)
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comhj.!2.ed fj,-,~. fo.!.:_I:.~;.:~ IlB arid Crl11?..!_c:1..J .:.:.?..:Y£'!:'_ "?. 
min i.mum numbers for different nnrh, of the anatomy________-,_.... .... .,, 1>__

Tvl:i.nimum Number %of Haximum Hinimum Number

Carpometacarpus L 3 If.4

R 7 10.3
Ulna L l~ 5.9

R 6 8.8
Radius L 1 1.5

R 0 0
Humerus L 18 26.5

R 23 33.8
Scapula L 7 10.3

R 5 7. 1+

Coracoid L 25 36.8
R 17 25.0

Femur L 9 13.2
R 10 11~. 7

Tibiotarsns L 17 25.0
R 12 17.6

Tarsometatarsus L 25 36.8
R 30 If4.1

Quadrate L 0 0
R 0 0

Mandible L 7 10.3
R 7 10.3

Cranium and lvIaxiJla 21 30.9
Furcula 1 1.5
Sternum 68 100.0

Vertebrae 7 10.3
Pelvis and sacrum 4 5.9
Phalanges 3 4.1~

Ribs 1 1.5

Chi-square from Left to Rir:ht = 6.83, with 9 der;rees of freedom.

Therefore no sir;nificant bilateral asymmetry in identification.s.
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Prosthemac1era nov8es(0eland; ae at the HashnooJ
"--~-------'-"--~"-'",:",-_._._~------.....~.__.._-".__ .•.-.__._..--."-----
t~i. d_~.£Y'.:....:~.Lt e : ._s:..<?.!?:.1.!j:..J]~tiL~:..T.1T.e::s f C?!':.....Z.:.~.!'..?_:..~.i2!1A...S~2.?!:... 0 f.
L~.?E.""?__:-.!!!.:Ll2.j:-n:2·1!2.-,l2.:Jmb..£r.:"L.r.~ .. di f f.~::!..r:_l2.t~ r t s ._0. f ..t1.~.~

anatomY_.._---'"-~

Anatomy Minimum Number % of IvTaximum Minimum j'\hl'11her

Carnometacarnus L 5 8.8
R 6 10.5

Ulna L 7 12.3
R 8 14.0

}{adius L 8. 14.0
R ()

1L~.00

Humerus L 27 47.4
R 36 63.2

Scanula L 15 26.3
R 15 26.3

Coracoid L 27 47.4
R 30 52.6

Femur L 3 5.3
R 2 3.5

Tibiotarsus L 49 86.0
R L~L~ 77.2

Tarsometat8rSUG L 10 17.5
R 18 31.6

Quadrate L 2 3.5
R 3 5.3

Nandible L 20 35.1
R 23 40.h

Cranium and Haxil1a 3 5.7
Furcula 6 10.5
St er-num 57 100.0

Vertebrae 2 3•.5
Pelvis and sacrum L~ 7.0
Phalanges 3 5.3
Ribs 1 1.8

Chi-square from Left to Rir;ht = 3.68, with 10 degrees of freedom.

'J'he r e f or e no sicnificant bilateral aeymme t ry in identificationfl.
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Method for Ca.l.cu'l.a'tinc the Standard Error of a----_._,--- _..._--_.._._----_..,,..-----
!'!'}::'c.:2.YJ:!:-:L0:..l?:i."f..!-e;FE'~

In a number of places in this thesis it was found necessary

to test the significaQce of observed differences between two percentage

statistics. For example, in Appendix 31 it is seen that in Level 1 at

the Washpool Midden Site 6.L~ of the bird remains are coastal sea birds,

while in Level 2 the fir';11re has risen to 13.e:r;b; is this a significant

increase or not'? There is no simple sol.ut i.on , a Lt hough Rosenbaum' s

nomographic chart (Rosenbaum, 1959: Lf9) was used ext-ensively in this thesis

to assess this sort of problem. Unfortunately there a~e some inherent

errors in Rosenbaum's method of approximation, and where these were

suspected to be significant an exact probability was calculated. This

4eparture in nr-ooadur-s should be fully explained.

The common auestion referred to above is caJled the 'V problem'

by Rosenbaum (ihid:45-6), an~ his V scales in the nomo~ranhic chart are

proportional to the logarithm of the standard error(s) of the difference

between observed percentages. The method o~ apnroximation used was:

where P = p + (J

and N -- m + n

and \·rhere in the first sample the percentap;e = P, and the sample size -' m,

and in the second samnle the percentage = 0 and the sample size = n. In

the eouation above t = the vaDle of Student's t for an arbitrary constant

value N = 175 degrees of freedom and whi.chever nrobability level is

chosen (in Rosenhamn's case 0.05 and 0.01).

In defendinp: the approximation, which is the first mathemati cal

term in the more time consuming exact probability formula, Rosenbaum

constructed I) table comparing the results obtained by the two methods, and

found that the ratio of one to the other varied from 0.79 to 1.05. At
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first e;lance this variation may not seem very great; however , when

converted into actual percentage differences it is clear that in

certain borderline cases the difference in methods can be Quite imnortant.. .

In addition, it should be noted that the value of t used for constructing

the nomogr-aph i c chart is arbitrarily based on N = 175. "Par samnles which

are less, this choice will lead to an ovoresti~2tion of significance levels.

The table below indicates the difference in percentase units

of the standard error as calculated by the two methods. Hb.ere the figure

is positive the approximation has lead to an artificially high significance

level; where it is negative the exact method is more powerf'uL in rejecting

the null hypothesis, and the apnroximation is regarded as too conservative.

Table of Di. fferences (exact-approximate) of Standard Errors of

Percenta~e Differences

N 50 60 80 80 60 50
m 30 40 60 20 .20 20
n 20 20 20 60 1+0 ·30
t ( .01) 2.678 2.660 2.638 2.638 2.660 2.678

p 0 t ( .05) 2.008 2.000 1.989 1.989 2.000 2.008
--------------------------------~-------------~-----~----~-~--------------

.01 0.79 2.10 h.59 J, c:;o 2.10 0.79• _/ w'

50 50 os 0.59 1.58 3. 1+6 3. /!6 1. c;Q 0.59....,",

50 30
.01

.05·
1.06

0.79
2.47
1.86

5.02
3.78

3.61
2.'72

0. 1+2

0.31

50 10
.01
.05

1.93
1. /'.9

3.66
2.76

6.38
LI.81

0.22
0.16

-0.67
-0.50

-0.81
-0.61

50
.01
.05

2.26
1.6<1

6.89
5.20

-1.22
0.02

-1.51+
-1.16

-1.30
-0.98

70

10

30

30
.01 1.74 3.37 5.94 0.73 -0.33 -0.60
.05 1.31 2.53 4.48 0.55 -0.25 -0.45

------------------------------~------------------------------------~-------.01 0.66 1.77 3.90 3.90 1.77 0.66
.05 0.49 1.33 2.94 2.94 1.33 0.49

20 70
.01

.05
0.19
0.15

2.57
1.9L+

4.=55
3.28

2.19
1.65

20 80
.01
.05

0.51
0.38

1.36
1.02

3.01
2.27

3.01
2.27

1. =56
1.02

-----------------------------~-------~--------------_.~--~------------------
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As can be seen, wi thin the ranges of m and n, and :p and q wh i eh

are considered (the same as chosen by Hosenhnum), the npnroximation has

the genera.l tendency to err on the non-conservative side bv nearly 7}0

in some instances, and can lead to accentin,,: sirni f i.canca as proven vrhcu

it is not. A case in point is the examnle first mentioned here •

. m := 220 P -- 6.4%

n := 36 q :=13.o/fJ

Observed difference == 7.5%

Standard error (by approximation) (p

Standard error (by exact method) (p

:= .05) = 7.41%

:= .05) := 9.,27:0

'l'hus at the 5% leveJ 'dO woul d accept that the observed differen.ce '..rar3

si~nificant in onecaee, and reject it in another.

For the majority of cases, the nomo~raphic chart constructed

by Posenbaum has much to recommend it as a rapid test (alth01Jc;h it is

difficult to see why it was not constructed on the exact hards), but

in s i.tuat ions where resuJ ts appear to he borderline, the lengthy

algorithm for finding exact probability should be calculated out.

A marmet i c proB;ram for an HP-65 Hew.l e t t Packar-d calculator was written

for this purpose and used in doubtful cases in this thesis. The algorithm

used was as follows:

s = t.(P.(200-P)/(N-1)+(m-n).(m.p.(100-p)-n.q.(100-q))/(m.n.(N_1»))0.5
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lIammal Hemains at the \!ashnool ld.dden Site

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Totals

------------~~---------------------------------------------~--------~-------~.~-~

!~ager:_..<?rlhyncJ'!.u.s.Zuc:i.r;eJ;:or DeJ]?hinus dell2.-'~is

Globicenhala melaena

Order I:ysticeti ? genus

Arctocenhalu~~o!?teri

!!2.:)phocn hool~eri

H;ydrurr:a leptonyx

E,:'l t tU~lans

Canis familiaris

1

2

3

13

7

1

1

1

2

1

6

1

2

113

22
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Faunal R.emain.s from· the 1;Jashpool .C.aplp Site H1!I.

NB: The figures given be Low are minimum numbers.

Marine Shellfish

Zediloma sp. 20

Cellana radians 3

~aliotis iris 3

~rtilUs edulis 2

Lune11a smarardp;' 2

Cookia su1cata 1--
pe1ar;raphia aeth:h,QJ2.~. 1

]le,nhD!:1ina obliouata 1

13i r ds

Hmm1Cl.1

£-loa ? ap,

Sma11 bird ? sp.

1

1

Fish

Canis familiaris 1.. _.. -
? G10bice}Jha1a me1aena 1

Rattus exulans 1

Cheiloo.act;ylus macronterus 1

Physicu1us bachus 1

~P2rsites atun 1
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'rerrace Dimensions in Palliser : ay, (measurements in metres)

\'Jashp.ool Garden Terraces

I,enct h Breadth Area Lenr;th-Breadth ratio

2.8 1.1+ 3.9 2.0

2.8 2.8 7.8 1.0
L~.O 3.3 13.2 1.2

5.2 3.4 17.7 1.5

5.5 Lt . 1 22.6 1.3

5.7 3.6 20.5 1.6

5.7 1+.1 23. LI- 1. LI-

8.0 2.5 20.0 3.2
8.2 3.5 28.7 2.3
8. LI- 5.5 L1-6.2 1.5

10.0 3.6 36.0 2.8

10.'1 4.7 50.3 2.3

11.7 3.6 42.1 3.3
11.9 L~. 7 55.9 2.5
12.6 3.3 41.6 3.8
17.1 L~.3 73.5 4.0

23.4 5.8 135.7 1+.0

Ileans 9.01+ 3.7'1 37.59 2.33
NB: 'l'erraces 15 and 17 are divided by a sliGht bank; also terrace 13 has

a slight bank across it (see Fi,v.lre 69).

.'Har.1enp;a ' Garden Terraces

35.0 10.0 350.0 3.5

L+O.O 18.0 720.0 2.2

50.0 15.0 750.0 3.3

65.0 22.0 11+30.0 3.0

80.0 15.0 1200.0 5.3
IJieans 5Ll-. 00 16.00 890.00 3.46
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Faun~_ and J~loral Henains from the Cleft Burial

NB: Figures are minimum numbers

* denotes adventive species

Hammals etc

* £r;yct.o)ar;us cuniculus

* Trichosurus vulpecula

Gekkonidae sp.

Hattus exulans

3 juv

Lt (3 juv)

1

1

Hemiph.aga n. novaeseelandiae 2

Anas r? sp., 1

Puffinus cf ~a~ialhuttoni 1

l1arine Shel1s

!l.€llio,t.is iris

E?phies subtria~zulatum

Pa12h~.es australe

Dentalium nanum

~ndsnai1s

2

2

1

160

~...9.1)a (Charona) coma 161

Phenacharopa novoseelandica 17

Charona (Pt~chodon) buccinella 3

Allodiscus sp. 3

.Qh:-::,ropa. (Pt,;ychodon) colensoi 1

Delof~esia 1

J;aoma (Phrixr;;nathus) marina 1

?J1erasia .zelandiae 1

Cryntorhync}d.nae sp ,

Ehrynixinae sp.

2

2



Seeds

*
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Cordyline australis

!.iJ:.0porum laetun~

Alectryon exeelsu~

Lepl?2perr:rum erieoides

!I;yrnenanthera er erassifolia

Galium aparine

1~06

109

44

20

7

2
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Hidden nemains from the Ha~ol St£.ne vJall Fort

A: Adkin's sample 19,55

IIaliotis iris

Cookia sulcata

Helagraphia aethiops

l!.'Ltilis er caniculatus <sic)

Fish

Other species unidentified

Crustacean

? a large kind of crayfish

Ilammal

Rattus exulans

Birds

Nestor septentrionalis

Phal.acrocorax sp ,

most

f'ew

few

occasional

present

present

12 limy objects

1

several

1 or 2

E.~Present Sanple l excavated 1970 (figures are minimum numbers)

l"larine Shells

Haliotis iris

Cellana radians.,. .
Hauatr-um hauator i.um

Fish

'I'hvrai. tes atun.....J _

CO~Ger verreauxi

?"ara")::,er.cis col.iaa

Polypri;on oXY.:.3.eneios

Gdeorhinus ? australis_._- ...

Crustacean

8

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

3



Eirds

Hattus exulans
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1

Nestor n8X:i£.ionalis seDtentrion8J is 1

Callaeas cinerea wilsoni 1

Heteralocha acutirostris 1

Prosthomadera novaesee1 and'iae 1

Landsnails

Charopa (CharoDa) coma 2
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Shellfish rr9f;1 the 1Jashpool Hidden Site: Shift m'Jay

from the Filter feeders.

NB: The significance of the trend \!las assessed using Rosenbaum's exact

probability method (see Appendix 35): The change from Level I to Level 11

is highly significant, but siGnificance cannot be proven at the 5% level

for the change behreen Level 11 and Level 111. 'l'he numbers in brackets are %.

FIL'l'ER Ii'EEDERS

Perna canaliculus

Ostrea spp.

;!:\Ulocol!2.Ya maoriana

Chamaesipho sp.

Pr-o t othaca crassicosta_ ...

Pa:eh};.es. s,u]?trianp;ulatum

~lie.? australe

DerrtaLi.um nanlm

Pect,e,n n. novaezelandic::£

Level I

1585 (L~0.5)

Level 11

89 (1 1+. 7)

Level 111

2 (5.9)

BHOVISIl1G Al'TL:ALS

Haliotis spp.

!"~elaGraphia aethiops

,gel1an.~ spp.

Lunella smarar~da

Z,edi,loJ:1a sp ,

Hauntp.l.lll haustorium

Cookia nulcata

Chi~l ap ,

B,enhar:lina o.bl).gl~a.,tp.

yominell"l sp.

p~'l?h~B'§' zelandica

Eudoxochi ton nobiJ.:i.s

llaoricolnus rOGens r.--_._-----
Argo.buccin.ul11 tmlidum

Patello:idea corticata corallina.. .

Strut]l;.iolaria sp ,

TOTAIJS 3912 (100) 606 (100)
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Shellfish frbm the \Jashpo<?} Ihdden Site: Changes in

the dominant species away from the close inshore

habitat.

NB1: Only species where minimum numbers are greater than 50 are included.

NB2: The significance of the fall in rt..aet11iot2.§. and the rise in L.smar8P;cl cJ.

was assessed with Rosenbaum's exact probability method (see Appendix 35):

both changes are highly significant. 'I'he figures in brackets below are

percentages.

Species Level I LavoL 11 Change
• (,l

J.n /0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Haliotis spp. 615 (25.9) 126 (2~·.2) down 1.7

Felap;ranhia aethiops 532 (22.L~) 63 (12.1) down 10.3
Zediloma sp. 150 ( 6.3) 1+3 ( 8.3) up 2.0

Cellana radians 400 (16.9) 73 (14.0) down 2.9

Lunella smarae;da 323 (13.6) 11~6 (2t>.1) up 1L~. 5

Haustrum haustorium 139 ( 5.9) 26 ( r: 0) down 0.9j •._--
Cooki a sulcata 116 ( 1+.9) 13 ( 2.5) down 201-1-

Paphies spp. 95 ( 4.0) 30 ( L:: 0) up 1.8,..JeU

Totals 2370 (100) 520 (100)

Appendix L13: IIiscellaneous Faunal Remai na from the \!ashpo~

fhdden Site

Species Level I Level II

--------------------------------------------~---------------------------~._-

Evechinus chloroticus

Geklw.n}.da.e ap ,

Odontr:\:.a app , (includes

O.nr.striata, O.smithi, and

per-haps .C.ostelytr~ sp.)

Per.icoptus ap ,

Colletid bee

20

2

12

1

1

3
1

7

3
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Landsnails from the Washpool hidden Site

Species Level I Level IT Level IH

Charopa (Cbarona) bianca (Hutton) 8

C. C. coma (Gray) 110

C. C. l2.ilsbr;yi (Suter) 2

C. (lIoce.lla) prestoni (Sykes)

C. (Ptychodon) buccinella (Reeve) 367
C. P. varicosa (Pfeiffer) 12

C. (Subfectola) calwtsninalae (Reeve) 178

1

1

J-,ame1,l.idae novoseelandica

Para18.0l:1a lal~ymbi1icata (Suter)

P. pwnila (Button)

Phenacharo'pa novoseelandica (Pf'e i f'f'er )

Potamop;yrgus antipodurn antinodum (Gray)

p'seudallodiscus ponderi

rJ'herasia zelandiae (Gray)

'l'otals

7

37
2592

L~18

3

319

4087

7

5

1

3
2

1

7
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§casonality at the Washpool ~idden Site

NB: UsinG fish minimum numbers given in Appendix 23, their seasonal

abundance probabilities in Appendix 27, and the method outlined in

Appendix 28, the following probability distributions have been calculated

for the Washpool Midden site.

110nth Level 1 Raw Level 1 % Level 2 Raw Level 2 %

January 28.L~1 10.59 11.91+ 9.63
February 29.09 10.85 11.27 9.09
i'larch 30.43 11.35 13.30 10.73
April 22.73 8.L~8 11.13 8.98
Eay 18.12 6.76 8.59 6.93
June 21.61 8.06 11.32 9.13
July 20.15 7.51 9.22 7.41+

August 16.21+ 6.06 7.70 6.21

September 17.21 6.L~2 7.91 6.38

October 17.79 6.63 8.88 7.16

November 23.81 8.88 11.15 8.99
December 22.60 8.43 11.57 9.33

Totals 268.19 100.00 123.98 100.00

N 268 12LI-
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1andsnftils in 11ain Botar~~S'J.l Z~mes in Lodern

Pal1iser .D.? Environment

NB: All entries are percentages.

Species Coastal Inland Podocarp Black
Beech

(Charopa) .anr;Uicu.la (Heeve)

C. bia~ (Ilut t on )

C. coma (Gray)

C. ].ilGbryi (Suter)

(Geminoropa) cookiana (Dell)

Char0E.?

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

G.

G.

microrhina (Suter)

eta (Pfeiffer)

75

1.1

18.3

1.1

1.1

11. l r

0.8

3.1

o. Lr

10.3

5.6

0.6

7.3
0.6

11.0

c.
c.

(P,tyr\:hodon) brouni (Suter)

P. buccinella (Reeve) 10.0 Ir3.3

.E.£.~ (Hu t t on )

c. (Sub:[s.2to~1.) ca~)utsY21.!lalae (Heave)

92,torCl).iGnaria (Pfeiffer)

£1ammulina c]:lir0r:!.. (Gray)

1~ sp.

L. (Phr\x.GY2;;",thusl- rnariae. (Gray)

1,. P. m~ (Button)

c,
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

1.

L.

L.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

~olensoi (Suter)

i,nfe.cta, (Reeve)

microundulata (Suter)

pseydoleioda (Suter)

reeftonensis (S~ter)

serpentinula (Suter)

varicosa (Pfeiffer)

rnicroreticulatuB (Suter)

l2t!.:r2D2.i a (Ilut ton)

1'egulari8 (Pfeiffer)

serratocostatus(Vebster)

4.2

1.1

1.1

1.1

4.6

2 -7../

2.7

7.3

0.4

1.5
0.6
0.2

0.4

0.2

2.1

2.7

5·2
O.Lr

0.6

1 -z
...J

20.e

0.6

0.6
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Coastal Inland Podocarp Black
Beech

.Q,nmhalorissa nurchasi (PfeUfer) 25.9
Otoconcha Sp. 3.L~

O. dimidiata (Pfeiffer) 3.L~

Paralaoma allochroida (Suter) 5.6
P. lateumbilicata (Suter) 0.6 2.5
P. }2UlJila (Hutton) 1.0 5·0
P. raricostata (Suter) 0.2

P. sericata (Suter) 1 7-.:;;

PhenacharoJ?a novoseelandica (Pfeiffer) L~. 6 1.5 0.6

Po t.anoovr-rrur, zelandiae (Gray) o. L~------.......-
Suteria ide (Gray) 0.4

Therasia traversi (E.A.Smith) 0.2

T. zelandiae (Gray) 1.1 1.0

'I'o t aLs 100. Lt 100.3 99.5 99.9

Sample Numbers 310 88 L:'7B 163
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Bay, Cor-omandeL Peninsula, north
Island of l'!evJ Zealand
Ar-chaeol.og- and Physical
in Oceania 4 3 :196-221

Archaeological Research at Lake
l"ianGakm'mre, \'laikato
NZAA Newsletter 14(3):113-126



BELVdOOD, P.S.

BEST, E.

BEST, E.

1972

1901

1905

Excations at Otakanini Pa, South
Kaipara Harbour
Journal of the Roval Society of lew
Zealand 2(3):25SL2 91

Te1:Jhanga-nui-a-Tara.
\'!ellington in Pre-Pakeha Days
JPS 10: 107-165

Mn.ori Eschatoloc;y: The whar-o potae
(house of mourning) and its lore; ••••
~ 38:143-239

BESJ.', E. 1916

BEST, E. 1924

BEST, E. 1925

BEST, E. 1911-2

BBS'l' , E. 1952

BES'f, S.B. 1975

BED, A.G. 1967

Eaori Storehouses and Kindred Structures
pominion ~~Geun Bulletin 5

The I1aori
Polynesian Society Memoir 5. 2 Vols.

Haori Acriculture
Dominionuseum Bulletin 9.

Forest Lore of the .aori
Doninion ,.useum Bulletin 11r.

The ~lacri as he Has
I'I.Z.Government Printer

Adzes, Rocks and Hen
Hesearch essay,l:niversity of Auckland

Deep-Hater Pliocene Ilollusca from
Palliseray, Ee\-l Zealand
Transactions of the ;:oyal Society of
Uel-l Zealand: Geoiogy 5(3): [:9-'122

BO\HE, D.

BRAY, J.H.

BREU, J .0. (Ed.)

BI~ODIE, J. If.

1972

1971

1973

Pers.comm.
Artefact Collector, ~asterton.

Vegetational Distribution, Tree Growth
and Crop 0uccess in Relation to Recent
Climatic Change
PP' 177-233
In: Advances in Ecolosical Research

Vol. 7
J.B.Cragg Ed.
Academic Press

One Ir1.1l1dred Years of AnthropoloG'J
Harvard cniversity Press

The Ccean Envi.ronmerrt
PP 61-92
In: \Jilliams, 1973 q , v ,



BHO'l'UI,1ELL, D. and
E.HIGGS (Eds.)

BRYDEil, Il.H.

BUCK, P.

BUIS'l', A.G.

BUTZEri, K. \1.

BYHNE, D.H.

1972

1962

1961

1971

1973

Science in ArchaeoloG[
Thames and Hudson

Body Size and Composition of Elephant

Seals; absolute measurer.1ents and

estimates from bone dimensions

Journal of Zoolor.y 167:265-276

The Comin~ of the laori
Vlhitconbe and. Tombs Ltd.

'l'aranaki Archaic Artefacts
NZAA Newsletter 4(4):17-18

Environuent and Archaeolo(:;;'!,

l-1ethven

P'.cehistoric CO"Droli tes
Unpublished 1.A '[,hesis, Ant.hr-opoLogy ,

University of Auckland

CAIRllS, K.H. 1959a

CAIRns, K.R. 1959b

CAIHl1S, K.R. 1960

CAIRNS, l(.l~. 1961

CAIIi.:NS, K.l~. 1971

CHAPLIN, TI.E. 1971

A Hangi Site at Glenburn
I1ZAA 11e'dslette.!.. 2(4) :26

\Jork in the hTairaraua
NZAA I1eHsletter 2(l}) :19-20

FrieLdwo.rk , 'dairarapa
NZAA Fe\'lSletter 3(4) :2L!-

Uairarapa District
EZAA lTewsletter 4(Lt) :22-2L!-

Rediscovering the ';Iairarapa
\lairaranu rr:i.ues Age F'eb 19, p.1 L!-

The Study .of Anir1al Bones from

AFchneolor;icnl Sites

Seminar Press

CHIlliE, V.G.

CLARK, J .G.D.

CLAPJCE, D.L.

CLU:O, F .1;.

1935

1968

1972

Changing j :ethods and Aims in Prehistory

Proceedinrs of the Prehistoric Societ

1 1 :1-15

Excavations at Star Carr
CambridGe Dniversity Press

Analytical Archaeolor;;z
j·iethven

110dels in ArchaeoloE;;[
l-iet hven '

Pers.comr~l.

Curator of ;.olluscs, National Museum

of Nev Zealand



COAKLEY, A.

COAKLEY, A.

COCKAYNE, L.

COLENSO, "1/.

COOK, J.

COOK, J.

COOLl3S, R.

COUTTS, P.J.? and
j·i.J·URISICH

CHESSVELL , P.,
G~HAI-1EL and
B.F.1EACH

CREHE, N.

CROSBY, E.

DANIEL, G.

DAI1IELSSON, n,

1973

1921

1879

1968

1974

1973

n.d.

n.d.

1968

1967

A Study in the Conservation of Elephant
F'iah (C.allorynchus tri L'l i.i, Bory) in
Nev! Zealand
~eries "l'echnical Renort 126

The Biological and Commercial Aspects
of the Elephant Fish
1: 'I'he Comrner-c i.aL Fishery
Fisheries Technical Renort 76

'1'he Vcr,etation of nei'! Zealand
Germany

On the Loa
TI@. 12:63-108

The Jonrnals of Jar:1es Cook:
Vol 1, 'i'he Voyage of the Endeavour
1768-1771, J.C.Beaglehole Ed.
Cambridge university Press

The Journals of Jancs Cook:
Vol 2, The ~!oyage of the Resolution
and Adventure 1772-1775
Cambridge ~niversity Press

Crayfish
Nei'! Zealand fature Heritage 2(26:725
732; 2'1: ?LrO- 7Lr5)

Canine Passengers in ;aori Canoes
World Archaeology 5(1):71-35

Landsnails and Vegetation in Palliser
Bay
In: Leach and Leach n.d. q.v.

Diary of Fish Catches in Palliser
Bay in 1957. iianuacr-Ipt

Pr-eLi.mi.nary Report on 1I/hiritoa
NZAA l1e"lSletter 6( 1) : 46- Lt-9

Aotearoa l.aori: New Zealand about 1780
Geop;ranhical Review 39:401-424

One Hundred Years of Old Horld
Prehistory
pp 57-93
Iri: Brew 1968 q.v.

Kia Ora Keneti
pp 1-36
IE.: Highland et al 1967 q.v.



DAVIDSON, J .u.

DAVIDson, J .n.

DAVIDSON, J.f.I.

DAVIDSON, J.r.1.

DAVIDSON, J .n,

DAVIDSON, J.H.

DAVIDSON, J .n.

DAVIDSOH, J.n.

DAVIDSOTI, J .]'I.

DAVIDSON, J.H.

DAVIDSON, J.ll.

DAVIS, S.

DAVIS, S.

DAVIS, S.

1969

1970a

1970b

197°c

1971a

1971b

1972

19740.

1974b

1974

n.d.

1957

1959

1962

Excavat i on of a Coastal lIidden Deposit,
SU-LO-1
pp 22L~-252

In: Green and Davidson 1949 q.v.

Excavation of an lIUndefended" Site,
I'l38/37, on Lotutapu Island, 1'1ew Zealand
Rec.Auclc.Inst.and l·ius. 7:31-60

Survey of Archaeological Sites on
Notutanu Island
,!{ec.Auck.lnst.and ;·:us. 7:1-12

Notes on Artifacts from Site N38/24
Rec.Audc. Inst .and Hus. 7 :24-30

Archaeology on Nukuoro Atoll
Auckland Insb.tute and Jluseu0.
Eullet i~ rlo. 9

Ea.rly lian in ·Net·! Zealand
New Zealands HeritaGe 1(2):29-32

Archaeological Investigations on
Hotutaou Island, Ne\'! Zealand
Rec.Au~k.Inst.and~ 9:1-14

Radiocarbon Dates from the Sunde Site
(N38/2LI-), IIotutapu Island, ]1e\'1 Zealand
Hec.Auck.Inst .and ::us. 11 :9-10.

B~rther Identifications of Sources of
Obsidian FLakea f'r-om N38/37 on
J.lotutapu Island, New Zealand
Rec.Auck.lnst.o.nd Tins. 11:11-12

Pers.comm.
Archaeologist, Auckland Institute and
l1useurn.

The Excavation of Skipper" s Ridge
(IJLI-0/7), Opito, Coromandel Peninsula,
in 1959 and 1960. Hanuscript

Evidence of llaori Occupation in the
Castlepoint Area
~ 66:199-203

A Summary of ?ield Archaeology from
the Domi.rrion I-Iuseum Group
NZAA l!e\'!sletter 2(l1-): 15-19

Hakara Beach (lilellington) Excavat i.on
NZAA Nei'Tsletter 5(3): 1L1-5-150



DA\'lSON, s.v. and
J.C. YALDltlYN

DELl" H.K.

DELL, R.K.

DELL, R.K.

DOAK, \of.

DOLE, G.E. and
R.L.CARl;EIEO (Eds.)

DOOGUE, R.B. and
J .x.:·,mmLAND

DRUCE, A.F.

DUFF, R.S.

DUFF, R.S.

DUFF, R.S.

DUF:F', R.S.

DUGDALE, J.S.

D'URVILLE, D.

EI-IOIlY, K.P• and
Y.H.SINO'i'O

1952 .

1956a

1956b

1972

1960

1966

1971

1946

1956

1961

1973

1950

1964

Excavation of Haori Burials at Long
Beach, Otago. Part 11
::LE§. 61:283-91

Some Nevl Zealand Subfossil Land
Hollusca
Hecords Dominion Museum 2 (3):135-~+

The Archibenthal Mollusca of New Zealand
Dominion Museum Bulletin 18

Archibenthal Nollusca from Northern
New Zealand
Trans.actions of the Hoyal Societ;y oX.
New Zealand: Z~ology 3(20):205-216

Fishes of the (eH Zealand negion
Hodder 2: Stoughton

Essays in the Science of Culture
New York

Ne"'l Zealand Sea Anr:lers' Guide
A.H. and A.V.Reed

'I'ho Flora of the Aorangi Range,
Southern vlairarapa
Hell'; n..G.ton Botanical Societ;y Bulletin
37: ~·-29

Hoa-hunters of the Hairau
Records of the CanterbuI';Y Iiuseum 5: 1_l~3

Native Quarries of Baked Argillite
Records of the Canterbur;y IIuseum
'5' (2) :115-124

The I,Ioa-Hunter Period of r·:aori Culture
N.Z.Governr.:ent Printer

Excavation of House-Pits at Pari
Hhakatau Pa, Claverly, l''larlborough
Records of the Canterbury HuseW:l
7: 269-302

Pers.comm.
Errt omoLogy Division, D.S.I.R.Nelson

New Zealand 1826-1827
Translated by OUve Viright, vlingfield
Press

Eastern Polynesian Burials at l-laupiti
JPS 73(2) :1[1-3-160



EVANS, J.G.

EVANS-PRI'l'CHARD, E.E.

EVAllS-PRI1'CHAHD, E.E.

EYLES, J.R.

FAGAN, B.H.

}<'ALL, II .1,[ • ,

A.B.i;EDH!A and
I:l.B.JACKSON

FIRTH, R.

FIRTH, R.

FLEEHIG, C.A.

:F'LEHING, C•A.

FOX, A.

FHEEUAN, J.D. and
W.R.GEDDES (Eds.)

GASKIN, D.E.

GASKIN, D.E.

GATIIERCOLE, P.,
B.F.LEACH and
H.N.LEACH (Eds.)

1972

1961

1975

1972

1971

1957

1959

1957

1966

1974

1959

1968

1972

1974

Land Snails in Archaeology
Seminar Press

'l'he lluer
Oxford

Ani.1E-·.opolo~':y' and History, A Lecture
delivered in the urriversi ty of j'Janchester
Hanchester

Rakautara - a cave site on the
Kaikoura Coast (SLj.9/3)
NZAA Nevrsletter 18(3) :132-139

r::p the BeGinning: An Introduction to
Archaeology
Little, BrO\ffi & Co.

Feeding Patterns of Rattus rattus and
Hattusexulans on En.iwet ok Atoll,
Harshall Islands
Journal of I;aml'l~~ 52( 1) : 69-76

'!le, t11e S:ikouia
AlIen E'~ Unwi n

Econorrics of the Ne\-! Zealand r<aori--- -N.Z.Government Printer

'I'he Genus Pecten in New Zealand
NeH Zealand Geological Survey,
Pal~olor;:ical Bulletin 26.

l<IarHick's Illustrations of New Zealand
Shells, with a checklist of New
Zealand Cenozoic Hollusca
Nc'" Zealand DSIH Bulletin 173

Prehistoric haori storage Pits:
Problems in Interpretation
~ 83(2):141-154

Anthropoloc! in the South Seas
Thomas Avery, 11ew Plymouth

The New Zealand Cetacea
Fisheries Research Bulletin 1 (NS)

Hhales pO,lp-hins and Seals: wi th
spccial reference to the New Zealand
Region
Hei.nsmam Educational Books

Comparatively Speaking: Studies in
Pacific IIaterial Culture 1921-19'72
Otago University Press



GIBE, J.A. and
J .E.C.:F'LUX

GILL, L.T.

GOLSOI'T, J.

GOLSON, J.

GOLSON, J.

GOLSON, J.

GOLSON, J.

GOODYEAR, F.B.

GOPJ3EY, K.

GRAI-IAI-i, D•H•

GRAl'iT-'l'AYLOH, T.L.

GI1EF.li, R. C.

GREEN, R.C.

GHEEN, R.C.

1973

1929

1959

1960

1961

1965

1969

1971

1953

1974

1963a

1963c

J.Iammals
pp 33l ,-- 371
In: Williams, 1973 q.v.

The Eat that does not gnaw
n t 1: • l' 27() -:>DO~a ure lagazlne ~: O-LU

Culture Change in Prehistoric New
Zealand
pp 29-7l~

In: Freeman and Geddes 1959 q.v.

Archaeology, Tradition, and i;yth in
Ne\v Zealand Prehistory
~ 69( 4) :3()O_l~02

Investigations at Kauri Point, Katikati,
Hestern I:\ay of Plenty
NZAA I:ewsletter ll-(2) : 13-L1-1

Some Considerations of the role of
'I'heor-y in New Zealand Archaeology
NZAA rle.'-'1;sletter 8(2) :79-92

Excavations at SU-VA-1
pp 103-113
In: Green and Davidson 1969 q.v.

~rchaeolo0ical Site Science
He i.nemann

Climatic Change in New Zealand
Archaeo.Iogy
NZAA Newsletter 9(2):74-76

A rl'reasury of FeH Zealand Fishes
A.H. and A.W.Reed

Letter to the Editor
NZAA Newsletter 17(3) :1l1-6-1l~8

A Review of the Prehistoric Seguence
of the Auckland Province
Publication of the Auckland
Archaeological Society 1;0.1

Summaries of Sites at Opito, Sarah's
Gully, and Great I";ercury Island
NZAA Newsletter 6(1):57-69

An undefended Settlement at Kauri
Point, ~auranga District
Whru~atane and District Historical
Society
Historical Review 11(3):143-156



GREEN, R.C.

GHEEf.~, R.C.

GREEN, R.C.

GREEl!, R.C.

GHEEI~, H.C.

GREEl'J, R.C.

GREF.1T, R.C.,
H.R.BHOOKS and
R.D.REEVES

GREEN, R.C. and
J.B.DAVIDSON (Eds.)

GREET'l, R. C. and
J .il.DAVIDSON (Eds.)

GREEI'), R. C• and
K.GREEI!

GREEIT, R.C. and
N.KELLY (Eds.)

GREEr'T, R.C.,
K.GREEI'[ ,
R.A.RAPPAPORT,
A.RAPPAPORT, and
J.h.DAVIDSON

1966

1970

1972

1974

1975

1967

1974

1970,
1971

Sources, Ages and Exploitation of
Ne'" Zealand Obsidian: an interim
report
NZAA Ne\'lsletter 7(3) :13Lr-143

Linguistic Subgroupings within
Polynesia: 'J.'he implications for
Prehistoric Settlement
~ 75(1):6-38

A Revie1:1 of the Prehistoric Seauence
in the Auckland Province
2nd ed , Edited by ::,.l".Leach
University Bookshop, Dunedin

!-Ioa-hunters, Agriculture and Changing
Ana.Logi.ee in He\'! Zealand Prehistory
NZAA Nev/sletter (15 (1) :16-39

Adaptation and Ch(m~e in Eaori Culture
Reprint of an article to the published
1£: Biogeography and EcolOGY in 2;e\'l

Zealand
G.Kuschel (Ed.), VI ••Junk.

Pers.comm.
Professor of AnthropoloVJ, University
of Auckland

Characterization of ~e", Zealand
Obsidians by Emission Spectroscopy
New Zealand Journal of Science 10 (3):
675-682

Archaeology in \1estern Samoa I
Auckland :nstitute and Huseum Bulletin 6

Archaeology in 1;Jestern Samoa 11
Auckland Institute and liuseum Bulletin 7

Classic and Early European IIaori
Sites on the Hau.raki Plains
NZAA l1mlSletter 6( 1):27-34

Studies in Cceanic Culture History
Vol 1 Pacific Anthronolo0;ical I;ecords '11
Vol 2 Pacific AnthroDolo[~ical Hecords 12

Archaeology on the Island of Bolorea,
French Polynesia
Anthro olorical Paners of the American
liuseum Uatural History 51 2



GHEEH, H.C. and
H.SHA\'lCHOSS

GHOUDE, L.H.

GHOUBE, L.!!.

GHOUDE, L.!I.

HAAS'l', J. VON

HAE1LTON, A.

HAH1LTON, A.

HAl-lIL'l'ON, A.

HANDY, E.S.C.

HARlUSON, 1;/. J •

HARROHFIELD, D•IJ.

HEAPHY, C.

HEAPIIY, C.

HECTOH, J.

1962 .

1970

1871

1892

1901

1908

1940

1920

1879

1872

The Culture Sequence of the Auckland
Province
IlZAA jJe\'lSlette~ 5(Lf-) :210-220

Hodels in New Zealand: A Consideration
of the New Zealand Evidence
ArchaeolC?fl.. and Physical AnthropoloGY
in Oceania 2(1):1-27

From Archaic to Classic 11aori
~uck1and St.u,dent Geo,;rapher 6:1-11

The Oric;in and Development of EarthHork
Fortifications in the Pacific, pp 133-16L~

In: Green and Kelly 1970, 1971 q.v.

l";oas and Hoa-Hunters
21JZ1 L~ :66-107

Notes on Maori Necklaces
~ 25: LI-91-493

The Art Horkmanship of the I:aori r~ace

in New ~':;ealand

N.Z.lnstitute, Dunedin

Fishing and Sea-Foods of the Ancient
J'.1aori
Dominion Nuseum Bulletin Ho.2

'1'he Hawai i.an Planter
Bishop iluseum Bulletin 161

110a bones from Hartinborough
New Zealand Journal of Science and
rr"echnoloc;y 3:156

A Study of the Types and Distribution
of Archaeological Sites on uaw(s
Peninsula, Canterbury
NZAA Newsletter 12(2):94-102

Account of an ~~ploring Expedition
to the South-west of Kelson
pp 188-21+9
I£: Taylor, l:.H. 1959 q.v.

Notes on Port Nicholson and the
Natives in 1839
~ 12:32-39

Notes on the edible fishes of New
Zealand
pp 95-133
11!.: Button, F.i'l. 1872 q.v.



BENDY, C.B. and
A.T.UII,SON

HIGGS, E.S. (Ed.)

RIGGS, E.S. (Ed.)

HIGI-lAH, C.l".H.

HIGBLAHD, G.A.,
H.1;!.FOIWE,
A.HOi:lAm),
H.KELLY and
Y.H.SHJO'.l.'O (Eds.)

HriCHIITGS, I!. and
1'.;. 0' HOUHKE

HJAIUlO, J.

HODSON, F.R.,
D.G.KEllDAUJ and
P. TAUTU (Eds.)

HOLE, F. and
R.F.HEIZER

HOSKING, T.

ROUGH'l'0i1, P. and
P. de SOUZA

HOUGIlTON , P.

HOUGHTON, P.

HUTTOIT, F. \1•

1968

1972

1975

1968

n.d.

1971

1973

1962

1975

1975

n.d.

1872

Palaeoclimatic data from Speleothems
Nature 219 :1+8-51

~rs_.in. Economic Prehistor;y
Cambridge Liniversity Press

PalaeoeconomJ:
Cambridge l.n.iversi ty Press,
Prehistoric Research in Western
Southland
NZAA Newsletter 11(4):155-164

Polynesian Culture HistorJ:
Bishop; .useum Press

Site Survey Fieldbook: Eastern
Hc;lirarapa. liS.

Naori Fish-hooks in Southern New
Zealand
Records of the Cta:")o • useum
Anthropology :;0.3

Eather,laticG in t~ Archaeological and
Historical Sciences
Edinburgh University Press

An Introduction to Prehistoric
Archaeol~SL

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

Report on Excavation of \'lhakamoenga
Cave, Lake Taupe
nZ!'l.A Ne\!sletter 5(1) :22-30

Discriminant Func t i.on Sexing of Pre
historic New Zealand Skeletal lla t e.ri a l,

from Lengths of Long Lones
~ 81+(2) :225-229

Per-a, coram,
Anatomy Depa.rtment, Ctago Iiedical School

The People of "1airau Bar
Himeographed Report 22p.
Anatomy Department, CtaGo 'edical School

Fishes of New Zealand
'C"atalogue \vi th di.agnoaee of the species
Colonial l':useum, \'Jellington



HUTTON, :F' .1;J •

HUTTON, F.H.

HUT'rOII, :F' .\'J •

ISHIZUKI, K.

JACKSON, J.E.

JOLLY, E. and
R.C.GREEN

JOLLY, H.G. \'1. and
P.EURDOCK

JONES, A.

JONES, K.

KEYES, I.H.

KEYES, 1.1,1.

KEYES, I .VJ •

KEYES, LVJ.

KEYES, I .Vf•

1873 .

1875

1877

1968

1956

1973

1962

1973

1960

1961

1970

1972

,9atalor:ue of the Tertiary 1,1011u.sca
and Echinoderr:wta of iie\'I Zealand, in
the Collect:ion of the Coloni.al l~UI:;~-;;TI
N.Z.Government Printer

Notes on the Naori cooking places
at the mouth of the Shag River
~ g:103-108

Note on the Baori Hat
TNZI 9:348

A Preliminary report on the Folasa
a-lalo excavations
NZAA Newsletter 11(1):50-56

Quali ty Control No t hode for '1'\'10

Related Variables
Industrial ~ua1ity Control 12(7) :LI·-8

Beach Middens on the Coromandel Coast
l~.ie\',sletter 5( 1) :1+1_L~3

Further Excavat i.ons at Site N40/2,
Opito Bay
NZAA rJe':lsletter 16(2) :66-70

Sites on the North-East Coast of
Banks Peninsula
NZAA Fewsletter 5(2):112-116

Excavations at 'I'a i.r-ua (N41~/2) 1958-64:
A Synthesis
NZAA Newsletter 16(4):143-150

'I'he Cultural Succession and Ethnographic
Features of D'Urville Island
~ 69(3):239-265

The Age of the Quarry Sites on
D'Urville Island
llZAA Y;ewsletter 4(11-) :30-32

l-laori utilisation of drifted limestone
from the South Wellington Coastline
NZAA Newsletter 12(2):103-107

Wairarapa Chert Sources in New
Zealand Prehistory
NZAA lIe1rISletter 13(3): 12(')-34

A further source of Chert in the
\Jairarapa
NZAA rle\'lsletter 15(2) :57-58



KEYES, I.H.

KEYES, I.H.

KEHHICH, J.E. and
D.L.CLAHKE

KING, L.C.

K1NS1\Y, F.C.

KNOX, G.A. (Ed.)

LA1:I, R.G.

LAH, R.G.

LAH, R.G.

LA'vl, R.G.

LA1;J, R.G.

LAW, R.G.

LEACH, B.F.

LEACH, B.F.

1975

1975

1934

1970

-1969

1970

1972

1973

1975

1970

The D'Urville Island-Nelson
Netasomatised Rocks and their
significance in new Zealand Pr-eh i at or-y
Whakatane and District Historical
§.ociety ::istorical IievieVl 23( 1): 1-17

Pers.comm.
N.Z.Geological Survey

Notes on the Possible J.1isuse and errors
of Cumulative Percentage Frequency
Graphs for the omparison of Prehistoric
Artefact Assemblages
Procee~inGs of the Prehistoric SGciety
33:57-09

Tertiary Holluscan Faunas from the
Southern Wairarapa
~ 63:33}+-391-

Annotated.Checklist of the Birds of
New Zealand
A.H. and A.W.Reed

The Natural History of Canterbury
A.H. and A.W.Reed

Pits and Kumara Agriculture in the
South Island
~ 78(2):223-251

A file manufacturing technique
FZAA ne\'lsletter 13(2) :84-85

Archaeology at Harataonga Bay, Great
Barrier Island
Rec.Auck.Inst.and rI1.1s. 9:81-123

Tol:oroa !-Ioa-Hunter Site, N75/1
NZAA HevlSlettep 16(.'1-) :150-164

c14 Date List - Eastern Polynesia
17 pp
Nimeographed

C1~· Dates from Harataonga Bay,
Great Barrier Island
NZAA Newsletter 18(1):48-52

The Concept of Similarity in
Prehistoric Studies: A test case
using Nevl Zealand Stone Flake
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